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It gives me immense pleasure to introduce the 

writer of this book, Shri Vijay Shanker Mishra, whose 

hard-work and uninterrupted spirit has enabled him 

to bring this book for the avid followers of Indian 

Classical Music. 

I am sure, this will certainly impart valuable 

information to all students of tabla and percussion, 

subject as a whole. 

Shri Vijay Shanker Mishra is a well-known music 

critic and writer of many books on music. I admire 

his enthusiasm and efforts for the work he has been 

doing to educate and inform the advanced students 

of Indian Classical Music. 

In this book he has explained six vital schools 

of Indian tabla. In addition to that, he has brought 

forward rare compositions of these gharanas that 

would be of immense importance for each student 

of tabla. 

I wish him all the very best. 

Blessings 

Padma Vibhushan Pt. Ram Narayan 
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FOREWORD 

It is a privilege to write the foreword of this book, which deals 

with the art and science of Tabla playing, written by none other 

than the eminent scholar, music writer and accomplished Tabla gum, 

Pt. Vijay Shanker Mishra. 

Pt. Vijay Shanker, trained under the tutelage of his illustrious 

father Pt. Gama Maharaj, belongs to long lineage of Tabla players 

of the Banaras Gharana. Though himself a traditionalist, Vijayji 

uses contemporary research methodology to analyse the Tabla, Tabla 

playing, its origin and its development over the centuries from a 

modem perspective. A veteran writer and a musicologist of repute, 

he has to his credit more than 5000 articles and publications. 

Pt. Vijay Shanker Mishra also presented a 13-episode serial on the 

“History of the Tabla”, which was broadcast by All India Radio. In 

this programme, Vijayji looked into many of the theories and stories 

regarding the origin of the Tabla. Separating history from myth and 

lore for the first time, Vijayji demonstrated how many of the 

prevalent beliefs regarding the origin of the Tabla were more myths 

or “gathas” (stories). He went on to put forth a theory regarding 

the origin of the Tabla and the development of various playing 

techniques, by textual and other forms of evidence, which has been 

generally accepted by Tabla players, scholars and connoisseurs 

alike. 

Translated into English by Debasish Chakraborty, this present 

work is a continuation of his previous efforts. In this book Vijayji 

writes-about 35 Taalas, including some very rare Taalas. Also this 

book contains rare compositions by the Masters of different 



Gharanas. He also covers the Gharanas and their Vaadan styles 

and their particular compositions along with the Varnas (alphabets) 

of the ancient Tabla with reference to Bharata’s and Sharangdev’s 

Sangeet Ratnakar. The book also refers to various playing 

techniques and the ‘moods’ of the Tabla, the three notation systems 

of Indian music and the staff notation, while throwing light on what 

should be a Tabla solo recital and Tabla accompaniment. Finally 

the book provides brief biographies of some of the Tabla greats 

and, in a first, discusses some promising contemporary Tabla players 

as well. With its wide range and in-depth coverage of topics, this is 

a store-house of information on the Tabla from a modem perspective. 

The book will be a valuable reference to all those who want to 

leam about the Tabla and Tabla playing from a modem perspective 

- connoisseurs, scholars and experts. Students, especially at the 

post-graduate level would find it particularly useful for their studies. 

I pray that Pt. Vijay Shanker Mishra continues with his efforts 

to enlighten us with his research and wish him luck for all his future 

endeavours. 

Padmashri Pt. Bhajan Sopori 
Santoor Maestro & Composer 

(Dated 3 Nov 2014) 



INTRODUCTION 

India’s incredible musical heritage is seeped in antiquity. The history 

of Indian music is said to be over 5,000 years old. In contrast, the 

Tabla, as we know today, is a fairly new entrant in the musical 

arena, having made its debut barely 400 years ago. However, in 

this short span, this instrument has acquired unprecedented acclaim 

and popularity. Today, a Hindustani musical concert is inconceivable 

without the Tabla gracing the stage either as a solo instrument or as 

an instrument of accompaniment. 

The popularity of the Tabla has long crossed the shores of 

India and has earned the appreciation of music lovers across the 

world. A significant number of Tabla lovers in foreign lands are 

now seriously pursusing the art of Tabla playing, and some have 

become quite successful. The credit for the Tabla’s popularity goes 

to the legions of gifted, but often unsung, Tabla exponents who 

have dedicated their lives to explore this deceptively simple 

instrument. They have braved harsh social and political conditions, 

abject poverty, apathy, neglect and even the wrath of the society to 

steadfastly pursue, preserve and propagate the sacred art of their 

forefathers till their last breath. 

The Tabla’s evolution, in the course of time, resulted in the 

creation of several distinctive traditions, each with its own set of 

history, heroes, legends and wealth of magnificent compositions. 

Until quite recently, this traditional knowledge was fiercely guarded 

and handed down orally from master to disciple through a grueling 

process of training that spanned decades. This approach certainly 

had its merits. Indeed, it is impossible to acquire mastery over the 

Tabla, except under the tutelage of a true guru. However, this 



process of training had its drawbacks: the lessons went unrecorded, 

and free learning and holistic appreciation of this wonderful 

instrument remained restricted. 

The availability of printed books improved the situation to a 

certain extent — thanks to the herculean efforts of stalwarts like 

Pandit Vishnu Narayan Bhatkhande and Pandit Vishnu Digambar 

Paluskar. Plowever, even today, books on Indian classical music 

are few, and on Indian percussion instruments like the Tabla are 

fewer still. There is a dearth of books that lucidly explain the 

theoretical and practical aspects of the North Indian system of 

drumming, even in vernacular Indian languages. Many of these 

books are either woefully inadequate in their treatment of the subject 

or blatantly propagate myths and fallacies. The plethora of 

controversies surrounding various technical aspects of the Indian 

system of drumming and the lack of recorded historical evidence 

add further complexity. In such a situation, the students, practitioners, 

teachers and connoisseurs of the Tabla — especially those who 

speak and understand English — find themselves at a loss. 

Pandit Vijay Shanker Mishra, a representative of the Banaras 

gharana, and a living encyclopedia of Indian classical music, has 

been making determined efforts to rectify these anomalies through 

his incredibly insightful research and prolific writings. Encouraged 

by the response to his works, which are in Hindi, he envisioned yet 

another courageous project: to create a comprehensive book in 

English that included his original research on the Tabla so that a 

formidable barrier to free knowledge — that of language — can be 

conquered. 

It was with this noble intent that Panditji entrusted me with 

the task of translating his writings and helping compile his works in 

the form of a book. The task was daunting as most of the terms 

and concepts used in the study of Indian music are difficult to explain 

in English. Moreover, it is impossible to emulate Panditji’s powerful 

style, originality and in-depth understanding of the subject for anyone, 



let alone a novice with inadequate musical and linguistic capacity 

like me. However, with Panditji’s blessings, guidance and 

encouragement—and after toiling relentlessly for more than seven 

years — the task has been finally accomplished. 

This book attempts to fill a void that students, teachers and 

practitioners have felt for long. It not only provides a firm theoretical 

foundation based on historical facts and sound logic, but also contains 

an incredibly rich repertoire of compositions of various schools of 

Tabla. Beginners as well as fairly advanced students, practitioners, 

academics and even researchers will find many interesting nuggets 

in the pages that follow. 

Working on this book was an enriching and enlightening 

experience for me. I sincerely hope that the readers will enjoy this 

book and benefit from it as much as I did while putting it together. 

I shall consider my efforts truly rewarded if this book serves the 

intended purpose of the author and my guru—Pandit Vijay Shanker 

Mishra—which is to make comprehensive, objective and accurate 

knowledge of the Tabla accessible for every discerning lover of 

the Tabla. 

12 July 2014 Debasish Chakraborty 
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PREFACE 

By the grace and blessings of the Almighty and the Gurus, 

I humbly present before the esteemed readers my 6th book, 

Art and Science of Playing Tabla. I hope and pray that readers 

will bestow upon it the same affection as they have on my 

previous books, Antarnad: Sur aur Saaz, Tabla Puran, 

Bharatiya Sangeet Ke Naye Aayam, Manke: Bhav, Sur Lay 

Ke and Rare Compositions of the Great Masters. 

This book is in fact the result of incessant requests from 

readers. Soon after the publication of Tabla Puran, I began 

receiving requests for a similar book in English. Since English is 

neither my language of expression nor of my thinking process, I 

kept ignoring these requests for some time. Meanwhile, several 

books on the Tabla were published in English, and I felt no need 

to add another volume on the same subject. But, when requests 

kept pouring in despite the slew of new books hitting the market, 

and the telephone bell refused to stop ringing, I could not ignore 

those any more. 

Treating the will of my readers as their command, I decided 

to take up the task. I took the help of my disciple, Debasish 

Chakraborty. I do not consider myself a Guru, though. After 

completing his MA in Tabla, Debasish took up a regular job with 

a private company. Tabla is not his profession. And, considering 

the plight of music and musicians, I did not ask him to change his 

mind either. In spite of the pressures of office work and domestic 

life, Debasish completed the task of translating my writings in 

about seven years. 



Thereafter began the process of the book’s publication. I 

am honoured to note that the Publications Division, which had 

earlier published Manke: Bhav, Sur Lay Ke, evinced interest in 

this work as well. However, during this period, I felt the urge to 

add some more content to the book to enhance its utility. Another 

student of mine, Madhukhar Narayan, took up the responsibility 

of working on the new pieces. Madhukhar is an engineer by 

profession and has completed his MA in Tabla. He proof read the 

manuscript and helped with the scanning of photographs. My 

other student Puneet Batra, gladly helped with typing and other 

production-related work. I am grateful to these individuals and 

have no qualms in admitting that this book is the result of their 

efforts. I would have found it difficult to accomplish it by myself. 

I would also like to clarify at this point that several books 

have been written on the Tabla by eminently knowledgeable 

persons for knowledgeable readers. This book, however, does not 

belong to the same league. This book has been written by an 

ordinary teacher for the students of Tabla. It has no airs about it 

and steers clear of all intellectual pretentions. The book intends to 

offer only as much as students of music preparing for examinations 

require, in a manner that they can understand. 

I am indebted to the world-famous Sarangi maestro, Pandit 

Ram Narayan and Padmashri Pt. Bhajan Sopari for gracefully 

agreeing to pen a few lines to introduce this book. I am equally 

grateful to those great artistes whose views and compositions 

have been incorporated in this book. I also thank the editor in 

particular and other members of the Publications Division who 

were involved in producing this book. 

And last but not the least; I thank all my readers, for whom 

so many people have toiled to accomplish this great task. 

12 July, 2014 Vijay Shanker Mishra 
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Tabla Shiromani Pandit Gama Maharaj 

and Mother 
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Various Varnas (syllables) of Tabla and 
their Pronunciation 

Varnas played with the right hand 

i. ta (6a:) or na (na;) (Played in a similar way) 

ii. tin (9in) orti (9i :) 

iii. din (din) ordi (di :) ortu (Qu:) 

iv. te (9ei) or d (de) or da (de) 

v. tte (tei) or ra (re) or tti (ti) 

vi. n(ne) 

Varnas played with the left hand 

i. ga (ge) or gha (2g3:) or ghi (zgi) or ghe 

(2gei) (In the latter case the first syllable is 

given more stress) 

ii. ka (ke) or kat (ke9) (The Osound at the end is 

almost silent) or ke (kei) orki (ki : orki) 

Varnas played with both the hands simultaneously 

i. dha (xda:) (similar to 1g3:) 

ii. dhin 6dm) or dhi (zdi :) or dhe (xdei) or dhet 

(Jdeid) (similar to ke9) 

Other Compound Varnas 

i. kri (kri) or kra (kre) (combination of ka and 

ra played simultaneously) 

ii. trak (drek) (combination of ti, ra, and ka) 

Note: The 2mark always denotes additional stress on the syl¬ 

lable before which it is put. 
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The Tale of Tabla 

The Mystery of Tabla’s Origin 

The origin of the Tabla is one of the most controversial aspects of 

Indian classical music. So much so, that nothing can be said with 

any degree of certainty. Let us, therefore, begin our discussion by 

taking a brief look at the various opinions regarding the origin of 

Tabla. 

a) According to Sarma-e-Ishrat written by Sadiq Ali Sitaab 

Khan and Risal-e-Tablanawazi, written by Mohammad Ishaak, 

and the works of Chiranjeet, a medival musicologist, a musical 

competition was once held between Pakhawaj maestros Bhagwan 

Das (Bhawani Das) and Sudhar Khan Dadhi, in which the latter 

was defeated. 

Enraged by this humiliating defeat, Sudhar Khan is said to have 

severed his instrument — the Pakhawaj — into two. On regaining 

his calm, Sudhar Khan placed the two severed pieces of the 

Pakhawaj with their faces (drumheads) up, much like today’s Tabla 

and began playing on them. As the Pakhawaj could still produce 

sounds in spite of being sliced into two, the people exclaimed: “Tab 

bhi bola\ (It still speaks!)”. Over a period of time, ‘tab-bhi-bola’ 

turned into Tabbola’ and finally, ‘Tabla,’ hold the proponents of this 

view. 

This hypothesis, however, does not hold much water, when 

considered rationally. A Pakhawaj becomes incapable of producing 

sounds properly if the baddhi (cord, usually made of animal hide, 

which fastens the membranes to the drumheads) is snapped. One 
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can well imagine the kind of sounds a Pakhawaj would make if it 

was split into two. Such sounds cannot be termed as musical by 

any stretch of imagination. 

The second objection to this hypothesis is that of shape. If a 

Pakhawaj is cut into two, and the two resulting pieces are kept 

face up, it follows that the lower ends of both the drums would be 

open, much like the Bongo. This is not the case with the Tabla. 

Also, no text on music mentions any instrument by the name of tab- 

bhi-bola or tab-bola. 

Third, there seems to be no consensus regarding the historical 

period that the hypothesis relates to. According to Sadiq Ali Khan 

and Chiranjeet, Sudhar Khan lived in the 16th century. While 

musicologists like Dr. Lalmani Mishra and Acharya Brihaspati hold 

that Sudhar Khan belonged to the 19th century. Research on Sudhar 

Khan leads us to believe that he belonged to the first half of the 

18th century. 

b) A large section of contemporary musical thinkers credit Amir 

Khusrau (1253-1325) for inventing the Tabla. Khusrau was a disciple 

of the sufi saint, Nizamuddin Aulia, and was a poet-noble in the 

court of Allauddin Khilji, the emperor of Delhi. Khusrau, however, 

has never claimed to have invented the Tabla in any of his books, 

though he mentions an instrument called ‘TabP in his book Ejaz-e- 

Khusharavi, written in Persian. 

c) According to some scholars, a person named Khusrau Khan 

— and not Amir Khusrau, the poet-noble—had invented the Tabla. 

In his book LKhusrau, Taansen Tatha Anya Kalakaar\ Acharya 

Brihaspati refers to one Khusrau Khan, who belonged to the 

‘Parivar ’ tribe of Gujarat. He was arrested and brought to Delhi in 

1297. He had embraced Islam and later, assumed the title of 

‘Naseeruddin’. He had even reigned over Delhi for a brief period 

of four months, but there is no concrete evidence of him having 
invented the Tabla. 
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d) We find mention of another Khusrau in Subodh Kanta 

Nandi’s book in Bangla, Tablar Katha. Nandi cites a reply from 

Gopeshwar Bandopadhyay to his query on the origins of the Tabla 

to support his views. According to Bandopadhyay, Muralidhar 

Chakravarty, who was the brother of renowned vocalist Gadadhar 

Chakravarty of Bishnupur (now West Bengal) had gone to Delhi to 

learn Khayal gayaki from Sadarang and his disciple Achpal. 

Bandopadhyay writes: “Upon his (Muralidhar’s) return, he told my 

father, Ananta Lai Bandopadhyay, that initially, the Pakhawaj was 

used to accompany Khayal singing. As the style of vocal music 

gained popularity and uniqueness as a separate genre, the Pakhawaj 

was found to be unsuitable for its accompaniment. Amir Khusrau, 

who was Sadarang’s disciple and the son of the Pakhawaj player 

Rahman Khan, invented the Tabla around 1738 to provide suitable 

accompaniment to the Khayal genre of vocal music. 

It is worth mentioning here that in his treatise, Murakk-e- 

Dehli, which dates back to 1739, Nawab Dargah Quli Khan notes 

that one of the brothers of Niyamat Khan Sadarang — a renowned 

musician who lived during the reign of Mohammad Shah Rangeelay 

—was adept in playing several instruments. The book also mentions 

that Sadarang’s nephew was an expert in playing the Sehtar 

(present-day Sitar). The Tabla, however, does not find any mention 

in this book. 

Dargah Quli Khan was not only a contemporary of Sadarang; 

he was also close to him. In his treatise Murakk-e-Dehli, the 

Nawab has mentioned an unnamed vessel instrument that could 

not only produce sounds similar to the Dholak and the Pakhawaj, 

but also produce a drone similar to the Tamboora. 

Some musicologists believe that the Tabla was invented around 

this time in light of the above-mentioned facts. This hypothesis, 

however, is contested by a painting now housed in the Indian 

Museum, Calcutta (now Kolkata), which depicts a woman musician 

playing the Tabla, tied to her waist. Notably, the Tabla used to be 
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tied to the waist and played while standing till the first half of the 

20th century. This painting confirms the fact that the Tabla was in 

existence well before Mohd. Shah Rangeelay, even though it did 

not occupy a position of prominence or command in any respect. It 

is possible that Khusrau Khan developed the instrument and 

contributed to its popularity. Since Amir Khusrau’s father Rehman 

Khan was an accomplished Pakhawaj player, one cannot entirely 

dismiss this possibility. 

e) Some scholars believe Khabbe Hussain Dholakiya invented 

the Tabla. Khabbe Hussain, however, was always known for his 

prowess on the Dhol and there is no evidence to connect him to the 

Tabla. 

f) According to some historians, the Tabla is a foreign 

instrument that owes its origin to the Arabic, Sumerian, 

Mesopotamian or Persian cultures. Dr. KedarNath Bhaumik claims 

that Tubal, the son of an Arab musician named Jubal, had invented 

the Tabla in ancient times. Later, it became popular and was played 

by women, and arrived in India along with the Muslims. 

Shri Bhagvat Sharan Sharma quotes a western scholar named 

Strabo in his book Taal Prakash to claim that a percussion instrument 

named ‘Nabla’ was popular among the aboriginal inhabitant^ of 

Asia, and the name Tabla’ has originated from ‘Nabla’. 

Dr. Lakshmi Narayan Garg writes in his editorial for the Tabla 

Visheshank of Sangeet magazine that the Tabla arrived in India 

from the Arab world in around the year 1800. The instrument was 

then known in West Asia as ‘AtbaT. The Persians called the 

instrument Tablaha, while the Egyptians called it Tabl and the Indians 

referred to it as Tabla, Tabley or Tabli (in Hindustani). 

The instrument, when played on the battlefield, was called 

Tabl-e-jung’ and when it accompanied a royal procession, it was 

called the ‘Tabl-o-alanf. According to Dr. Garg, the Tabla came 
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into existence after one part of Atbal (which comprised two drums, 

both of which lacked the syahi and were similar to the present-day 

bayan), was played along with an ancient Indian instrument, the 

Urdhvak, which resembled a larger version of the present-day dahina 

(or right drum of the modem Tabla). 

According to the New Oxford History of Music: Ancient 

and Oriental an ancient percussion instrument called Tabalu existed 

in the Mesopotamian culture, which dates back to 2000 BC. Later, 

the same instrument found its way to the Syrian culture and was 

known as Tabla. It was also popular in Rome. 

Several other scholars also hold that the Tabla evolved from 

folk instalments like the Naggada or the Sambal of Maharashtra. 

However, scholars who opine that the Tabla originated from 

instalments like the Naggada, Sambal or Atbal overlook the fact 

that the Tabla (and bayan or dagga) was never played with the help 

of sticks, as is the case with these ‘precursor' instruments. The 

Tabla was always played with bare hands. 

It would be prudent here to discuss an incident mentioned in 

the most revered treatise of Indian classical music, Bharata’s 

Natyashastra: 

One day, Rishi Swati went to bathe in a lake. As providence 

planned, it began to rain. The sage was intrigued by the sounds that 

the rain drops made as they fell on the lotus leaves of various sizes 

and shapes in the lake, and was inspired to create a new instalment. 

Based on his instructions, Vishwakarma, the celestial engineer, 

created a complex daim that had three parts: two of them faced 

upwards, and were called Urdhvak and Aalingya. Of these, the 

one played with the right hand was called the Savvyak while the 

one played with the left hand was called Vaamak. The third part 

was cylindrical in shape and was laid on the lap and played like the 

Dholak. It was called Aankik. Since the inspiration to create the 
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instrument came near the banks of the Pushkar lake, the instrument 

was named Pushkar-trayi or Tripushkar, or simply, Pushkar. 

In those days, all such instruments were called Mridanga 

(‘mrida’ comes from the Sanskrit word ‘mrittika,’ which means soil 

or earth and ‘anga’ means part or limb) as they were made of clay. 

The advent of Pushkar was a revolutionary event in the world 

of music, for it represented several firsts. The drums in vogue till 

then were incapable of producing tonal variations or resonance. 

These instruments were played by striking with a stick or a piece 

of hide (usually the severed tail of a dead animal). As a result, 

these instruments could produce only a limited number of distinctly 

identifiable sounds or syllables. 

The Pushkar, on the other hand, had an application of clay on 

the membrane. This circular patch of mud performed two functions: 

one, it helped in producing several syllables, and two: it was 

instrumental in creating a characteristic resonance, which could be 

regulated by altering the quantity of clay. In fact, the syahi of the 

Tabla and the Pakhawaj has evolved from the same mud patch. 

The drumheads of Pushkar were covered by the stretched 

membrane with the help of baddhi (cord made of animal hide), 

which had wooden blocks attached to it (like the modem Tabla and 

Pakhawaj). It was the first instrument to have such an arrangement, 

which allowed the instrument to be tuned. 

The Pushkar was played with the help of fingers. This was an 

important improvement that opened up enormous creative 
possibilities. 

The four-headed, three-part drum remained extremely popular 

for a long time. According to Nandikeshwara (an ancient 
musicologist): 

Na pushkar viheenam hi vadyavritta virjate \ 

tatraiva hi shrute lok unmukhatvam prapadyate \ 
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The instrument, however, gradually fell into disuse because of 

its enormous size and because it was made of clay. By the Middle 

Ages (around Sharangdeva’s time) it was almost defunct. We find 

depiction of the Pushkar being played in sculptures dating from the 

2nd century BC to the 9th century AD. Evidence suggests that 

from the 9th century onwards, the Savvyak and Vaamak were 

played by one musician while the Aankik was played by another. 

Paintings dating back to the 14th century depict only the Aankik 

being played. On the other hand, we find the first references to 

‘Tabl’ or ‘Tabaf around the same period. For example, the Jain 

preacher Sudhakalash Vachanacharya mentions instruments like 

Dhol, Tabl, Daph, Tamki and Dondi in his treatise on music, 

Sangeetopanishat Saroddhar, which dates back to 1350. 

Madhav Dev Kandali, a Vaishnavite saint of Assam, mentions 

the ‘Tabaf along with instruments like Dhol and Dondi in his 

translation of the Ramayana. 

Gum Nanak, the first gum of Sikhs who lived in the 15th centuiy, 

mentioned ‘Tabla’ in one of his shabads: “Tabal baaj vichar sabad 

sunaiyarT. 

Sufi saint-poet Malik Mohammad Jayasi refers to the Tabla 

thrice in his work, Padmavat, which was composed around 1521. 

As has been mentioned earlier, the word Tabl or Tabla came 

into being at about the same time as the disappearance of the 

depiction of Savvyak and Vaamak in paintings and sculptures. 

It is possible that by then, the two parts of Pushkar—Savvyak 

and Vaamak — had been banished from the world of classical 

music and had entered the realm of folk music. This is why we do 

not find references to these parts of the instrument in the texts of 

that era on classical music. It is also possible that the two-part 

instrument had inspired the creation of similar folk instruments like 

Sambal. This hypothesis is reinforced by several facts. 
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Initially, Pushkar players used to sit on the ground (like the 

present-day Tabla players) to play the instrument. But over a period 

of time, the practice changed to playing the instrument while 

standing. The musicians would tie the instrument to their waist. 

This practice lasted till about the first half of the 20th century. By 

this time, the pair of drums had acquired the names of Urdhvak, 

Tabl and finally, Tabla. 

Remarkably, instruments like Sambal are tied to the waist of 

the player to this day. Thus, there is a strong possibility that the 

Tabla transitioned from the realm of classical music to that of folk 

music. The existence of numerous taals such as Dadra, Keherva, 

Pashto, Khemta, Deepchandi and Dhumali in the present repertoire 

of the Tabla, which owe their origin to folk music, supports this 

view. Evidently, the Tabla’s journey from the world of folk music to 

classical music took a path similar to those of Thumri, Tappa and 

Maand styles of vocal music; Kathakali, Odissi, Manipuri and 

Kuchipudi styles of dance and instruments like the Flute and Shehnai. 

How Tabla Got Its Name 

In Persian, the word ‘TabT is used to refer to all instruments 

that are upward facing. In fact, almost all membrane instruments 

were called 4Tabf in Persian. References to instruments like Tabl- 

e-jung, Tabl-o-alam, etc. can be found in ancient Persian texts on 

music. These instruments were often played on battlefields by 

musicians mounted on camels. Therefore, one cannot deny the 

possibility of the Tabla—which is an instrument of Indian origin — 

deriving its name from these instruments. The word ‘Tabl’ had 

arrived in India along with the Muslims. Perhaps it was difficult for 

the Muslim musicians to pronounce words like Urdhvak, Sawyak 

and Vaamak, and they had an alternative (in Tabl) too. In fact, the 

entire landscape of Indian culture was undergoing massive 

transformation at that time and the impact of the upheaval on Tabla 

was nothing out of the ordinary. Thus, the Urdhvak (also called as 
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Savvyak) and Aalingya (also called as Vaamak) were referred to 

as 'Tablaha’ and Tabla-bayan or Tabla-duggi respectively. 

Contradicting this view, Professor Rangnath Mishra said: “Tabla 

is a Sanskrit word. It is mentioned in the Yajurveda and refers to a 

musical instrument. Since the antiquity of the Vedas is undisputed, 

one can conclude that languages like Persian, Arabic, English, French 

and Latin have borrowed the word from Sanskrit — and even in 

these languages, the word ‘TabT means something that faces 

upwards. The difference is merely that of pronunciation. 

Though the origin of the word ‘Tablaha’ can be disputed, there 

is no denying the fact that the Muslim musicians played a big role in 

the transformation of Pushkar, Urdhvak, Savvy ak and Vaamak to 

the present-day Tabla. Many important compositions of the Tabla’s 

repertoire, such as Peshkar, Qaida, Tukra, Chala and Gat have an 

unmistakable Islamic influence. The credit for this, however, goes 

to the society of that period, in which many Hindus spoke Urdu and 

Persian. One can observe that though the word Uthan is a creation 

of the Mughal era, it is a composition that is played by practitioners 

of Banaras gharana — the only gharana of the Hindus. 

The Indian cultural scenario underwent rapid transformation 

around the first half of the 18th century. The Khayal (a style of 

classical vocal music which is very popular today) and melodic 

instruments like Sehtar (a three-stringed instrument invented by 

Khusrau Khan, which later evolved into the Sitar) were growing in 

popularity. 

The Pakhawaj was increasingly found unsuitable for 

accompanying these emergent forms of music. It was then that 

Ustad Sudhar Khan of Delhi made some improvements in the 

Urdhvak, which had by then acquired the name ‘Tablaha’ because 

of its flat top, and created some compositions that were played on 

the kinar or chaanti (edge). Since the Ustad lived in Delhi, his 

improvisation received unprecedented publicity, because of which 

he is regarded as the inventor of Tabla. 
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Students of music would do well to bear in mind the fact that 

the Tabla was probably not created by one person at any particular 

point of time. For, the Tabla was already in vogue in different parts 

of India, (albeit in different forms) well before Ustad Sudhar Khan 

who is credited to have invented it. 

The wife of Ustad Modu Khan (Ustad Sudhar Khan’s 

grandson), belonged to a family of percussionists of the Punjab 

gharana. As was customary among families of musicians in those 

days, Modu Khan had received several compositions as dowry on 

his wedding. According to Tabla folklore, Modu Khan’s wife, known 

as Bibi, is believed to have taught 500 Punjabi gats, which were 

part of the dowry, to Modu Khan’s disciple, Pandit Ram Sahay, 

who later founded the Banaras gharana. It is therefore evident that 

the Punjab gharana had already been established by then. These 

Punjabi gats are, even to this day, revered as prized compositions. 

But, the Tabla of Punjab was very different from the Tabla of Delhi, 

as it was inspired by the Pakhawaj — not only in content but also in 

form. Like the Pakhawaj players, the Tabla players of Punjab used 

to apply flour dough on the bass drum in place of the syahi. Tabla 

players of Jammu and Kashmir followed the same practice. 

In Maharashtra, Tabla and bayan were of the same shape and 

the bayan had its syahi right in the middle. In Punjab, however, the 

two drums were of different sizes, and the left (bass) drum was 

called ‘dhama’. Thus, it is clear that the present-day Tabla has 

evolved from the ancient Pushkar. After Pushkar, it assumed the 

names of Urdhvak and Aalingya, (Sawyak and Vaamak); Tablaha 

and finally Tabla. 

But one question remains unanswered. Who was the enigmatic 

personality who went by the name of Ustad Sudhar Khan, the 

founder of Delhi gharana? 

There is no denying the fact that Ustad Sudhar Khan and his 

disciples played a major role in establishing the Tabla. It is also 
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evident that the Ustad must have had a very strong musical 

background, as making such far-reaching changes to an instrument 

would not have been possible otherwise. Surprisingly, however, 

nowhere do we find any trace of Ustad Sudhar Khan’s ancestry or 

musical lineage. 

Research on this great tabla maestro gives us clues that Ustad 

Sudhar Khan’s real name was Amir Khusrau Khan. Perhaps that 

is why some historians have mistaken Amir Khusrau — the noble 

— as the inventor of Tabla. The fact is that the founder of Delhi 

baaj was Amir Khusrau Khan, who lived in the first half of the 18th 

century and not the poet-noble Amir Khusrau (1253-1325). Amir 

Khusrau Khan was the son of Rehman Khan, a renowned 

Pakhawaj player of Punjab, belonging to the Dadhi tribe. He, 

therefore, had a very good knowledge of the Pakhawaj. By then, 

Tabla playing had already begun in Punjab. But the style was heavily 

influenced and inspired by the Pakhawaj. Obviously, Amir Khusrau 

Khan had the knowledge of this style of Tabla playing. Later, Amir 

Khusrau Khan leamt Khayal from Sadarang. This is not surprising, 

as there are several instances of musicians learning other forms of 

music in order to gain a greater understanding of the musical 

universe. 

In recognition of his service to the cause of music by making 

landmark improvements in an existing instrument, the community 

of musicians bestowed on him a new honorific title—Ustad Sudhar 

Khan (lit. sudhar = improvement). The history of music is replete 

with such instances of musicians being known by a name other 

than their original. Pandit Baijnath was better known as Baiju 

Bawra. Taansen’s real name was Tanna Mishra. Renowned Tabla 

player Pandit Vikramaditya Mishra (Bikku Maharaj) was known in 

the world of music as Khalifa. Pandit Dargahi Mishra was better 

known by his bestowed title, Sangeet Nayak. The famed Tabla 

player Pandit Gama Maharaj’s real name was Ramayan Prasad 

Mishra. Similarly, Pandit Samta Prasad is better known as Gudai 
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Maharaj and Kailash Chandra Dev was the real name of the 

renowned musicologist, Acharya Brihaspati. 

On the basis of studies conducted so far, it can be safely said 

that Tabla of the present day is a developed form of the ancient 

Pushkar, which underwent many changes in response to the 

changing musical needs through the ages. The journey of modem 

Tabla began with the establishment of Delhi gharana, which is 

regarded as the first gharana of Tabla. 



Tabla Terminology 

Taal 

We all know the importance of rules and regulations imposed by 

the society on us: These mles ensure discipline and facilitate a smooth 

flow of day-to-day life. In the world of music, taal performs the 

same function. It introduces an element of periodicity in music and 

harmonises its flow, thus preventing music from degenerating into 

cacophony. 

Taal helps to channelize music into a predetermined time cycle. 

It is defined as a measure to map musical time, and is made up of 

various elements such as matras, vibhags, tabs and khalis. 

The word ‘taal’ is derived from the Sanskrit root ‘ tal\ which 

means ‘foundation’. No wonder, taal is considered to be one of the 

fundamental elements of music. 

Various ancient and medieval texts define taal as follows: 

Taal shabdasya nishpattih pratistharthena dhatuna 

Geetam, vadyam, cha bhati nrityam cha tale pratishthitam // 

And, 

Taalstaley pratishthayamiti dhatordhanni smrithah 

Geetam, vadyam, tatha nrityam yatahs-talepratishthitam || 

The word taal, therefore, signifies stability. This is apt, as taal 

provides stability to all forms of music — be it vocal, instrumental 
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or dance. The chief objective of music especially classical music is 

to inundate listeners in ethereal bliss and connect to the supreme, it 

is a fallacy to think that music is meant only for entertainment. 

The ancient texts hold that this is not possible in the absence of 

taal because music becomes pleasing to the ear only after it is 

integrated with taal. This association can be compared to a garland 

in which swaras (melodic notes) are the flowers and taal is the 

thread that keeps them together. 

Musical instruments like the Tabla and the Pakhawaj were 

presumably created to provide rhythmic accompaniment to musical 

renditions and dance recitals. All compositions played on these 

instruments — such as the Qaida, Rela, Tukra, Tihai, Gat, etc. — 

are created in specific taals. 

Not just percussion instruments, all forms of music and dance 

are dependent on the terra firma of taal. Several important portions 

of vocal music, instrumental music and dance are predominated by 

taal. 

That’s why the ancient texts declare: 

Yastu taal na janati, gayako na cha vadakah 

Tasmat sarvaprayatnena karyam taal avadharanam 

[One who is devoid of the knowledge of taal can be neither a 

vocalist, nor an instrumentalist; for these efforts require a firm grasp 
over taal] 

It is worth noting here that taal plays an important role not only 

in the sphere of Indian classical music, but also in other genres 

such as light classical, folk and film music. Taal has always been 

and integral part of Indian music, whereas, in case of Western music, 

tempo plays the dominant role. Ancient Indian musicologists have 

denounced music sans taal as aranyak (uncivilised). 
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Taal plays a crucial role in the exposition of the various bhavas 

and rasas portrayed by ragas. According to the Sangeet Ratnakar 

and the Naradarth Ragmala, taal is to music what the nose it to a 

person’s face. 

Mukha pradhanam dehasya, nasika mukha madhya ke 

Taal heenam tatha geetam nasa heenam mukham yatha || 

[The face is the most important part of the body and the nose 

is the most important part of the face. Music without taal is like a 

face without a nose.] 

Shri Narhari Chakravarty, author of Bhakti Ratnakar, 

describes music not set to taal as ‘impure’ and likens it to ‘a boat 

without a sail’: 

Geeta taaljukta, taal bina shuddho noy 

Jemon karnadhar bina nauka taijja hoy 

A taal comprises matras, talis, khalis and vibhags. Taal has 

been compared to the human body: 

Laya shonit rupena, matra nadi swaroopitah \ 

Dhata avaya vashchaiva talo vai prushakritih | 

[If taal is considered to be a human body, then laya represents 

blood, matras represent the arteries and tali, khali, etc. represent 

the various organs] 

According to a legend described in the ancient works, Brahma 

and the other Gods, in association with Sage Bharata and his hundred 

sons, presented a musical recital in the honour of Lord Shiva. The 

five taals used in this recital were described as Margi taals. 

Later, Deshi taals were created. The difference between Margi 

and Deshi taals has been described as follows: 
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Swarga margashritam deshashritam bhootalaranjakam 

[Margi taals were composed for the Gods whereas Deshi taals 

came into being for the entertainment of humans.] 

The form of music based on various seasons and local culture 

of the various parts of the country came to be known as Deshi 

music, and the taals employed to accompany such music were 

known as Deshi taals. These taals appear to have evolved from 

Margi taals, and are of three types: 

a) Shuddha taals: These are not influenced by any other 

taal 

b) Salag taals: These taals were composed on the basis of 

two different taals 

c) Sankeema taals: These taals bear the impression of 

several taals 

Teentaal or Tritaal is an example of a modem taal. It is one of 

the most popular taals to be played on the Tabla. Its theka i& as 

follows: 

Dha dhin dhin dha | dha dhin dhin dha | dha tin tin ta | ta dhin dhin dha | dha 

x 2 o 3 x 

Matra 

Taal is a measure of the time spent in music while matra is the 

smallest unit of a taal. Hence, we can say that the matra is a unit of 

measuring time being spent in music. The duration of a matra is a 

matter of great controversy among musicologists. According to 

ancient texts, a matra is the time taken to pierce a hundred lotus 

leaves, piled one on top of the other, with a needle. Bharata’s 

Natyashastra, on the other hand, describes a matra as equal to the 

time taken for five consecutive flutters of one’s eye lids (pancha 

nimesha). The cries of certain birds, too, were used as a measure 

of the matra: 
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Chashastu vadate matram dwimatram vayasovrateet | 

Shikhi trimatri vigyeya esha matra parigraha || 

[The cry of the Nilkantha bird is equal to one matra while 

those of the crow and the peacock are equal to two and three 

matras respectively] 

The matra also needs to be examined in the context of laya. 

The duration of a matra changes with the change in laya. The 

classical music system in vogue in northern India has no unanimously 

accepted measure of the matra. However, according to some 

scholars, the duration of a matra in madhya laya roughly corresponds 

to one second. 

The matra is represented by a crescent in the Bhatkhande 

system of taal notation. The crescent is placed under the syllables 

that are played in one matra. For example: 

dhage tirakita 

However, the Vishnu Digambar system has symbols to indicate 

half-a-matra (drut) and even a quarter of a matra (anudrut). The 

symbols used to indicate matras or its parts in the Vishnu Digambar 

system are as follows: 

2 matras: - dha ge te tte 

1 matra: - dha 

1/4 matra: - 

1/2 matra: - o dha ge 

o o 

ti ra ki tta 

1/8 matra: - ti tte ka ta ga di ga na 
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1/3 matra: - 

1/6 matra: - 

dhagi na 

taki ttadhikitta 

Tali (Clap) 

Certain hand gestures (kriyas) are used to identify each division 

(vibhag) of every taal. These gestures are of two types. The 

gesture involving the production of a sound (that is, a clap) is called 

sashabda kriya whose trivial name is tali (which literally means a 

clap!) or aaghat (impact). While reciting various compositions, a 

clap is used to indicate the tali. With the exception of a few taals 

like Roopak and Dhamar, the tali is indicated in the bare bone taal 

structure (theka) by a syllable that has to be played by striking both 

the drumheads of the Tabla, producing a strong, forceful and 

resonant sound. Sometimes, the word ‘bhari’ (literally = full or 

occupied) is used as a synonym for tali. 

According to the Bhatkhande system of taal notation, the first 

matra of every taal — also called ‘sam ’ — is always a tali. The 

only exception to this rule is Roopak, which begins with a khali. 

The sam is indicated by a cross (‘x’). The remaining talis are 

indicated by numbers (2,3,4, 5) etc. 

In the Vishnu Digambar system, a tali is indicated by writing 

the number of the matra. The following example will make this 
clear: 

Teentaal in Bhatkhande System: 

Dha dhin dhin dha | dha dhin dhin dha | dha tin tin ta | ta dhin dhin dha|dha 

x 2 o 3 x 

Teentaal in Vishnu Digambar System: 

Dha dun dhin dha dha dhin dhin dha dha tin tin tata dhin dhin dha dha 
1 + 13 1 
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Bharata’s Natyashastra mentions four kinds of sashabda 

kriyas. Though these are no longer in use today, it would be useful 

for students of percussion music to know their names, which are: 

Dhruva, Shampa for Shamya), Taal and Sannipat. 

Khali 

The word ‘khali’ literally means empty, vacant or unoccupied. 

Like the tali, the khali, too, is used to indicate the position of a 

significant matra of the taal. The khali is usually placed somewhere 

close to the middle of the taal cycle. For example, Teentaal of 16 

matras has a khali on the 9th matra, and Jhaptaal of 10 matras, has 

a khali on the 6th matra. 

A khali is indicated by a wave of the hand, or by moving the 

palms away from each other. This kriya or action produces no sound 

and is therefore called nih-shabda. While playing the taal, the khali 

is indicated by a weak, non-resonant syllable. 

In other words, the syllable is usually produced by striking any 

one of the drumheads only. However, most modem taals do not 

scrupulously follow this mle. For example, the khali phrase in 

Teentaal is indicated by the phrase ‘dha tin tin ta’.In Jhaptaal, the 

khali division is ‘ti na\ 

In the Carnatic music system, the equivalent of nih-shabda 

kriya or khali is the visarjitam. However, unlike the North 

Indian system, where a khali always denotes the beginning of a 

separate division, the visaqitam does not indicate a separate division. 

In fact, all the matras that do not have a tali are indicated by a 

visarjitam. 

In the Hindustani music system, no taal can have two 

consecutive khali divisions. The Bhatkhande system uses the symbol 

‘o’ to denote a khali, whereas in the Vishnu Digambar system deploys 

a cross (+) to denote a khali. 
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For example: 

Jhaptaal in Bhatkhande System: 

Dhi na dhi dhi na ti na dhi dhi na dhi 

x 2 o 3 x 

Jhaptaal in Vishnu Digambar System: 

Dhi na dhidhina dna dhi dhi na | dhi 

13 +8 1 

Vibhag or Khand (Division) 

Each taal is composed of matras, which are divided into groups, 

called vibhag or division. As the taal progresses, vibhags, like 

milestones, tell us exactly how far we have travelled in the time 

cycle and how far we need to traverse till we reach the end of one 

cycle and the beginning of the next. The number of vibhags in each 

taal is equal to the total number of talis and khalis of that taal. This 

means that each division begins either with a tali or a khali. For 

example, Teentaal has three talis and one khali. Hence, it has four 

vibhags. Similarly, Ektaal, has four talis and two khalis; hence it has 

six vibhags. 

Vibhags are mainly of four types, known as anga chatustya — 

wherein each division has 2, 3,4 or 5 matras. Many taals now in 

vogue have divisions of 1 matra each. However, according to some 

musicologists, a division should have at least 2 matras and at most 

5 matras. 

Notably, Dhamar is the only taal in the North Indian tradition to 

have a division having 5 matras. Ektaal, Sooltaal, Aada Chautaal, 

etc. have divisions of two matras each. Dadra has divisions of three 

matras each and Keherva and Teentaal are among those taals that 
have four matras in each division. 

Several taals like Jhaptaal, Roopak, Dhamar, Gajajhampa, 

Pancham Sawari and Shikhar have vibhags having unequal number 
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of matras. For example, Jhaptaal has vibhags of 2/3/2/3 matras and 

Roopak has vibhags of 3/2/2 matras. 

Anga chatustya and their symbols: 

1. Gum V/NJ — 2 matras 

2. Tisra A — 3 matras 

3. Chatushra X — 4 matras 

4. Khand 
r 

X — 5 matras 

Naad 

Nakaram pranah maanam, dakaram analam viduh / 

Jatah pranagni anyogatten naadobhidhiyate // 

[Naad or sound is formed by the association of air (prana) and 

fire (agni) elements.] 

The above mentioned definition of naad or sound from Sangeet 

Ratnakar is applicable to all sounds. However, in music, only those 

sounds that are pleasing to the ear and are of musical value are 

recognised as naad. 

Some scholars categorise all forms of sound as naad. However, 

this generalisation is fraught with danger: If we consider all forms 

of sound to be naad, then we will have to accept noise as musical 

sounds. Hence, it must be understood that the word naad refers to 

musical sounds only. 

Aahato anahatas-cheti dwidha naado nigadyate / 

Soyam prakashate pinde tasmat pindobhi dhiyate // 

[Naad has two types — aahata and anaahata or anhad.] 

Let us now briefly discuss these two types: 

Aahata Naad: Aahata (literally meaning ‘to hit or to strike’) 

nada or vibratory sounds are produced as a result of vibration 
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caused by the striking of two surfaces. If such an action causes the 

production of a musical sound, then that sound can be called aahata 

naad. All musical (audible) sounds can be categorised as aahata 

naad. Thus, all swaras and shrutis produced by musical instruments 

and the human voice while singing are aahata naad. 

Damodar Pandit, author of Sangeet Darpan, describes aahata 

naad as one that leads to liberation: 

Sa nadastav-aahato loke ranjako bhava bhanjakah / 

Shrutiadi dwaratasmatrad utpatti nirupayate // 

Anaahata Naad: Anaahata sounds are not caused by the 

vibratory phenomenon and hence are not audible to the human ear. 

Such extra-sensory sounds can’t be heard, but can only be felt — 

that too by a handful of realised saints and seers. According to 

some, anaahata naad is of no use to music. This, however, is not 

entirely true. For, only a person who can feel the anaahata sounds 

can be a true musician. 

Through the ages, the saints and seers of India have undertaken 

relentless penance to acquire the ability to hear these sounds — 

which can be experienced only after spiritual unfoldment. Perhaps, 

the anaahata sounds were the inspiration behind the mind-boggling 

array of musical instruments and melodies created in India. 

Hence, it may not be wise to dismiss anaahata nada as musically 

useless, because though these are inaudible to the gross human ear, 

these are perhaps the edifice on which the beautiful palaces and 

magnificent castles of aahata sounds are created. 

Saint-poetess Meera has described the beauty of anaahata naad 

in her verses: 

Holi khel mana re phagun ke din chaar 

Bin kartal Pakhawaj baje, anhad ki jhankar 

Bin sur rag chhattison gaave, rom-rom rangaar... 
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Sangeet 

The word sangeet is obtained by adding the prefix ‘sam’ to the 

word ‘geet’, which means ‘song’ or ‘music’. The prefix ‘sam’ 

indicates completeness. That is why sangeet has been defined as: 

Samyak rupena sushobhitah geetah 

In other words, sangeet refers to music that has been adorned 

completely, and implies the completeness of communication and 

expression, which is achieved with the help of simultaneous 

accompaniment provided by musical instruments and dance. 

Bharata defines sangeet in the Natyashastra as “Geetam, 

vadyam, tatha nrityam, trayam sangeeta muchyate. ” 

Later, Sharangdeva, the author of Sangeet Ratnakar, endorsed 

the same view. These definitions express the same idea — that of 

the confluence of vocal music, instrumental music and dance to 

form a complete entity. These days, the phrase ‘sangeet - nritya’ is 

often heard in music circles, implying that only vocal and instrumental 

music come under the purview of sangeet, and that dance is a 

separate entity. This, however, is incorrect, since sangeet means 

the harmonious association of these three elements. 

The word ‘geet’ in sangeet is significant, as it indicates the 

fact that it is unfair to give prominence to swaras at the cost of the 

lyrics. This should also put at rest the controversy created by some 

musicians who feel that there is nothing wrong in neglecting the 

clarity of lyrics. 

Trivat or Tirvat 

Trivat or Tirvat is a rare form of vocal music. According to 

scholars, Trivat has three parts. Like Khayal, it has a lyrical 

component, which usually has two parts — the sthayi and the 

antara. In addition, Trivat singers also employ phrases used in 

Tarana like tadani, tana, derena etc., along with phrases played 

on the Pakhawaj or the Tabla. 
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Kampan or Aandolan (Vibration) 

Strings of any stringed instrument, when plucked, will vibrate 

rapidly. This vibration is called Kampan or Aandolan, and is the 

reason behind the production of sound. The number of times a string 

will vibrate in one second is called the frequency of the particular 

note produced by the string on plucking. Nowadays, scientists have 

created machines to identity swaras by measuring their frequencies. 

The frequency of a string depends on its length and thickness. Any 

change in these parameters would cause a change in the frequency 

as well. 

Vibrations are of two types: 

a) Regular and irregular: When the frequency of a sound 

remains constant, that is, the number of vibrations per second is 

constant, it is called regular. If the frequency keeps changing, then 
it is called irregular. 

b) Stable and unstable: If the vibration of a sound continues 

for some time, it is called stable whereas if it dies off quickly, it is 
called unstable. 

Chaturang 

Chaturang gayaki involves four parts, hence the name. It 

has a lyrical component having two parts — the sthayi and the 

antara. The swaras of the raga in which the Chaturang has been 

composed are used imaginatively. In addition, phrases that have no 

meaning like the ones used in Tarana and phrases played on the 
Tabla and the Pakhawaj are also used. 

Chakradar 

A chakradar is a larger and complex form of tihai (described 

later). When a large composition, which usually has a tihai included 

in it, is played thrice in its entirety with the composite composition 
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culminating at the sam or a pre-identified point of the taal, the 

resulting composition is called a chakradar. A chakradar may 

exhibit the characteristics of gat, tukra, par an or tihai. Depending 

on these characteristics, a chakradar can be a chakradar gat, 

chakradar tukra or a chakradar par an. 

Example: Chakradar Tukra in Teentaal 

DhaSna dhetette nagina tetette | katette tagina dhaSna dha 

x 2 

din din dhatirakitta dhetette | takitta dhikitta taSna dha 

o 3 

kaSta dhetette katette tagina | dha katette tagina dha | 

x 2 

katette tagina dha dhaSna | dhetette nagina tetette katette 

o 3 

tagina dhaSna dha din | din dhatirakitta dhetette takitta 

x 2 

dhikitta taSna dha kaSta | dhetette katette tagina dha | 

o 3 

katette tagina dha katette | tagina dha dhaSna dhetette 

x 2 

nagina tetette katette tagina | dhaSna dha din din 

o 3 

dhatirakitta dhetette takitta dhikitta | taSna dha kaSta dhetette 

x 2 

katette tagina dha katette | tagina dha katette tagina | dha 

o 3 x 

The S symbol which is normally used in notations denotes a gap of 

a specific interval. However in the medieval texts such as Sangeet 

Ratnakar this was used to denote guru (described in Chapter 4). 
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Farmaishi Chakradar 

In the olden days, percussionists performing solos in con¬ 

certs (mehefils) were often requested to present rare composi¬ 

tions. Perhaps, the term farmaishi owes its genesis to this custom, 

as the wordfarmaish literally means ‘request’. However, the term 

Farmaishi Chakradar is now used to denote a special form of 

chakradar. 

These special bandishes are composed in such a way that 

on playing the composition for the first time, the first part of the 

tihai will end at the sam. During the second avartan or cycle, the 

second part of the tihai will end at the sam. Similarly, during the 

third cycle of the composition, the third and final part of the tihai 

will conclude at the sam. Since such compositions are rare, they 

are called farmaishi chakradars. They may have the character¬ 

istics of compositions like tukras oxparans. 

Example: Farmaishi Chakradar Tukra in Jhaptaal 

Dhagatette tagatette | kridhatette dhagatette tagatette | 

x 2 

gadigana dhet | dhetetteta ginataka dhetSta | 

o 3 

nagatette dindin | tettetette dha,ta katetteta 

x 2 

ginadhet taginna | dhetSta tirakittadhet taginna | 
o 3 

dha tirakittadhet | taginna dha tirakittadhet | 

x 2 

taginna dha | dhagatette tagatette kridhatette | 
o 3 

dhagetette tagatette | gadigana dhet dhetetteta | 

2 x 
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ginataka dhetSta | nagatette dindin tettetette | 

o 3 

dha,ta katetteta | ginadhet taginna dhetSta | 

x 2 

tirakittadhet taginna | dha tirakittadhet taginna 

o 3 

dha tirakittadhet | taginna dha dhagatette | 

x 2 

tagatette kridhatette | dhagatette tagatette gadigana | 

o 3 

dhet dhetetteta | ginataka dhetSta nagatette | 

x 2 

dindin tettetette | dha,ta katetteta ginadhet | 

o 3 

taginna dhetSta | tirakittadhet taginna dha | 

x 2 

tirakittadhet taginna | dha tirakittadhet taginna | dha 

o 3 x 

(Composed by Tabla Shiromani Pandit Gama Maharaj. Since this 

composition is of 80 matras, it can be played in Teentaal as a 

Chakradar Tukra.) 

Kamaali Chakradar 

The word Kamaali comes from the word ‘kamaaV which is 

used to denote something special (literally-wonderful). However, 

Kamaali Chakradar refers to a very special type of cyclical 

composition — whose speciality lies in its tihai. Each of the three 

segments of the Kamaali Chakradar s tihai will have three 

consecutive dhas (for example: tittakata gadigana dha dha dha, 

tittakata gadigana dha dha dha, tittakata gadigana dha dha dha). 
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During the first avartan of the composition, the first dha of the 

tihai s first segment will coincide with the sam. During the second 

repetition the second dha of the tihai s second segment will touch 

the sam, and during the third lap of the composition, the third and 

final dha of the tihai s last segment will culminate at the sam. 

Example: Kamali Chakradar in Teentaal 

tirakitta 

DhetSdha ginaghena dhaSghedaa SnadhaS | dinta kittitakadin 

x 2 

takata gheghena,di | gana,ghena tirakittatakadhi kittitaka tegheda | 

o 

SnadhaS Sdha Sdha tittakatagadigana | dha dha dha 

3 x 

tittakatagadigana | dha dha dha tittakatagadigana | dha dha 

2 o 

dha,tirakitta dhetSdha | ginaghena dhaSghedaa SnadhaS dinta 

3 

kittitakadin takata gheghena,di gana,ghena | tirakittatakadhi kittitaka 

x 2 

tegheda SnadhaS | Sdha Sdha tittakatagadigana dha | dha dha 

o 3 

tittakatagadigana dha | dha dha tittakatagadigana dha | dha 

x 2 

dha,tirakitta dhetSdha ginaghena | dhaSgheda SnadhaS dinta 

o 

kittitakadin | takata gheghena,di gana,ghena tirakittatakadhi | 

3 
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kittitaka tegheda SnadhaS Sdha | Sdha tittakatagadigana dha dha 
x 

dha tittakatagadigana dha dha | dha tittakatagadigana dha dha | dha 

o 3 x 

(Composed by Tabla Shiromani Pandit Gama Maharaj) 

Gat and Its Variations 

Of the various compositions played on the Tabla, the gat 

occupies an important place. Being compositions played solely on 

the Tabla, Gats are usually composed of syllables and phrases that 

typically belong to the Tabla. 

This essentially means that the syllable and phrases used in 

gats have a marked softness and endearing tonal quality. 

Etymologically, gat appears to have originated from the word gati, 

which refers to the speed, motion or movement. 

Like tukras, gats are fixed compositions. However, gats differ 

from tukras in several ways. One of the important differences is 

the absence of tukra-like tihais in gats. Like qaidas, gats have two 

portions, mimicking the resonant and non-resonant parts (bhari and 

khali) of the taal. 

Gats are also presented in various layas and layakaris, like 

barabar, dugun, tigun, chaugun, etc. In spite of these similarities, 

however, gats are different from qaidas as unlike qaidas, gats are 

not expanded by the help of paltas. We can conclude that gats have 

been so named because of the variation in laya or gati (speed). 

Many forms of gats are popular among Tabla players who 

invariably include them in their solo performances. Some of the 

common types are dupalli, tipalli, chaupalli, etc. These 

compositions typically have two, three or four parts respectively, 

and each part is composed in a different laya. 
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A Famous Gat of the Delhi Gharana, Composed in Teentaal 

DhaSS ghenaka takitta ghenaka | dhatirakitta dhetette 

x 2 

kataga digana | nagina nagina takitta ghenaka | 

o 

dhatirakitta dhetette kataga digana | taSS kinaka takitta kinaka | 

3 x 

tatirakitta tetette kataka tikana | nagina nagina 

2 o 

takitta ghenaka | dhatirakitta dhetette kataga digana | dha 

3 x 

Dupalli Gat in Teentaal 

DhaSn dhetette dhatirakitta dhetette | kaSta dhetette kataga 

x 2 

digana | dhaSndhe tetettedhatira kittadhetette kaStadhe | tettekata 

o 3 

gadigana tettekata gadigana | taSn tetette tatirakitta tetette 

x 

kaSta tetette kataka tikena | dhaSndhe tetettedhatira 

2 o 

kittadhetette kaStadhe | tettekata gadigana tettekata gadigana | dha 

3 x 

Tipalli Gat in Teentaal 

DhaSn dhetette dhatirakitta dhetette | kaSta dhetette 

x 2 

kataga digana | dhaSndhe tetettedhatira kittadhetette kaStadhe 
o 
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tettekata gadigana 

3 

dhaSndhetettedhatirakittadhetette kaStadhetettekatagadigana | 

taSn tetette tatirakitta tetette | kaSta tetette kataka tikena | 

x 2 

taSnte tetettetatira kittatetette kaState | tettekata katikena 

o 3 

dhaSndhetettedhatirakittadhetette kaStadhetettekatagadigana | dha 

x 

Chaupalli Gat in Teentaal 

Dhina kata kitta dhatira | kittadhe tette nagi na,na | gina nagi 

x 2 o 

nate tette | dhinaka takitta dhatirakitta dhetette 

3 

nagina nagma 

x 

nagina tetette | dhinakata kittadhatira kittadhetette naginana 

2 

ginanagi natetette dhinakatakitta dhatirakittadhetette 

o 

naginanagina naginatetette naginatetette naginatetette | tina.... 

3 x 

Lai Qila ki Gat 

The Lai Qila or the Red Fort situated in Delhi has, for long, 

been a major tourist attraction. The grandeur of this historic building, 

which has been the stage for numerous political, social and cultural 

events of great significance, has also attracted the attention of 

musicians. According to scholars, unknown composers had created 

certain bandishes based on syllables of the nakkara, a pair of drums 

played with sticks. Significantly, nakkaras were played on special 

platforms created on the ramparts of the magnificent Mughal fort. 
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These compositions, in course of time, were known as Lai Qila 

ki gat. 

Char Bagh 

As mentioned before, laya variations play a prominent role in 

gats. Hence gats are presented in various layakaris. But this applies 

to ordinary gats. The creativity of many a composer was 

instrumental in the creation of certain unique gats, which had four 

different sets of bols and lay as. Though each part was complete in 

itself, they were interlinked with each other and together formed a 

complete entity. This was achieved by the common usage of certain 

prominent phrases. 

Scholars suggest that the inspiration behind the Char Bagh 

(literally meaning ‘four gardens’) gats was indeed a garden that 

had four parts, each having different arrangements of flowers and 

fountains. Each one had a separate gate and each one, though 

complete in itself, was connected to the others at the centre. Perhaps, 

such a garden existed somewhere in Lucknow. Interestingly, the 

area around Lucknow Railway Station is still known as Char Bagh, 

though no garden exists there today. 

Following are 2 examples of Char Bagh gat: - 

1. GhindhaS ghindhaS ghindhaS ghindhaS | dhadagin dhadagin 

dhadagin dhadagin | dhaSgin dhaSgin dhaSgin dhaSgin | 

dintak dintak dintak dintak | takdin takdin takdin takdin | 

taktak taktaknadnad nadnad | tirakittatak tirakittatak 

tirakittatak tirakittatak | dhaSgin dhaSgin dhaSgin dhaSgin 

2. DhinghedaSn dhinghedaSn dhinghedaSn dhinghedaSn | 

dhagenagedhin dhagenagedhin dhagenagedhin dhagenagedhin | 

ghedanagdhin ghedanagdhin ghedanagdhin ghedanagdhin | 
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dhageSdigin dhageSdigin dhageSdigin dhageSdigin | 

diganaganaga diganaganaga diganaganaga diganaganaga | 

ghinakatakitta ghinakatakitta ghinakatakitta ghinakatakitta | 

dhatirakittadhikitta katagadigana dhatirakittadhikitta katagadigana | 

dhatirakittadhikitta katagadigana dhatirakittadhikitta katagadigana | 

In the Punjab gharana, Char Bagh gat is also referred to as 

Chaudhara gat. 

Gat Qaida and Gat Paran 

Gat, one of the important compositions in the repertoire of every 

Tabla soloists, has certain similarities with the qaida. One of the 

common traits is the presence of two parts, one comprising open or 

resonant syllables and the other comprising closed or non-resonant 

syllables, mimicking the tali-khali structure of the taal. Again, both 

these compositions are presented in lay a variations. It should also 

be noted that both these genres of compositions are typical of the 

Tabla. Of course, there are certain dissimilarities as well. However, 

since music offers enough scope for experimentation, new 

composition and genres have been created in the past and will be 

created in future also. Compositions like gat qaida and gat paran 

are ample proof of such experimentations. 

Tabla players who play gat qaida define it as a gat that is 

structurally similar to a qaida and can be expanded like the qaida. 

Pandit Bhagvat Sharan Sharma, in his book Taal Prakash, has 

given the following example of a gat qaida: 

1. Dhinna dhatri kata dhinna dhatri kata dhina tuna 

tatri kata kina tatri kadhi nak dhina tuna 

2. Dhatra kata gina dhatra kadhi naka dhina tuna 

tatra kata kina tatra kadhi naka dhina tuna 
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Similarly, gats composed of stronger and resonant syllables 

having structural similarities with parans, are called gat parans. 

Uthan 

The word uthan literally means to get up or to get started. A 

person who gets up in an auditorium filled with people is immediately 

noticed, the purpose of the uthan is also very much the same: to 

attract the attention of listeners. Tabla players of the gharana of 

Purab (lit. East;) begin their solo recitals with this composition. To 

a master’s ear, the uthan is an indicator of the capability of the 

Tabla player. 

One of the chief characteristics of the uthan is that it is not a 

fixed composition and is usually composed on the spot by the Tabla 

player. However, many present-day Tabla players play fixed 

compositions as well. 

Though the uthan resembles paran and tukra in terms of the 

choice of syllables (open, resonant ones) it is different from both, 

since uthans include several layas and layakaris. Often, uthans begin 

in the vilambit laya and go up to chaugun or even athgun layas — 

touching in between laya fractions such as kuadh, aadh and biadh. 

As mentioned before, uthans comprise resonant syllables and usually 

end in a long tihai. 

Following is a short uthan of 80 matras. Hence, it can be played 

both in Teentaal as well as Jhaptaal: 

Dha ga te tte | taga tette kridha tette | na ga te tte | dhete tteta gina 

taka | te tte ka ta | gadi gana naga tette | katette tagina dhetette 

tagina | dheSta daSna dhaSdha SdhaS | dhagatette dhagatette 

tagatette tagatette | kridhatette dhagatette gadigana nagatette | 

kridhatette kridhatette kridhatette dhagatette | katadhaS SSkata 

dhaSSS katadhaS | katettetagina dhetettetagina dhettedhettedhette 
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dhaSnadhetette | naginatetette katettetagina dhaSn-dhaStaSn 

dhaSSkadaSn-dhaS | dinSdinS kridheStaginatakatettekatagadigana 

nagatettedhet,dhet | kridhatettedhaSSS katettetaginataka 

dindinnagatette dintadan-dha | kridhatettedhaS,kata 

dhaS,katadhaS,kata dhaS,katadhaS,kata dhaS,katadhaS,kata 

dhaS,katadhaS,kata dhaSSSkridhatette dhaS,katadhaS,kata 

dhaS,katadhaS,kata | dhaS,katadhaS,kata dhaSkatadhaS,kata 

dhaS,katadhaSSS kridhatettedhaSkata | dha S ,katadhaS ,kata 

dhaSkatadhaS,kata dhaS,katadhaS,kata dhaS,katadhaS,kata dha 

x 

Tihai 

When a small string of bols is repeated thrice in its entirety, 
culminating at the sam or a predefined point in the taal cycle, the 
resulting composition is called a tihai. The tihai occupies an important 
position in all forms of Hindustani classical music — be it vocal, 
instrumental or dance. 

In Tabla solos, most compositions like peshkars, qaida, baant, 
rela, tukra, paran, etc. end in tihais. Thus, a tihai normally indicates 

the conclusion of a composition and is usually constructed from 
syllables or phrases present in the main composition. 

However, over the past few years, the tihai’s role has become 

broader. Tihais are no longer mere attachments to various 
compositions. The use of tihais as independent compositions have 

acquired legitimacy, though, there is a difference of opinion among 
musicologists over the tihai’s changing role. 

However, one thing that is certain is the fact that independent 

tihais are now being presented by almost all musicians and across 

all genres like vocal music, instrumental music, percussion 
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instruments as well as dance. And this certainly goes on to underline 

the growing importance of the tihai. 

Types of Tihais 

We have seen that earlier, tihais were used only to indicate the 

end of a bandish. However, with the passage of time, the role of 

tihais has undergone a sea change. Tihais are now presented as 

independent stand-alone compositions in addition to its pre-ordained 

role of heralding the end of one composition or pattern. With this, 

several types of complex tihais have evolved. Here’s an example 

of a tihai in Teentaal: 

Katette,ta ginataka tittakata gadigana | 
x 

dhaS ta,kate tte,tagina takatette | 

2 

kata,gadi ganadha StaS katetteta 

o 

ginataka tittakata gadigana dha | ta 

3 x 

Some of the tihais commonly encountered are as follows: 

Chakradar Tihai: A string of bols or a phrase when repeated 

thrice, forms a tihai. Likewise, when a tihai is repeated thrice, the 

resulting composition is called a chakradar tihai. 

Here’s an example of a Chakradar tihai in Aada Chautaal: 

Kridhatette dha,kridha | tettedhaS kridhatette | dha kridhatette | 

x 2 o 

dhaSkridha tettedhaS | kridhatette dha | kridhatette dhaSkridha | 

3 o 4 

tettedhaS kridhatette I dha 

o x 
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Damdar Tihai: ‘Dam’ literally means ‘to rest’. Therefore, tihais 

that have a period of rest between the intervening segments are 

called damdar tihais. The duration of rest or Dam between the first 

and second segments and between the second and third segments 

has to be the same. Here’s an example of a Damdar tihai in Jhaptaal: 

Tettekata gadigana | dha S tettekata | 

x 2 

gadigana dha | S tettekata gadigana | dha 

o 3 x 

Bedam Tihai: These tihais do not have any intervening period of 

rest between the segments. 

Example: A Bedam tihai in Dhamar taal: 

Dhagatette tagatette kridhatette gadigana dhadhadha,dha 

x 

gatetteta gatettekri | dhatettega diganadha dhadha,dhaga | 

2 o 

tette,taga tettekridha tettegadi ganadhadha | dha 

3 x 

Dam-Bedam Tihai: The dam-bedam tihai is a relatively new class 

of tihais. Such tihais have a period of rest, but not at the first-and- 

second or second-and-third junctions, as is the case with traditional 

damdar tihais. Hence, we can say that such tihais have the flavour 

of both damdar and bedam tihais. 

Example: ADam-Bedam tihai in Teentaal: 

Kridha tette dhaS dhaS | dhaS ta,kri dhate ttedha 

x 2 

Sdha Sdha Sta kridha | tette dhaS dhaS dhaS | ta 

3 x o 
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Tarana 

Tarana is a popular form of vocal music. Often Khayal singers 

end their recitals with a Tarana. Taranas are now also used in Kathak 

recitals. Some musicologists regard Amir Khusrau as the creator 

of the Tarana, while others give the credit to Mia Taansen. However, 

works of medieval scholars like Sharangdeva suggest that a similar 

form of music was in vogue even in ancient times. In that era, 

Sanskrit verses were sung in ati-drut laya. It is possible that Amir 

Khusrau created the Tarana by drawing inspiration from this ancient 

form. Notably, a similar form of music — the Tillanna—is popular 

in the Carnatic music tradition. 

Taranas, as sung today, do not have any lyrics and comprise 

meaningless words like nom, tom, tadare, dani, tanum etc. 

Scholars claim that Taranas are composition that mesmerize listeners 

merely by their swara, laya and chaal (gait). Though this is true in 

today’s context, Taranas were not always the same. Some scholars 

believe that the present state of Tarana is a result of limited (or lack 

of) understanding of Persian, in which most Taranas were originally 

composed. These Taranas did have esoteric meanings. But due to 

the lack of understanding of the language, the Tarana has had to 

suffer the loss of meaning. Incidentally, the lyrics of Tillanna, 

Tarana’s Carnatic cousin, has meaningful lyrics. 

Rela 

Like the qaida, rela is an expandable composition, composed 

of melodious syllables that can be played torrentially. Thus, while 

qaidas usually end at the chaugun laya, relas begin at chaugun laya 

and can go up to athgun or even faster. Most relas are composed 

of phrases like tirakitta, dhena gina, etc, that are mostly played on 

the chaanti and lav. This is the reason why most relas of Delhi and 

Ajrada gharanas are so melodious. Tabla players of the Banaras 

gharana intersperse their relas with various fixed compositions like 

gats, tukras, fards and parans, weaving a rich tapestry. 
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The rela is one of the important compositions of the Tabla and 

is invariably included by every Tabla player in his or her 

performance. In addition, relas are also used while accompanying 

various instruments like Sitar, Sarod, Violin, Flute, etc. 

Example: A rela of the Banaras gharana in Teentaal: 

Dhatette ghidanaga dinataka dhatette | 

x 

ghidanaga dinataka dhatira kittataka | 

2 

tatette kidanaka tinataka tatette | 

o 

ghidanaga dinataka dhatira kittataka | dha 

3 x 

Rau 

Rau is derived from the rela. When an important phrase of a 

rela is played continuously for some time, it creates a mesmerizing 

environment so much so that even when the playing is stopped 

suddenly, we hear the sound of the phrase lingering in the air for 

some time (somewhat like a Doppler effect). This is called rau or 

rau bandhna. 

Paran 

Though the paran is originally a composition belonging to the 

repertoire of the Pakhawaj, it has today become an integral part of 

the treasure trove of compositions played on the Tabla. Parans are 

also ‘performed’ by Kathak dancers. Since parans are composed 

of syllables played on the Pakhawaj. These compositions are 

therefore loud, energetic and resonant. Parans are structurally similar 

to tukras. However, parans are generally distinguished by their larger 

size (length). Another characteristic feature is that some of the 

phrases are often repeated. Parans invariably end in a tihai. Bols 
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and phrases like dhage tette, dhette dhette, dhumakitta etc. are 

often used in parans. These composition can be of various types 

such as nauhakka, chakradar, farmaishi, kamali, etc. 

Example: A sada or simple paran in Chartaal: 

Dhettedhette dhagatette | kridhatette dhagatette | 

x o 

tirakittadhet dhagatette | gadigana nagatette | 

2 o 

dhumakitta tagatette | dhetdhet dhagatette | 

3 4 

kitirakittatak tagetette | gadigana dhagatette | dhetetteta ginadhet | 

x o 2 

taginna dhetta 

o 

kridheSta Sndhet | taSnkri dheStaS 

3 4 

dinSSn ginagheda | SnSS ghitirakittataka | katiSdha SnadhaS 

x o 2 

dhaSSta SndhaS | kridhatette dhaSkata | dhaSkata dhaSkata 

o 3 4 

dhadha dha,kridha | tettedhaS katadhaS | katadhaS katadha 

x o 2 

dhadha kridhatette | dhaSkata dhaSkata | dhaSkata dhadha | dha 

o 3 4 x 

Fard 

Fard is one of the rarely heard compositions played on the 

Tabla. Structurally, the fard has some similarities with the gat. 

However, fards are composed of syllables that are louder and more 

resonant than those used in gats, but less so than the ones used in 

tukras and parans. Hence, we can say that the fard fits in somewhere 

between the gat and the tukra as far as loudness is concerned. 
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In the earlier days, musicians often created companion bandish 

orjoda (literally meaning ‘a pair’), which was similar to the original 

one and yet had its own individuality. However, it is said that fards 

cannot have a joda because of their intricacy. Hence, these 

compositions are also known as ekkad, which loosely translates 

into ‘the one of its kind’. The fard usually has two parts — one 

comprising open and resonant syllables and the other having closed 

or non-resonant syllables. Another characteristic feature is that these 

compositions usually end in the phrase dhere dhere kitta taka or a 

similar sounding one. 

Example: A composition of the Banaras gharana set to Teentaal: 

Dhagetette tettegheda Sndhage tettedhage | 

x 

tirakittatakata gadigana katetteghi nakadhena | 

2 

taketette taketirakitta Stakitta dhettedhatira | 

o 

kittadhetette kittitakataS SSdhiradhira kittatakitta | taketette... 

3 x 

Sam 

The sam represents the most important point of any time cycle 

or taal, and invariably refers to the first matra of the taal. It is the 

point at which all artists usually begin as well as end their 

compositions, though this is not compulsory. 

With the exception of Roopak taal, the sam in most taals is a 

tali. That’s why the stress on this matra is usually more than on any 

other matra. 

Though the sam is always on the first matra of the taal, 

musicians sometimes create an illusory sam either before or after 

the real sam to give a dramatic effect. This is called visham. When 
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the illusory sam comes before the actual sam, it is termed as ‘anagat’ 

(yet to arrive). If it comes after the actual sam, it is called ateet 

(past). However, it should be noted that the illusory sam has to be 

within a range of one matra on either side of the real sam. For 

example, the illusory sam for Teentaal of 16 matras can be at the 

16-1/4,16-1/2 or 16-3/4 matra. Illusory sams that follow the above 

rule alone have the sanction of the shastras. 

Under the Vishnu Narayan Bhatkhande system of taal notation, 

the sam is indicated by drawing either ‘+’ or ‘x’ under the syllable. 

The Vishnu Digambar Paluskar system, however, holds that since 

the sam is invariably on the first matra of any taal, it should be 

indicated by the numeral‘ 1 ’. 

For example, Jhaptaal will be written as follows: 

Bhatkhande System 

Dhi na | dhi dhi na | ti na | dhi dhi na | dhi 

x 2 o 3 x 

Paluskar System 

Dhi na dhi dhi na ti na dhi dhi na | dhi 

13 +8 1 

Angushtana or Angurtana 

Angushtana or angurtana refers to those compositions that are 

played by keeping the fingers straight or unbent (lit. angush=fingers, 

tana = straightened). Such compositions abound mainly in the 

repertoire of the Delhi and Ajrada gharanas. 

The term angushtana covers all bols that are played on the 

chaanti (edge) or zamin (middle) and only a small part of the syahi 

comes into play. Most of these compositions require the use of only 

two or three fingers. Dha, titta, tirakitta, dhin, dhena gina are the 

chief syllables and phrases used in angushtana compositions. 
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Since the palm is not used to play these compositions, such 

bols are called ‘band boT (band = closed, non-resonant), and the 

style of playing is known as ‘band baaj ’ or ‘kinar baaj Loud and 

resonant bols are never a part of angushtana compositions. 

Here is an example of angushtana: 

Dha tira kitta taka I tena ta tira kitta I ta tira kitta taka dhena dha tira kittta 

Tukra 

A bandish that is composed of open, resonant syllables of the 

Tabla, and is longer than a mohra (described later) but shorter than 

a paran; and ends in a tihai, is called a tukra. Unlike gats, tukras do 

not have open (bhari) and closed (khali) parts. Nor are tukras 

presented in various layas. This composition is played only once 

(from start to finish) and the chaugun laya is considered ideal to 

present tukras. 

Tukras are commonly played during solo recitals or while 

accompanying Kathak recitals. Some short tukdas are also played 

during the accompaniment of stringed instruments. The tukras of 

Delhi, Ajrada and Farrukkhabad are generally short and soft, while 

those of Banaras are long, sonorous compositions. 

Example: A tukra of the Banaras gharana, set to Teentaal: 

Dhagetette tagetette kridhaSkri dhaSkittataka | 

x 

dindin nananana katettedha SkaSta 

2 

dhaSkata dha,kate ttedhaSka StadhaS | 

o 

katadhaS, katettedha SkaSta dhaSkata | dha 

3 x 
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Zarab, Zarb, Wazan or Bal 

The words zarab, zarb, and bal refer to the application of stress 

on a particular syllable in such a way that the syllable stands out. 

Able Tabla players use this method to create a dramatic soundscape 

by varying the stress on various syllables. 

The word wazan literally means weight. The same syllables 

and phrases will sound different depending upon their usage because 

of their variation in wazan. For example, the phrase kridhatette as 

played while presenting a qaida will be different from the way it is 

played while presenting a paran. 

This is because these two compositions demand a difference 

in the loudness or wazan. The language of Tabla and Kathak has 

only a handful of syllables, which, when strung together, create a 

breathtaking array of compositions. A difference in wazan is a 

common way of creating this variation. 

To understand this clearly, let us take the following example: 

Dha dhi na | dha ti na | dha 

x ox 

This is the theka of Dadra taal. Normally, we apply a stress on 

the first matra of each division, as indicated with an underline above. 

But, if we move the stress to the second matra without changing 

anything else, we will create a variation (prakar) of the same taal: 

Dha dhi na | dha ti na | dha 

x o x 

This technique is commonly used while playing qaidas and 

baants, to create enormous variations of the same bol. 

Mukhda and Mohra 

The terms mukhda and mohra are often used interchangeably. 

Though the two are similar in structure and utility, they are actually 
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different. Both the mukhda and the mohra are used to arrive at the 

sam. The term mukhda is also used by vocalists and instrumentalists, 

who often begin their composition (gat or bandish) a few matras 

before the sam. They also end their taans and todas at the same 

point. This section — from the beginning of the composition to the 

arrival at the sam—is usually called the mukhda (literally, the face). 

To the percussionist, however, the sam is of prime importance. 

A mukhda is a short composition, usually spanning only a few matras, 

that ends at the sam. The purpose of playing mukhdas is to highlight 

the sam in an interesting manner. 

A mohra (pronounced moh-ra) is a composition with a similar 

purpose, but is longer than a mukhda, though no longer than one 

avartan of the taal. A mohra invariably ends in a tihai. The following 

examples will make the distinction clearer: 

Mukhda in Teentaal 

Dha dhin dhin dha | dha dhin dhin dha | dha tin tin ta 

x 2 o 

dhaStuna kittitakta,tira kittitakatirakitta taktatirakitta | dha 

3 x 

Mohra Set to Teentaal 

Dha dhin dhin dha | dha dhin dhin dha | 

x 2 

dhatuna kittitakta,tira kittitakatirakitta taktatirakitta | 

o 

dha,tirakitta taktatirakitta dha,tirakitta taktatirakitta | dha 

3 x 

Peshkar 

The word peshkar means ‘to present’. The term, which is of 

Persian origin, refers to a qaida-like composition that can be 
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expanded through paltas and ends in a tihai. However, there are 

several differences between a qaida and a peshkar. For instance, 

unlike qaida, the peshkar is not played in barabar, dugun, tigun and 

chaugun layas successively. Usually, barabar or madhya laya are 

considered ideal for playing the peshkar. The beauty of the 

composition’s unsteady gait finds its true expression only in the 

slower tempo. Bols in various layakaris are used to add to the beauty 

of the composition while playing the paltas. The peshkar is also 

used to present glimpses of qaidas and baants that follow during a 

solo recital. 

The characteristic component of peshkars is the phrase dhin - 

kridhin dha. Irrespective of the taal in which the peshkar is 

composed, it will have dhin—kridhin dha as the key phrase. The 

peshkar’s seemingly unsteady gait is a result of the characteristic 

use of dam or space (symbolised by ‘S’ in notations) The paltas too 

follow the same pattern. Tabla players of almost all gharanas, with 

the exception of Banaras, begin their solo recitals with the peshkar. 

In fact, the peshkar occupies the same seat of importance in these 

gharanas as the Uthan in Banaras or the Aamad in Kathak. 

Example: Peshkar in Teentaal 

Dhinkridhindha Sdhadhindha dha,tidha,ti dhadhadhindha 

x 

dhindha,gadha dhindhadhati dhakridhati Sdhadhindha | 

2 

tinkritinta Statinta tati,tati tata,tinta 

o 

dhindha,gadha dhindhadhati dhakridhati Sdhadhindha | dha 

3 x 

Laggi-Ladi 

Laggi-ladis are played while accompanying semi-classical and 

light classical forms such as Thumri, Bhajan, Ghazal, Dadra, etc. 
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These are usually composed of the bols of the theka of the taal 
in which they are played. Laggi-ladi are usually short, soft and 

melodious compositions, which can be expanded. Since laggis and 
ladis are played while accompanying semi classical forms, they are 
ostensibly composed in taals having a youthful gait like Dadra, 
Keharwa, Deepchandi, etc. These compositions are never played 
with taals that evoke a sombre mood. 

Since laggis are useful in accompanying light music, all Tabla 
players should be acquainted with the technique of playing them. 
These compositions are often employed after the vocalist completes 
the antara. After playing a few variations, a tihai is used to arrive at 
the sam. Thereafter, the Tabla player resumes playing the theka. 

One often comes across bols like nada, dhada in laggis, and 
these are indicative of the influence of folk instruments like dukkad. 

Example: Alaggi in Keharwa 

Dhatin natin natin dhada I tatin natin natin dhada dha 

Ladis are fragments of laggis. When a part of the bols used in 
a laggi are played continuously for some time, the resulting 
composition is called a ladi. In this respect, the ladi is similar to 
‘rau’ which is a fragment of a rela. The bols used in ladis are 

extremely short. 

A ladi which would follow the laggi given in the example above 

could be as follows: 

Dha dhin na da I ta tin na da dha 

Chala or Chalan 

The word ‘chala’ comes from the Hindi word ‘chaaT and 

literally means ‘gait’. The term refers to variations of chhand or 
laya. Variations in laya and layakaris have always been a distinctive 

feature of Indian classical music. Earlier, each laya variation used 

to be depicted by a different bol. 
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Later on however, performers began presenting the same bol 
in different layas, demonstrating their creative powers. 

The Chala is Farrukkhabad gharana’s gift to the world of Tabla. 
A chala usually comprises a peshkar-like bol which is then expanded. 
As the word chala indicates, the performer tries to demonstrate as 
many gaits as he can — which essentially means creating laya 

variations. 

An example of chala would be as follows: 

Dhinkri dhindha Sdha dhindha, dhinna dhagina dhatirakitta dhagina 

dhatirakitta dhagina dhagete nakina, dhati dhati Sdha dhindha 

Sometimes, while playing a chala in a particular taal, Tabla 
players weave in the thekas of other taals as well: 

Dhinkridhindha Sdhadhindha dhatidhati Sdhadhindha 

dhindhindhage tirakittatuna kattadhage tirakittadhina 

The chala emphasises more on creativity than on rigid adherence 
to grammatical rules. There is no compulsion on the Tabla player to 
use the same bols and phrases as applied in the main composition, 
as is the case with qaidas. Like the qaida, the chala ends in a tihar 
dkauri from the phrase of the main composition. 

Qaida 

The word ‘qaida’ literally means ‘etiquette’ or ‘the right way 
of doing things’. The qaida is bound by certain rules that govern its 
construction and unfoldment. 

Etymologically, ‘qaida’ has been derived from the Persian word 
‘qaid’, which means prison, and metaphorically points to the binding 
influence of the rules. Qaidas help students of Tabla to perfect 
their fingering techniques. That’s why most gurus teach qaidas to 
beginners. 
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The qaida is a composition played only on the Tabla. Hence, it 
is composed of syllables of the Tabla only, and are composed only 

in those taals which are essentially played on the Tabla. While 

composing qaidas, the structure of the taal (vibhags, tali, khali, etc) 
needs to be taken into consideration. This is because a qaida has to 

follow the taal’s structure in toto. This will become clear by the 
following example of an immensely popular qaida in Teentaal for 
beginners: 

Dha dha te tte | dha dha tu na | ta ta te tte | dha dha tu na | dha 

Qaidas are expanded through paltas, which strictly comprise 
the syllables used in the main structure of the qaida. A qaida always 

ends in a tihai. Qaidas are of prime importance during solo recitals 
and are also useful during accompaniment. 

Baant 

The word baant means 4to divide’ or to dissociate into smaller 
pieces. Whenever an expandable composition is divided into smaller 
sections, or in other words, each section of the main composition is 

highlighted by the help of separate series of paltas, then the act of 
carrying out this process is called baant. Seen from this point of 
view, all expandable compositions like peshkar, qaida, rela, etc. come 

under the purview of baant. 

A composition can be segmented either on the basis of syllables 

used in the main structure or on the basis of laya. Depending on 
this, baants can be of two types — bol baant and laya baant. 

As explained earlier, when a composition is expanded based 

on bol or the syllables used in the main framework, it is called a bol 

baant. 

For example, let us consider the following structure: 

Dhatidhagi nadhatirakitta dhatidhage tenakina 

tatitaki natatirakitta dhatidhage dhenagina 
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The bol baant will be as follows: 

1. Dhatidhagi nadhagina dhaginadha dhadhatirakitta 
dhatidhagi nadhatirakitta dhatidhage tenakina 
tatitaki natakina takinata tatatirakitta 
dhatidhagi nadhatirakitta dhatidhage dhenagina 

2. Dhagindha tirakittadhatira kittadhatirakitta Sdhatirakitta 
dhatidhagi nadhatirakitta dhatidhage tenakina 
takinata tirakittatatira kittatatirakitta Statirakitta 
dhatidhagi nadhatirakitta dhatidhage dhenagina 

However, if the following types of paltas are created while 
playing the above bandish it will be an example of laya baant: 

1. Dhatidhaginadha tirakittadhaginadha 
tirakittadhaginadhatirakittadhenagina 
tatitakinata tirakittatakinata 
tirakittadhaginadha tirakittadhenagina 

2. Dhenagindhena ginadhengina 
dhatidhaginadha tirakittadhenagina 
dhatidhaginadha tirakittadhatidhage 
tenakinadhati dhagetenakina, etc. 

Here, the main composition has been expanded on the basis of 
laya. Following is a famous laya baant of the Banaras gharana, 
which is now popular among Tabla players of all schools. In fact, 
the very mention of laya baant brings this bol to one’s mind: 

Dhad dhadhe tette dhad I dhad dhati nati naad 

taad tate tette taad dhad dhati dhati dhad 

Theka 

Taal plays an important role in giving music a definite structure. 
In the Hindustani classical music tradition, taals are recognised by 
their thekas. Thekas are conspicuous by their absence in other 
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musical traditions like the Carnatic and the Western musical 
traditions. In these forms of music, taals or time cycles are identified 
by their rhythmic patterns and/or matras. 

The theka can be defined as that basic framework of bols by 
which a taal is identified. While composing a theka, the nature of 
the taal, its rhythmic pattern, tali, khali, vibhag, etc. are kept in mind. 

For example, the theka of Jhaptaal, which has a rhythmic 
pattern of 2/3/2/3, is as follows: 

Dhi na| dhi dhi na | ti na | dhi dhi na | dhi 
x 2 o 3 x 

The theka of Sooltaal, which also has 10 matras, is shown 
below. Note that this taal has a rhythmic structure of2/272/2/2. 

Dha dha | din ta | kitta dha | titta kata | gadi gana | dha 

x o 2 3 o x 

It is clear from the above examples that the theka of a taal 
clarifies the characteristic features of the taal concerned, like its 
vibhag, tali, khali, etc. Khali is indicated by closed or non-resonant 
syllables. In case the matra corresponding to Khali has a resonant 
syllable, the rest of the matras in that division (vibhag) are usually 
closed (or non-resonant). 

For example, Jhaptaal has a khali on the sixth matra, which is 
indicated by the single-hand syllable of ‘ti’. Similarly, the khali on 

the eighth matra of Dhamar taal is indicated by the single-hand 
syllable ‘ga’ in its theka. On the other hand, though the first khali of 

Ektaal, which falls on the third matra, is represented by a double- 
handed syllable, ‘dha’; it is immediately followed by a non-resonant, 
single-hand syllable, ‘ge’. And the next matra has the non-resonant 
‘tirakitta’. The next khali, which falls on the seventh matra, has a 

non-resonant ‘kaf and is followed by a single-handed ‘ta’ which is 

a weak syllable. 
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The thekas probably owe their origin to the middle ages. In 
ancient times, percussion accompaniment was on the basis of 
rhythmic patterns (chhand). On the basis of facts unearthed so far, 
it appears that thekas were invented with the creation of a 
membranous percussion instrument, called the Pushkar. This is 
because the various syllables could be clearly played on this 
instruments as it was played by bare hands. 

The study of thekas, however, can be a formidable task for 
beginners. This is because barring a few important and popular 
taals, most others have more than one theka. An effort to sort out 
these inconsistencies by experts may therefore be immensely 
beneficial for students. 

Lom-vilom 

Compositions that read the same when read from left to right 
or in the reverse direction are called lom-vilom. The phrases used 
in such compositions can be likened to palindromes. For example, 
na-gi-na, ka-ta-ka, etc. Expert Tabla players often play such 
compositions during solo, performances, after reciting them aloud, 
to an impressive effect. 

An example of lom-vilom set to Teentaal follows: 

Dha naga diga taka | 

dha n-ta gena tata | 

kati kata gena kata | 

dha ta dha gheghe | 

dha gheghe dha ta | 

dha taka nage taka 

tika tata nage tan- 

dha kata gadi gana | dha 

x 
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Avartan or Avritti 

The word avartan means repetition. The progress of a taal 

from the first matra to its last constitutes an avartan or time-cycle. 

The next avartan begins with the first matra, which follows the last 

matra of the previous cycle. 

Thus, an avartan of Teentaal will have 16 matras, while two 

avartans of Jhaptaal will have 20 matras. Similarly, three avartans 

of Ektaal will cover 36 matras and four avartans of Dhamar taal 

will comprise 56 matras. 

Palta, Prakar, Pench, Kisme, Vistar 

Indian music lays a lot of emphasis on creativity of the artiste 

or performer. In the Western music tradition, it is the composer 

who plays the major role in so far as creativity in music is concerned. 

The role of the conductor and the instrumentalists in the orchestra 

is restricted to reproducing the composer’s music, without changing 

even a single note. 

In contrast, Indian musicians are at liberty to explore musical 

vistas (of course, within the boundaries set by the shastras) and 

create hundreds of variations of even a short composition. 

The variation of expandable compositions of the Tabla, when 

created by using the syllables occurring in the main composition, 

are called variously as palta, prakar, pench, kisme, vistar, etc. These 

terms refer to the act of creating variations of a composition by 

tossing the syllables around within the given framework. 

For instance, we can consider the following qaida, set to 

Teentaal: 

Dhate ttedha tette dhadha | tette dhage tena kina 

tette dhage dhena gina tate tteta tette tata 
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Paltas: 

1. Dhate ttedha dhate ttedha | dhadha tette dhena gina 

dhate ttedha tette dhadha tette dhage tena kina 

tate tteta tate tteta | tata tette tena kina 

dhate ttedha tette dhadha | tette dhage dhena gina | 

2. Titta titta dhadha titta | dhadha titta dhena gina | 

dhate ttedha tette dhadha | tette dhage tena kina 

titta titta tata titta | tata titta tena kina 

dhate ttedha tette dhadha | tette dhage dhena gina | 

The possibilities of creating endless variations is an important 

feature of Indian music as it not only prevents monotony but also 

challenges the creative abilities of musicians. 

Nauhakka 

The word ‘nau’ refers to the numeral ‘nine’. The term nauhakka 

refers to a special type of tihai in which the syllable ‘dha’ is repeated 

nine consecutive times. Such tihais are compositions that fit between 

simple tihais and chakradar tihais, and are often appended to tukras. 

Such tukras are therefore called tukras of nine dhas or simply, 

nauhakka. 

For example, a nauhakka tukra in Aada Chautaal: 

Dhadha dindin | nana tettetette | kitirakittadhe tettekata 

x 2 o 

dhakata dhakata dhakata dhakata | dhakata dhakata 

3 o 4 

dhakata dhakata dha 

o x 
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Ek Hatthi 

Experimentation is an inseparable part of art. Every artiste 

wishes to create and present something new through his or her 

medium. Ek hatthi compositions are perhaps a result of such creative 

endeavours. In the field of Tabla playing, both the drums -the Tabla 

and the bayan-have equal importance. The compositions played on 

the instrument are created by weaving syllables that are produced 

by striking the drumheads either individually or in unison. However, 

innovative composers have created compositions that are played 

only on the Tabla or the right (sharp) drumhead. Syllables such as 

ka, ga, dha, dhin, dhet, etc. which involve the use of the larger bass 

drum, usually played by the left hand (and hence called the bayan) 

are conspicuous by their absence. Since these compositions are 

played only by one hand, they are called ek hatthi (lit. ek = one, 

haath = hand). 

Here is an example of an ek hatthi bandish set to Teentaal: 

Tette nana tette nana I tette din ta S 

nada Sna ta din ta S nana tette 

nana nate ttena tette taS nata Sna ta 

din ta S ta din ta S tada 

Sna taS Sta SS ta tada Sna taS 

Sta SS ta tada Sna taS Sta SS ta 

Note: As this composition is of 48 matras, it can be played in Ektaal 

as well. 



Gharanas of Tabla 

Gharana is a tradition that is uniquely characterized by a specific 

style of Tabla playing (baaj). This tradition is kept alive by the lin¬ 

eage and able disciples of its founder who dedicate themselves in 

the development and propagation of that gharana. Gharana can be 

likened to a specific school of art. There are six gharanas of Tabla 

each having a unique style of playing. 

Delhi Gharana 

Efforts that eventually drew the Tabla from the world of folk 

instruments to the realm of classical musical instruments were 

carried out almost simultaneously in various parts of India around 

the mid-1700s. The Punjab province of undivided India, Banaras 

and Delhi were important centres of this initiative. Of these, Delhi 

became the most prominent centre and the Delhi style of Tabla 

playing became popularly known as the Delhi baaj. This was chiefly 

because of three reasons. 

First, the features of the Delhi style, that is speed, melody 

and emphasis on tonal quality, gave the Tabla a unique character. 

Second, this style of Tabla playing was suitable for accompanying 

Khayal, Thumri, Tarana and Tappa styles of vocal music as well as 

instruments like the Sitar and Sarod, which were then gaining 

popularity. Finally, the unprecedented success of the Delhi baaj could 

be attributed to a geopolitical factor: Delhi was not only the political 

capital of the country, but also an important centre of art and music. 

Anything that enjoyed success in Delhi was automatically at an 

advantage. 
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However, if someone deserves credit for the Delhi baaj’s 

emergence, it is undoubtedly Ustad Sudhar Khan, an 18th century 

percussionist. He realised the changing musical tastes of the 

connoisseurs and created a new style that appealed to them. This 

resulted in the refin ement and ultimately, establishment of what is 

today known as the Delhi baaj. 

Sudhar Khan had three sons — Ghaseet Khan, Bugra Khan 

and a third one, whose name has been lost in the labyrinth of history. 

The third anonymous son’s descendants, Modu and Bakshu Khan, 

later laid the foundation of the Lucknow gharana. There is hardly 

any historical evidence about the lineage of Ghaseet Khan, suggesting 

that perhaps his descendants did not survive the test of time. 

However, Bugra Khan’s contribution towards the propagation of 

the Delhi baaj is universally acknowledged. His sons, Sitab Khan 

and Gulab Khan, too, were greatly responsible for popularizing the 

Delhi baaj. Sitab Khan’s son, Nazar Ali, grandson Bade Kale Khan, 

kin Shaadi Khan and disciples, Kallu and Meeru Khan, were well- 

known Tabla players of their time. Later, Kallu and Meeru Khan 

laid the foundation of the Ajrada gharana. Nazar Ali’s disciples— 

Hidayat Ali, Qutub Ali, Inayat Ali and Madat Ali were all great 

Tabla players. 

Bade Kale Khan’s son, Boli Bakhsh, grandson Nathu Khan, 

and disciple Munir Khan, were able representatives of the Delhi 

tradition. Nathu Khan, a brilliant Tabla player, was bom in about 

1875. His dexterity and melodious style easily attracted all listeners. 

He breathed his last in 1940, at the age of 65. Among his disciples, 

Habibuddin Khan went on to acquire unprecedented popularity. 

Munir Khan, who was a disciple of Bade Kale Khan, was not 

only an able Tabla player, but also a good teacher. Bom in 1863, 

Munir Khan learnt the art of Tabla playing from several stalwarts, 

including Hussain Ali and Boli Baksh. He would unhesitatingly 
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imbibe any good thing that came his way. In a puritanical era when 

tradition ruled supreme, Munir Khan was a heretic of sorts who 

broke all taboos and learnt from the teachers of all gharanas, 

assimilating their styles into his own. 

Munir Khan’s keenness to learn 

from the teachers of various gharanas 

matched his generosity in passing on 

his knowledge to discerning disciples. 

Of the hundreds of his students, his 

nephew, Amir Hussain Khan, and 

di sc iPi es Ahmedjan Thirakwa, 

Shamsuddin Khan, Ghulam Hussain 

Khan and Nikhil Jyoti Ghosh deserve 

special mention. The Ustad died in 

1938 at the age of 75. 

Amir Hussain Khan was bom in the year 1899. Amir Hussain 

got his first lesson in Tabla from his father Ahmed Baksh, a Sarangi 

player. Later, he received advanced training from his uncle, Munir 

Khan. Ustad Amir Hussain Khan died on January 5,1969. 

Among the disciples of Munir Khan, Ahmedjan Thirakwa’s 

name deserves a special mention. He was born in 1891 in 

Moradabad, now in Uttar Pradesh. Apart from Munir Khan, 

young Ahmedjan received talim (lit: formal training) from his 

uncle Faiyaz Khan and Baswa Khan. He was associated with Nat 

Samrat Bal Gandharva’s theatre troupe, where his dexterity on the 

Tabla earned him the title of ‘Thirakwa’, which means ‘dancing 

fingers’. Thereafter, he was known as ‘Thirakwa Khan Sahib’ or 

Ahmedjan Thirakwa throughout the rest of his life. He also received 

the royal patronage of the Raja of Rampur, and taught at the 

Bhatkhande Sangeet Mahavidyalaya (Lucknow) for a long 

time. He was bestowed with many awards and titles. He was the 

first Tabla player to be decorated with the Padma Bhushan. He 

breathed his last on January 13, 1976, in Lucknow. His relative, 

Ustad Rafiuddin Sabri 
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Rashid Mustafa Thirakwa, is a well-known Tabla player of the 

younger generation. 

The descendants and disciples of Gulab Khan, the second son 

of Bugra Khan, also contributed to the propagation of the Delhi 

baaj. Gulab Khan’s son, Mohammad Khan, and grandson, Kale 

Khan earned quite a name for themselves as Tabla exponents. Kale 

Khan’s sons, Garni Khan and Munnu Khan, too, went on to become 

great artistes. Garni Khan’s son, Inam Ali and grandson Ghulam 

Haider were acknowledged maestros. Of Garni Khan’s disciples, 

Fakir Mohammad, Mohammad Ahmed and Hira Lai earned a name 

for themselves. Gladwin Charles is a disciple of Garni Khan. Other 

noted exponents of this tradition include the late LatifAhmed, Faiyaz 

Khan, Bashir Ahmed and Ram Dhurve. 

Latif Ahmed was one of the well- 

known Tabla players of the Delhi 

gharana. He received musical training 

from Garni Khan, Inam Ali and Munnu 

Khan. Bom in 1942, Latif Ahmed 

taught at the Dartington College of 

Arts (London) for some time. Several 

recordings of his are available. He also 

played for Hindi films such as Bhai 

Ho Toh Aisa, B aware hi and Prem 

Rog. He left the mortal world on 

August 29,1989. 

Prem Kumar, Sadi Ram and 

Chandra Mohan, all disciples of Hira Lai, are continuing with the 

tradition. Many of Hira Lai’s students are now in Pakistan. 

Sudhar Khan’s younger brother, Chand Khan, too, was a 

reputed Tabla player and an able teacher. His sons, Lalli Masit 

Khan, grandson Hussain Baksh and two great grandsons, Ghaseet 

Khan and Nanhe Khan, were well-known Tabla players of their time. 

Ustad Gladwin Charles 
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Nanhe Khan was bom in Delhi in 1872. However, he spent a 

large part of his life in Mumbai. He died in April 1940, at the age of 

68. Among his disciples, Jugna Khan was well known as a Tabla 

player. 

The descendants and disciples of Chand Khan made a notable 

contribution towards the propagation of this art fomi. Chief among 

them were Fazli Khan, Ghulam Mohammad, Karam Baksh 

Zilwanewale, Parla Khan, Mehboob Khan Mirajkar, Azim Khan 

Zawrewale, Nizamuddin Khan, Jnan Prakash Ghosh, Sher Khan, 

Langde Ahmed Ali, Hirendra Kishore Ray Chowdhury, Hidayat 

Khan and Abdul Karim Khan. 

Faiyaz Khan is among the popular 

Tabla exponents belonging to the Delhi 

tradition. He was born in Sikar 

(Rajasthan) in 1933 and received the 

initial training from his father, Nazir 

Khan. Later, he also received talim 

from Hidayat Khan and Inam Ali. He 

took lessons from Ramanand 

Eswaran, a Carnatic percussionist, to 

understand the mathematical patterns 

involved in the Carnatic tradition. He 

was associated with the Jaipur and 

Delhi centres of the All India Radio 

from 1955 to 1993. He taught briefly at the Washington University 

and the Rotterdam Conservatory (Holland). Presently, he teaches 

at the Gandharva Mahavidyalaya, New Delhi. 

Ustad Jahangir Khan also had a major contribution in the 

development of this tradition. He was bom in 1869 at Varanasi 

(Uttar Pradesh). His father, Ustad Ahmed Khan, was his first gum 

from whom he received the initial training in Tabla. Later he learnt 

from several masters, including Ustad Mubarak Ali Khan (Patna), 

Ustad Chhunnu Khan (Bareilly), Ustad Firoz Shah (Delhi) and 
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Khalifa Ustad Abid Hussain Khan (Lucknow). He accompanied 

many top grade artists of his time. The duo of Ustad Jahangir Khan 

and Sangeet Samrat Ustad Rajab Ali Khan was quite famous in 

those times. In 1911, inspired by Jahangir Khan’s tabla performance, 

the ruler of Indore, Maharaj Tukajirao Holkar appointed him as his 

court musician and offered him patronage in his kingdom where he 

spent the rest of his life. 

Though he had to lead a life of deprivation and poverty, his 

exceptional talent did not go unrecognized. He was honoured by 

the then President of India in 1959 and was bestowed with many 

other honours such as the fellowship of Central Sangeet Natak 

Akademi, “Doctorate of Tabla” from Indira Kala Sangeet 

Vishwavidyalaya (Khairagarh), “Tabla Nawaaz” from Abhinav Kala 

Samaj (Indore) and was specially honoured by Sangeet Samaj 

(Mumbai). In his life span of 107 years, he taught several disciples 

such as Sheikh Dawood, Narayanrao 

Indorekar, M.B. Bhinde, Mahadev 

Rao Indorekar, Late Shri Chatur Lai, 

Niyazu Khan, Late Dhoolji Khan, 

Mehboob Khan (Pune), Abdul Hafeez 

Khan (Udaipur), Pt.Gajanan Tade, 

Shambhurao Khargaonkar, SharadN. 

Madhav Khargaonkar, Ravi Dathe, 

Dinkar Majumdar, Ismail Daddu Khan, 

Deepak Garud and V.M. Bodhankar. 

He left the mortal world on May 11, 

1976. 

Pt. PandharinathNageshkar’s disciples include the extremely 

talented Pt. Suresh Talwalkar and Vibhav Nageshkar who have 

propagated the Delhi style in the distant Maharashtra. Ustad 

Maqbool Hussain Qureshi and Ustad Faiyaz Khan are among the 

top notch artists of the Delhi baaj. 

Pt. Chatur Lai 
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Pt. Mukund Bhale, a disciple of 

Pt. Yashwant Rao and Pt. Gajanan 

Tade, has also made a mark in the 

world of Tabla. Bom in 1953, Pandit 

Bhale was inspired by his father to 

take up the Tabla. In 1972, he began 

pursuing the B.A. Honors (Tabla) 

course at Indira Kala Sangeet 

Vishwavidyalaya, Khairagarh. Here he 

came in contact with Pandit Tade. 

Under the guidance of Pandit Tade, 

he stood first in both B.A. and M.A. 

tabla examinations. The university honored him with a gold medal 

in recognition of his achievements. 

Pandit Mukund Bhale has received several scholarships, 

including the National Scholarship, UGC Fellowship and Senior 

Research Fellowship of the Ministry of Human Resources 

Development, Government of India. 

He has performed in many prestigious music festivals in India 

such as the Tansen Music Conference, Ganga Mahotsav, Lucknow 

Mahotsav and the Chakradhar Festival of Raigarh. He has also 

toured Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Poland, United Kingdom and the United 

States, enthralling audiences with his energetic solos and soulful 

accompaniments. He has collaborated with some of the renowned 

musical luminaries such as Pandit Kumar Gandharva, Pandit 

Hariprasad Chaurasia, Ustad Halim Jafar Khan, Pandit Buddhadev 

Dasgupta, Dr. N. Raj am, Dr. Anita Sen, Pandit Prabhakar Karekar 

and Ms. Arti Ankalekar. 

Pandit Bhale has been actively associated with the field of 

music education since 1982. He joined the Indira Kala Sangeet 

Vishwavidyalaya where he served as the Head of Department of 

the Department of Percussion Instmment and later became the 

Pt. Mukund Bhale 
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Dean. Pandit Bhale is also a prolific writer His articles and well- 

researched papers have been published in various music-related 

publications. 

Ustad Shafat Ahmed Khan 

2005, is a loss for all music lovers. 

Padmashri Ustad Shafat 

Ahmed was another well- 

known exponent of the Delhi 

gharana. Bom in May 1954, 

he learnt the art of tabla 

playing from his father, Ustad 

Chamma Khan. He had 

performed in many prestigious 

concerts in India and abroad. 

There are several albums 

featuring his music. His 

untimely demise on July 24, 

Pt. Subhash Nirwan Pt. Nayan Ghosh 

Amir Mohammad Khan, Subhash Nirwan, Akhtar Hassan, 

Shakeel Ahmed, Naushad Ahmed, Nayan Jyoti Ghosh and Zafar 

Mohammad are among the other well-known Tabla players of this 

tradition. 
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The Delhi Style of Tabla Playing 

The hallmark of the Delhi baaj is its sweetness. The index, 

middle and ring fingers are extensively used in this style. Bols like 

tette and tirakitta, which are used in profusion in this baaj, are usually 

played with the help of the index and middle fingers on the high- 

pitched drum. That’s why the Delhi gharana is also known as 4do 

unglion ka baaf or the style of two fingers. 

A majority of the syllables in most compositions of this gharana 

are played on the edge of the small drumhead (also called dahina). 

Hence, this style is known as ‘kinar ka baajResonant and 

forceful syllables are conspicuous by their absence, and there is a 

profusion of soft, sweet syllables. Because of these characteristics, 

this baaj is also known as 4 band (lit. band = closed) baaj ’. Peshkar, 

qaidas, mukhdas, mohras, short tukras, and various types of gats 

are among the commonly found bols of this style. 

Soloists of this baaj begin their recital with the peshkar. This 

composition is also known as farshbandi (lit. farsh = floor, bandi = 

creation). This specialty of the Delhi gharana has been adopted by 

all other gharanas in one form or the other. 

Upon examining the merits and demerits of this gharana, one 

can conclude that the gharana was extremely successful in 

accomplishing the objectives for which it was created. However, 

the overt emphasis on softness rendered this baaj less capable of 

accompanying Kathak, which demands a lot of vigour. Therefore, 

the current exponents of the Delhi gharana have adapted their style 

to suit the requirements of accompanying Kathak. In fact, several 

Tabla players of this gharana are successful Kathak accompanists. 

Select Compositions of the Delhi Gharana 

Peshkaar 

Dhakri dhati dhadha tirakitta | dhati dhadha tidha tina | 

2 x 
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takri tati tata tirakitta | dhati dhadha tidha dhina 

o 3 

Qaida (1) 

Dhate ttedha tette dhadha | tette dhage tena kina | 

x 2 

tate tteta tette tata | tette dhage dhena gina 

o 3 

Qaida (2) 

Dhati dhagi ndha tirakitta | dhati dhage tena kina | 

x 2 

tati take nta tirakitta | dhati dhage dhena gina | dha 

o 3 x 

Qaida (3) 

Dhatira kittadha dhina dhadha | dhina dhati dhadha dhina | 

x 2 

dhati Sdha tirakitta dhadha | tirakitta dhati dhadha dhina | 

o 3 

tatira kittata tina tata | tina tati tata tina 

x 2 

dhati Sdha tirakitta dhadha | tirakitta dhati dhadha dhina | dha 

o 3 x 

Lucknow Gharana 

By the time Ustad Modu Khan, a scion of the Delhi gharana, 

was ready to make his debut, the musical landscape of Delhi had 

taken a turn for the worse. India had become a victim of Nadir 

Shah’s invasion around 1739, and Delhi, which was under the rule 

of Mohammad Shah Rangeelay, was the worst hit. Being extremely 
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sensitive by nature, Rangeelay blamed himself and his attachment 

to music for the misery of his subjects, and became a recluse. As a 

result, several court musicians found themselves shelterless. 

Lucknow, in those days, used to be the next well-known centre 

of excellence in art and culture after Delhi. The city was inhabited 

by music loving nawabs, badshahs and nobles who patronised 

good musicians. Modu Khan and Bakhshu Khan, both grandsons 

of Sudhar Khan, decided to leave Delhi and head for the more 

congenial Lucknow. Nawab Aasifuddaulah was the reigning 

monarch of Awadh then (1775-98). He welcomed the two brothers 

to his court. At that point of time, Aasifuddaulah’s court boasted of 

some of the best musical talents, including Kathak exponent 

Prakash Maharaj. 

This was about the same time when the dance form of Kathak 

was undergoing several revolutionary changes in Lucknow. On the 

other hand, Lucknow was being swept off its feet by the Khayal 

renditions of vocalists like Ghulam Rasool and Tappas of Ghulam 

Nabi Shoree. Lucknow, however, sorely missed an able Tabla player 

who could accompany these musical forms. In the absence of the 

Tabla, the exponents of these new forms of music had to depend 

on the stately Pakhawaj, which was incapable of creating the right 

mood. 

Naturally, Modu Khan had to accept these musical challenges 

upon his arrival in Lucknow. He was, however, dissatisfied with his 

accompaniment of Kathak. Modu Khan immersed himself in 

developing a new style that could ably accompany the highly 

demanding dance form. As part of this endeavour, Modu Khan 

emphasised the use of lav (also called zameen or maidan) and the 

syahi. In addition to smaller compositions like mukhdas, mohras 

and tukras, he popularised compositions like chakradars and 

parans. Apart from qaidas and relas, he introduced laya baants. 

Thus, the Tabla of Delhi acquired a new dimension in Lucknow, 

leading to the creation of a new style, the Lucknow baaj. 
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Modu Khan imparted training of this new style to his son, Zahid 

Khan. However, Zahid’s untimely demise at a young age stalled 

the Lucknow baaj from gaining popularity quickly. Thereafter, Modu 

Khan taught Pandit Ram Sahay Mishra. However, the rabid criticism 

of certain fanatical elements forced the reluctant guru to make 

Ram Sahay promise that he would neither play nor teach anyone 

the Lucknow style. In course of time, Pandit Ram Sahay created a 

new baaj, now known as the Banaras baaj. Meanwhile, Modu 

Khan’s dream of establishing the new style that he had created 

remained unfulfilled. 

By this time, Modu Khan had reached the twilight of his life. 

His brother, Bakshu Khan, was 15-20 years younger to him. Bakshu 

Khan was jealous and quarrelsome by nature. But his son, Mammu 

Khan or Mamman Khan, was very different. As Mammu Khan 

grew up, he was enamoured by the extraordinary genius of his 

uncle. Hence, in spite of all opposition, he became a disciple of 

Modu Khan. He imbibed the musical legacy of his uncle, and went 

on to become the Khalifa (chief) of the Lucknow gharana. 

Bakshu Khan’s second son, Salari Khan, received training from 

both his father and his brother-in-law, Haji Vilayat Ali Khan, who 

was a disciple of Bakshu Khan. Salari Mia’s jawabi gats (literally, 

jawab - repartee) are among the most prized compositions in the 

world of Tabla today. Mammu Khan’s son, Mohammad Khan, who 

was a musician at the court of Nawab Shujatuddaula, earned quite 

a name for himself. Mammu Khan’s second son, Najju Khan (not 

Deredar) was an able Tabla player. Mohammad Khan had two 

sons — Munne Khan and Abid Hussain — who were respected 

scholars and well-known artistes. They were especially well-versed 

in the art of accompanying Kathak. 

Munne Khan enjoyed the patronage of the last nawab of 

Awadh, Wajid Ali Shah. According to Mohammad Karam Imam’s 

historical accounts, Bakhshu Khan’s grandson Munne Khan, used 

to accompany Kathak exponents Kalika Prasad and Bindadin at 

the royal court. 
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UstadAbid Hussain (1867-1936) 

was very young when his father, 

Mohammad Khan, died. Hence, he 

trained under his elder brother, Munne 

Khan. Abid Hussain not only mastered 

the traditional art, but also enriched it 

and contributed to its propagation. Abid 

Hussain was the first instructor of 

Tabla at Maurice College of 

Hindustani Music (presently known as 

Bhatkhande Sangeet Mahavidyalaya), 

which had been set up in Lucknow as 

a result of the efforts of Dr Rai 

Rajeshwar Bali, Pandit Vishnu Narayan Bhatkhande, Umanath Bali 

and the then governor of the United Province (present day Uttar 

Pradesh), William Maurice. Among the chief disciples of Abid 

Hussain were his son-in-law, Wajid Hussain, Jahangir Khan and 

Biru Mishra. Enchanted by a gat played by Abid Hussain at a music 

concert organised at the Allahabad University, Biru Mishra accepted 

Abid Hussain as his master, just to learn that composition. 

Ustad Abid Hussain 

Ustad Afaaq Hussain Ustad Wajid Hussain 

After his demise, Ustad Wajid Hussain (1906-1978) ably 

represented his tradition. Wajid Hussain’s son Afaq Hussain (1930- 
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1990), too, was a well-known artiste. He was associated with 

Kathak Kendra, Lucknow, and the Lucknow Doordarshan 

(television channel). He also groomed many disciples. His son, Ilmas 

Hussain is a good Tabla player. 

Chottan Khan (also known as Nadir Hussain), son of Mammu 

Khan’s second son, Najju Khan (not Deredar) spent a long time in 

Dhaka and Murshidabad. Chief among Mammu Khan’s disciples 

were his grandson Babu Khan, and his nephews, Allah Baksh, 

Bahadur Khan and Ghaseet Khan. Ghaseet Khan’s son, Chhotey 

Khan, grandson Sadat Ali and great grandson Raza Hussain were 

well-known Tabla players. Raza Hussain’s two sons, Zafar Hussain 

and Akbar Hussain, too, were reputed Tabla players. 

Ustad Akbar Hussain (also known as Ballu Khan) was bom 

on March 3,1933, in Lucknow. He leamt the Tabla from Chuttan 

Khan. He was associated with several centres of the All India 

Radio and retired in 1994. He has played for the Hindi film Sahib, 

Biwi Aur Ghulam and the Bangla film, O Aamar Desher Maati. 

On several occasions, he accompanied the famous yesteryear 

playback superstar Mohammad Rafi during his concerts abroad. In 

1992, Sangeet Peeth (Mumbai) conferred the title of Taal Vilas on 

him. 

The lineage of Ustad Munne Khan consisted of Bahadur 

Hussain, his son Nayab Hussain, grandsons Inayat Hussain, Sultan 

Khan and Raza Hussain who later on became well-known exponents 

of the Lucknow gharana. Ustad Habibuddin Khan had also leamt 

from Ali Raza, who was the nephew of Ghulam Haider. The 

resonance in Habibuddin Khan’s tabla playing was a salute of his 

knowledge of the Lucknow baaj. 

Abid Hussain’s lineage boasts of several well-known 

personalities, including the late Mehboob Khan Mirajkar, Sheikh 

Dawood (Hyderabad), Abdul Hafiz Khan, Deepak Garud 

(Mumbai) and Mahesh Dalvi, who were disciples of Abid Hussain’s 

disciple, Jahangir Khan Indorewale. Jahangir Khan’s disciple, 
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Narayan Indorekar’s son, Madhav Indorekar and student Seshagiri 

Hangal were acclaimed Tabla players. The two disciples of Abdul 

Hafiz Khan of Udaipur, Chatur Lai and Amir Mohammad Khan, 

earned a name for themselves. Amir Mohammad Khan’s son, Zafar 

Mohammad, is presently associated with All India Radio, Jaipur. 

Chatur Lai’s son, Charanjit Lai, is continuing in the footsteps of his 

father in Delhi. 

The Lucknow Style of Tabla Playing 

As we discuss the baaj of Lucknow gharana, we must keep in 

mind that Modu Khan, the progenitor of the Lucknow gharana was 

the grandson of Sudhar Khan, who had laid the foundations of the 

Delhi gharana. Apart from the use of the edge (kinar) of the right- 

hand drum, Modu Khan included syllables played on the lav (the 

portion on the Tabla that lies between the edge and the centre) and 

the syahi (layers of iron dust glued at the centre in a circle of about 

two inch diameter). As a result, the baaj of Lucknow acquired a 

different tonal hue compared to the Delhi baaj, because of its 

resonant character. Similarly, apart from short compositions such 

as mukhdas, mohras, short tukras and gats, the Lucknow gharana 

also has vigorousparans and lengthy chakradars. The baaj also 

experimented with laggis and ladis, which were created especially 

to accompany vocal musical forms such as Tapp as and Thumris. 

Laya baants, too, are part of the repertoire of this gharana. 

It would be erroneous, therefore, to conclude that the Lucknow 

baaj is merely a nachkaran baaj (a style meant for accompanying 

Kathak). Though the Tabla of Lucknow was considerably influenced 

by the cultural predominance of Kathak in Lucknow, it has a huge 

repertoire of its own and a tradition as rich as that of any other 

gharana. The Lucknow gharana was also subtly influenced by the 

Punjab gharana. Modu Khan’s wife belonged to a family of Tabla 

exponents belonging to the Punjab gharana. In fact, she was herself 

well versed in the art. Several musical memoirs mention the fact 

that she had taught 500 Punjabi gats to Ram Sahay Mishra of 
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Banaras. Modu Khan, too, had received several unique compositions 

of the Punjab gharana as dahej (dowry). These compositions were 

primarily qaidas and gats. The Tabla players of Lucknow treasure 

these compositions even today and refer to these as Daheji gats. 

Select Compositions of the Lucknow Gharana 

Qaida 

Dhatir kittatak ta dhatir kittatak ta dhatira kittatak dhatira 

x o 

kittadha tirakitta dhatitta | ghidanaga dinataka dhiradhira kittataka 

3 

tatir kittatak ta tatir | kittatak ta tatira kittatak | dhatira 

x 2 o 

kittadha tirakitta dhatitta | ghidanaga dinataka dhiradhira kittataka 

3 

dha 

x 

Gat 

Dhikadhina ginadhatira kittadhinagi nadhagena 

dhagetirakitta dhagenatak tiktin kintatira 

kittatinaki nadhagena dhagetirakitta dhagenatak 

Note: The above gat comprises 12 matras. Hence, while playing in 

Teentaal, one has to play it twice while keeping the lehra in drut 

laya. This gat is said to be a composition of Modu Khan. 

Darjedaar gat 

Dha ghidanaga tak ghidanaga | ti ghidanaga tak ghidanaga | 

dhaghida nagadhira dhiradhira ghidanaga | 

dhiradhira ghidanaga tina kidanaga | ta kidanaka tak kidanaka | 
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ti kidanaka tak kidanak | dhaghida nagadhira dhiradhira ghidanaga | 

dhiradhira ghidanaga dhina ghidanaga | dhadha Sghidanaga 

taktak Sghidanaga | titi Sghidanaga taktak Sghidanaga | 

dhaghida nagadhira dhiradhira ghidanaga | 

dhaghidanagadhira dhiradhiraghidanaga dhiradhiraghidanaga 

tinakidanaka | tata Skidanaka taktak Skidanaka | titi Skidanaka taktak 

Skidanaka | dhaghida nagadhira dhiradhira ghidanaga | 

dhaghidanagadhira dhiradhiraghidanaga dhiradhiraghidanaga 

dhinaghidanaga | dhadhadhadha dhaSghidanaga taktaktaktak 

takSghidanaga | titititi tiSghidanaga taktaktaktak takSghidanaga | 

dhaghidanagadhira dhiradhiraghidanaga dhiradhiraghidanaga 

dhiradhiraghidanaga | dhaghidanagadhira dhiradhiraghidanga 

dhiradhiraghidanaga tinakidanaka | tatatatataSkidanaka taktaktaktak 

takSkidanaka | titititi ti Skidanaka taktaktaktak takSkidanaka | 

dhaghidanagadhira dhiradhiraghidanaga dhiradhiraghidanaga 

dhiradhiraghidanaga | dhaghidanagadhira dhiradhiraghidanga 

dhiradhiraghidanaga dhinaghidanaga | dha 

Farrukkhabad Gharana 

“The inclusion of compositions from other percussion 

instruments may have enriched the Tabla, but this has also led to 

the loss of purity. From this perspective, the Farrukhabad style of 

Tabla, of Farrukkhabad may be termed as pure, because this 

style has no influence or syllables of instruments the like Tasha, 

Nakkara, Dhol or the Khanjira.” This is what Ahmedjan Thirakwa 

had once said while shedding light on the Farrukkhabad style of 

Tablaplaying. 
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From the technique point of view, the Farrakkhabad style is 

not too far removed from that of Lucknow. The gharana’s 

importance and identity springs from this school’s repertoire of unique 

compositions. 

The founder of this gharana, Haji Vilayat Ali Khan, was a 

disciple and son-in-law of Bakshu Khan, one of the founders of the 

Lucknow gharana. He was employed at the court of the last nawab 

of Awadh, Wajid Ali Shah, who reigned till 1856. However, when 

Nawab Yusuf Ali ascended the throne in 1857, Haji Vilayat Ali 

Khan moved to Rampur, which was another thriving cultural centre. 

In fact, much of the gharana’s evolutionary development took place 

in Rampur, Lucknow and Kolkata. The gharana however is named 

after the small town of the present-day Uttar Pradesh, as its founder 

originally hailed from Farrukkhabad. 

Haji Vilayat Ali Khan was a devout Muslim. He went on Haj 

several times, and gave up playing in concerts. However, his legacy 

was propagated by his three sons and disciples. Vilayat Ali’s eldest 

son, Nissar Ali, was a scholarly Tabla player. He was associated 

with the Rampur court for a long time. Munir Khan, one of his 

disciples, earned quite a name for himself. Vilayat Ali’s second son, 

Aman Ali, was a well-known Tabla player of his time. Unfortunately, 

Arnan Ali became a victim of leprosy. His family members distanced 

themselves from him at this critical juncture. Dejected, he shifted 

to Jaipur. Jayalal, a famed Kathak exponent of the Jaipur gharana, 

extended great help to Aman Ali and nursed him. In return, Aman 

Ali taught him the subtle nuances of the Farrukkhabad baaj. Jayalal’s 

grandson, Raj Kumar Mishra (Kolkata) who is the son of Kathak 

virtuoso Ramgopal, is an able Tabla and Pakhawaj player. Among 

Jayalal’s disciples, Prof Lalji Shrivastav (Allahabad) was a well- 

known artiste. 

Prof Shrivastav received training from Yusuf Khan and Banaras 

gharana’s Shyam Lai Mishra (Chhamma Maharaj). As a result, the 

salient features of both the gharanas are conspicuous in his music. 
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The real name of Prof Shrivastav, who 

was bom on November 18,1924, was 

Udaybhanu Kishor. He was an 

instmctor and the director of Prayag 

Sangeet Samiti (Allahabad) and was 

bestowed the titles of Sangeetacharya 

(Kanpur), Shresth Gum (Bhopal) and 

Swar Sadhana Ratna (Mumbai). He 

had also received the Uttar Pradesh 

Sangeet Natak Akademi Award among 

other honours. 

Prof Shrivastav’s younger brother, 

Chandrabhanu Kishor, and sons, Vipin Kishor and Ajay Kishor, have 

dedicated themselves to the Tabla. Chief among his disciples are 

Girish Chandra Shrivastav, Prabhu Datt, Anupam Ray, Pankaj 

Shrivastav, Anoop Kumar Banerjee, Bhuvan Prakash Shrivastav, 

Bulaki Lai Yadav, Shri Ram Singh, Kailash Nath Pathak, Sunita 

Shrivastav, DhruvNarayan Verma, DrNeeraj Kumar, Kedamath, 

Ashish Chatterjee and Umesh Bhardwaj. 

Girish Chandra Shrivastav (bom 

on February 28,1933), who has been 

bestowed the titles of Taalmani, 

Prayag Shree and Sangeetacharya, is 

not only a reputed Tabla player but also 

an able guru and a distinguished 

author. A retired Reader of the 

Allahabad University’s Tabla 

department, Girish Chandra Shrivastav 

has penned several important books 

like Taal Parichay (in two volumes) 

Pt. Girish Chandra Shrivastav Taal Prabhakar Prashnottari and 
Taal Kosh. The last one, particularly, 

is an important contribution to the repertoire of musical literature 

on the Tabla. His daughter, Reshma, is a good Sitar player. 

Pt. Anupam Rai 
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Haji Saheb’s third son, Hussain Ali, was a knowledgeable Tabla 

maestro. He had received training from his father and elder brother, 

NissarAli. Munir Khan, a disciple ofNissarAli and Hussain Ali, 

was a distinguished artiste and guru. He had also received training 

from Boli Baksh of Delhi gharana. His students — and their students 

—were instrumental in popularising the Tabla. Besides, his nephews, 

Amir Hussain Khan and Ghulam Hussain Khan, Ahmedjan 

Thirakwa, Nasir Khan, Shamsuddin Khan and Nikhil Ghosh were 

among his noteworthy disciples. 

Padmabhushan Nikhil Ghosh was a versatile personality. He 

was not only a noted artiste but also a much sought-after guru, an 

author, inventor of a new notation system, and the founder of a 

music college in Mumbai. He received training from Vipin Chatteijee, 

Firoz Nizami, Jnan Prakash Ghosh, Amir Hussain Khan, Ahmedjan 

Thirakwa and Munir Khan. He also scored music for several films. 

Sangeet Mahabharti, an institution he founded, trains deserving 

students. His book, Fundamentals ofRaga and Taal with a New 

System of Notation, has been translated into several languages 

including Marathi, Hindi, Gujarati and Bangla. Several other books, 

including the Encyclopaedia of Music, Dance and Dramatics of 

India are under consideration. His two sons, Dhrubajyoti Ghosh 

andNayanjoti Ghosh are well-known musical personalities. While 

Dhruabjyoti is a Sarangi player, Nayanjyoti is a Tabla player. 

Nayanjyoti Ghosh’s daughter, Tulika, is a Sitar exponent. The 

versatile genius breathed his last on March 3,1995, at the age of 75. 

Haji Saheb’s foremost disciple, Nanhe Khan too was a 

stalwart. His son, Masit Khan (also known as Masitullah Khan, 

who was bom in 1890) was an able Tabla player. He had received 

the patronage of the nawab of Rampur. However, he spent a large 

part of his life in present day West Bengal. He died in Kolkata, at 

the age of 80. Besides his son Karamatulla Khan, Padmabhushan 

Jnan Prakash Ghosh, Roy Chandra Boral, Aazim Khan, Kedar Nath 

Haider, Matindra Mohan Baneijee (Montu Babu), Hirendra Kishore 

Ray Chowdhury and Hemendra Nath Sarkar were his chief disciples. 
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Karamatullah Khan was a great artist. His son, Sabir Khan, 

regularly performs at concerts in India and overseas. Zamil Ahmed, 

a disciple of Karamatullah Khan, 

is currently associated with the 

Delhi University. Among the 

disciples of Jnan Prakash 

Ghosh, the names of Nikhil Jyoti 

Ghosh, Shankar Ghosh and 

Anindo Chatterjee deserve 

special mention. Shankar 

Ghosh’s son, Bikram Ghosh, is 

today an internationally known star of Tabla. His disciple Sarit Das 

is also a good music composer. 

Vilayat Ali Khan’s son-in-law, Hussain Baksh, was a native of 

Hyderabad. As a result, the Tabla of Farrukkhabad found its way 

to Hyderabad. Allahdiya Khan (Alauddin Khan) who was also 

Hussain Baksh’s son-in-law, and his two sons, Chotey Khan and 

Mohammad Khan, were among his chief disciples. Sheikh Dawood 

was the chief disciple of Mohammad Khan. 

Sheikh Dawood was bom in 1916 at Sholapur. He received his 

initial training in tabla from Mohammad Qasim. In 1939, he started 

working at the Aakashvani Kendra at Hyderabad which was then 

known by the name of Deccan Radio. Even after establishing 

himself as a good tabla player he did not discontinue learning it. He 

leamt tabla from various artists such as Ustad Alladiya khan and 

his sons, Mohammad Khan and Chhote Khan. Ustad Mehboob 

Khan Mirajkar, Ustad Jahangir Khan and Pakhawaj player Nana 

Paanse. He was also a good teacher. Kiran Deshpande Bhopal, 

Vijaykrishna, Nand Kumar, Gautam Kodaikal, Lakshmaiyya, Zaheer 

Yaaijang (the then nawab of Hyderabad) and Dawood’s son, Shakbir 

Nisar, are among the chief disciples of Sheikh Dawood. He left the 

mortal world on March 21, 1992. His son and disciples together 

established the “Ustad Sheikh Dawood Academy of Music” for 

propagating his work. 
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The other important names associated with this gharana include 

Chooriyanwale Imaam Baksh, Qadir Baksh, Mehboob Khan 

Mirajkar, Jahangir Khan, Karamatullah Khan, Illahi Baksh and 

Chunnu Khan. Chunnu Khan died in 1921. Since his two sons 

migrated to Pakistan after Partition, not much is known about him 
or his lineage. 

Ustad Munir Khan’s chief 

disciple Ustad Ahmadjan 

Thirakwa is revered in the field 

of tabla. Thirakwa’s disciples 

include Lalji Gokhale, Late Pt. 

Nikhil Ghosh, Late Pt. Prem 

Vallabh, Late Pt. Ramkumar 

Sharma, M.B. Bhinde, Prof. 

Sudhir Kumar Verma, 

Suryakant Gokhale, Narayan 

Rao Joshi, Dr. Mohanlal Joshi, 

Ahmad Miyan and Sarwat Hussain. Dr. 

Mohanlal Joshi wrote two important 

books namely “Taal Vigyan” and 

“Tabla”. Late Pt. Prem Vallabh’s 

student Chandan Kumar Majumdar is a 

promising young talent of the tabla. Late 

Fakir Hussain, Pt. Pandharinath 

Nageshkar and Dr. Aaban E. Mistry are 

among the chief disciples of Late. Amir 

Hussain Khan. Pt. Nageshkar’s chief 

disciple Pt. Suresh Talwalkar is a tabla 

player of international fame. Pt. 

Talwalkar’s disciples include Vijay 

Ghate, Supreet Deshpande, Nizamuddin Javed, Praveen Uddhav 

and Satyajit Talwalkar. 

Dr. Aaban E. Mistry received training in the art of playing the 

tabla from Pt. Keki S. Jijina and Ustad Amir Hussain Khan. 

Dr Praveen Uddhav 
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The Akhil Bharitya Gandharva 

Mahavidyalaya Mandal bestowed 

upon her the title of “Sangeetacharya” 

for her research work, which provides 

insightful details of the various gharanas 

of tabla and pakhawaj. Another 

woman exponent of this gharana, Dr. 

Yogmaya Shukla is greatly revered. 

She learnt tabla from Ustad Munne 

Khan. 

The name of Salari Mia also 

figures in the list of Vilayat Ali Khan’s 

disciples. Salari Mia, who was the son of Ustad Bakshu Khan and 

the brother-in-law of Vilayat Ali Khan, had played a significant role 

in strengthening the foundations of the Farrukkhabad gharana. Salari 

Khan’s gats are one of the prized possessions of the Tabla players 

of this gharana. His jawabi gats, in particular, are considered 

extremely precious. He had also created joda (identical 

compositions) of many of Vilayat Ali Khan’s gats. According to 

the experts of this gharana, Salari Mia had created a new form of 

peshkar, which is different from the peshkar of Delhi. 

Among Ustad Salari Khan’s 

descendants were exceptional artists 

such as Mustafa Hussain, Gulab 

Hussain, Habibullah Khan, Babu Khan 

(Haider Hussain), Gulam Mohammad, 

Faiyyaz Khan (Moradabad), Basuva 

Khan, Chunnilal Bandhopadhyay, Sardar 

Khan, Mehdi Hassan and Anwaar 

Hussain. Mehdi Hassan’s son Akhtar 

Hussain is currently working with 

Aakashvani Kendra (All India Radio), 

New Delhi as a Tabla player. Akhtar’s 

son, Zakir, is also a good tabla player. Ustad Anwaar Hussain 

Dr. Aaban E. Mis try 
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Pt. Anindo Chatterjee Ustad Sabir Khan 

Chief Characteristics of 
Ustad Rashld Mustafa the Farrukkhabad Style 

Several artistes, including 

Sabir Khan (Kolkata), Anindo 

Chatterjee (Kolkata), Kiran 

Deshpande (Bhopal), Jameel 

Ahmed (Delhi), Nayanjyoti Ghosh 

(Mumbai) and Rashid Mustafa 

Thirakwa (Delhi) are making 

laudable efforts to popularise this 

gharana. 

One of the significant characteristics of the Farrukkhabad style 

is that it incorporates the use of kinar (as in Delhi baaj) and the lav 

(like the Lucknow baaj). Thus, this style bridges the gap between 

the Purab baaj of Lucknow and the Pashchimi baaj of Delhi. 

This style has the tonal melody of Delhi baaj and the depth of 

Lucknow baaj at the same time. Yet, this style is remarkably different 

from both Delhi and Lucknow. It is neither as closed as Delhi, nor 

does it follow the Nachkaran style (the forceful style of Tabla 

playing used to accompany Kathak) of Lucknow. In this style, relas 
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have found an extension in rau. Phrases like dhirakitta, tirakitta, 

diganaga, dinatak, deeng, deengad, kran, ghran and trak are 

commonly used in the compositions of this gharana. In fact, the use 

of these phrases in profusion is one of the fundamental features of 

thisbaaj. 

Select Compositions of the Farrukkhabad Gharana 

A Gat in Teentaal Composed by Haji Vilayat Ali Khan 

DhageSta kittadhage tirakitta ghinatette | dhageStakittadhage 

tirakittaghinatettedhaginadhatirakittadhette 

dhagetirakittadhenagina | dinSdinSkida naSnaSkida dhinnakitta 

gaddikitta | tirakittatakatatirakitta dhageStirakittataka 

tatirakittadhageS tirakittatakatatirakitta | dha 

x 

A Similar Composition (joda) 

DhaSSdhagena dhaSgedanaga SSSdhagena dhaSgedanaga | 

x 

SSSdhagena dhaSgedanaga dhaSSdhagena dhaSgedanaga | 

2 

kittitakatin naSkittitaka nanaSkittitaka tirakittatakatirakittataka | 

o 

tirakittatakatatirakitta dhage,tirakittataka tatirakittadhage 
3 

tirakittatakatatirakitta | dha 

x 

(Courtesy Pandit Mukund Bhale) 

Gat-Toda composed by Ustad Amir Hussain Khan (In 48 

matras) 

DhaS traka dhina gina | dhadinS Sdin nati Stta I takitta dhikitta 
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ketraka dhikitta | kataga digana dhaSdin StaS | naganana gananaga 

tirakitta tagetira | kittadhin tadaSn katittatitta ketrakadhikitta 

katagadigana dhaSSketraka dhikittakataga diganadhaSS | 

ketrakadhikitta katagadigana dhaSS katittatitta | ketrakadhikitta 

katagadigana dhaSSketraka dhikittakataga | diganadhaSS 

ketrakadhikitta katagadigana dhaSS | katittatitta ketrakadhikitta 

katagadigan dhaSSketraka | dhikittakataga diganadhaSS 

ketrakadhikitta katagadigana | dha 

x 

(Courtesy: Prof. Girish Chandra Shrivastav) 

Gat in Teentaal composed by Ustad Munir Khan 

Dhinghidenaga tekkdan dhatrakadhikitta katagadigana | dhatraka 

dhikitta kataga digana | naganaganaga takatakataka dhatrakadhikitta 

katagadigan | ghinnadan teghedaan dhatrakadhikitta katagadigan | 

(Courtesy: Pandit Nayan Ghosh) 

Qaida in Teentaal 

Dhagetira kittataka takataka dhinagina | 

dhagetira kittadhin nanagina tinadhina | 

taketira kittataka takataka tinagina | 

dhagetira kittadhin nanagina dhinagina | 

(Courtesy: Dr. Mohanlal Joshi) 

Ajrada Gharana 

To be recognised as a gharana, a particular style of music or 

dance must have some distinctive specialties, and the style must 
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survive for an unbroken period of at least three generations. From 

this point of view, the Delhi gharana received recognition about 70 

years after its establishment. Ghaseet Khan, Bugra Khan, and an 

anonymous son of Delhi gharana’s founder, Ustad Sudhar Khan, 

contributed towards the propagation of this gharana. Bugra Khan’s 

sons, Sitab Khan and Gulab Khan played a major role in its 

popularisation. 

Close to Delhi is a place called Meerut (presently a district of 

western Uttar Pradesh). Two brothers, Kallu Khan and Meeru Khan, 

who belonged to the Ajrada village in Meerut, learnt Tabla from 

Sudhar Khan’s grandson and Bugra Khan’s son, Sitab Khan. Since 

the Delhi baaj drew its inspiration from instruments like Dholak, 

Tasha and Nakkara, the bayan or the bass drum is given little 

importance. The tonal effect produced due to a predominant use of 

the high-pitch drum, which is a hallmark of this gharana, was quite 

appealing initially. However, after about 60-70 years, it began 

sounding somewhat monotonous. 

Kallu and Meem Khan, upon completion of their training, began 

pondering over the role of the bayan, which was so far used merely 

to support the Tabla or the high-pitch dmm. The two brothers devoted 

themselves to a more effective utilisation of the bayan. The result 

was astounding. Though the baaj was very similar to the Delhi baaj 

in all other respects, the emphatic and prominent use of the bayan 

made the Ajrada baaj unique. In course of time, it gained recognition 

as a separate gharana. 

As part of their efforts to carve out a greater role for the bayan, 

Kallu Khan and Meem Khan created a large number of compositions 

which gave prominence to syllables produced on the left dmm while 

the Tabla played a supportive role. In place of dhatette or dheteTe 

of Delhi gharana, the Tabla players of Ajrada gharana make a 

splendid use of ghetaka. To add to the bayan’s beauty, the exponents 

of this gharana stretch the syllables of the bayan by using meend. 

While the other gharanas stress on the syllable ‘ga’, the Ajrada 
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style emphasises the use of ‘glia’. Though the technique of producing 

both the syllables is the same, the application of stress on ga converts 

it to gha. The exponents of this gharana also created a new class of 

composition called missil. The result of these developments was 

that the Ajrada baaj acquired a unique, sombre depth, paralleled 

only by the Banaras and Punjab gharanas. On the other hand, the 

efforts made towards creating a different gharana and differentiating 

it from the Delhi baaj made it increasingly complex. 

This is why the exponents of this gharana, in spite of their 

success in accompanying melodic instmments and vocalists, failed 

to accompany Kathak satisfactorily. This also explains why 

Habibuddin Khan, the most well-known stalwart of this gharana, 

had to train under Munir Khan of Farrukkhabad gharana and Ali 

Raza Khan of Lucknow gharana. 

As mentioned earlier, the foundation of Ajrada gharana was 

laid by Kallu and Meem Khan around 1780. Among the well-known 

exponents of this gharana were Mohammad Baksh, Chand Khan 

and Kale Khan. Kale Khan’s two sons, Qutub Baksh and Tullan 

Khan, and disciple, Ghisa Khan, contributed immensely to the 

propagation of this gharana. Hassu Khan, another stalwart, trained 

his sons, Bambu Khan and Shammu Khan, and nephew, Nanhe 

Khan (Kudiwale), in this art. Bambu Khan’s descendant, Azizuddin 

Khan was a well-known maestro. His son Ramzan Khan (bom in 

1941), and disciples, Aashiq Hussain Khan and Shamshad Hussain 

were well-known artistes. Ramzan Khan, who toured several 

countries, died in the early 1990s. His sons, Ghulam Sabir and 

Mohammad Kamil, along with Shakeel Ahmed, Naushad Ahmed 

and S.R. Chishti, rank among his foremost disciples. 

Ustad Habibuddin Khan (bom in 1899), son of Shammu Khan 

(1876-1935), is regarded as the foremost exponent of the Ajrada 

school. Habibuddin Khan received training from not only his father, 

but also from Nathu Khan of Delhi gharana, Munir Khan of 

Farrukkhabad gharana and Ali Raza of Lucknow gharana. In fact, 
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Habibuddin Khan had realised the 

limitations of Ajrada gharana quite 

early. Therefore, by assimilating the 

styles of other gharanas, he added lustre 

to his music. It is not without reason 

that the name of Habibuddin Khan has 

become synonymous with Ajrada 

gharana. The stalwart was bestowed 

with the title of Sangeet Samrat at a 

Lucknow music conference. He was 

felicitated by the Sangeet Natak 

Akademi, Delhi in 1970-71. He also 

received the President’s gold medal. Unfortunately, he could not 

continue to perform for long as he fell prey to vices. After about 

two decades, his fingers lost their magic, and ultimately, he became 

a victim of paralysis. His last days were spent tragically. The curtains 

on a glorious chapter of Ajrada gharana’s history fell with his demise 

on July 20,1972. His disciples, including son Manju Khan, Hazarilal 

Katthak, Sudhir Saxena, Amir Mohammad Khan, Manmohan Singh, 

Ram Dhurve, Rampravesh Singh and Yashwant Kelkar are 

continuing with the tradition. 

Sudhir Kumar Saxena (born in 1924) headed the Tabla 

department of the Faculty of Music, at M.S. University of 

Baroda (Gujarat). He has performed in the erstwhile Soviet Union 

under the aegis of the Indian Council for Cultural Relations. 

Manju Khan is a good Tabla player. Unfortunately, a favourable 

opportunity to present his talent has eluded him. He currently resides 

in Delhi. 

The name of Jimmu Khan figures in the lineage of Ghisa Khan, 

a disciple of Kale Khan. Jimmu Khan’s descendants include Shafiya 

Khan, Nizamuddin Khan and Zamir Ahmed. Nizamuddin Khan is 

the son and disciple of Ustad Azim Baksh Khan Javrewale. Many 

of his students, including his son, Kamaluddin, are acclaimed artistes. 

Zamir Ahmed’s descendants, Hashmat Khan and Hamdi Khan, 

Ustad Habibuddin Khan 
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are able Tabla players. Hashmat Khan was initiated into the art of 

Tabla playing by his father, Mohammad Shafi Khan. 

Hashmat Khan’s son, 

Mohammad Akram Khan, is a well- 

known Tabla player of the new 

generation. Akram Khan has received 

training not only from his father and 

Ustad Hashmat Ali Khan 

grandfather, but also from Ustad 

Niyazu Khan. He has performed Ustad Akram Khan 

at prestigious functions in India 

and abroad, and has accompanied many eminent artists. 

So far, we have discussed the lives of those artistes who were 

professionals. However, the 

contribution of amateurs in the 

development or propagation of any art 

can never be underestimated. Pandit 

Arjun Pandey, who retired as a senior 

bureaucrat with the Bihar government, 

was such an illustrious artiste. He was 

Pt. Sudhir Pandey 

instrumental in popularising the Ajrada 

baaj in Bihar. His son, Sudhir Pandey, 

today ranks amongst the foremost 

Tabla exponents of the country. Sudhir 

has not only accompanied several 
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senior artistes on stage and in programmes broadcast by the All 

India Radio and Doordarshan, but has also collaborated with them 

in recording of cassettes and compact discs. He has performed in 

several countries and has many titles and awards to his credit. 

The young representatives of this gharana, including Manju 

Khan, Sudhir Pandey, Shakeel Ahmed, Naushad Ahmed, Akram 

Khan and Zafar Mohammad, have held aloft the flag of Ajrada 

baaj, holding out a promise for all listeners who are awaiting the 

arrival of yet another Habibuddin Khan. 

The Ajrada Baaj 

It is quite clear that the Ajrada baaj is an offshoot of the Delhi 

style. Hence, it is not surprising that the fundamental characteristics 

of the Ajrada baaj are the same as that of Delhi baaj. However, the 

Ajrada style is a remarkable example of the creative genius of 

Kallu and Meeru Khan, the founders of the gharana, who were 

able to impart a distinctly different character to the style. 

While the qaidas of Delhi baaj are mostly in the barabar lay a 

(two syllables in a matra), the qaidas of Ajrada are usually in the 

aadi lay a (three syllables in two matras). There is a strong emphasis 

on the bols of the left hand drum or bayan, the beauty of which is 

heightened further with the use of gamaks (rapid stress and de¬ 

stress on the bass drumhead, using the wrist). Most compositions 

present a delightful tapestry of syllables played on both the drums. 

On analysing the Ajrada baaj carefully, the prolific use of the 

bayan emerges as a critical identifying character of the style. The 

prominent use of the left hand drum not only adds to the beauty of 

the style, but also makes it quite difficult to play. 

The gharana has made its mark in the world of music, thanks 

to the untiring efforts of generations of Tabla players, who have 

dedicated their lives to this style. It is also heartening to note that a 

large number of young and talented Tabla players have taken up 

the challenge, and are continuing with the tradition. 
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Select Compositions of the Ajrada Gharana 

Qaidas in Teentaal 

1. GhinaSdhagina dhatrakadhagina dhatrakadhagina 

ghenatinakidanaka | tirakittatakatatirakitta ghinaSdhagina 

dhatrakadhagina ghenatenakina | kinaStakina tatrakatakina 

tatrakatakina kenatinakidanaka | tirakittatakatatirakitta 

ghinaSdhagina dhatrakadhagina ghenatenakina | 

2. Dhinghedan dhagetirakitta dhagetittadhage trakadhinakina | 

teghedan dhagetirakitta dhagetittadhage trakatinakina | 

tinkedan taketirakitta taketittatake trakatinakina 

teghedan dhagetirakitta dhagetittadhage trakadhinagina | 

3. Dhaghida nagadhina ghidanaga tirakitta | dhinagina dhagetitta 

dhagetirakitta dhinagina | takadhina ginadhage tirakittadhina 

ginataka | dhinagina dhagetitta dhagetirakitta dhinagina | 

ta-kida nakatina kidanaka tirakitta | tinakina taketitta taketirakitta 

tinakina | takadhina ginadhage tirakittadhina ginataka | dhinagina 

dhagetitta dhagetirakitta dhinagina | 

(This is a composition of UstadNiyazu Khan. Courtesy: Akram 

Khan) 

4. Takadhin Sdhage tirakitta dhagetitta | dhenagina dhagetitta 

dhagetirakitta dhenagina | taketira kittatake tenatena 

kinadhage | nadhatirakitta dhagetitta dhagetirakitta 

dhinagina | takatin Stake tirakitta taketitta | tenakina 
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taketitta taketirakitta tenakina | taketira kittatake tenatena 

kinadhage | nadhatirakitta dhagetitta dhagetirakitta dhinagina | 

Banaras Gharana 

India’s cultural capital, Banaras, is a city where music —in all 

its glorious forms — has not only thrived but has achieved the 

pinnacle of evolution. Though the history of the Banaras gharana 

commences with its establishment by its founder Pandit Ram Sahay, 

the instrument was not unknown to this holy city prior to that. There 

is enough evidence to suggest that the tradition of Tabla playing 

existed long before the Banaras baaj came into being. History stands 

testimony to the fact that Ram Sahay who was bom in 1797, got his 

initial lessons in Tabla from his father and uncle, and had many 

admirers well before Ustad Modu Khan took him under his wings. 

It is also a historical fact that Modu Khan volunteered to teach 

Ram Sahay after witnessing young Ram Sahay’s exceptional talent 

during a Tabla performance. The Ustad had accepted Ram Sahay 

as a disciple in order to redeem himself. In spite of his formidable 

knowledge, Modu Khan had to endure ridicule in his society, as he 

was not an accomplished artiste himself. Hence, it is incorrect to 

say that since Ram Sahay was a disciple of Ustad Modu Khan, the 

Tabla of Banaras is nothing but that of Lucknow. 

Ram Sahay began learning from Modu Khan in 1807, when he 

was merely 10 years old. His training continued for 12 years. Legend 

has it that once Modu Khan had to leave Lucknow for six months. 

During that period, Ram Sahay is said to have mastered 500 Punjabi 

gats from Modu Khan’s wife, who hailed from the Punjab gharana. 

In 1814, Nawab Ghaziuddin Haider ascended the throne after 

the demise of Nawab Sadat Ali. Five years later, in 1819, Ghaziuddin 

Haider organised a major music festival. At the request of Modu 

Khan, the festival began with a solo recital of Ram Sahay. So 

mesmerising was his performance that he was requested to play 

on all seven days of the festival, and was the only artiste to perform 
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at the event. At the end of the festival, everyone unanimously 

acknowledged the virtuosity of Ram Sahay and accepted him as an 

unparalleled Tabla maestro. 

But for providence, Ram Sahay would have remained another 

exponent of the Lucknow gharana. Due to certain compelling 

circumstances, Ram Sahay had to return to Banaras where he 

eventually founded the Banaras baaj. The use of all five fingers on 

the Tabla and the prominent use of the lav as well as syahi are 

typical technical features of the Banaras baaj. While composition 

like gats, tukras and mukhdas form a prominent part of the 

repertoire of most other gharanas, the Banaras baaj also lays 

emphasis on longer tukras andparans. The gharana was the first 

to harness chhands or poetic meters. Kavits and stud parans in 

praise of Gods and Goddesses are unique composition of the Banaras 

baaj. 

While in most gharanas, ‘Dha’ is produced by striking on the 

chaanti (edge) of the Tabla (and simultaneously striking on the 

bass drum) the exponents of Banaras gharana use this ‘Dha’ only 

while playing relas and baants. For playing ‘Dha’ occurring in loud 

and resonant compositions like tukras and parans, they strike at 

the meeting point of the lav and the syahi. Phrases like tette and 

tirartta are played by striking on the Tabla with all five fingers. The 

tradition of reciting rare compositions and indicating its tali-khali 

structure by hand gestures also has its origins in this baaj. 

Ram Sahay strived to create a style that was suitable not only 

for accompanying vocal music, instrumental music and dance, but 

also for playing solos. The legions of stalwarts who succeeded him, 

have proved him right. Ram Sahay had also written a treatise on 

the Banaras gharana and baaj. Unfortunately, the manuscript was 

destroyed in a fire. 

Ram Sahay imparted advanced training to two of his brothers, 

Janaki Sahay and Gauri Sahay, and five other disciples — who 

were known aspanjpiyare orpanchpyade. They were: Mastram 
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Pandit Ramsharan ji Mishra, Pandit Pratap Maharaj, also known 

as Partappu ji Mishra, Yadunandan ji, Bhagat ji and Pandit Baiju ji. 

At the age of 20, he accepted his nephew and Gauri Sahay’s son, 

Bhairon Sahay, as his last disciple. Ram Sahay breathed his last in 

1843, at the age of 46. 

Among Ramsharan Mishra’s 

descendants, his son Pandit Dargahi 

Mishra (bom in 1840) was a versatile 

genius, who had acquired equal 

mastery over Tabla, vocal music and 

Sitar. He taught legends like Jaddan 

Bai, Siyaji Mishra and Vidyadhari Devi. 

He was the pioneer in the field of music 

education, and was the founder- 

principal of Kashi Sangeet Samaj. 

Dargahi ji was bestowed the title of 

„ ^ , Sangeet Nayak. His three sons, Pandit 
Pt. Kumar Lai Mishra ° 

Bikku Maharaj, Pandit Saryu Prasad 

and Pandit Govardhan Mishra (Gohari Maharaj) grew up to be 

legendary names in the fields of Tabla, vocal music and Sarangi 

respectively. Dargahi ji departed for his heavenly abode in 1926. 

Pt. Uday Shankar Mishra 

Dargahi Mishra’s son, 

Vikramaditya Mishra, was known in the 

world of music as Bikku Maharaj. He 

was bom in 1874. Bikku Maharaj had 

the distinction of being the only Hindu 

artiste to be bestowed with the title of 

‘Khalifa’. Chief among his disciples 

were Samta Prasad also known as 

Gudai Maharaj, Bholanath Pathak, 

Mannuji Mridangacharya and the Raja 

of Jamira, Shatmnjay Prasad Singh, also 

known as Lallan Babu. He died in 

March, 1945. 
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Bikku Maharaj ’s only son, Ramayan Prasad Mishra, was bom 

in 1905 and was better known by the name of Pandit Gama Maharaj. 

He enjoyed the patronage of the monarchs of Nepal, Banaras, 

Raigarh, Rampur, Raipur, Maimansingha and Muktagachi. 

Unfortunately, however, he became a victim of paralysis at an early 

age. Pandit Gama Maharaj breathed his last on January 16,1974. 

His sons are successfully continuing with the tradition. Maharaj ji’s 

eldest son, Prof. Ranganath Mishra was a well-known artiste. Prof. 

Mishra had served the Bhatkhande Hindustani Sangeet 

Mahavidyalaya for 24 years in various capacities, including the Head 

of the Department of Tabla. He was also a top grade artiste of All 

India Radio and Doordarshan. Maharaj ji’s other sons, Pandit 

Surendra Mohan Mishra (Gorakhpur University), Vijay Shanker 

Mishra (the author of this work), Ajay Shankar Mishra, Uday 

Shankar Mishra and Abhay Shankar Mishra are among the well- 

known names in the field of music in the country today. Maharaj 

ji’s nephews, Mannulal Mishra, Prem Kumar Mishra and Manoj 

Kumar Mishra too are able Tabla players. Prof. Ranganath Mishra’s 

sons, Rajendra Mishra and Shivendra Mishra, and Surendra Mohan 

Mishra’s sons, Dr. Virendra Mishra and Dr. Shailendra Nath Mishra, 

are promising talents. 

Tme to his name, Pandit Pratap Maharaj, also known as 

Partappuji, was a name to reckon with in the field of Tabla. Legend 

has it that he had pleased Goddess Kali with his relentless practice 

at the Kali temple in Mirzapur and obtained a boon of being an 

unparalleled Tabla player. His son, Jagannath Mishra, was a learned 

Tabla player. Jagannath ji’s sons, Shivsundar Mishra and Harisundar 

Mishra earned quite a name for themselves. Harisundar Mishra, 

who was known in the world of music as Bacha Mishra, died at the 

age of 50 in 1926. Bacha Mishra’s son, Samta Prasad (Gudai 

Maharaj), popularised Tabla not only in the country but also 

established it on the international stage. Two of Gudai Mahraj’s 

sons, Kumar Lai Mishra and Kailash Nath Mishra, are regarded as 
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good Tabla players. His other sons Shivshankar Mishra, Ravishankar 

Mishra and Gauri Shankar Mishra are engrossed in the pursuit of 

music. Pt. Samta Prasad’s other disciples include J. Massey, Late 

Satyanarayan Vashisht, Dr. A.K. Bhattacharya, Sukhamaya 

Banerjee and Babulal. 

Bhagatji was regarded as an authority on gat-fards. His 

disciples, including Shyama Prasad, Boondi ji and Bhairav Prasad, 

were formidable Tabla players. Boondi ji’s sons, Damodar Mishra 

and grandson Madanlal Mishra are good Tabla players. Madanlal 

Pt. Chotelal Mishra Pt. Mahapurush Mishra 

Pt. Ishwar Lai Mishra 

Mishra’s younger brothers, Kanta 

Mishra and Gopal Mishra are well- 

known artistes. Shivprasad 

Mishra’s son Bhairav Prasad 

Mishra had groomed several good 

Tabla players. Among them were 

Maulvi Ram Mishra, Mahadev 

Mishra, Anokhelal Mishra, 

Nageshwar Prasad Mishra (also 

known as Panchu Maharaj) and 

Mahavir Bhatt. Bhairav Prasad 

Mishra died on November 21,1940. 
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‘Na-dhin-dhin-na hay jadoogar’ Anokhelal Mishra’s son, Ramji 

Mishra, and disciples, late Mahapurush Mishra, Ishwar Lai Mishra 

and Chotey Lai Mishra became worthy torch bearers of this tradition. 

Anokhelal ji’s grandson, Ram Kumar Mishra, ranks among the 

foremost young Tabla player of today. 

Late Pandit Mahadev Mishra’s disciples, Anando Gopal 

Bandopadhyaya, Kuber Nath Mishra (son of Mahadev Mishra’s 

nephew, Pashupati Nath Mishra) and son, Ganesh Mishra, are 

contributing significantly towards the propagation of this gharana. 

The other artists who come under the lineage of Pt. Bhagat ji are 

Raibahadur Keshavchandra Banerjee, Hirendra Kishore Rai 

Choudhary, Ramkrishna Choudhary, Vipin Rai, Kashinath Mishra 

and Shivshankar Mishra. 

Pt. Baiju ji’s lineage consists of his two sons Suraj Prasad and 

Shiv Prasad, grandson Haridas, Ganeshdas and Pt. Nanku Maharaj. 

Nanku Maharaj, a descendant of Baiju ji, was an expert in 

accompanying Kathak. He was bom in 1921. His exceptional talent 

earned him several titles like Purushottam Priyadarshi, Bengal Tiger 

and Naach Ka Badshah. He was also bestowed the coveted Uttar 

Pradesh SangeetNatakAkademi Award. Unfortunately, he suffered 

heavy injuries in an accident. He died in October, 1995. His sons, 

Prakash Maharaj and Vikas Maharaj, 

are well-known Tabla players. 

Recently Prakash Maharaj passed 

away and his untimely demise is matter 

of grief for the world of Indian 

classical music. There is no historical 

evidence about the lineage of Pt. 

Yadunandanji. 

The names of Vishwanath Mishra 

and Gokul Mishra figure prominently 

in the list of Pandit Janki Sahay’s 

disciples. Among Vishwanath ji’s 
Pt. Anando Gopal 

Bandhopadhyay 
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disciples, Biru Mishra earned quite a name for himself. Bom in 

1896 to Bhagwan Prasad, Bim ji spend most of his life in service of 

the royal court of Nepal. He was bestowed the title of Sangeet 

Ratna. Bim ji died in the year 1934. Vasudev Prasad (1905-56) 

Lakshminarayan (Lachchu Maharaj) and Dr. Kedar Nath Bhowmik 

are among Biruji’s chief disciples. Gokul Mishra’s two sons, Yusuf 

and Saniullah also became good tabla players. 

Ram Sahay’s last disciple, Bhairon 

Sahay, was a wizard of Tabla. He was 

unparalleled as an accompanist. His 

son, Baldev Sahay also went on to 

become a stalwart. Chief among 

Baldev ji’s disciples were Vikramaditya 

Mishra (Bikku Maharaj), Kanthe 

Maharaj, Harisundar Mishra (Bacha 

Maharaj) Benimadhavji and Ram ji 

Gandharva. Baldev Sahay’s four sons, 

Durga Sahay, Devi Sahay, Lakshmi 

Sahay and Bhagavati Sahay, were well- 

known exponents of the gharana. But 
Pt. Samar Saha 

it was Durga Sahay, also known as Nanhu ji, who contributed the 

most to the propagation of the gharana. Later, however, he lost his 

eyesight and came to be known as Surdas Nanhu ji Mishra. Surdas 

Nanhu ji Mishra was childless. His two disciples, Shyam Lai Mishra 

(Chhamma Maharaj) and Krishna Kumar Ganguli (Natu Babu), 

were acclaimed Tabla players. Natu Babu’s disciple, Pt. Samar Saha 

is a famous Tabla Player. He is working in T.C Sangeet Academy, 

Kolkata. His disciple, Subhash Kanti Das, is also a good Tabla 

Player. Chhamma Maharaj’s disciples, Prof. Laliji Shrivastav and 

Jagdish Mohan are scholarly Tabla players. Prof. Shrivastav’s 

disciple, Girish Chandra Shrivastav, is not only an able Tabla player 

but a prolific writer as well. Bhagavati Sahay’s four sons, Mangla 

Sahay, Vidya Sahay, Sharda Sahay and Ram Shankar Sahay, have 

contributed towards the propagation of the tradition. Among them, 

however, the role of Sharda Sahay has been exceptionally noteworthy. 
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Bom in 1935 in the holy city of Banaras, Sharda Sahay initially 

trained under his father Bhagavati Sahay. After the death of his 

father in 1946, Sharda Sahay accepted the tutelage of Kanthe 

Maharaj. He went abroad for the first time in 1970. Ever since, he 

spent most of his time abroad. He was felicitated with the Uttar 

Pradesh Sangeet Natak Akademi award in 1987. His disciples, 

including his nephews, Sanjay Sahay (Ram Shankar Sahay’s son) 

and Deepalc Sahay (Vidya Sahay’s son) as well as Shyam Kumar 

Mishra have earned quite a name for themselves. He died in London 

on November 20,2011. 

Pt. Sheetal Prasad Mishra 

Baldev Sahay’s disciple, 

Kanthe Maharaj, is a legendary 

name in the field of Tabla. Pandit 

Kishan Maharaj, who is the son of 

Kanthe Maharaj’s younger brother, 

Hari Maharaj; Ashutosh 

Bhattacharya, Krishna Kumar 

Ganguli (Natu Babu), Vishwanath 

Bose, Dr. Arvind Azad, Badri 

Maharaj, Sheetal Prasad Mishra 

and Arjun Pandey are among 

Kanthe Maharaj’s well-known 

Pt. Puran Maharaj 

Hetal Mehta Joshi 
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Dr. Arvind Kumar Azad Pt. Kumar Bose 

disciples. Kishan Maharaj’s son Puran Maharaj and disciples 

Nandan Mehta, Kumar Bose, Sukhwindar Singh Namdhari and 

Sandeep Das are names to reckon with today. Late Nandan Mehta’s 

daughter Mrs. Hetal Mehta Joshi 

is a good Tabla player. 

Pt. Govind Chakraborthy 

The Banaras Baaj 

Ashutosh Bhattacharya’s 

disciple Govind Chakraborthy, Badri 

Maharaj’s son Ravinath Mishra, 

Sheetal Prasad Mishra’s son 

Bharat Mishra, Kameshwar 

Mishra, together with Kali Nath 

Mishra, Rishiraj Mishra, Dr. Manoj 

Mishra, Abhishek Mishra and 

Kishore Mishra are among the 

galaxy of rising stars of the 

Banaras gharana. 

The Tabla of Lucknow, as we have seen earlier, is remarkably 

different from that of Delhi. While the Tabla players of Delhi baaj 

restrict their fingers to the kinar (edge) of the Tabla, those of 

Lucknow let them slide down to the lav and touch the syahi. 
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Lucknow baaj was created chiefly to accompany Kathak. Since 

Ram Sahay studied under Modu Khan, he had imbibed this style 

thoroughly. Of course, it is pertinent to remember that he had the 

good fortune of learning the subtle nuances of the Punjab gharana 

from Modu Khan’s wife. He had also been gifted some of the 

finest compositions of various other gharanas after his stupendous 

performance at the court of Nawab Ghaziuddin Haider. Besides, 

he had a good grounding in the style of Tabla that existed in Banaras 

before he began his training under Modu Khan. Predictably, this 

style was influenced by the prevalent musical atmosphere of 

Banaras. Dhruvapad, Dhamar, Khayal, Thumri, Tappa, Hori, Kajri 

and Chaiti are some of the popular musical forms that Banaras is 

known for even today. This apart, the city also had quite a large 

number of melodic instrument players such as Veena, Sitar and 

Sarangi. Kathak, too, was a prominent part of this holy city’s musical 

heritage. 

Ram Sahay had promised his mentor that he would neither 

play anything that he had learnt from him, nor teach it to anyone. 

Upon his return to Banaras, his well-wishers pressed him to establish 

a new gharana. Ram Sahay too wanted to create a style that was 

complete in all respects. He wanted the new style to not only provide 

able accompaniment to vocal and instrumental music and dance, 

but also be perfect for solo performances. Thus, he created the 

new style after much thought and consideration. 

Ram Sahay retained the partial use of the lav and syahi in 

playing syllables like ta, na and dha, as is the practice in Lucknow 

baaj. In addition, he also started the practice of playing dha and ta 

by striking the syahi. Beginners of this style are taught to play dha 

by bending their ring finger, and striking the syahi of the Tabla with 

the index and middle fingers. Some special qaidas are taught to 

perfect this technique. For example: 

Dha tette dhadha tette dhage din nana tette 

dhate ttedha tette dhadha tuna kittitaka tatira kittitaka 
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ta tette tata tette take tin nana tette 

dhate ttedha tette dhadha tuna kittitaka tatira kittitaka 

In most other gharanas, tette and tirakitta are played with the 

help of two fingers-index and middle. Sometimes, the ring finger is 

also used while playing tirakitta in rapid succession. However, in 

Banaras baaj, striking the high-pitch drum’s centre with the little, 

ring and middle fingers together produces ‘te’, while the hitting the 

same spot with the index finger produces the sound ctte’. Similarly, 

while playing tirakitta, the syllables ‘ti’ and ‘tta’ are produced with 

the help of the three fingers — little, ring and middle, while the 

index finger is used to play ‘ra’. ‘Ki’ of course, is played on the 

bass drum. 

Like other gharanas, the qaidas of Banaras baaj have terminal 

phrases like dhenagina and tenakina. In addition, phrases like 

tunakata and tunakittitaka are also used. For example: 

Dhaginadha tirakittadhagi nadhatirakitta dhadhatirakitta | 

dhaginadha tirakittatuna kittitakatirakitta taktatirakitta | 

takinata tirakittataki natatirakitta tatatirakitta | 

dhaginadha tirakittatuna kittitakatirakitta taktatirakitta | 

‘Tun’ is played by the striking the Tabla’s syahi with the help 

of all five fingers. 

By introducing such subtle changes to the technique of Tabla 

playing, Ram Sahay had actually underlined the importance of the 

syahi, which was so far neglected. The purpose of the syahi is to 

produce resonant syllables, which cannot be produced by striking 

at the edge. Because of these changes, the Tabla of Banaras became 

more resonant and vigorous than those of the other gharanas. 

However, it must be borne in mind that the Banaras baaj is not just 

about loudness, forcefulness and resonance. The Tabla players of 

this style also employ strings of soft syllables in compositions like 

laggis and ladis. Thus, it can be stated that the Banaras baaj fully 

utilises all parts of the Tabla. 
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A well-known ‘fact’ that has found its way into textbooks is 

that the Tabla players of the Banaras baaj begin their solo recitals 

with the uthan, while all other gharanas begin with a peshkar. The 

literal meaning of uthan is ‘to rise’. While peshkar is used to create 

a conducive environment before the actual recital begins, the uthan 

is played to create a sort of musical explosion — a powerful prelude 

that sets the backdrop and heightens the expectation of what is to 

follow. The uthan is a tukra-like composition (albeit much longer) 

that has several layakaris woven into it. 

However, the protagonists of this school of thought often ignore 

another fact: The Tabla players of Banaras never begin their solos 

with the uthan. Instead, they begin with syllables like tet tan SS kiki 

tet taki tette. The uthan only follows this preliminary part. Thereafter, 

a peshkar-like composition is played, often known as the baant of 

the theka or vistar. The composition goes like this: 

DhaStirakitta dhindha natin tinta 

taStirakitta tinta nadhin dhindha 

This composition is expanded like a peshkar with soft bols. 

Expert Tabla players often demonstrate their dexterity over the left 

and right drums and the use of meend on the bayan. Like peshkar, 

this composition is also usually played in the medium tempo and has 

a gait that is similar to the peshkar. Here is another popular 

composition of the Banaras baaj: 

DhiSga dhina tirakitta dhina 

dhage nadhi gati nada 

The predominant use of syllables produced on the syahi makes 

the Banaras baaj closer to the Pakhawaj. Thus, we find a huge 

repertoire of long tukras and parans, elaborately embellished with 

sonorous syllables and laya variations, as opposed to shorter, sweeter 

compositions of most other gharanas. Of particular interest are the 

enormous varieties of parans like Lamchhad, Ek Hatthi, Farmaishi, 
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Kamali and Chakradar parans. Phrases like Dhatette, Dhagatette, 

tagatette, Kridhatette, Kridha kittitaka, Gidinn and Din Din along 

with Dhumakitta and takadhumakittitaka, which have been borrowed 

from the Pakhawaj, are the hallmarks of these compositions. In 

place of ‘thun’ syllable of the Pakhawaj, the Tabla players of 

Banaras have adopted ‘Din’. ‘Tram’ of Kathak and ‘dhilang’ of 

Pakhawaj is expressed as ‘kadaan’ and ‘ghedaan’ respectively. 

The Tabla exponents of Banaras have always advocated that 

the purity of the bol be upheld, irrespective of the school, style or 

instrument to which it belongs, and due credit is given for all such 

adaptations. For instance, whenever the bols of Pakhawaj are 

played, the Tabla players of Banaras emulate the techniques of 

Pakhawaj. The syllable ‘Thun,’ for example, is played on the bay an 

if the composition in which the syllable occurs belongs to the 

Pakhawaj repertoire. Similarly, the Tabla players of Banaras use 

the two-fmger technique to play compositions of the Delhi baaj; 

and lay particular emphasis on preserving the peculiarities of playing 

Punjabi gats. At the same time, the musicians of Banaras have also 

made efforts to create a distinct style of their own. The Tabla players 

of Banaras drew inspiration from Pakhawaj and Kathak 

traditions to create some unique compositions, known as stuti parans. 

These compositions have a lyrical component that sings praises 

of Gods and Goddesses of the Hindu pantheon. One of the 

chief contributors to the repertoire of such compositions was 

Pandit Nanak Prasad Mishra. 

Many musical experiments were conducted to highlight the 

use of all five fingers and to utilise the entire surface of the Tabla 

— the two peculiar features of the Banaras baaj. Here, the 

phrases tette and tirakitta are played on the centre of the syahi, 

which is middle of the Tabla. The phrase tirakitta was further 

developed as dhirakitta. Dhiradhirakittataka is one of the important 

phrases of the Banaras school, which finds use not only in relas but 

also in the tukras of Banaras. This phrase is also an inseparable 
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part of some typical composition of the Banaras baaj, known as 

fards, which were created as a response to gats of the other 

gharanas. 

The rich folk musical tradition of Banaras too has cast its 

influence on the percussion music of Banaras. Banaras has 

been a prominent centre of folk musical forms like Thumri, Dadra, 

Holi, Kajri, Chaiti. In order to accompany these musical forms, the 

Tabla players of Banaras had to take taals like 

Dadra, Keherva, Jat, Deepchandi and Addha (Punjabi) quite 

seriously. The laggis and ladis of Banaras are unique features of 

this school. 

Evolution is a law of nature. In nature, we observe that the 

most recent in the line of evolution is more advanced than its 

ancestors. Since Banaras baaj was the last to develop in the lineage 

of gharanas, this school had the advantage of assimilating the 

important features of its predecessors. As the Tabla players of 

Banaras make use of the entire surface of the Tabla, it can be 

considered as an evolutionary advantage that allows the exponents 

of this school to play solos and provide able accompaniment. 

Thanks to the rapid strides in mass communication, the features 

of the Banaras baaj have found a wider audience, and consequent 

acceptance. This has also resulted in a healthy melting of rigid walls 

that once caged the gharanas. This is certainly welcome. 

However, one question still goes begging for an answer. 

Before the development of Banaras gharana, a new gharana used 

to surface every 35-40 years. But why has no new gharana come 

into being even after 185 years of the creation of Banaras gharana? 

Is it because the Tabla has achieved the pinnacle of evolutionary 

fulfilment after the advent of Banaras gharana and there is no 

further scope of development? Readers may draw their own 

conclusions. 
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Select Compositions of the Banaras Baaj 

Anagat Tukra in Jhaptaal 

Katettetaginataka tittakatagadigana | dhaSSkata dhaSkridhatette 

katadhaSkata | dhaStettekata gadiganadhaS | ghindhaSta 

dhaSSkata dhaSdhinS | kridhatettedhakata dhaSkatadha | SkatadhaS 

dhinSkridhatette dhaSkatadhaS | katadhaSkata dhaSdhinS 

kridhatettedhakata dhaSkatadha Skatadha | dhin 

(Author’s composition) 

Fard inTeentaal 

Dhagetette tettegheda Snadhage tettedhage | tirakittatakata 

gadigana katetteghi nakadhena | taketitta taketirakitta Stakitta 

Sdhikitta | dhaSSka StadhaS tirakittatakata katdhiradhirakitta | dha 

(A traditional composition) 

Dev Stuti Paran in Teentaal 

Aumdha nirmaldha namdha ramdha | shyamdha narayandha 

madhodhagovi Snddhagirvar | bhairavdhashiv dhaganeshdha 

kalilakshmi saraswatidha | durgahanuma Snbrahmadha indradhain 

dradhaindra | dha 

(Pandit Nanak Prasad Mishra’s composition) 

Uthan in Teentaal 

Dhatette tette dhaga | tette gheda Sana kataka | takata kataga 

digana dhaSdin | StaS kaStette tettekata gadigana | nagatette 

dhagatettetette katagadigana dinSSnagina | kaStadaan 

katagadiganatette katagadigananaga tittakatagadigana | 
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kridatettegadigana dhaSkatagadigana dhaSkridatette 

gadiganadhaSkata | gadiganadhaS kridhatettegadigan 

dhaSkatagadigana dhaS | Skridhatette gadiganadhaSkata 

gadiganadhaS kridhatettegadigana | dhaSkatagadigana 

dhaSkridhatette gadiganadhaSkata gadiganadha | SS 

kridhatettegadigana dhaSkatagadigana dhaSkridhatette | 

gadiganadhaSkata gadiganadhaS kridhatettegadigana 

dhaSkatagadigana | dha 

(Author’s composition) 

Punjab Gharana 

With the exception of Punjab gharana, almost all the other 

gharanas — Delhi, Ajrada, Lucknow, Farrukkhabad and Banaras 

— are linked to each other in some way or the other. The Punjab 

gharana, however, evolved independently. Though the tradition of 

Tabla playing began simultaneously in Delhi — which is regarded 

as the earliest gharana—and Punjab, the Punjab style gained 

popularity much later. This was because of the difference in 

instruments from which the two gharanas drew their inspiration. 

While the proponents of the Delhi gharana emulated the beats of 

folk instruments like Dukkar, Tasha and Nakkara, and adopted the 

technique of laying more emphasis on the chaanti, the Punjab 

gharana based itself on the Pakhawaj. The resonant syllables of 

the Pakhawaj were converted into non-resonating ones (band bol, 

literally, closed sounds) and played on the Tabla. The proximity to 

Pakhawaj is quite evident as till recently, the exponents of Punjab 

gharana used to apply dough made of wheat flour on the bass drum 

(known as dhama). This is a typical feature of the Pakhawaj. 

Since the Tabla of Punjab was very similar to the Pakhawaj, 

as far as compositions and technique of playing are concerned, it 
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was not found to be very suitable for accompanying emergent styles 

of vocal and instrumental music. This was a major reason why the 

gharana took so long to become popular. 

As we have seen, the baaj of Punjab was very different from 

the baaj of Delhi. Another evidence that supports this hypothesis is 

the fact that the founder of Lucknow gharana, Modu Khan, who 

was the grandson of Ustad Sudhar Khan, the founder of Delhi 

gharana, had received 12 qaidas and 500 Punjabi gats as gifts 

from his father-in-law, who belonged to the Punjab gharana. 

It will not be out of context here to mention that apart from 

gats, Punjab gharana is also famous for its qaidas, many of which 

encompass three cycles (avartan or avritti) of the taal. 

The city of Lahore (now in Pakistan), which was then part of 

undivided India, was the main centre of the Punjab gharana’s 

enrichment. It was home to Mia 

Kadir Baksh (I), Haddu Khan 

(Lahore wale), Taj Khan 

Deredar his son Nasir Khan and 

Amir Ali, who were among the 

early proponents of this gharana. 

Hussain Baksh, Fakir Baksh 

and Bhai Bagh, who were the 

son, grandson and disciple of 

Kadir Baksh (I) respectively, 

went on to become legendary 

names. Mian Fakir Baksh who 

was the grandson of Mian Kadir Baksh (I) was equally adept in 

playing the tabla as well as the pakhawaj. It is said that he had 

taught more than one lakh students in his lifetime. Fakir Baksh’s 

son, Kadir Baksh (II), and disciples Karam Ilahi, Meera Baksh 

Ghilwaliye and Baba Malang, were also well-known Tabla 

exponents. Kadir Baksh (II) had also trained under his father’s 

illustrious disciple, Karam Ilahi (1860-1940). 

Ustad Kadir Baksh 
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Mia Kadir Baksh (II) was bom in Lahore around the year 

1902. His chief contribution was in adapting the compositions of 

Pakhawaj so as to make them suitable for playing on the Tabla. 

After Partition, he chose to live in Pakistan and stayed there all his 

life. Many artistes belonging to his lineage are keeping the tradition 

alive in Pakistan to this day. Chief among his well-known students 

in India were the monarch of Raigarh, Chakradhar Singh Ju Dev, 

the Rajah of Tikamgarh (Madhya Pradesh), Ustad Allahrakha and 

Prof. Lakshman Singh Sein. 

The chief disciple of Baba Malang and Meera Baksh Ghilwaliye 

was Bahadur Singh. His disciple, Pandit Ramakaant has been a 

major contributor to the prorogation of this gharana. Ramakaanf s 

daughter, Amrit Prabha, is a much sought after tabla player. 

Ramakaant’s other disciples include his nephew Jayshankar, 

Devendra Singh Sohal, Kulwant Singh Namdhari, Tarsem Singh 

and Kuldeepak Sharma. 

While most exponents of this gharana chose to migrate to 

Pakistan after Partition, Allahrakha stayed back in India. The Ustad, 

who died in February 2000, was widely regarded as the patriarch 

of the gharana. 

Ustad Allahrakha was bom in 1915 in a family of peasants that 

lived in Gurdaspur area of Ratangarh district in Punjab. His father, 

Hashim Ali Quraishi, was an ordinary fanner. Right from his 

childhood, Allahrakha was drawn towards music and dance. He 

would often play rhythmic patterns on household utensils for hours 

together. As destiny would have it, he finally decided to learn the 

Tabla. He received his initial training from Bhai Naseera, a disciple 

of Ustad Kadir Baksh. Thereafter, he learnt from another disciple 

of the illustrious Ustad, Lai Mohammad. However, his seemingly 

unquenchable thirst for musical knowledge prodded him to seek 

out none other than Ustad Kadir Baksh as his guru. Accordingly, 

he set out for Lahore. On his way, he had to work in several theatre 

troupes in order to eke out a living. He would not only play the 
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Tabla but also act in plays like Bhakta Prahlad. He finally managed 

to reach Lahore, and, by the dint of his devotion to his guru, he 

mastered the knowledge that he had sought for so long. 

Ustad Allahrakha began his musical career as a staff artiste of 

the All India Radio. In 1937, he shifted to Mumbai. In 1942, he 

gave up his job with the All India Radio and plunged into the field of 

film music. He was associated with production houses like Sunrise 

Pictures, Hind Mohan Studio, Sadiq Productions and Rang Mahal 

Studio, and scored music for films under the screen name of A.R. 

Quraishi. Apart from Hindi films like Maa-Baap, GharKi Laaj, 

and Sati Anusuya, he also scored music for Punjabi films like Jagga 

and Madari. His knowledge of vocal music, which he had imbibed 

under the tutelage of Ustad Aashiq Ali, stood him in good stead in 

those days. 

Ustad Allahrakha’s contribution in breathing new life in the 

Tabla of Punjab gharana and making it popular can never be 

overstated. The early days of his musical career coincided with a 

revolutionary phase of Indian music, which was waking up to myriad 

new experiments and experiences. The advent of the microphone 

the made the forceful and resonant style of Tabla playing redundant. 

On the other hand, the growing popularity of melodic instruments 

like Sitar, Sarod and Violin and softer styles of vocal music such as 

Thumri, posed a major challenge the exponents of the Punjab 

gharana of Tabla. 

It was the ingenuity of Ustad Allahrakha that made him break 

the barriers of tradition and cloak the Tabla of Punjab in a style that 

suited the needs of the time. This was possible for him because he 

was rooted in tradition and was a master of taal and lava. The 

venerated Ustad accompanied almost all the senior artistes of his 

time in concerts and festivals, not only in India but abroad as well. 

Honours and accolades (including the coveted Padma Shree, which 

was awarded to him in 1997) poured in from all direction in 

recognition of his enormous contribution. Among the scores of his 
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disciples, Zakir Hussain, his illustrious son, and Anuradha Pal, who 

is among the few well-known women who have mastered the 

difficult art of playing the Tabla, deserve special mention. 

Among the present day artists of this gharana, Pt. Lakshman 

Singh Sein is greatly revered. 

He received training in tabla 

from Rajpurohit Pt. Jagdish 

Dutt and Ustad Kadir Baksh 

(II). Many titles and awards 

have been bestowed upon him, 

such as Swar Taal Martand and 

Sava Lakh Okhli wale Mian 

Kadir Baksh award. His chief 

disciples include Pawan Kumar 

Verma, Kinnar Kumar Sein, 

Kale Ram, Tilak Raj, Trilok Sein, Talvir Sein, Sunita Kumari, Karim 

Aalam Malik, Shruti Pal and Harivansh Sharma. 

Pt. Lakshman Singh Sein 

Bom in Mumbai on March 1,1951, Zakir Hussain has scaled 

the dizzy heights of fame and glory. Today, his name is synonymous 

with Tabla for millions of his fans around the world. He has, to his 

credit, the distinction of popularising the art of playing Tabla on the 

world stage. Like his illustrious father, 

he too has surpassed the narrow 

boundaries of gharanas. An 

unmistakable clarity of syllables even 

in ati drut lay a, an equal emphasis on 

both the Tabla and the bayan and an 

uncanny understanding of musical 

intricacies are the hallmarks of Zakir 

Hussain’s Tabla. The long list of 

honours that have been bestowed on 

him includes the Padma Shree, one of 

the highest civilian awards, bestowed 

by the Government of India. 
Pt. Ramakaant 
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He has accompanied almost all top-notch artistes and he 

regularly performs in India as well as abroad. He has several albums 

to his credit. His two younger brothers, Fazal Quraishi and Taufiq 

are also engaged in carrying on the musical legacy. 

Among the other musical legends whose association can be 

traced to the Punjab gharana in some way or the other are Faqir 

Mohammad Peem, Jahangir Khan (Indore), and Jnan Prakash Ghosh. 

Select Compositions of the Punjab Baaj 

Punjabi Gats in Teentaal 

1. KaSta,dhetette katagadigana dhatirakittadhetette katagadigana | 

dhaStiSdha gidinnaSd dhatirakittadhetette katagadigana | 

takatakatena kidanagatena dhatirakittadhetette katagadigana | 

dhaStiSdha gidinnaSd dhatirakittadhetette katagadigana | 

2. DhageStakitta dhaganagadhena dhagetirakittadhena 

ghidanagadhena | ghedaandha dhaghidanaga dhenaghidanaga 

tirakittatunakata | takatenataka takidanaka takakidanaka 

tirakittatakatagena | dhagetirakittadhena ghidanagadhena 

ghidanagadhena ghidanagadhena | 

3. Dhenadhenadhena dhaginadhagina dhaginatakitta 

takittatakitta | dhenaginadhena ginadhenagina nagadhenanaga 

dhenanagadhena | takatakataka tenatenatena takittatakitta 

takittadhatirakitta | dhaginadhatirakitta dhaginadhatirakitta 

dhaginaghinaka ghinakaghinaka | 



The Nuances of Taal 

Principles of Taal Construction 

Taal occupies a significant place in Indian classical music. The word 

Taal’ is derived from the Sanskrit root ‘tal ’, which signifies stability. 

As is evident, taal is the foundation of music. The magnificent castles 

of musical imagination and creativity stand on the firm foundation 

of taal. Taal also performs the role of reining in unbridled musical 

thoughts and preventing music from degrading into cacophony. 

Taal is an instrument to measure the time spent in music and 

comprises various matras, vibhags, talis and khalis. 

The dependence on taal is much higher in the Hindustani or 

North Indian classical music tradition as compared to other musical 

systems. In Western music, for example, the concept of taal is 

restricted to beats and rhythm (which correspond to matra and laya 

of the Hindustani system). Most Western compositions are set to 

rhythmic patterns of 2-2,2-3,3-3,3-2 or 4-4 beats. These rhythmic 

patterns do not correspond to any specific composition of syllables, 

as is the case with the Hindustani system. Such specific framework 

of syllables that depict the structure of the taal and indicate its 

salient features like talis and khalis, is called the theka. For example, 

rhythmic patterns of 2-2 and 4-4 can be observed in taals like 

Keherva, Teentaal, Tilwada etc. The choice of an appropriate taal 

depends upon various factors such as the genre of music being 

accompanied and its tempo. If the tempo is slow (vilambit) then one 

might play the Tilwada. For a medium tempo composition (madhya 

laya) the use of Teentaal might be appropriate whereas in case of 
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compositions that have a playful or romantic element, the application 

of Keherva, Punjabi or Addha might be apt. Similarly, Dadra is 

commonly employed to accompany compositions that have a gait 

of 3-3, Jhaptaal for 2-3 and Jhampa for 3-2. There exists a set of 

guidelines that determines the choice of taal. Taals having the same 

number of matras usually differ in their utility and substituting one 

taal for another is not permitted. For example, Jhaptaal and Sooltaal 

have 10 matras each, but they are used to accompany different 

genres of music. 

The concept of theka is conspicuous by its absence in the 

Carnatic system. This system depends more on matras. In contrast, 

thekas play a dominant role in the Hindustani system. It is the theka 

that gives each taal its character. In fact, taal and theka have become 

synonymous today. The significant emphasis on theka obviates the 

need for well-defined principles for constructing new taals and 

understanding the existing ones. 

There are over five thousand taals in the Hindustani music 

system. Of these, only 35-40 taals are in vogue. These taals have 

been found to be effective in accompanying all existing genres of 

music. This obviously limits the need to create any new taal. New 

creations, however, are not entirely unknown, though these are fewer 

when compared to the number of new ragas. After all, there cannot 

be any restriction on creativity in music. However, new taals must 

comply with the rules that govern the creation of new taals. Hence, 

we shall now discuss these principles in brief. 

(a) Determining the genre of music to be accompanied: All 

musical instruments were created with the primary objective of 

accompaniment, and the Tabla is no exception. It follows that all 

taals have been created to accompany specific musical genres. 

The character of the genre heavily influences the character of the 

taal. Accompanying sprightly, youthful and romantic songs require 

short taals composed of syllables that require relatively less force 

and are pleasing to the ears. 
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For example, Dhamar, Aada Chautaal, Jhoomra and 

Deepchandi are four popular taals, all of which have 14 matras. 

However, each one of them is used to accompany a different genre 

of music. While Aada Chautaal is used to accompany vilambit 

Khayal, the sombre Dhamar is used to accompany Hori gayaki, 

which is now popular as Dhamar. Deepchandi, on the other hand, 

is used to accompany Thumris. 

The choice of taals for solos, too, is governed by similar 

principles. Dhamar is more suitable for the Pakhawaj. Aada Chautaal 

is commonly played on the Tabla. Solos can be played in Jhoomra 

also but Deepchandi is considered unsuitable for solos. 

(b) Matras: After identifying the genre to be accompanied, one 

has to decide on the number of matras. Taals meant for 

accompanying sombre forms of music are usually longer (have more 

matras). Examples of such taals include Matta, Lakshmi, Shikhar, 

Ganesh and Ashta Mangal. It is entirely a different matter that the 

rapid pace of life has affected music also; reducing the number of 

matras in these taals to about half. Thus, we often come across 

Matta taal of 18 matras being played in nine. The 28 matra Brahma 

taal is played as a 14 matra taal and Ashta Mangal taal of 22 matras 

has been reduced to an 11 -matra time cycle. 

(c) Selection of Syllables: Once the number of matras has 

been decided, it is time to focus on the syllables that will form the 

framework (theka) of the taal. This, as mentioned before, is heavily 

influenced by the genre which is to be accompanied. Usually, 

resonant syllables, which require some force, are selected for 

creation of thekas of taals meant for accompanying sombre styles 

of music. Tivra, Dhamar, Sooltaal and Chautaal are examples of 

such taals. Thekas of taals meant for accompanying softer forms 

of music are usually composed of syllables that require less force 

to elicit and are pleasing to the ear. For example, Roopak, Jhaptaal, 

Teentaal, etc. The vibhag (divisions) of the taal, its talis and khalis 

have a bearing on the choice of syllables, as we shall see later. 
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(d) Creating divisions (vibhag): All taals are made up of divisions 

that comprise various matras. While composing the theka, care 

should be taken to ensure that each vibhag begins with a syllable 

that clearly indicates the commencement of a new vibhag. Though 

many ancient taals do not follow this principle, the fact that this 

adds to the taal’s beauty and utility is unquestionable. To do so, all 

you need to do is place resonant and forceful syllables like Dha, 

Dhin etc. at the tali points and non-resonant syllables (ta, tin) to 

indicate klialis. 

Ideally, taals should not have more than four or five divisions. 

Ancient musicologists were of the view that a vibhag can have a 

maximum of five matras and a minimum of two matras. However, 

many taals have division of one matra each. Lakshmi and Rudra 

are examples of such taals. Efforts should be made, as far as 

possible, to have equal number of matras in all divisions. Dhamar is 

the only taal in the Hindustani system that has five matras in its first 

vibhag. 

(e) Tali, Khali: While composing thekas, it must be borne in mind 

that the theka must clearly indicate the tali and khali divisions. Several 

taals of the existing system, including Teentaal, Jhaptaal, Keherva, 

etc. can be cited as examples of this principle. The first matra of 

the taal is always a tali. The exception to this rule is Roopak, which 

begins with a khali. Though several taals that have a large number 

of talis and khalis are in vogue, the beauty of these taals is restricted 

only to their padhant (recitation of the composition). Since taals 

have to be played out, care should be taken to restrict the number 

of talis and klialis. Since a tali or a khali occurs only at the beginning 

of vibhag, this principle essentially means that the number of vibhags, 

as mentioned before, should be restricted to a maximum of 

four or five. 

The utility of a Khali is enhanced if it is placed close to the 

middle of the taal. Though this is not mandatory, it is certainly helpful. 

Jhaptaal of 10 matras, for example, has a khali on the sixth matra, 
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while Pancham Sawari of 15 matras has a khali on the eighth matra. 

However, several taals, such as Ektaal, Chautaal, Aada Chautaal 

etc. do not follow this principle. 

In an era of crass commercialisation and a craze for glamour, 

adherence to these time-honoured principles is being neglected. 

Even in prestigious concerts, one rarely gets to hear anything besides 

the 10-15 popular taals. In case of most other taals, majority of 

artists resort to playing matras and pay scant attention to other 

elements such as vibhags or tali and khali. Most artists also take 

undue liberties with taals having 9,11, 13, 15 or 17 matras. This 

should be avoided. Every taal has its own distinctive character, 

which should be upheld at all cost. Artists of the younger generation 

should make efforts in this direction. 

Types of Vocal Music and Taals used to accompany them 

a) Dhrupad: This is an ancient form of vocal music, characterised 

by sonorous application of notes. Because of its sombre tonal quality, 

the Pakhawaj is more suitable for accompaniment. The taals used 

to accompany Dhrupad are composed of resonant syllables that 

require application of some force. The 12-matra cycle of Chautaal 

is chiefly used to accompany Dhrupad The 10-matra cycle of 

Sooltaal (Usoole Faqta) is also used, especially in drut laya. Tivra 

(7 matras), Lakshmi (18 matras), Matta (18 matras), Ashta Mangal 

(22 matras) and Brahma (28 matras) were also used to accompany 

Dhrupad, but are rarely used these days. In order to accompany 

Dhrupad, Pakhawaj players must have mastery over competitive 

accompaniment (ladant), impromptu composition (upaj) and be adept 

in the use of various layakaris and sam-visham. 

b) Dhamar and Hori: The style of vocal music that goes by the 

name of Dhamar is actually a form of Hori singing. The lyrics are 

mostly based on the theme of Radha and Krishna or other 

mythological characters playing Holi (a festival of colours). This 

form evolved after Dhrupad, and draws heartily from the Dhrupad 
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style. Most of these compositions are set to Dhamar taal of 14 

matras, and hence the name. Like Dhrupad, Pakhawaj is used to 

accompany Dhamar. Such accompaniment also involves ladant, upaj 

and layakari. 

Lyrically, the subject of Holi and Hori are the same. However, 

the chief difference is that while Hori (or Dhamar) is an ancient 

artform that comes within the purview of the classical tradition, 

Holi belongs to the realm of semi- or light-classical music. 

Deepchandi of 14-matras is commonly used to accompany this form 

of singing. After the end of the sthayee, the tempo is usually 

increased and laggi-ladi of 16-matras are played on the Tabla. There 

is, however, no ladant. Apart from Deepchandi, Jat (16 matras) 

and Punjabi (16 matras) are also used. Some Holis may also be set 

to Dadra or Keherva, though these are very rare. 

c) Thumri: Thumri is regarded as less restrictive and a 

predominantly romantic form of music by many, though this is highly 

debatable. It is quite possible that the style was branded as an 

‘inferior’ form because the theme of most Thumris is mortal love 

and because of its overt emphasis on aesthetic beauty rather than 

purity of raga. Actually, Thumri singing involves not only the head 

but also the heart. 

Deepchandi (14 matras), Jat (16 matras), Punjabi (16 matras) 

Keherva (8 matras) and Dadra (6 matras) are commonly used to 

accompany Thumris. As is obvious, the same taals are used to 

accompany Holi. The difference lies in the fact that Holis are usually 

sung at a faster pace as compared to Thumris. Tappas are also 

accompanied in a similar fashion. 

d) Vilambit or Bada Khayal: (Slow Tempo khyal) Vilambit or 

Bada Khayal is a gift of the Mughal era to the repertoire of 

Hindustani classical music. It may be considered as an extension 

of the aalap of Dhrupad and Dhamar — which is sung acapella. 

The Bada Khayal, however, is set to taal. The application of long 

notes is a characteristic feature of the Bada Khayal and that is 
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why the laya is kept slow (vilambit). Ektaal (12 matras), Tilwada 

(16 matras) and Jhoomra (14 matras) are commonly used to 

accompany Bada Khayals. Rarely, one comes across Bada Khayals 

set to Aada Chautaal (14 matras). In order to add further depth to 

this form, Ustad Amir Khan (of Indore) created the Ati-vilambit 

Khayal, which stretched the taals further. Thus, Ektaal (12 matras), 

which becomes 24 matras in vilambit laya, is further stretched to 

48 matras in ati-vilambit laya. Similarly, Jhoomra (14 matras), which 

covers a time span of 28 matras in vilambit laya, is spread over 56 

matras in ati-vilambit laya. Tilwada of 16 matras is similarly 

stretched to 64 matras in in ati-vilambit laya. 

Musicologists hold that all compositions must ensure that the 

character of the taal, to which it has been set to, must remain intact. 

The ati-vilambit Khayal, however, fails to satisfy this condition. That 

is why questions were raised about the Ati-vilambit Khayal’s 

acceptability. However, the venerated Ustad’s gayaki silenced most 

critics. As a result, the new format of singing Bada Khayal gained 

immense popularity. 

After his demise, the Ati-vilambit Khayal lost much of its appeal 

in spite of the efforts made by his disciples. A major reason for this 

is the time constraint that requires today’s vocalists to perform within 

a limited time span of not more than 40-45 minutes. As a result, 

few vocalists attempt to sing Bada Khayal the way Ustad Amir 

Khan had envisaged. Not just this, the vilambit laya of yesteryears 

has now become a bit faster, thus opening the floodgates for taals 

like Teentaal, Jhaptaal and Roopak, which were earlier considered 

inappropriate for Vilambit Khayal. 

e) Chhota or Drut Khayal: (F ast Tempo khyal) Chhota Khayals 

are usually set to madhya laya or drut laya of Teentaal, Jhaptaal or 

Ektaal, etc. Though rare, Chota Khayals may also be set to Aada 

Chautaal, Pancham Sawari, Basant etc. Vocalists usually employ 

various layakaris and taans ending in tihais. This allows Tabla 

accompanists to play small mukhdas and tukras. Sometimes, 
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performers also present ladants (musical duels). But, these are not 

similar to ladants in Dhrupad or Dhamar. 

f) Tarana: Taranas begin at the tempo at which Chota 

Khayals end. This form of music also came into existence during 

the Mughal era. Initially, its purpose was to sing the praise of God 

(Allah). The lyrics were mostly Arabic or Persian. Later, it 

degenerated into a form of music that employs meaningless words 

or phrases—which was ostensibly a result of the lack of knowledge 

of Arabic or Persian. Most Taranas heard today employ words like 

nadim, dim, tanana, aali, etc. apart from sargam and bols of the 

Tabla and Pakhawaj. Teentaal is the most popular taal to which 

Taranas are set, though one may come across Taranas in Ektaal, 

Jhaptaal and even Aada Chautaal. 

g) Bhajan, Geet, Ghazal: These are forms of light music. Tabla 

accompanists are mostly required to play the theka 

or its variations. Laggi-ladis too are played at times. Ghazals are 

mostly set to Dadra, Keherva and Roopak. Some Ghazals are set 

to Jhaptaal as well. Apart from these taals, Geets and Bhajans may 

be composed in Jhaptaal, Ektaal, and Punjabi (Addha). 

Taal Notation 

Taal notation helps us to express the various compositions in 

written form, together with all the characteristic features of a 

composition such as matras, vibhags, talis and khalis. Taal notation 

is of immense help in understanding a composition in its entirety 

and preventing corruption of the composition. Three major taal 

notation systems are currently in vogue in India. Two of these 

notation systems pertain to the Hindustani or North Indian classical 

music tradition and one to the Carnatic or South Indian tradition. 

We shall now discuss these briefly. 
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Bhatkhande System of Taal Notation 

This taal notation system derives its name from its creator, 

Pandit Vishnu Narayan Bhatkhande (1860-1936), who is credited 

with reviving Hindustani classical music and popularising it among 

lay listeners. Pandit Bhatkhande is remembered for his enormous 

contribution towards the cause of conserving Hindustani music, 

which was threatened to the point of extinction. His taal notation 

system was a result of his efforts in this direction. The system is 

highly popular because of its inherent simplicity. 

All syllables played in one matra are expressed by placing a 

crescent under those syllables. For example, 

(tirakitta), (katette), (dindin) etc. 

However, if only one syllable is to be played in a matra, then the 

crescent is not used. The syllable is simply written at an appropriate 

distance from preceding and succeeding syllables to imply a separate 

matra. For example: 

Dha tuna kittitaka tatira 

x 

kittitaka tirakitta takata tirakitta 

2 
dha tirakitta takata tirakitta 

o 
dha tirakitta takata tirakitta 

3 

dha 

x 
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Similarly, the theka for Jhaptaal will be written as: 

Dhi na | dhi dhi na | ti na | dhi dhi na | dhi 

x 2 o 3 x 

Ektaal, in Bhatkhande notation will be written as follows: 

Dhin dhin | dhage tirakitta | tu na | kat ta | dhage tirakitta | dhi na 

x 0 4 

dhin 

x 

The following symbols are used in this taal notation system. 

Sam, that is, the first matra: - 

Vibhag: - 

Tali (other than sam): - 

Khali: - 

+ or x 

A long vertical line | 

Denoted by the number of tali 

(2,3,4 for the second, third and 

fourth talis respectively) 

o 

Vishnu Digambar System of Taal Notation 

This system, which was created by Pandit Vishnu Digambar 

Paluskar, is comparatively less popular because of its complexity 

and subtlety. This system has separate symbols for a matra and its 

fractions (1/2,1/3, % etc.) as shown below: 

Duration Symbol Name 
4 matras X Chatushra 

2 matras L/"VJ Gum 

1 matra Laghu 

1/2 matra 0 Dmt 

1/3 matra 
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l/4matra 

1/8 matra 

Anudrut 

Anu-anu-drut 

The system also has symbols for fractions like 1/16,4/3,1/6,1/ 

12 etc., but these are not in use any more. The duration of each 

syllable is denoted under it by the help of the symbols mentioned 

above. In addition, sam or the first matra of a taal is denoted by the 

numeral 1. For tabs, the matra on which it occurs is written in 

numerals. For example, the second and third talis in Teentaal occur 

on the 5th and 13th matra. Hence, these are depicted by writing 5 

and 13 under the syllables. The symbol for khali is + and a vertical 

line (|) is used to show the end of a bol or avartan. There is no 

vibhag as in the case of Bhatkhande system. 

For example, Ektaal in Vishnu Digambar Paluskar system: 

Dhin dhin dha ge ti ra ki tta tu na 

o o •w'W'w' 

1 + 5 

ka ta dha ge ti ra ki tta 

o o 

dhi na dhin 

+ 9 11 1 

Carnatic Taal Notation System 

The Carnatic taal system is based on a strong mathematical 

foundation. There are only seven taals in Carnatic music. However, 

the number of matras represented by a Laghu is flexible, and is 

based on its jaati. Since there are five jaatis, it is possible to create 

35 taals from the seven basic taals (7><5 = 35). 

Purandar Dasa, a 16th century poet-saint is said to have 

popularised this taal system. Later musicologists like Bhadrachala, 

Ram Das, Khshetraiyah and Tyagaraja further enriched this taal 

system. 
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The names of the seven basic taals and their structures are as 

follows: 

S.No. Name Symbol Matras in each division 

1. Dhruv 1011 4,2,4,4 

2. Math 101 4,2,4 

3. Roopak 01 2,4 

4. Jhamp \<fD 4,1,2 

5. Triput 100 4A2 

6. Athya MOO 4,4,2,2 

7. Ek 1 4 

The value of each Laghu (denoted by the symbol ‘I’) is 

considered to be four matras (Chatushra jaati) by default. However, 

as mentioned earlier, this value is flexible and depends on the jaati. 

Thus, the value of Laghu for Tisra, Chatushra, Khanda, Mishra and 

Sankeema jaatis are 3,4,5,7, and 9 matras respectively. 

Thus, a change in jaati causes a change in the number of matras 

of the taal. For example, Dhruv taal (1011) of chaturshra jaati will 

have 14 matras (4,2,4,4,). If the jaati changes to Tisra, the number 

of matras will change to 11 (3,2,3,3). 

Two points should be noted here: Firstly a change in jaati alfects 

the value of all Laghus in the taal. The other divisions, however, 

remain unchanged. It is also necessary to indicate the jaati of the 

taal, unless one is referring to the default Chatushra jaati. 

Unlike the Hindustani system, a khali (called visarjitam) does 

not indicate a separate division. In fact, all matras which do not 

have a tali are included under visaijitam. 
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Carnatic taals, when written in the Hindustani system, will 
appear as follows: 

Jhamp (100) 

X 2 3 4 | 5 | 6 7 | 
x 2 3 

Triput(IOO) 

X 234|56| V 8 | 
x 2 3 

Triput (IOO) in Khandjaati 

X 2345|6 V | 8 8 | 
x 2 3 

Writing Taals of Hindustani System in the Carnatic Style 

Jhaptaal (2,3,2,3) when written in Carnatic system will appear 

as 01000. The divisions in this case will change to 2, 5, 3, since 

Khali is not considered to be a separate division. 

However, some scholars prefer to write 000000 in order to 

clearly indicate the divisions as 2/3/2/3. Similarly, Dhamar taal can 

be written as or as 100 or 100001. 

The 10 Fundamental Elements (pranas) of Taal 

Ancient Indian musicologists had identified 10 fundamental 

elements or pranas (life breath) of taal. Sangeet Makarand 

summarises these succinctly: 

Kaalo Marga Kriya Angani Grahojaati Kala Laya / 

Yati Prastarakashcheti Taalprana Dashasmritah // 

(Kaala, Marga, Kriya, Anga, Graha, Jaati, Kala, Laya, Yati and 

Prastar are the 10 pranas of taal). 
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In the following pages, we shall discuss these elements briefly: 

Kaal 

The word ‘kaal’ refers to time. It is measured in various units 

such as minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, years etc. Similarly, 

ancient scholars had created various units to measure time in music. 

Kaal plays an important role in the study of taals. Whenever a 

new taal is created, its duration (Kaal Pramana) is one of the first 

things to be decided upon. Ancient texts on music describe various 

units for measuring kaal, the smallest of which is kshan. The texts 

define a kshan as the time taken to pierce 100 lotus leaves, kept 

one over the other, with needle. The other units were as follows: 

8 kshan 

8 lav 

8 kashtha 

8nimesh 

2kala 

2 truti or anudrut 

2drut 

2 laghu 

3 laghu 

= 1 lav 

= 1 kashtha 

-1 nimesh 

= 1 kala 

= 1 truti or anudrut 

= ldmt 

= 1 laghu 

= 1 guru 

= 1 plut 

Bharata, the author of Natyashastra, however, disagreed with 

this arrangement. Subodh Kanta Nandi, in his book, Bharotiyo 

Shongeetay Taal o Chhondo (in Bangla) proposed the following 

measures: 

2 truti = 1 anu, 2 anu = 1 drut, 10 plut = 1 pal (about 2!4 (5/2) 
minutes) 

According to S.N. Ratanjankar, “units like laghu, gum and plut 

are interdependent and not independent. If the duration of any one 
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of them is determined according to one’s convenience, the values 

of others are automatically determined.” 

In his Telugu treatise, Andhra Sangeet Shastram, author 

K.V.S.M. Girmaja Rao has categorised kaal into two parts: 

Sookshma Kaal and Sthoola Kaal. Sookshma Kaal comprises kshan, 

lav, kashtha, nimesh, kala and chaturmarg, and Sthoola Kaal 

comprises anudrut, drut, laghu, gum, plut and kaakpad. 

Dr. Arun Kumar Sen has described the following 

interrelationship between units to measure kaal in his research 

publication, Bharatiya Taalon Ka Shastriya Vivechan: 

8 kshan 

8 lav 

8 kashtha 

8 nimesh 

2 kala 

2 truti/chaturmarg/bindu 

2 anudmt 

2 dmt 

2 laghu 

3 laghu 

4 laghu 

These units are, however, 

taal system. 

= 1 lav 

= 1 kashtha 

= 1 nimesh 

= 1 kala 

= 1 tmti/chaturmarg/bindu 

= 1 anudmt 

= 1 dmt 

= 1 laghu 

= 1 gum 

= 1 plut 

= 1 kaakpad. 

o longer in use in the Hindustani 

Marga 

Marga literally means ‘way’ or ‘path’. The way a taal travels 

from its first matra to the last is called marga. The vibhag, talis and 

khalis of a taal are like signposts that indicate the path through 

which the taal traverses. The ancient texts mention four margas: 
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Dhruva, Chitra, Vartika and Dakshin. These are no longer in use 

today. 

Dhruva: When each matra of the taal has a stress (indicated by 

‘+’) on it. If Teentaal is written this way, it will appear as: 

Dha | dhin | dhin | dha | dha | dhin | dhin | dha | dha | tin | tin | ta 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + 

ta | dhin | dhin | dha 
+ + + + 

Chitra: Every alternate matra has a stress. 

Dha dhin | dhin dha | dha dhin | dhin dha | dha tin | tin ta 

+ o + o + 0 + 0 + 0+ 0 

ta dhin | dhin dha 

+ o +o 

Vartika: Every fourth matra has a stress. 

Dha dhin dhin dha | dha dhin dhin dha | dha tin tin ta 

+ ooo + 000 + 000 

ta dhin dhin dha 

+ 000 

Dakshin: Every eighth matra has a stress 

Dha dhin dhin dha dha dhin dhin dha| dha tin tin ta ta dhin dhin dha 

+ o o oooo o + ooooo o o 

Even in the ancient days, dhruva marga was not in use as 

some musicologists disagreed with its use. Chitra was considered 

to be of fast tempo, Vartika of medium tempo and Dakshin of slow 

(vilambit) tempo. 

Kriya 

In the ancient days, taals were indicated by the help of definite 

hand gestures. These gestures were called kriya, and were of two 
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types: Sashabda (with sound) and Nihshabda (without sound or 

silent). 

Sashabda Kriya: When a clap or a click was used, that is, a 

sound was produced to indicate a matra, it was termed as sashbda 

kriya. Sashabda Kriya were of four types: 

Dhruva: Hand was lowered as the thumb and 

the middle finger made a clicking sound. 

Shampa (or Shamya): A clap produced by the right hand. 

Taal: A clap produced by the left hand. 

Sannipat: Clapping both hands. 

Nihshabda Kriya: These hand gestures do not involve the 

production of any sound. Ancient texts describe four types of 

nihshabda kriya: 

Aavap: 

Nishkaam: 

Vikshep: 

Clinching fingers of an upraised hand. 

Lowering fingers and spreading them. 

Upraised hands with spread out fingers 

is lowered on the right side. 

Praveshak: Fingers are lowered and clinched. 

The first letters of these kriyas were written under the taal 

signatures to indicate the kriya. Some ancient musicologists have 

mentioned a few other kriyas. But none of these kriyas exist in 

their ancient form in the Hindustani music system, though their use 

can still be observed in the Carnatic system. 

Scholars of the Carnatic system classify kriyas into two: marga 

and deshi. These are further sub-divided into two: sashabda and 

nihshabda. Shampa, taal and sannipat are included under sashabda 

kriyas. Using the left palm to strike the right palm indicates shampa. 
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The right palm striking the left one indicates taal. Both palms being 

struck together indicates sannipat. 

Similarly, nihshabda kriya includes Avap, nishkaam, vikshepam 

and pravesham. It would not be out of context to note here that the 

khali or nihshabda kriya of the Hindustani system is called visarjitam 

in the Carnatic system. Unlike the Hindustani system, the khali 

does not represent a separate division in the Carnatic system. In 

fact, all matras between two talis are counted as visarjitams. 

Anga 

The word anga literally means ‘part’ or ‘component’. The 

vibhags, matras, talis and khalis can therefore be called angas of a 

taal, as far as the Hindustani system of classical music is concerned. 

During Bharata’s era, a taal was said to be composed of various 

components or ‘angas,’ such as guru, laghu and plut. Angas of a 

taal correspond with vibhag. In other words, the number of angas 

of a taal and the number of vibhags were same. In modem taals, 

angas generally have two, three or four matras. However, we find 

several ancient taals had angas with one or even half matras. The 

symbols indicating angas are as follows 

Anga Symbol Matra 

Anudrut 1/4 

Dmt 0 1/2 

Dmt viram 3/4 

Laghu l 1 

Laghu viram 1 % (5/4) 

Gum s 2 

Plut 3 3 

Kaakpad + 4 . 
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In the context of Carnatic music, the word anga refers to the 

vibhags or division of a taal. There are mainly six angas in the 

Carnatic system: 

Anga Symbol Duration 

Anudrut \^/ 1 akshar kaal (Time taken to 

utter one syllable) 

Dint 0 2 

Laghu 1 4 

Gum 8 or S 8 

Plut 84 or 3 12 

Kaakpad + 16 

Some scholars also consider dmt viram (which is three-syllable 

duration and is indicated by o) to be a separate anga. 

For the benefit of students, the various angas (from 1-syllable 

duration to 16-syllable duration) as used in the Carnatic system, are 

listed below: 

Anga Symbol Duration 

Anudrut 1 

Dmt 0 2 

Drutviram/Drutshekhar '0 3 

Laghu 1 4 

Laghu Viram '1 5 

Laghu Dmt Ol 6 

Laghu Dmt Viram ’Ol 7 
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Gum 8 8 

GuruViram /8 9 

Gum Dmt 08 10 

Gum Dmt Viram /08 11 

Plut 3 12 

Plut Viram /3 13 

Plut Dmt 03 14 

Plut Dmt Viram /03 15 

Kaakpad + 16 

Graha 

The word graha literally means ‘to accept’ or ‘to begin’. Thus, 

the point of taal at which kriya begins is called graha. Sharangdeva, 

in his celebrated treatise, Sangeet Ratnakar, writes: 

Samatito anagatascha grahastale tridha matah 

(Sam, ateet and anagata are the three types of graha.) 

In other words, graha represents the point in the rhythmic cycle 

or taal at which a composition begins. 

Describing the variations of graha, Sharangadeva writes: 

Geetadi samkaalastu sampanih samgraha / 

Sovpanirtitah syadyo geetadau pravartatey // 

Anagatah pranpravritgrahatuparipanikah / 

Laya kramatsmadau syurmadhyadrutah vilambitah // 

Thus, graha is mainly of two types: 

• Sam graha: When kriya or composition begins at Sam or the 

first matra of a taal. 
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• Visham graha: When kriya or composition begins at some point 

other than the first matra of the taal. 

Visham graha can be further subdivided into two: 

• Ateet graha: When kriya or the composition begins after the 

Sam. 

• Anagata graha: When kriya or the composition begins before 

the arrival of Sam. 

Sam, ateet and anagata have been described as Sam-pani riti, 

Ava-pani riti and Upari-pani riti respectively. According to Sangeet 

Ratnakar, Sam graha is included in Madhya laya, Ateet graha is 

included in Drut laya, and Anagata graha is included in Vilambit 

laya. 

Another ancient tradition related to visham graha — that is no 

longer practised today—was that of ending a kriya or composition 

at the same point where it originated. A composition that began and 

ended at Sam was called Samavartana. If it originated and 

terminated at Ateet graha, the composition was called 

Adhikaavartana and in case of Angata graha being the point of 

origin and termination, the composition was called Heenavartana. 

These days, ateet and anagata grahas are used in music only 

to add a dramatic effect. With the exception of bandishes sung or 

played on melodic instruments, most compositions played on 

percussion instruments, as well as those performed in Kathak, usually 

begin and end at Sam. Once in a while, one comes across 

compositions that begin or terminate in visham graha. 

As the line demarcating an artiste’s prowess over taal and his 

making an error (betaal - being out of sync) is fairly thin, scholars 

have laid down a strict rule. Only a composition that ends within a 

range of one matra on either side of the Sam (l/4th !/2 or 3A matra 

before or after the Sam) is considered a composition of 

visham graha. 
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Jaati 

The rhythmic or laya variations of various taals and 

compositions employed in music are commonly known as jaatis. 

According to the Natyashastra and Sangeet Ratnakar, the ancient 

Margi taals were differentiated into two jaatis—tisra and chatushra. 

Taals having 6,12,18 or 24 matras (i.e. divisible by 3) were classified 

as tisra jaati, whereas taals having 8,16 or 32 matras (i.e. divisible 

by 4) were classified as chatushra jaati. The combination of these 

two jaatis gave rise to mishra jaati, which is associated with the 

ancient taal, Shatpitaputraka. The Sangeet Ratnakar s description 

of the five jaatis is too sketchy to allow any deep understanding. 

The Sangeet Darpan too throws some light on the jaatis. 

According to this treatise, tisra jaati corresponds to three matras 

and Kshatriya vama. Chatushra jaati is of four matras and belongs 

to the Brahman vama. Khand jaati is of five matras and belongs to 

the Vaishya vama, whereas mishra jaati has seven matras and 

corresponds to Shudra vama. Sankeema jaati is of nine matras, 

and is described as vama sankar. This apart, there was also a practice 

of adding syllables of two matras to all jaatis. Jaati represents the 

natural gait or dynamism of a taal. 

The five-jaati principle is still practised in the Carnatic system, 

where each of the seven basic Carnatic taals can have five different 

structures based on the five jaatis. Thus, the seven basic taals expand 

into 35 taals on the basis of the five jaatis (7x5 = 35). In the 

Carnatic system, the number of matras in a laghu depends on the 

jaati. Thus, the laghu can have 4,3,5,7 or 9 matras, corresponding 

to chatushra, tisra, khanda, misra and sankeema jaatis respectively. 

While writing the taal, laghu is represented by a vertical line 

(|). The jaati of the taal is represented by writing the matra value of 

laghu. Thus |3 would mean a taal’s tisra jaati variation while |5 

would mean its khanda jaati variation. While reciting the taal, the 

first matra of the laghu division is indicated with the help of a clap, 

while the remaining matras are counted on fingers. 
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Though the use of jaati is not as extensive in the Hindustani 

system, the word is used to refer to the gait or chhand of 

compositions. Bols in multiples of three are classified as tisra jaati. 

For example, taal Dadra: 

Dha dhi na | dha ti na | dha 

x ox 

Bols having a division of two or four syllables in barabar laya 

are classified as chatushra jaati. For example, observe the following 

tukra, set to Teentaal: 

Dhagetette tagetette dhagedige nagatette | kittatagi Snnadhet taginna 

x 2 

dhet,ta | tirakittadhet taginna dha tirakittadhet | taginna dha 

o 3 

tirakittadhet taginna | dha 

x 

Ektaal, too, belongs to the chatushra category: 

Dhin dhin | dhage tirakitta | tu na | kat ta | dhage tirakitta | dhi na 

x o 2 o 3 4 

dhin 

x 

Bols having a gait of 2-3, which add up to five, are categorised 

under khand jaati. As can be seen, the khand jaati is a mix of 

chatushra (represented by 2) and tisra (3). The following composition 

set to Teentaal is an example of khand jaati: 

DhaSkridhaan tirakittatakatirakitta dhagedigina dhagedigina | 

x 

dhinSnagina katettedhaS taSndhaS kaStadhaS | kat,tagina 

2 o 

dhaStaSn dha kat,tagina | dhaStaSn dha kat,tagina dhaStaSn | 

3 
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dha 

x 

Jhaptaal, a popular rhythmic cycle of Hindustani classical music 

system, is also an example of khand jaati: 

Dhi na | dhi dhi na | ti na | dhi dhi na | dhi 

x 2 o 3 x 

Misra jaati, as is evident by its name, is a combination of tisra 

and chatushra. Bols having a gati of 3-4 are categorised as misra 

jaati. The following tukra set to Tivra taal is an example of misra 

jaati: 

Dhaginadhagatette taginatagatette naginanagatette | 

x 

katettedhaSkata katettekatakata | dhetettedhettedhette 

2 3 

dinStadinSdinS | dhaSndhaSdha katettekatakata dhaSndhaSdhaS 

x 

dha dhaSndhaSdhaS | dha dhaSndhaSdhaS | dha 

2 3 x 

Several taals, such as Roopak, Tivra, Jhoomra and Deepchandi, 

are representatives of misra jaati. The theka of Deepchandi is as 

follows: 

Dhadhin S | dha dha tin S | ta tin S | dha dha dhin S | dha 

x 2 o 3 x 

Sankeema jaati refers to phrases in which the influence of all 

the other jaatis is evident, and the syllables add up to nine. 

For example, observe the following phrase: 

Dhinadhaginadhagatette 

Here, dhina and dhagatette represent chatushra jaati, dhagina 

represents tisra jaati; dhinadhagina gives an impression of khand 
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jaati and dhaginadhagatette ofmisrajaati. Of the various taals of 

the Hindustani system, only Dhamar taal can be categorised as 

sankeema jaati: 

Ka dhi tta dhi tta | dha S | ga ti tta | ti tta ta S | ka 

x 2 o 3 x 

In the Hindustani system, jaatis are also used in the context of 

layakari. For example the laya variations of tisra jaati will include 

paun (3 matras in 4), derhgun (one-and-half times of the original 

speed) tigun (three times) and chhay gun (six times). Chatushra 

jaati corresponds to barabar, dugun, chaugun, athgun lay as. 

Khanda corresponds to sawai (5 matras compressed in a span of 

4), misra jaati corresponds to paune do gun (7 matras 

in 4) and sankeema jaati corresponds to saw a do gun (9 matras in 

4). 

Kala 

A definite explanation of the seventh prana of taal —kala— is 

almost impossible today as the ancient texts offer only a vague 

explanation. The word ‘kala’ has been used variously to mean 

various elements. The Sangeet Ratnakar, for example, terms 

nihshabda kriya as kala, whereas Kallinath’s commentary terms 

sashabda kriya as ‘paatah kala’. Kala is also used to refer to gum 

(two matras) and to mean the expansion or vistar of a taal. 

While explaining kala as 4yastatra mandohatha layastun 

pramana kala bhavet,’ Bharata was probably referring to the 

practice of presenting taals in various layas as is done even today. 

Taals like Jhoomra, Teentaal, Ektaal, etc. can be played in several 

layas, ranging from ati dmt (very fast) to ati vilambit (very slow). 

When played in chaugun laya, Ektaal, which is of 12 matras in 

barabar laya, appears to cover only three matras. The same taal, 

when played in ati vilambit laya, covers a span of 96 matras. Even 

till a few decades ago, the khol drummers of Bengal presented 

taals like Dus Koshi in chhoto (small—7 matra), majhari 

(medium—14 matra) and bo do (large—28 matra) formats. 
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In ancient times, margi taals were slowed down on the basis of 

kala. According to Bharata, the yathakshara or ek-kala sampann 

(endowed with a single kala) forms could be reduced to dwikal, 

and chatushkal forms. Similarly, in the context of tisra jaati taal, 

Bharata mentions six kala variations as trikal (3), shatkal (6), 

dwadashkal (12), chaturvikal (14), ashtachatwarikal (48) and 

shannavatikal (56). Together, these six forms and the three basic 

forms (yathakshar, dwikal and chatushkal) form nine variants of 

kala. 

According to Sangeet Ratnakar, the kala variants of 

Chachataput taal of 8 matras can be written as follows: 

Yathakshara: S S I 3 = 8 matras 

Dwikal: SS SS S SSS = 16 matras 

Chatushkal: SSSS SSSS SS SSSSSS = 32 matras 

Dr. Arun Kumar Sen has deduced the dwikal and chatushkal 

structures of the five ancient taals in his research publication, 

Bharatiya Taalon Ka Shastriya Vivechan on the basis of the 

descriptions provided in Sangeet Ratnakar. 

Laya 

The term laya refers to the speed at which a musical time 

cycle (taal) revolves. Laya can be observed in every activity of 

nature that shows periodicity. For example, the sun rises every day 

at a specified time. The human heart beats at a specific rate. But, 

the time span between one sunrise and another is considerably longer 

than one heartbeat and the next. Thus, we can say that there is a 

difference in laya of the two events. The steadiness of laya ensures 

that a particular event reccurs only after the lapse of a specific 

time period. 

The Natyashastra declares laya to be of three types — drut, 

madhya and vilambit — corresponding to fast, medium and slow 

tempos: 
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trayolayastu vigyeya drut madhya vilambitaha 

Their inter-relationship is explained as: 

druto madhyo vilambitashcha shighratamo matah 

dwiguna dwiguno gyeyo tasmanmadhaya vilambito 

[Of the three - drut, madhya and vilambit - drut is the fastest. 

Drut laya is twice the speed of madhya laya, which, in turn, is twice 

that of vilambit laya.] 

Now, we shall briefly discuss the three three layas: 

Vilambit Laya: The word ‘vilambit’ is derived from the root 

‘vilamb,’ which means delay or a long duration. Thus, when the 

time taken to traverse from one matra to the next is long, the laya is 

said to be vilambit. Bada Khayals, Dhrupad, Dhamar, Masitkhani 

gats played on melodic instruments; Tabla solos, such as Jhoomra, 

Tilwada, Ektaal, Chautaal, Dhamar and Jhaptaal are played in this 

laya. When the taal cycle is slowed down further, the resultant laya 

is called ati vilambit laya. 

Madhya Laya: If the tempo is neither too fast nor to slow, it is 

called Madhya laya. Chota Khayals, Sitarkhani gats of melodic 

instruments and relas of Tabla are usually played in this laya. 

Drut Laya: By definition, drut (swift) laya is twice as fast as 

Madhya laya and four times as fast as vilambit laya. The time taken 

to traverse from one matra to the next is considerably short in this 

laya. Tarana of vocal music, jhala of melodic instruments, and tukras, 

parans, gats, fards etc. of Tabla are presented in this laya. 

According to ancient texts on music, vilambit laya expresses 

karun rasa (pathos); madhya laya expresses shant (peace), 

shringar (romance) and hasya (humour) rasas; while drut laya 

expresses rudra (anger), vira (valour), adbhut (surprise), 

bhayanaka (fearsome) and vibhatsa (despicable) rasas. 
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Layakari 

Though there can be numerous types of layas, musicologists 

recognise three main types — drut, madhya and vilambit. As 

discussed earlier, the time taken to traverse from one matra to the 

next remains constant and depends upon the laya. This can be 

understood as synchronicity of two rhythmic patterns, one of which 

is designated as the base or standard pattern. If the superimposed 

rhythmic pattern is not in sync with the base rhythm, then it is called 

layakari. Though there can be numerous layakaris, scholars 

recognise three main types, known as Aadh, Kuaadh and Beaadh. 

Aadh: The word ‘aadh’ means angular. When 1V2 matras are 

accommodated within a span of 1 matra, it is called aadh or aadhi 

laya. For example, if six matras of Dadra taal are accommodated 

in a span of four matras, then it will represent (6/4 = 1V2) aadh or 

aadhi. 

DhaSdhi SnaS dhaSti SnaS 

Ku-aadh: If five matras are fitted into four matras, each matra 

will have 1 % matra (5/4 = 1 %). The resultant layakari is called 

Kuaadh. 

DhiSSSna SSSdhiS SSdhiSS SnaSSS 

Some scholars hold that aadhi of aadhi is kuaadhi. 

Mathematically, this is expressed as 3/2 x 3/2 = 9/4. Though this is 

no longer practised, its knowledge could be useful for students. 

Isss2sss3 sss4sss5s ss6sss7ss s8sss9sss 

Bey-aadh: Like kuaadh, there are two views regarding 

beyaadh. According to the popular view, seven matras compressed 

into the space of four matras constitutes beaadh laya. 

TiSSStiSS SnaSSSdhiS SSnaSSSdhi SSSnaSSS 
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Others consider aadhi of kuaadh as beaadh: 9/4 x 3/2 = 27/8 

(27 beats in eight matras): 

1 sssssss2sssssss3sssssss4ss sssss5sssssss6sssssss7sssss 

ss8sssssss9sssssssl0sssssssl 1 sssssssl2sssssssl3sssssssl4sss 

ssssl5sssssssl6sssssssl7ssssss sl8sssssssl9sssssss20sssssss21s 

ssssss22sssssss23sssssss24ssss sss25sssssss26sssssss27sssssss 

Here are examples of a few other layakaris: 

2 beats in 3 matras Is s2 ss 

4 beats in 3 matras lss2 ss3s s4ss 

3 beats in 4 matras lss s2s ss3 sss 

4 beats in 5 matras lsss s2ss ss3s sss4 ssss 

8 beats in 7 matras lssssss2 ssssss3s sssss4ss 

ssss5sss sss6ssss ss7sssss s8ssssss 

Yati 

The variations in gati or speed in the realm of taal is called 

yati. Ancient and medieval texts like Sangeet Ratnakar list only 

three types of yatis — Sama, Srotogata and Gaupuchcha. 

Later, two more types of yati — mridanga and pipilika — were 

recognised. Some texts also mention visham yati to refer to a 

disorderly gait. 

The yatis were expressed during the rendition ofprabandhas 

(an ancient form of vocal music), which were presented in various 

layas. The order in which these layas were used were governed by 

the rules of yati. We will now discuss the five yatis briefly: 

Sama yati: If the laya of a composition remains the same from 

beginning to end, it is called sama yati. 
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Srotagata or Srotavaha yati: If the composition’s structure 

resembles that of a river—slow at first, followed by medium and 

then fast—it is then termed as an example of srotagata yati. Thus, 

the composition typically follows vilambit, madhya and drut layas, 

in that order. 

Gaupuchcha yati: The composition in this case resembles the 

structure of a cow’s tail — broad at the beginning and gradually 

tapering down. Such compositions typically begin in drut laya and 

then move on to madhya laya and finally to vilambit laya. 

Mridanga (drum) yati: Such a composition can be visualised 

as having the structure of a mridanga (Pakhawaj-like drum): Slower 

at the the two ends and faster at the middle. 

Pipilika (ant) or Damaru (a type of drum) yati: This is just 

the opposite of Mridanga yati. If a composition begins on drut laya, 

then reduces speed at the middle and then again gains speed at its 

end, it is said to be pipilika or damaru yati. 

Prastar 

The word prastar literally means expansion. This is an integral 

feature of Indian classical music. It is customary to expand ragas, 

taals and composition such as peshkars, qaidas, baants and relas in 

accordance with the rules laid down for them. And this, in essence, 

is the basis of all creativity in Indian classical music. 

However, Prastar, as practised today, is a lot different from 

what it used to be in the ancient days. The word ‘prastar’ referred 

to the expansion of a taal on the basis of certain rules. During such 

expansion, the basic characteristics of a taal, such as marga, kala, 

matra, anga etc. underwent substantial changes. Taals were also 

expanded on the basis of kala (dwikal, chatushkal etc.) 

During such prastar, all the kriyas of the taal were presented in 

the form of two kalas (dwimatrik kala) and the taal’s yathakshara 

form changed completely. Sometimes, chatushkal used to be 
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presented in double (dwigun) or quadruple (chaturgun) speeds. 

Carrying out prastar as a mix of both dwikal and chatushkal was 

allowed. 

These practices have been done away with in today’s 

Hindustani classical music. Prastar today merely refers to the 

expansion of the thematic composition like qaida with the help of 

paltas. 

Margi Taal System as Described in Bharata’s 
Natyashastra 

Bharata’s Natyashastra defines taal as “the kaal-vibhag (span 

of time) that consists of kala, paat and laya, or a measure of time.” 

It is distinguished from Taal, which was the act of showing the 

status of the taal using hand gestures in order to support the holy 

recitals (Vedas and Upanishads) in the ancient period. This indication 

of taal was done by a special group of Brahmans who were known 

as TaalPaani. At that time the idiophones were used for 

complementary accompaniment and the membranous percussion 

instruments used to only indicate the laya and the status of the taal. 

Thus, according to Bharata, taal is composed of three elements 

—kala, paat and laya. Kala is a unit of measure, which is today used 

to measure the length of a matra. Kala defines the duration of amatra. 

During Bharata’s time and until much later, kala was used to 

convert taals into their slower (vilambit) structure. The base 

structure was considered as yathakshara or one-kala structure, 

where laghu, guru varanas were used. By changing the kala, one 

obtained the dwikal (two-kala) chatushkal (four-kala) and 

ashtakal (eight-kala) structures of the same taal. This could be 

similar to the dugun, chaugun and athgun conversions of a taal 

prevalent today. Bharata himself indicates this while describing kala 

as, “yastatra mandohatha layastun pramana kala bhavet Even 

today, taals like Teentaal and Ektaal are presented in various tempos, 

ranging from ati dmt to ati vilambit. The duration of a matra changes 
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according to the tempo. Thus, the 12-matra Ektaal appears to be of 

three matras when played at chagun laya. The same taal appears 

to be of 96 matras when played in ati vilambit laya. In the same 

way, Teentaal appears to be of four matras when played in ati drut 

laya whereas in the ati vilambit laya, a single cycle of the same taal 

appears to cover 128 matras. 

Paat is the demonstration of the taal structure with hand 

gestures. There are two variations of paat. These are: sashabda 

(with sound gesture) kriya and nihshabda (without sound gesture) 

kriya. These kriyas are now known as tali and khali. 

Laya, of course, is a fundamental element of not just taal but 

the entire universe of music. It is well known that the reason behind 

creating multiple taals having the same number of matras was that 

each taal is supposed to be played in different layas to accompany 

compositions in those layas. Examples of such taal groups include: 

Tilwara-Teentaal-Jat-Addha Punjabi, Teevra-Roopak-Pashto, 

Sooltaal-Jhaptaal, Jhoomra-Deepchandi-Dhamar-Aada Chautaal, etc. 

Thus, it can be easily understood that taal is a powerful means 

of keeping music disciplined. That is why music that is set to a taal 

is called abhijatya sangeet (civilized music) while those presented 

without taal are called aranya (wild). 

The most widely accepted definition of taal is that it is a measure 

of the time spent in music. Taal is composed of various matras, 

divisions (vibhags) and has a definite tali-khali pattern. It is 

noteworthy that taals are today known by their theka structures, 

which is a hallmark of North Indian classical music. 

Bharata and other ancient musicologists have, while describing 

kala, paat and laya, defined the basic unit of time as kshan .Akshan 

is the time required to pierce a bunch of hundred lotus leaves, with a 

needle. Eight kshans make one lav; eight lavs make one kashtha; 

eight kastha is equal to a nimesh, and eight nimeshs make one kala. 

According to Bharata, the duration (kaal) of a single matra 

(single kala) is called a laghu; the duration of two matras (two kala) 
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is guru; the duration of three matras (three kala) is plut and the 

duration of four matras (four kala) is kaakpad. 

In today’s context, we can describe these as follows: 

1 laghu = 1 matra 

2 laghu = 2 matra = 1 guru 

3 laghu = 3 matra = 1 plut 

4 laghu = 4 matra = 1 kaakpad 

However, it is also noteworthy here that even Bharata was not 

entirely convinced about the applicability of this system of measuring 

time in the context of music. Measures of time like kala, kastha, 

nimesh, etc. were used to measure time in daily life during those 

ancient days. Bharata expressed his dissatisfaction by noting, “ya 

laukiki kala, kastha nimesha-cha smritou buddhayeh na sat 

ala kalajneya hanheha taalja kala. ” 

As discussed in the previous unit, according to Padmabhushan 

Dr. S. N. Ratanjankar, laghu, guru, plut etc. are not independent or 

fixed measures of time like the modem day second, minute or hour; 

they are interdependent. Thus, if the duration of any one of these is 

decided by the musician according to his or her convenience, the 

duration of the other measures are ascertained automatically. If 

we determine the base speed of a taal (barabar laya), we can easily 

double (dugun), treble (tigun) or quadmple (chaugun) it. Similarly, 

we can use the base speed to reduce the speed by half to arrive at 

the vilambit laya or reduce the speed by four times to arrive at the 

ati vilambit laya variation of the taal. 

On the basis of kala, Bharata had created five chief taals, which 

are now known as margi taals. These were: Chachataput, Chaachput, 

Shatpitaputrakor Panchapani, SampakveshtakandUdghatt. These 

taals were divided into two j aatis—chatusra and tisra. 

Chachataput is representative of chatusra jaati and Chaachput 

is representative of tisra jaati. The matra count of each taal was 
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decided on the basis of marga, while their symbolic identity was 

presented with the help of laghu, guru, plut, etc. 

Bharata has described the five ancient taals as follows: 

Chachataput 

SSI 'S 

Gum Gum Laghu Plut 

Sannipat Shamya Taal Shamya 

Chaachput 

S I I S 

Gum Laghu Laghu Gum 

Shamya Taal Taal Shamya 

Shatpitaputrak or Panchpani 

'S I SSI 's 

Plut Laghu Gum Gum Laghu Plut 

Sannipat Taal Shamya Taal Shamya Taal 

Sampakveshtak 

'S S S S 'S 

Plut Gum Gum Gum Plut 

Taal Shamya Taal Shamya Taal 

Udghatt 

s s s 

= 8 matras 

= 6 matras 

= 12 matras 

= 12 matras 

= 6 matras 

Gum Gum Gum 

Nihshabda Shamya Shamya 
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Bharata had arranged for indicating a taal with hand gestures, 

just as the various vibhags of a taal are indicated with the help of 

talis and khalis today. To symbolically represent the gesture, the 

first letter of the kriya’s name is written under the matra symbol. 

Notably, the ancient margi taal, Udghatt, begins with a Nishabda 

kriya (khali), much like the present Roopak taal. Bharata has 

described the fundamental elements of taal, as we have studied 

before. 

A Study of the Taal Chapter of Sangeet Ratnakar 

The fifth chapter of Sangeet Ratnakar, a medieval treatise on 

music written by Acharya Sharangdeva, provides insights into the 

taal systems prevalent in that era. 

Sharangdeva explains the significance of taal in the following 

words: 

Taalastala pratishthayamiti dhatordhanni smritah / 

Geetam, vadyam tatha nrityam yatstaale pratishthitam // 

The word taal, according to this shloka, is derived from the 

root ‘tal,’ which means basis or foundation. Thus, taal is the 

foundation or edifice on which stands all forms of music — vocal, 

instrumental or dance. 

Sharangdeva then goes on to describe the 10 pranas of taal. 

He defines the duration of a matra as the time required to pronounce 

five laghu syllables. He describes chatushra and tisra as the two 

fundamental jaatis, and regards Chaachput and Chachataput taals 

as the representatives of the two jaatis respectively. Thereafter, he 

describes in detail the yathakshar, dwikal and chatushkal structures 

of these taals. 

Deshi Taals 

The most significant aspect of Sangeet Ratnakar as far as 

taal is concerned, is the exposition of what Sharangdeva calls Deshi 
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taals. It is evident that by the time of Sharangdeva, the musical 

tastes of people had changed significantly, necessitating the need 

for new taals. Deshi taals must have evolved to fulfil this need. In 

all, Sharangdeva describes 120 Deshi taals. 

This description includes the identifying characteristics 

(lakshan), symbolic structure and divisions of each taal. The symbols 

used were ‘S’ for guru (two matras) ‘ I ’ for laghu (one matra), ‘o’ 

for drut (half matra), and so on. The taals are as follows: 

1. Aadi taal : - 1 matra 

2. Dwitiyak * - 2 matras 

3. Tritiyak ; - 17 matras 

4. Chaturthak ; - 272 matras 

5. Pancham : - 1 matra 

6. Nis-shankaleel ; - 11 matras 

7. Darpan * - 3 matras 

8. Singhavikram \ \ : — 16 matras 

9. Ratileel \ 
6 matras 

10. Singhaleel * - 272 matras 

11. Kandarp ; - 6 matras 

12. Virvikram ; - 4 matras 

13. Rangatal : - 4 matras 

14. Shreerang ; - 8 matras 

15. Chachhari : - 10 matras 

16. Pratyang : - 10 matras 

17. Yatilagna ; - 172 matras 

18. Gajaleel * _ 472 matras 
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19. Hansaleel 21/2matras 

20. Vamabhinna 4 matras 

21. Vibhinna 6 matras 

22. Rajachudamani 8 matras 

23. Rangadyot 9 matras 

24. Rangapradeepak 10 matras 

25. Rajtaal 11 matras 

26. Vamataal 

a. Trayasravama 5 matras 

b. Misra varana 13 Vi matras 

c. Chatushra vama 6 matras 

27. Singhavikridita 21 matras 

28. Jayataal 9 matras 

29. Vanamali 6 matras 

30. Hansanaada 8 matras 

31. Singhanaada 8 matras 

32. Kutukka 4 matras 

33. Turangaleel 1 matra 

34. Sharabhaleel 6 matras 

35a. Singhanandan 20 matras 

35b. Singhanandan 12 matras 

36. Tribhangi 6 matras 

37. Rangabharan 9 matras 

38. Mantha 6 matras 
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39. Kokilpriya * - 6 matras 

40. Nissarook * - 2!/2matras 

41. Rajvidyadhar * - 4 matras 

42. Jayamangal * - 8 matras 

43. Mallikamod * - 4 matras 

44. Vijayanand ; - 8 matras 

45. Krida taal or Chandanissarook * - 6 matras 

46. Jayashree * - 8 matras 

47. Makaranda ; - 4 matras 

48. Kirtitaal • - 7% matras 

49. Shreekirti ; - 6 matras 

50. Pratitaal ; - 3 matras 

51. Vijay ; - 9 matras 

52. Bindumali * - 6 matras 

53. Sam ; - 22/3 matras 

54. Nandan ; - 5 matras 

55. Manthika ; - 3 !4 matras 

56. Deepak ; - 7 matras 

57. Udikshan ; - 4 matras 

58. Dhenki I - 5 matras 

59. Visham * - 4/4 matras 

60. Vama Manthika * - 5 matras 

61. Abhinand ; - 5 matras 

62. Ananga 1 - 8 matras 
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63. Naandi 

64. Mallataal 

65. Kankaal 

66. Kundak 

67. Ektali 

68. Kumud 

69. Chatushtaal 

70. Dombul 

71. Abhanga 

72. Rayavankol 

73. Vasant 

74. Laghu Shekhar 

75. Pratap Shekhar 

76. Jhampataal 

77. Gajajhampa 

78. Chaturmurkha 

79. Madan 

80. Pratimanthaka 

81. Parvati lochana 

82. Rati 

83. Leela 

84. Karanayati 

85. Lalit 

86. Garugi 

147 

8 matras 

5%matras 

5 matras 

6 matras 

Vi matra 

6 matras 

1V2 matras 

1V2 matras 

4 matras 

6 matras 

9 matras 

1 matra 

2 matras 

2 Vi matras 

5 % matras 

7 matras 

3 matras 

8 matras 

10 matras 

3 matras 

4^2 matras 

2 matras 

4 matras 

2% matras 
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87. Rajnarayan 

88. Lakshmish 

89. Lalitpriya 

90. Shreenandan 

91. Janak 

92. Bardhan 

93. Ragvardhan 

94. Shattaal 

95. Antakrida 

96. Hansataal 

97. Utsav 

98. Vilokit 

99. Gajtaal 

100. Vamayati 

lOl.Singhataal 

102. Karima 

103.Saaras 

104. Chandataal 

105. Chandrakala 

106. Layataal 

107. Skandataal 

108. Addatali 

109. Dhatta 

Playing Tabla 

7 matras 

5 % matras 

7 matras 

7 matras 

12 matras 

5 matras 

4% matras 

3 matras 

1% matras 

2% matras 

4 matras 

6 matras 

4 matras 

3 matras 

454 matras 

2 matras 

454 matras 

3 54 matras 

16 matras 

1854 matras 

10 matras 

254 matras 

6 matras 
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110. Dwandva 

111. Mukunda 

112. Kuvindaka 

113. Kaladhwani 

114. Gauri 

115. Saraswatikanthabharana 

116. Bhagnataal 

117. Rajamriganga 

118. Rajmartanda 

119. Nisshanka 

120. Sharangadeva taal 

12 matras 

5 matras 

7 matras 

8 matras 

5 matras 

7 matras 

5 !4 matras 

4 matras 

3 lA matras 

11 matras 

11 matras 

Taals With Same Number of Matras: Need and 
Importance 

Taals have been created to give music a rhythmic structure. 

Music not bounded by a taal framework has been denounced as 

aranyak (indisciplined, uncivilized) while music that conforms to a 

taal structure has been called abhijatya sangeet (music of the 

civilized). Taal is a fundamental element of music because taal 

provides the foundational framework—the equivalent of a concrete 

frame of pillars and beams—that ensures the stability of a building. 

The role of taal, however, is not limited to this. Taal also provides a 

definite pace to music, which adds further clarity to the expression 

of emotion through music (bhava) and therefore produces greater 

enjoyment (rasa). 

It is pertinent to mention here that just as all forms of vocal 

music and compositions played on melodic instruments (Sitar, Sarod, 

Flute, etc.) as well as compositions of dance are dependent on taal, 

taal too is dependent on the musical composition it is accompanying. 
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In other words, the choice of taal depends upon the form of music 

being accompanied and not merely the number of matras involved. 

Bharata’s Natyashastra mentions five margi taals. This proves 

the antiquity of taals or structured rhythmic cycles in Indian music. 

The fact that these taals are no longer in use today indicates the 

quintessential connection between taals and other forms of music 

or dance: As new musical forms are created, new rhythmic 

structures are simultaneously created to accompany them. Similarly 

when the musical forms fall into disuse, the taals deployed to 

accompany theme too disappear. 

It is interesting to note that of the five margi taals mentioned in 

the Natyashastra, two pairs had equal number of matras but 

different divisions (vibhags). Taals Chaachput (with a division of 2/ 

1/1/2) and Udhghatt (2/2/2) had six matras each. Similarly 

Shatpitaputraka (also referred to as Panchapani and having matra 

divisions of 3/1/2/2/1/3) and Sampakveshtak (3/2/2Z2/3) had 12 

matras each. The fifth taal, Chachataput, had eight matras 

(2/2/1/3). 

Two important questions arise at this juncture: 

1. Why are the margi taals no longer in use today even though 

compositions of six, eight and twelve matras are very much in 

vogue? 

2. Why were margi taals having the same number of matras 

created? 

The answer to both these questions is: accompaniment of 

different forms of music. 

The compositions of six matras that we hear in North Indian 

music today require a division of 3/3, which corresponds to the 

rhythmic structure of Dadra taal. The ancient margi taals Chaachput 

and Udhghatt, however, have different divisions and consequently 
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different rhythmic structures. This structural incongruity makes the 

ancient taals unsuitable for use today. 

It is worthwhile to remember that just as every note has its 

own nature, every raga has a definite form and every composition 

encapsulates a certain emotion, every taal has a specific rhythmic 

structure and gait. These elements combine together to produce a 

certain effect on the listener. That is why it is so important to select 

the right taal for accompaniment. The taal selected must match the 

composition being accompanied in both structure and spirit. Only 

then will consonance happen, leading to communication, communion 

and enjoyment (rasa flow). 

If we agree with this argument, it is not difficult to see why 

there are so many taals having same number of matras and 

sometimes even the same divisional structure. They all have different 

applications. Examples of taals having same number of matras 

include Ektaal-Chautaal-Khemta (12 matras each), Jhaptaal-Sooltaal 

(10 matras each), Roopak-Tivra (7 matras each) and Dhamar-Aada 

Chautaal-Jhoomra-Deepchandi (14 matras each). 

Let us understand this concept in some more detail with the 

help of an example. Suppose, a percussionist is accompanying a 

musician; say a vocalist. The percussionist has to first consider the 

genre of vocal music being sung — whether it is a Dhruvapada, a 

Khayal or a Tappa etc. Then he has to identify the number of matras 

of the composition. If it is a Dhruvapada composition of 12 matras, 

then the taal of choice would be Chautaal. If, on the other hand, it 

is a Khayal composition of 12 matras, the taal has to be Ektaal. 

Laya is yet another dimension that must be considered while 

selecting taals. For example, Teentaal is played with madhya laya 

compositions of 16 matras. But a vilambit Khayal composition of 

16 matras is usually accompanied by Tilwara. Similarly, a fast-paced 

shringar rasa composition in 16 matras would warrant the use of 

Addha-Punjabi. 
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Treatises that document the creation of new taals serve as 

valuable cultural milestones indicating changing musical tastes. 

Emergence of new forms of music necessitates the creation of 

new taals. Sharangdeva mentions in Sangeet Ratnakar that the 

margi taals had fallen in disuse by his time and goes on to discuss a 

new class of taals, which he calls Deshi taals, thus pointing to a 

considerable change in the musical landscape by Sharangdeva’s 

time. 

Necessity is truly the mother of invention. Perhaps this is what 

prompted Kaviguru Rabindranath Tagore to create new taals to 

accompany some of his musical compositions when he found the 

existing taals unsuitable. Some of the new taals created by him 

were: 

• Ardhajhap, having 5 matras and a divisional structure of 2/3 

• Jhampak, having 5 matras and a divisional structure of 3/2 

• Shashthi, having 6 matras and a divisional structure of 2/4 

• Roopakada, having 8 matras and a divisional structure of 3/2/3 

• Navataal, having 9 matras and a divisional structure of 3/2/2/2 

• Ekadashi, having 11 matras and a divisional structure of 3/2/2Z4 

• Navapanchataal, having 18 matras and a divisional structure of 

2mm 

It may not be out of place here to mention that there are many 

existing taals waiting to be discovered, studied, categorised and 

restored to their rightful place in the taal universe. Many of these 

taals find use in accompaniment of regional folk musical traditions 

across India like Maharashtra, Bengal, Assam and Orissa. 

The need for and utility of taals having same number of matras 

cannot be denied—so long as their use is in conformance with the 
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fundamental law of musical consonance. However, we often come 

across instances of blatant disregard to the defining characteristic 

elements of taals such as tali, khali, vibhag, etc. and relying solely 

on the matras. Such abuse creates confusion in the minds of listeners 

who find it difficult to differentiate between one taal and another. 

Those who question the necessity for multiple taals having the 

same number matras are victims of such confusion. Percussionists 

owe it to themselves to prevent such misunderstanding by adhering 

strictly to the prescribed rules of taal use. 

Description of Taal in Medieval Texts 

Sangeet Ratnakar 

The concept of “taal” is unique to India. Perhaps, India is the 

only country where rhythmic variations have 

been crystallized in the form of specific taal structures, which, when 

applied to music, add to the musical enjoyment or ecstasy. 

The fifth chapter of Acharya Sharangdev’s Sangeet Ratnakar 

— the most celebrated medieval text on music — is devoted 

to taal. The first shlok of the chapter sets the context by defining 

taal as: 

Taalstala pratisthayamiti dhatordhanni smritah 

geetam vadyam tatha nrityam yatstaale prathisthitam 

Thus, the word taal is composed of the Sanskrit root “tal,” 

which represents stability; and the suffix niya (Hindi). Taal provides 

stability to all forms of music—vocal music, instrumental music as 

well as dance. Taal can be measured through kriyas (units of time) 

like laghu; and embodies elements like gati (speed or tempo). Notably, 

the Sharangdev’s definition of taal, penned some 800 years ago in 

his immortal classic, is still valid. 

Apart from descriptions of the margi taals of the Bharata era, 

Ratnakar also describes what are known as deshi taals. Ratnakar 
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was composed at a time when medieval India was a target of foreign 

invaders. As a result, India’s pristine musical heritage was 

undergoing tumultuous tranformation. Musicians who survived the 

onslaught fled their homes, taking their musical knowledge with 

them. Under such adverse circumstances, Sharangdev toured the 

length and breadth of the country to meet musicians, discuss and 

debate issues, and collate all that knowledge in his epic treatise, 

capturing a remarkable picture of the musical landscape of his time. 

Sharangdev described 120 taals, which he called deshi taals. 

These taals were used to accompany different kinds of music of 

that time. Possibly, he himself composed a few of those taals. By 

his own admission, it is quite possible that a few more taals were in 

existence apart from the 120 he had listed. Sharangdev used drut, 

laghu, guru, plut and viram to scientifically describe the taals. 

Sharangdev’s drut was of Vi matra duration, laghu was one matra, 

guru was two matras and plut was three matras. According to the 

Ratnakar, taal is a tool to measure time and laghu, guru, plut etc 

are the units of measuring such time, while sashabda and nishabda 

kriya are used to mark the passage of time (think of these as 

milestones). 

The chapter on Prabandh describes the taals used to accompany 

this form of vocal music. However, the description does not throw 

much light on the taals that were actually played. Prabandhs 

comprised udgrah, melaapak, dhruv and aabhog. Taal was an 

essential element of Prabandh. Taal, along with swar, was an 

important part of the two-part taravali Prabandhs. On this basis, 

five jaatis—shruti, neeti, sea, kavita and champu—were created. 

During the medieval ages, Prabandhs were composed on 

various themes, and were set to different taals. For example, 

Sangeet Ratnakar describes eight Prabandhs for shuddha sood. 

Singhbhupal calls these as “margi” soods. These are: Ela, Karan, 

Dhenki, Vartan, Jhambad, Lastuk, Rasak and Ektali. Similarly, the 

Ratnakar lists 24 Prabandhs for Aali jaati and 36 for Viprakima 
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shreni. The Ratnakar lists various taals played with these prabandhs. 

For example, taals like Manth, Dwitiya, Kankal and Pratipal were 

used to accompany the Ela class of Prabandhs, which dwelt upon 

themes (emotions) like good fortune, valour, patience, etc. 

It is, however, clear that different taals were used to 

accompany different forms of Prabandhs. Perhaps this inspired 

later musicologists to create different taals, having the same number 

of matras, to accompany different forms of music. For example, 

today we observe that Jhoomra is used to accompany ati-vilambit 

Khayal; Ada Chautal is used to accompany vilambit and madhya 

laya Khayals; Dhamar is used to accompany Hori (a form of music 

sung in the dhrupad style); and Chanchar-Deepchandi is used to 

accompany light classical forms such as Holi. Many such examples 

can be found in Indian music. 

The two Prabandhs of Aali jati, Gaddya and Kaivad (Kaywal 

or Karpat) were divided into two parts, of which one was 

accompanied by taal and the other was not. Pandit Venkatmukhi, in 

his work Chaturdandi Prakashika, refers to a community that 

presented the aabhog section of Kaivad Prabandh in two parts — 

one without taal accompaniment, like the present-day aalap, and 

the other with taal accompaniment. Some musicologists opine that 

the present Khayal could have evolved from Kaivad. Notably, aalap 

without taal accompaniment is also a feature of Dhrupad singing. 

According to the Ratnakar, musicians presented the vritta 

Prabandh by combining various geets with chhands (meters) and 

created various alankars (lit. ornaments; embellishments) to enliven 

their presentations. Margi as well as deshi taals were used to 

accompany matrik Prabandhs, which were based on the Devnagri 

alphabets — akar, aakar, eekar, ikar, etc. 

Similarly, Raag Kadambak Prabandh had two parts — 

nandhavart and swastik. Four types of taal applications in nandhavart 

are mentioned. According to Kallinath, every cycle was presented 

in a separate raga and taal. The presentation concluded with taal 
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maanyog. The dugun format of nandhavart was called Swastik Raag 

Kadamb, which had eight cycles, each set to a separate raga and 

taal. Such a Swastik was also called Ajapatra. The dugun of Swastik 

was called Ajagarbh, which had 16 cycles, each set to a different 

raga and taal combination. The dugun of Ajagarbh was called 

Bhramar, which had 32 cycles presented in 32 raga-taal combinations. 

The dugun of Bhramar was Aamredit, which had 64 cycles. 

Kallinath writes of Pandit Gopal Nayak, who used to sing a 

prose-like (gadyatmak) composition named Bhramar belonging to 

the Swastik shreni of Raag Kadambak Prabandh, which had 32- 

cycles, each set to a different raga and taal. This composition began 

with Singhnandan taal and Malavshree raga, and had six parts 

including udgrah and dhruv. 

Today, we can only rejoice by imagining the beauty of these 

elaborate and colossal compositions, which were a collage of several 

smaller parts; each of which was set to a different raga and taal. 

Present-day musical compositions like trivat, chaturang, ragamala 

and taalsagar probably draw their inspiration from the Prabandh. 

Ancient Indian music was unified and did not have the present 

day north-south divide. The taals of ancient India, therefore, 

demonstrated subtle laya variations. With the passage of time and 

the evolution of two distinct systems, the situation has changed 

considerably. While the Carnatic (or south Indian) tradition continues 

to emulate the ancient system, the Hindustani (north Indian) system 

has deviated significantly. In the Carnatic system, time is measured 

mathematically in fractions such as V2, %, 1/8,1/16 and 1/32. The 

system has seven fundamental taals, which can be converted into 

35 taals by changing the value of laghu, depending on the jaati. 

Ancient texts on music describe five more types of laghu: divya 

laghu, singha laghu, vam laghu, vadya laghu and kamatak laghu, 

which have time durations of 6,8,10,14 and 18 respectively. By 

combining these, we get another 35 taals. Thus, the total number of 
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taals become 70. Further, by further multiplying these 70 taals to 

the five gatis, we have 70 x 5 = 350 taals. 

The ancient musical texts in Sanskrit pertaining to Carnatic 

music mention 108 shadanga taals (lit. shad = six, anga=parts), the 

above mentioned 350 trayanga taals (with anudrut, drut and laghu 

angas or parts), 16-anga taals like Sharmanandan, Deshadi, 

Madhyadi, Dhruv, Roopak and Chapu, apart from many variations 

of folk dhuns (tunes). The following four variations of Chapu taal, 

obtained through mathematical calculations are remarkable: 

1+2 = 3 (Trayashra Chapu), 2 + 3 = 5 (Khand Chapu), 3+4 = 7 

(Mishra Chapu) and 4 + 5 = 9 (Sankeema Chapu). Notably, 

renowned Carnatic musicologist Pandit Shyama Shastri has, in 

many of his works, reversed the order of Mishra Chapu from 3 + 4 

to 4 + 3. 

A remarkable fact of Carnatic taals is that if seven musicians 

count the matras of one taal each, a composition will conclude in a 

whole number of avartans. Prof. Sambamurthy mentions that the 

composition “Gaan vidha dhurandhar” set to Nat raga has a length 

of420 akshar kaal. Thus, this composition will be completed in 30 

avartans (cycles) of Dhruva taal chatushra jati, 42 cycles of Math 

taal chatushra jati, 60 cycles of Triput taal tisra jati, 30 cycles of 

Ath taal khand jati, and 105 cycles of Ektaal chatushra jati. 

Commenting on complexity of these taals, Prof. Arun Kumar 

Sen writes that simpler forms of Dhrupad music have arisen because 

of the difficulties in applying complex taals in the sapta saalag sood 

varieties. In almost all parts of the world, the rhythmic structures 

used to accompany music and dance usually have the same number 

of matras in each division. Perhaps, India is the only country where 

taals have unequal divisions. Roopak, Jhaptaal, Deepchandi and 

Dhamar are some such popular taals. Thus, we can say that Indian 

taals appeal to both the heart and head. 

Among the five margi taals described in Sangeet Ratnakar, 

Sampakveshtak is the only taal of 12 matras that has the division 3/ 
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2/2/2/3. By Sharangdeva’s time, several taals of 12 matra each had 

become popular, including Darpan, Kudukka, Sam, Madan, Shatataal 

and Rati. However, all of these taals have disappeared today. 

A specialty of Indian classical music is that taals are chosen 

according to the style of music, their gait and division structure. In 

spite of having the same number of matras and the same vibhags, 

taals like Roopak and Tivra, Jhoomra and Deepchandi, Teentaal, 

Tilwada, Addha, Punjabi and Jat have been created because Chautal 

was not fit to accompany Khayal and Ektaal was unfit to accompany 

Dhrupad. Ustad Dulhan Khan writes in his treatise, Sangeet 

Saagar: 

Panch hazzar nau sau kaee taal kahavat naam; inmey say 

solah liye jins ay chalta kaam 

[There are more than five thousand nine hundred taals; of these 

16 are the most important.] 

Jayadev’s Geet Govind has reference to five taals — Roopak, 

Nissar, Yati, Ektali and Athtaal. Prabodhanand Saraswati’s 

commentary on this treatise mentions Matth and Pratimath taals, 

while leaving out Nissar. Swami Prajyanand has defined the taals 

referred to in the Geet Govind. Jyotirishwar Kavi Shekharacharya’s 

Varnaratnakar, which was written in the later half of the 15th 

century, describes the 10 merits of percussionists, 12 time-keeping 

Muraj instruments and taals. Musicologists of that time have given 

instructions on appropriate ragas and taals for their compositions. 

Swami Vivekananda set his compositions Khandana bhava 

bandhana and Ek roop naam to Chautaal, Nahi shurjo nahi 

jyoti to Jhaptaal and Mohe vari banwari saiyan to Keharwa taal. 

Several other compositions of his are set to Tivra, Sooltaal, Chautaal 

and Farodast. Other compositions in praise of the great saint Sri 

Ramakrishna Paramhansa are set to Ektaal, Jhaptaal, Tritaal, Jattaal 

(7 matras) and Ada Khemta. Swami Apoorvananda names Madan 
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Mishra, Bhagawan Sen Daani and Babu Hussain Baksh among 

taal experts and composers of thekas and other bols. 

Rabindranath Tagore not only set his compositions to various 

existing taals, but also created new taals like Shasthi, Roopakada, 

Jhamp, Ekadashi, Navtaal and Navpanch. The importance of taals 

and their thekas in Indian music can be gauged from the fact that 

even saint-poets like Soordas and Tulsidas have set their 

compositions to specific taals. 

As we know, taal is a fundamental element of music. Taal 

is an important tool for measuring musical time and is composed of 

various matras, vibhags, tali-khali, etc. Today, matra is regarded as 

the smallest unit of measuring time. In the past, however, there 

were other units to measure time. The time taken to pierce 100 

lotus leaves was known as kshan. 8 kshans made 1 lav; 8 lavs 

were equal to 1 kashta; 8 kashtas were equal to 1 nimesh; 8 nimeshes 

were equal to 1 kala; 2 kalas were equal to 1 truti or anudrut; 2 

anudruts were equal to 1 drut; 2 druts were equal to 1 laghu; 2 

laghus were equal to 1 guru and 3 laghus were equal to 1 plut. 

However, these measures of time were unacceptable to Bharata 

and several other ancient musicologists. 

According to Pandit Ratanjankar, laghu, guru and plut 

are interdependent and not independent. Deciding the duration of 

any one of these elements — viraam, drut, laghu or guru — on 

the basis of personal convenience will automatically decide the 

duration of the other elements. Andhra Sangeet Shastram describes 

two types of time measurement — sukshma kaal and sthoola kaal. 

The units of sukshma kaal are kshan, lav, kashtha, nimesh, kala and 

the chaturmargas; while those of sthoola kaal are anudrut, drut, 

laghu, guru, plut and kaakpad (which is equivalent to four laghus). 

Sam graha was used to indicate the first matra of a taal while 

ateet-anagat visham grahas were used to impress listeners. 

The Ratnakar clearly mentions that sam grah was used in madhya 

laya, ateet in drut laya and anagat in vilambit laya. Kallinath and 
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Singhbhupal agree with this view in their commentaries on Sangeet 

Ratnakar. 

The medieval texts have described ateet and anagat grahas in 

the context of vocal music. The application of ateet and anagat in 

the context of taal is not clear. In other words, the point of culmination 

of a composition after or before sam to qualify as ateet or anagat 

respectively has not been defined. As a result, there is always a 

danger of an unscrupulous musician defending a miss as visham. 

Today, however, musicians have by consensus decided that to quality 

as visham, a composition must culminate at a point less than one 

matra (before or after) from the sam. 

In the modem times, we define anagat as a composition that 

ends before the arrival of the actual sam. The following example of 

a composition in Jhaptaal is an example. 

Dhetdhettirakittadhet Stirakittadhet | taginnadhetta dhetdhetta, 

x 2 

dhetdhettaka | tittakatagadigan dha,kattitakata | gadigandhadha 

o 3 

kattitakatagadi ganadhadhadha | dhi 

x 

An ateet composition, in contrast, ends after the actual sam. A 

slight modification of the above tukda converts it into an ateet 

composition: 

Dhetdhettirakittadhet tirakittadhetStirakitta | dhettaginna 

x 2 

dhettadhetdhet tadhetdhet | ta,kattittakata gadigandha,kat 

o 

tittakatagadigan dhadhakattitta katagadiganadha | dha dha 
3 x 
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Commenting on this issue, Pandit Ratanjankar has referred to 

the Sangeet Ratnakar and has written that the use of sam, ateet 

and anagat was done in ancient music in the same way as it is done 

now. In the discussion on Ela Prabandh in the Ratnakar, it is 

mentioned that though visham is a deviation from the mle, it is actually 

a skillful act. The ancient musicians commenced and concluded a 

composition at the same graha. However, this is no longer the rule 

for modem Tabla or Pakhawaj players or Kathak dancers. Todas, 

tukdas or parans can begin at any point in the taal cycle. The point 

of commencement is of no relevance today; what really matters is 

the point of culmination. 

According to the Ratnakar, the ancient marga taals had two 

jaatis — tisra and chatushra. Taals with 6,12,24 matras were tisra 

while those with 8, 16, 32 matras were chatushra. Chachataput 

taal was chatushra while the rest were tisra. Notably, Shatpitaputrak 

and Sampakveshtak marga taals are mishra jaati taals. According 

to the Sangeet Shastra, mishra jaati was formed by combining 

chatushra and tisra. Shatpitaputrak is an example of misra as the 

matras can be divided into groups of three or four each. 

Sangeet Darpan is possibly the first treatise to provide a 

detailed discussion on jaatis. It describes tisra as three matras, 

chatushra as four matras, khand as five matras, misra as seven 

matras and sankeema as nine matras. It also states that two matra 

vamas are used with all jaatis. Chatushra has been described as 

Brahman, tisra as khshatriya, khand as vaishya, misra as shudra 

and sankeema as vama sankar. It may be pertinent to note here 

that the Ratnakar, too, has a brief and unclear reference to the 

five jaatis. According to the Ratnakar, sankeema jaati is a result of 

the combination of all the other jaatis. 

The word kala has been used to mean different things in the 

ancient texts. Kallinath uses the term kala for nihshabda kriya and 

paatah kala for sashabda kriya. Kala is also used to mean a division 

of kaal. Some other texts use the term kala for two matra duration 
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or guru. Kala also means expansion of taal structures. The Ratnakar 

uses “kala” to mean an increase in the matra duration. Thus, 

Chachataput taal of 8 matra duration increases to 16 matras in its 

dwikal format and 32 matras in the chatuskal format. 

The discussion on gadya prabandh in Sangeet Ratnakar s 

Prabandh chapter has a reference to six gatis or speeds — drut, 

madhya, dmt-madhya, dmt-vilambit, madhya-vilambit and vilambit 

— in the context of sam, laghu and guru. 

If we consider these six speeds in relation to matras and accept 

these as six laya variations, perhaps we can avoid many of the 

ambiguities regarding laya. 

The rules governing the use of gati in taal shastra are called 

yati. The yati structures were revealed upon rendering the stanzas 

or constituents of prabandh or geet in various speeds or layas. The 

Sangeet Ratnakar and several other ancient treatises mention three 

kinds of yati: sama, srotogata and gaupuchha. Sama yati is 

characterized by a continuous flow of the same laya from the 

beginning till the end. Srotogata or srotovaha begins with vilambit, 

followed by madhya in the middle of the piece and ends in drut. 

Gaupuchha (lit. the cow’s tail) begins with drut, drops to madhya in 

the middle and ends in vilambit. Later texts mention two other kinds 

of yatis: mridanga and damaru or pipilika. Some scholars also 

support an orderless, visham yati. Mridanga’s order has been 

recognized as very short, large and short, whereas damaru or 

pipilika’s order is madhya-vilambit-madhya. The following examples 

illustrate these yatis: 

Sama (in Teentaal) 

Dhagatette tagatette kridhatette dhagatette | gadigana nagatette 

katittata ginataka | tittakata gadigana dha tittakata | gadigana dha 

tittakata gadigana | dha 
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Srotagata or Srotavaha (Teentaal) 

Dha titta titta dhaga | titta ghida Saan kataka | takata kataga digana 

dhaSdin | StaS kaStitta tittakata gadigana | nagatitta dhagatittatitta 

katagadigana dinSSnagina | kattadan katagadiganatitta 

katagadigananaga tittakatagadigana | kridhatittagadigana 

dhaSkatagadigana dhadhadhakridha tittagadiganadha | 

katagadiganadha dhadhakridhatitta gadiganadhaSkata 

gadiganadhadha | dha 

Gaupuchha (Teentaal) 

Dhadhindhindha dhadhindhindha dhatintinta tadhindhindha | 

dhindhindhagetirakitta tunakatta dhagetirakittadhinna dhagenati | 

nakadhena dhadhinadha tinadhadha dhindhindha,dha | 

dhindhindhadha tintintata dhindhindha,dhin dhindhagetirakittatu | 

nakattadhage tirakittadhinadha genatina kadhenadha | 

dhinadhati nadha,dhadhin dhindhadhadhin dhindhadhatin | 

tintatadhin dhindhadhindhin dhagetirakittatuna kattadhagetirakitta | 

dhina,dhage natinaka dhenadhadhi nadhatina | dha 

Mridanga (Teentaal) 

Dha titta dhagina nakdhena | dhadhakradhan dhaSdhatirakittataka 

taSnatettekatagadigana dhiradhirakittatakatatirakittataka | 

ghinaSdhaSad,dhaS dhaginadhagatette ghinadhaSdhaS 

dhindhagina | dintadaSn dhatidhaS Sdhatidha SSdhati | dha 
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Damaru or Pipilika (Teentaal) 

Dhakridhandha dintadhintada Sandhataka dhumakittatakadha | 

kittitakadintakat dindinnagatette dhageStakittadhaS 

kridhandhaSkat | dha ti dha kridhatettegadigana | dhatidhakridha 

tettegadiganadha tidhakridhatette gadiganadhati | dha ti dha 

kridhatettegadigana | dhatidhakridha tettegadiganadha 

tidhakridhatette gadiganadhati | dha ti dha kridhatettegadigana | 

dhatidhakridha tettegadiganadha tidhakridhatette gadiganadhati | 

dha 

We are discussing taal, and the final fundamental element of 

taal (prana) is prastar. Medieval texts offer many techniques of 

prastar (expansion) of taal. During prastar, all taal characteristics 

such as marga, kala, matra, anga and gati underwent a change. 

For example, Chachataput taal, when presented in two avartans 

(cycles) underwent a complete change in kriya characteristics. The 

2|2|1|3 structure of the taal in its original state has kriyas in the 

following order: sannipat, shamya, taal and shamya. However, its 

two-avartan variant is of 16 matras and the order of kriyas change 

to: shamya, taal, shamya, taal, taal, shamya, taal and shamya. 

This apart, dwikal, chatushkal etc. were also methods of prastar, 

governed by specific mles. During such prastar, where all the kriyas 

of the taal were presented in dwimatrik kala (two matra format), 

the yathakshara (original) structure was lost completely. Sangeet 

Damodar, while discussing the rules of prastar, states that it starts 

with plut, followed by guru and laghu, and ends with drut. 

The pratipanna states of guru, laghu and drut have been stated 

as “matranivahanirmitaf that is, matra construction. The ancient 

and medieval texts on music describe many other methods of 

prastar. In these prastars, matras and syllables were expanded 
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through arithmetic means. These were named drut meru, laghu 

meru and guru meru. 

K. Vasudev Shastri writes in Sangeet Shastra that imaginative 

creation of various angas (parts) is marg prastar. During prastar, 

creation of structures is done in an orderly manner. This has two 

benefits: one, it allows complete exploration of all possible structures, 

and two, it helps avoid duplication. Though there are several other 

methods of prastar, these are no longer in use in today’s music. 

In the following pages, we shall briefly study the various 

medieval texts that have references to taal and related concepts. 

Bharatamav 

According to Singhbhupal, a commentator on Sangeet 

Ratnakar, Nandikeshwar has mentioned several other names 

for drut, laghu, guru, plut and kaakpad or hanspad in his 

work, Bharatamav. Some of these synonyms are mentioned below: 

Drut: Ardh matra, vyom, vyanjanam, vindukam, tarakam, 

naynam and vritam. 

Laghu: Matrakam, saralam, hraswam, vyapakam, eesh, daritam 

Guru: Vakra, chandrajanma 

Plut: Samodbhava, diptam, trayangam 

Kaakpad or hanspad: Nishabda, chaturmatra (Bharatamav; 

Shloks 430-433) 

Nandikeshwar describes a total of 112 Margi and Deshi taals. 

According to Dr. Arun Kumar Sen, most elements of the 

ancient taal kriyas have now become redundant. Some others have 

undergone drastic changes. The cataclysmic differences in ancient 

and modem taal concepts offer enough scope for researchers. It 

appears that deshi taals described in the Ratnakar enjoyed the 

status of classical taals till the time of Nayak Gopal and Amir 
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Khusrau, because Kallinath has mentioned the use of deshi taals 

like Singhnandan and Darpan in Nayak Gopal’s music. 

Clarifying the characteristics or structures of taal, Sharangdev 

uses the expression “laghvadimitya kriyayaT Dr. Subhadra 

Chaudhary opines that “laghvadi” refers to laghu and other 

elements that are indicative of kriyas associated with marg taals. 

Of these, the words laghu and guru have been taken from chhand 

shastra (rules governing use of meters) whereas plut has been 

derived from Sam Ved. In chhand, matra has only two names, laghu 

and guru. However plut has been used extensively in Sam Ved 

because of karshan. Since Sam Ved is regarded as the source of 

music, the adoption of plut is not improbable. The ratio of these 

three units are 1,2 and 3 respectively, while their symbols are 

I S 'S. 

In marg taals, however, the values change to 5, 10 and 15. 

Sharangdev has defined five laghu syllables as the duration of a 

matra, and the matra defines laghu, guru, etc. 

According to Sangeet Ratnakar, taals were of two types: 

chatushra and tisra. The corresponding taals were called 

Chachataput and Chaachput respectively. 

According to Dr. Subhadra Chaudhary, the suffix “ashra (or - 

asra)” means “comer.” Thus, chatushra would mean a four- 

cornered and tisra would mean a three-cornered taal. Both these 

taals have four and three gurus respectively, which are 

representative of the “comers.” Four represents sam (symmetry) 

while three represents visham (asymmetry). These two taals are 

regarded as the basis of fundamental characteristic of the other 

taals. 

Sangeet Ratnakar provides names, characteristics, symbols 

and matra counts of 120 taals. As far as we know today, Sharangdev 

was the first to use the term “deshi” taals. The basic difference 
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between marga and deshi taals is that the fundamental unit of the 

two is different. Sashabda and nihshabda kriyas are compulsory 

elements of marg taals, but not of deshi taals. In marg taals, the 

value of laghu is fixed, whereas in deshi taals, it is variable. Notably, 

the number of deshi taals is different in different texts. 

Sangeet Ratnakar describes 120, Sangeet Churamani lists 

96 and Sangeet Raj contains 138 deshi taals. It is therefore difficult 

to pinpoint the exact number of deshi taals. 

Most of the books written after Sangeet Ratnakar seem to 

espouse its views. However, it may be instructive to briefly review 

the key highlights of some of those. 

Sangeet Churamani 

This work describes the four characteristics of taals. All the 

taals mentioned in this treatise can also be found in Sangeet 

Ratnakar. Some of the taals have the same names, but are slightly 

different in structure. The book mentions 101 taals but describes 

only 96. The book also ascribes deities to taal characteristics. For 

example, the deity for drut is Shambhu, that for laghu is Gauri; the 

deities for gum are both Shiv and Gauri, while those for plut are 

Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh. 

Sangeet Makarand 

Narad’s work defines and describes 103 taals. However, the 

taals are not distinguished as margi and deshi taals. Narad mentions 

the 10 pranas of taal. Trayasra kalas are 6,12,24,48 and 96 while 

chatushra kalas are 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128. Sangeet Makarand 

also describes three types of layas. The book classifies musical 

instmments on the basis of source of sound production as nakhaj, 

vayuj, charmaj, lohaj and shariraj. Of these, lohaj and charmaj 

instmments were used to keep time. This treatise lays a lot of 

emphasis on taal and laya. Narad writes that margi taals were first 

uttered by Sadashiv (Lord Shiv) and ascribes colour, state and yati 
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for each. Narad states that the five margi taals can liberate humans 

from five unpardonable sins, while deshi taals are capable of 

bestowing blessings of many kinds. 

Sangeetopanishat Saroddhar 

The author of this treatise was the Jain saint, Sudha Kalash 

Vachanacharya. The book describes music not set to taal as 

“meaningless” and discusses many elements of taal such as drut, 

laghu, guru, plut, kala, prastar, viram, kaalmaan and matra. The taal 

chapter discusses 74 characteristics of taals in taal groups ranging 

from 1 matra to 10 matras. Apart from Pumachandra taal of 30 

matras and Prithvikundali taal of 60 matras, all the other taals 

described in this text can be found in Sangeet Ratnakar. However, 

the taal characteristics vary slightly. The book instructs that small 

taals of one matra be quadrupled (converted to chaugun) for the 

purpose of identifying their characteristics. 

The one matra taal group includes taals with durations of up to 

1 % matras. This is possibly the first treatise to not only describe the 

taal characteristics but also codify the taal pataksharas (theka). 

For example, Aadi taal of four matras is described thus: 

Ta Dhid Thau Dre 

Shrirang taal of eight matras, which is symbolically represented as 

11S TS (laghu, laghu, guru, laghu and plut) has the following theka: 

DhigiStaki thungSdigi thagutakvita tatata takkutidhiti tayn 

Sangeet Mandan 

Mandan, another Jain musicologist, described marg and deshi 

taals in detail. Swar karan, Pat karan, Bandh karan, Chitra karan, 

Tenn karan, Vartani, Vivartani, Ela lakshanam, Jombad lakshanam, 
f 

Sudha sood, Dhruva lakshanam, Manth, Pratimanth, Nissarook and 

Ektali taals have been described. 
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Ras Kaumudi 

This important medieval treatise on music discusses the 10 

pranas of taal. The text describes the various constituents of kaal 

from kshan to plut; dhruv and the other four margs; sashabda and 

nihshabda kriyas; angas like drut, guru, etc; grahas like ateet and 

anagat; jaatis like chatushra and traysra (tisra); yatis like srotogata; 

and prastar. The discourse on kala and laya are missing from the 

existing version of the text. 

Sangeet Damodar 

Shubhankar is said to have written this treatise around the 15th 

century. Shubankar, too, uses drut, laghu, guru and plut as the basis 

for classifying taals. The text mentions 101 taals, but describes 

only 60. 

Explaining the method of prastar, Shubhankar writes that the 

process begins with the longest matra, plut, and ends with the shortest 

matra, dmt. The book briefly describes taal aaghat, but fails to clarity 

its practical application. 

Anand Sanjivani 

This book uses drut instead of laghu as the unit for measuring 

guru and plut. According to this book, four druts are equal to one 

guru and six druts make one plut (chaturdruto gurgyeah 

shaddrutah plut ucchayate). Drut has been described as half a 

kala. Thus, it is clear that the author regarded kala as one laghu. 

Hence, 2 druts = 1 kala = 1 laghu. 

Anoop Sangeet Ratnakar, A noop Sangeet Vilas and Anoop 

Sangeetankush 

Much of the descriptions on taal in these three books authored 

by Bhavbhatt have been taken from Sangeet Ratnakar. This text 

espouses the Anjaneya view to describe taals in terms of laghu, 

guru and is equal to the measures provided in Sangeet Samaysar 
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in terms of kshan, kastha and lav. Thus, it appears that the concept 

of 10 pranas of taal has been in vogue for a long time. 

Aparajit Prichha 

This book primarily deals with architecture, but describes the 

importance of taal. It states that an instrument converts itself in 

taal in the same way as a passenger in a chariot. There can be no 

instrument without taal. An instrument without taal is like a visually 

challenged person, a hand sans strength, a state without its prime 

minister and a building enveloped in darkness. The book goes on to 

describe five margi taals and their characteristics. 

Chaturdandi Prakashika 

The taal-related musical landscape underwent a tectonic change 

around the first half of the 17th century, resulting in the birth of the 

South Indian or Carnatic taal system. We find the first references 

to the new system in treatises like Chaturdandi Prakashika, 

written by Venkatmukhi, and Sangeet Parijat. Chaturdandi 

Prakashika describes eight alankars or groups of notes representing 

taal structures. These clusters of notes represent the eight taals — 

Jhompat, Dhruv, Matthya or Manth, Roopak, Jhampa, Triput, Athya 

or Addya and Ektaal or Ektaali. 

Of these, the names Dhruv, Manth, Athya and Ektaal have 

been taken from saalag soods. With the exception of Jompat, all 

other taals are still in use in the present-day Carnatic music system. 

In fact, these are the only taals in vogue in the Carnatic system 

today. The rest have fallen into disuse with the passage of time. 

The current structures of these seven taals are very similar to those 

mentioned in Chaturdandi Prakashika. The book also describes 

the different taals that help in creating different rasas. 

Taal Chandrika 

Virupaksh’s Taal Chandrika too describes Dhruv and the other 

seven taals, the five jaatis of taals, and the characteristics of taals 
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depending on their jaati. It also mentions which taal is played in 

which jaati. Referring to the characteristics of taals, this book 

mentions that every taal can have five jaatis. The duration of drut 

and anudrut has been described as two and one akshar (alphabet) 

respectively. However, the duration of laghu, and therefore guru 

and plut, varies according to the jaati. Following are the 

representations of taal Dhruv in five jaatis. The basic character of 

this taal is laghu, guru, drut. 

Dhruv chatusra: 4+8+2 =14 

Dhruv tisra: 6+12+2 = 20 

Dhruv mishra: 7+14+2 = 23 

Dhruv khand: 5+10+2 = 17 

Dhruv sankeema: 9+18+2 = 29 

As shown in the above example, the duration of laghu, and 

therefore guru, varies with jaati; but the duration of drut remains 

unchanged. On careful analysis of the taal structures described in 

Taal Chandrika, we can conclude that it represents an evolutionary 

period between the time of Chaturdandi Prakashiha and the 

present day. 

While the Chaturdandi Prakashiha mentions the variability 

of drut, anudrut and other units, it has no reference to the five jaatis 

or their forms. Taal Chandrika mentions that the value of guru is 

dependent on that of laghu, which changes according to the jaati. 

Thus, the duration of laghu and guru vary according to the jaati. 

On the other hand, the present-day practice is to change the 

value of laghu depending on the jaati, while the other units remain 

unchanged. 

Sangeet Narayan 

The description of sashabda and other kriyas in this text is 

different from the ancient view. The book describes the relation 
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between laghu, guru and plut. Laghu is demonstrated by one 

sashabda kriya, while guru is represented by one sashabda and one 

nihshabda kriya. One sashabda kriya and two nihshabda kriyas 

constitute one plut. Thus, we conclude that nihshabda kriya was 

thought to be an extension of sashabda kriya and did not have an 

independent existence. 

The treatise contains descriptions of nine taals used with saalag 

soods, namely Aadi, Yati, Nissaru, Addya, Triput, Roopak, Jhamp, 

Math and Ektaali. The names of taals used to accompany the music 

of Odisha today are the same as given in this book. 

The concept of graha, too, varies from the popularly held 

view. According to the Sangeet Narayan, ateet means that the 

geet (melodic music) begins first, followed by the sam of taal. 

Similarly, anagat refers to the arrival of sam followed by the 

commencement of geet. 

The treatise states that there are two types of “maan” — 

concluding on second matra of Dhruv results in vardhmaan, whereas 

concluding on the last matra results in hiyamaan. Hiyamaan is also 

known as taankmaan in Odiya. However, the meaning of Dhruv is 

unclear. 

According to Dr. Subhadra Chaudhary, if we consider Dhruv 

as the first part of the geet (dhruva dhatu ) then the allusion could 

be to the second matra and the ultimate matra of that particular 

section. In that case, we have to consider the first matra of the 

geet as sam. Doing so makes vardhamaan and hiyamaan come 

close to our current perception of the two variants of sam — ateet 

and anagat. Thus, vardhamaan refers to the depiction of sam 

somewhere between the first (actual sam) and second matras, while 

hiyamaan refers to the depiction of sam between the last and first 
matras. 

Sangeet Parijat 

This treatise throws light on some new facts, not mentioned in 

any of its contemporaries. The concept of kaal has been dealt with 
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in great detail. Like in the ancient texts, this treatise mentions that 

the time taken to pierce a hundred lotus leaves is one kshan. 

Thereafter, it states: 

8 kshans = 1 lav; 8 lavs = 1 kastha; 8 kasthas = 1 nimesh; 

8 nimeshs = 1 kala; 2 kalas = 1 truti; 2 trutis = 1 anu; 

2 anu = 1 drat; 2 drat = 1 laghu; 2 laghus = 1 guru; 

3 laghus = 1 plut; 10 pluts = 1 pal; 60 pals = 1 ghatika; 

60 ghatikas = 1 day; 30 days = 1 month; 

12 months = 1 year (also called sharat)\ 

[number obliterated; perhaps 12 years] = 1 yug; 

1000 yugs = 1 day of Brahma (one of the trinity of the Hindu 

pantheon; the creator 

[number obliterated] = 1 vatsar; 100 vatsar= 1 Brahma kalpa. 

The descriptions provided in the texts dating before Sangeet 

Parijat did not allow an understanding of the exact measure of 

kaal. Sangeet Parijat addressed this lacuna to an extent. 

According to this book, a laghu is equal to 1/108000th part of a 

day. Our current understanding of time is that a day has 86400 

seconds (24 hours x 60 minutes x 60 seconds). If we divide the 

value of a laghu with the total number of seconds in a day 

(108000/86400), we get 1.25. 

Thus, we can conclude that 1 !4 laghu of deshi taals is equal to 

one second: 

1 lA laghu = 1 second 

Further, five laghus = four second; 1 laghu = 5 short vowel 

sounds (hraswa akshar); and 5 laghus = 25 short vowel sounds. 

Thus, five laghus or 25 short vowel sounds should take about 

four seconds. Conducting kriyas according to the above mentioned 

measures, one can easily comprehend the duration of pronouncing 

the short vowels or the measure for laghus; which confirms their 
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independent existence. The time taken for pronouncing a short vowel 

is considered the same as time taken to blink once. We can thus 

conclude that since the laghu of deshi taals had a fixed duration, 

laya was highly standardized. 

Treatises like Natyashastra and Sangeet Ratnakar hold that 

the kriyas shamya and taal refer to the falling gesture of right and 

left hands (paat) respectively. Sangeet Parijat, however, describes 

striking the right palm with the left one as shamya or shampa and 

striking the left palm with the right palm as taal. 

Sangeet Parijat is perhaps the first treatise to establish a link 

between laghu and jaati by stating that the duration of laghu changes 

with a change in jaati. This text also describes the application of the 

seventh prana of taal, kala, and its variants like dhruva and sarpini 

in the four types of musical instruments. Other works describe only 

the hand gestures for kala. 

This treatise documents about 165 deshi taals and provides 

descriptions of 158, though the descriptions of some are not 

complete. The names of many of these taals are similar to those 

mentioned in Sangeet Darpan. Sangeet Parijat also has thekas 

of 15 taals. Following is the theka of Brahma taal (28 matras) as 

described in the book: 

| O | O O | O O O | 

Takadhim kita dhimitho taga taga dhimitaga naga dhadhi gana taktho 

tathariki dhimi tathariki thari thari dhimithari kuku dhadhi gana taktho 

kundariki kuku kundariki da da dhimiSS dhimi dhadhi gana taktho 

jhejhaka kida saganga taga dhimi tagataga naga dadhi gana taktho 

Here, laghu is of four matras and drut is of two matras. 
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Sangeet Saar 

The monarch of Jaipur, Raja Sawai Pratap Singh Dev, wrote 

this book, which was published in 1912 by the Poona Gayan Samaj. 

The seventh chapter is devoted to taal. It describes Lord Shankar 

and Goddess Parvati as the source of taal. The author likens taal to 

“maya” or illusion. Just as maya is of many kinds, taal, too, has 

many variants. The book describes the seven constituents of taal 

— anudmt, dmt, dmt viram, laghu, laghu viram, gum and plut. Seven 

gods, Chandra, Shiv, Kartik, Devi, Gum, Shiv-Gauri, Brahma-Vishnu- 

Mahesh (together) have been described in relation to saptotpatti 

and the five elements — air, fire, water, earth and ether have 

also been mentioned. The cries of seven birds too have been 

described. 

Conclusion 

Music has always been associated with the lives of people. If 

literature is a mirror that reflects the state of a society, music is the 

society’s pulse, which tells us much about its vitality. As people’s 

lives and tastes change, music too undergoes a metamorphosis. 

The evolution of music, therefore, is a natural phenomenon. 

The study of medieval texts on music leads us to the conclusion 

that since margi taals offered little scope for modification, most 

medieval authors based their works on Sangeet Ratnakar. 

However, subtle changes did creep in over a period of time. 

This is reflected in a few facts being presented differently or in 

marked differences in forms or structures of a few others. 

For example, dmt was initially the smallest unit of deshi taals. 

Later, laghu was stretched to 256 units. According to Sangeet 

Darpan, dakshin marg is of 8 matras, vartik marg 4 matras, chitra 

marg 2 matras, chitratar marg 1 matra, chitratam V matra or dmt, 

ati chitratam % matra or anudmt, chaturbhag 1/8 matra or kalika 

vritti, tmti l/16matra, anutmti 1/32 matra, gharshan 1/64 matra, 

anugharshan 1/128 matra and swar 1/156 matra. 
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However, art is not mathematics. Therefore, while it is possible 

to theoretically create finer subdivisions of time, it is impossible to 

demonstrate these practically. The hand gestures of the five main 

units for measuring time — anu, drut, laghu, guru and plut — have 

been described as follows in Sangeet Darpan: 

Anu: Extremely subtle strike 

Drut: Subtle strike 

Laghu: Full strike 

Gum: Upward retraction of the hand after a strike 

Plut: Circular movement of the hand after a strike 

Further, to provide a visual cue to represent the duration of 

each of these strikes, the treatise postulates that the distance of 

palms during the strike should be IV2, 3, 6, 12 and 18 fingers 

respectively. This is a remarkably innovative method to express 

subtle time measures. 

During the period of Sangeet Ratnakar and Sangeet Raj, 

jaati was related to taal. Chatushra and tisra were indicators of 

taafs sam or visham; four and three lcala numbers or the number of 

kalas in each division. Mishra was a mixture of chatushra and tisra, 

while khand was derived from the division of tisra. But kala was in 

gum form, and its fixed, immutable measure was 10 short alphabet 

duration. Later, the concept of jaati underwent a sea change. We 

find a reference to this change in Ras Manjari and Sangeet 

Darpan. These texts define chatushra, tisra, khand, misra and 

sankeema jaatis as the presentation of four, three, five, seven and 

nine alphabets (vam) in the span of a matra respectively. 

Earlier, we had only three yatis — sama, srotogata and 

gaupuchha. Later, mridanga and pipilika were also added, thus taking 

the number of yatis to five. 
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Still later, the differences between margi and deshi taals 

gradually disappeared. Though Sangeet Darpan retains the margi- 

deshi classification, later works such as Sangeet Samaysar, 

Sangeet Saroddhar, Sangeet Damodar, Rasmanjari and several 

others do not make a distinction between the two, and describe all 

taals together. The number of taals, too, has been provided in 

aggregate. Presumably, the kriyas associated with margi taals must 

have ceased to exist and these taals were also treated as deshi 

taals. However, most of the later texts deal with the margi taals 

first, indicating that these taals possibly occupied a position of 

prominence. 

By the 13 th century, India became a target of Mughal invasions. 

The eventual establishment of the Mughal empire brought the two 

cultures — the existing Indian culture and the culture of the new 

rulers—closer in northern India, while the south remained culturally 

insulated to a large extent. As a result, the music of northern India 

began to transform slowly. The impact of this transformation became 

evident by the 15th century. 

The musical genres, ragas and taals that we hear in northern 

India today largely emerged during this phase of the medieval era, 

though the process of their genesis may have begun much earlier. 

Several compositions of Amir Khusrau are rendered in the form of 

Khayal. In the 15 th century, Dhrupad singing came of age under 

Raja Mansingh Tomar’s aegis. Around the same time, Sultan Hussain 

Sharki promoted Khayal while Shori Miyan did the same for Tappa. 

The word “promoted” has been used purposely, as the roots of 

these genres had been in existence long before these became 

popular. 

Dhrupad is an evolved form of Prabandh, while Dhamar 

evolved from Dhrupad; because the tradition of competing with the 

Pakhawaj (ladant) did not exist earlier. Khayal emerged from the 

quest to wrestle freedom from the strict rules of Dhrupad, just as 
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the peshkar sought to free itself from the strict rules of the qaida. 

As newer forms of music emerged, new taals were created or the 

existing taals were altered to suit the requirements. It may not be 

inappropriate to state that the musical legacy that emerged in the 

15th century is still continuing in the 21 st century, albeit with some 

modifications. The form may have been transformed, but the spirit 

remains the same. 
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Musical Instruments: Past And Present 

Musical instruments have been in existence from ancient 

times. Going by the references to music and musical instruments in 

important works of ancient Indian literature, it is quite evident that 

India had a rich musical heritage and music occupied a prominent 

place in the society. 

The Atharva Veda describes a percussion instrument called 

Dundubhi in vivid detail, explaining its construction and the technique 

of playing it. Valmiki’s Ramayana, too, has several references to 

music. Other texts mention Goddess Saraswati explaining the types 

of instruments and taal kriyas such as Aavap, Nishkam, Vikshep, 

and Praveshak. The Chhandogya Upanishad has references to 

geet (vocal music), vadya (instruments) and nritya (dance). 

The evolution of Indian music continued during the Maurya 

era. During Rishi Vatsyayana’s time, women had the liberty to leam 

and practise music. Of the 64 kalas or arts, Vatsayana accords the 

second rank to the ability to play musical instruments. 

The Vaipulya Sutra mentions that King Shuddhodhana had 

engaged orchestras having thousands of instruments to 

entertain Kumar Siddhartha, who went on to be known as Gautam 

Buddha. 

By the time of Kalidasa, Gandharva or Margi Sangeet had 

almost disappeared and was replaced by Deshi Sangeet. The use 

of jati ragas and gram ragas were restricted to Vedic rituals only. 
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However, drums such as mridanga and muraj were in use for the 

purpose of rhythmic accompaniment, and dancing based on taal 

and laya had evolved to a large extent. References indicate that 

many women of this era were capable mridanga players. In his 

play Mricchakatika, Shudrak uses the wordpanava for mridanga. 

The advent of Deshi music is regarded to have happened at around 

this time. The use of instruments for accompaniment continued 

throughout. 

Types of Musical Instruments 

Sharangadeva, the renowned 13th century musicologist, was 

the first to categorise musical instruments in his celebrated treatise, 

Sangeet Ratnakar. He wrote: 

Vadyatantri tatam vadyam sushiram matam 

charmavanadhyavadanamavanadhyam tu vadyate I 

Ghano murtih saabhidhatdwaidhate yantra vadhwanam II 

According to this shloka, musical instruments can be divided 

into four categories — Tat, Sushir, Avandhya and Ghan. Some 

scholars also include Vitat as a sub-category of Tat. Let us now 

briefly discuss the four types of musical instruments: 

Tat vadya or stringed instruments: The instruments included 

in this category are primarily melodic. All stringed instruments come 

under this category. As mentioned earlier, some scholars describe 

Vitat as a sub-category of Tat instruments. The identifying 

characteristic of Tat instruments is that sound is produced by 

plucking the strings. Thus, instruments like Tanpura, Sitar, Veena 

and Sarod are examples of Tat instruments. 

On the other hand, Vitat instruments are played with the help 

of a bow. Instruments like Violin, Esraj and Sarangi are examples 

of Vitat instruments. 
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Sushir vadya or wind instruments: These are also melodic 

instruments that require blowing to produce musical notes. Though 

the techniques of blowing may vary, all instruments that produce 

sounds through vibration caused by blowing are included in this 

category. Thus, Flute, Shehnai, Harmonium, Accordion and Organ 

are all included in this category. 

Ghan vadya or non-membranous instruments: 

This group consists of melodic instruments that are played with the 

help of sticks and percussion instruments that are played by striking 

against each other. Examples of Ghan vadya would include Jal 

Tarang, Kashtya Tarang, Nal Tarang and Cymbals. 

Avanadhya vadya or membranous percussion drums: The 

instruments included in this category are primarily used to provide 

rhythmic accompaniment. Their purpose is twofold: Firstly to 

measure the time cycle (taal) and secondly to show the tempo 

(laya). Most instruments of this group are made of a hollow wood 

or metal, and have one or more openings covered with a piece of 

processed animal hide, forming a drumhead. Beating the drumhead, 

either with the help of a stick or with hands, produces various sounds. 

Tabla, Pakhawaj, Dholak, Nagara, Naal, etc are examples of Indian 

drums. 

Drums of Northern India 

Pakhawaj 

The Pakhawaj is one of the oldest Indian membranous 

percussion instruments. It was earlier known as ‘mridanga’. Several 

ancient texts and Puranas have references to this instrument. The 

body of the Pakhawaj is made of a hollow, cylindrical piece 

of wood. The two openings are covered with specially processed 

hide. The two membranes are laced together with the help of 

cords fashioned out of animal skin. Like the Tabla, the skin that 

covers the smaller opening of the Pakhawaj has a special paste 
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called syahi right at the centre. Dough made by mixing flour and 

water is applied on the larger drumhead. 

The Pakhawaj used to be the chief membranous percussion 

instrument on the Indian concert stage once upon a time. Today, it 

is used chiefly to accompany various types of Veenas , several 

forms of vocal music such as Dhruvapad (Dhrupad)and Dhamar 

and dance forms such as Kathak etc. 

Dhol 

The Dhol is a popular folk instrument that has been in vogue 

for a long time. There are several types of Dhols. The 

larger ones are strapped across the shoulders and are beaten with 

sticks. Dhols are usually played on religious occasions and festivals. 

Smaller Dhols are called Dholak or Dholki. These 

hand-beaten drums are the chief membranous percussion 

instruments used to accompany the folk musical forms of northern 

India and film music. 

Naggada or Nakkara 

These instruments can be seen in many temples across the 

country even today. Naggadas were used to draw attention, or to 

announce a joyous event in the past. The body is usually made of 

clay or wood, and is shaped like a beetle nut. The opening at the top 

is covered with a hide and is beaten with sticks. Since it is inconvenient 

to carry these large instruments from one place to another, their 

smaller prototypes, called Naggadiyas, are used these days. 

The Dukkad is also a type of Naggada. Like the Tabla, it is a 

set of two drums. It is often used to accompany Shehnai recitals 

and folk music, and is also visible in percussion instrument ensembles 

that have become popular these days. 

Naal 

The Naal is a modem percussion instrument that resembles 

the Dholak. This hand-beaten drum is an innovation that is being 
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extensively used in folk and film music these days. This instrument 

can be tuned to very high pitches and lends itself well to fast, folk 

rhythms. 

These apart, several other instruments such as Ghada, Chang, 

Khanjari and Daphli are in vogue in many parts of northern India. 

However, these instruments are restricted to regional music only 

and have little value as far as classical music is concerned. 

Tabla and its components 

The Tabla is essentially a pair of drums. One is a cylindrical, 

wooden, high-pitch drum having a comparatively smaller drumhead 

than its counterpart. It is called Dahina (or Tabla) because a right- 

handed Tabla player usually places it on the right. The other, called 

the Bayan (or Dagga, Duggi), is larger, pot-like and has a bigger 

drumhead. In Punjab, the Bayan was earlier known as Dhama. 

These days, it is usually made of metal. Bayans may also be made 

of wood or baked clay like a pot. 

The dissimilarities in shape and function apart, the two drums 

are structurally almost identical and their parts have identical names. 

Let us study the various parts briefly: 

The body: The Tabla (high-pitched drum) is usually carved out of 

a single wooden block obtained from mature, dried trunks of Mango, 

Khair, Teak, Sandal, Babool, Neem or Jackfruit trees. The height 

of a Tabla is around one foot. The diameter at a height of about 1 !4 

- 2 inches from the base is nearly 8 Vi inches. Below this point, the 

shape tapers sharply, and above it, the tapering is very gentle. The 

base ends in a short circular stalk, usually having a diameter of 

about 1V2 - 2 inches and a height of 1 centimetre around which the 

Indree (explained later) is wound. The diameter at the top 

(drumhead) usually varies from 5 to 7 inches. A hollow, several 

inches deep, is carved from the top, leaving a centimetre-wide 

periphery at the top. 
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The vessel-like body of the low-pitched drum Bayan (Dagga) 

is called Koodi. It is usually made of brass, copper, iron or, sometimes, 

of aluminium. Earlier, it used to be made of clay or wood. Chrome, 

copper or brass electroplating is done to give the Bayan a beautiful, 

shiny look. Clay bayans are popular in eastern India even today. 

Poodi: The goat-skin membrane that covers the mouth of the Tabla 

is called poodi. A poodi is actually a set of three circular membranes, 

slightly larger than the drumhead, and placed one on top of the 

other. The lowest one is usually a rough hide used to cover the 

periphery of the Tabla. Almost all of it is cut out, leaving only about 

an inch of the outer edge. Being the lowest layer, it remains invisible. 

Its function is merely to protect the upper layers from damage from 

the rough wooden (or metallic) surface. The middle layer, which is 

processed to form a fine surface, stretches over the entire surface 

of the drum and may be regarded as the main drumhead. The 

topmost layer forms the kinar. 

Kinar or Chaanti: The topmost layer of a poodi is cut out leaving 

a circular strip of about 1 inch. When stretched across the Tabla 

and tightened by a lace (baddhi), about half-an-inch strip covering 

the top edge (lit. kinar = edge) forms part of the drumhead. This is 

called as Kinar or Chaanti. In case of the bayan, the dimensions 

are proportionately larger. 

Syahi: The black, circular portion in the middle of a Tabla is called 

syahi. The syahi is responsible for the characteristic sustained 

resonance of the Tabla. It is pasted right at the centre of the Tabla’s 

drumhead. In case of the bayan, it is placed on one side, off the 

centre. The syahi is usually prepared by making a homogeneous 

paste of fine iron fillings mashed with steamed rice. A coat of the 

paste is applied on the surface of the membrane and is dried and 

hardened by rubbing it with a glass paperweight. The process is 

repeated by putting another concentric layer, this time a few 

millimetres smaller. Progressively smaller coats are applied one after 

another until the right tonal effect is achieved. 
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Though the process is tedious and time-consuming, it is perhaps 

the most important step in making a drumhead. Syllables like te, tte, 

tun, etc. are played by striking on the syahi. 

Zameen, Lav or Maidan: The portion of the drumhead between 

the kinar and the syahi is variously called zameen, lav or maidan. 

This part is extensively used by the Tabla players of Lucknow and 

Farrukkhabad gharanas to play dha, ta or na. 

Gajra and Ghar: A circular coil measuring a few millimetres more 

than the outer circumference of the drumhead is woven around the 

poodi. This ring, made up of narrow, dried stripes of animal hide, is 

called the gajra. It is used to stretch and fasten the poodi over the 

mouth of the drum with the help of a strong lace made of animal 

skin, called baddhi. The gajra has 16 slits to let the baddhi mn through 

it. These slits are equidistant from each other so that the poodi is 

equally stretched on all sides. These openings are known as ghar 

(lit. ghar = home). The gajra is struck with a small hammer while 

fine-tuning the Tabla. 

Baddhi: The poodi is firmly fastened on the mouth of the Tabla 

with a long, narrow cord of dried animal hide. This cord is called 

baddhi . These days, special nylon cords are also becoming popular. 

One end of the baddhi is tied to a small ring (indree) placed around 

the stalk at the base of the Tabla, and is woven through a slit in the 

gajra and then wound around the indree. Thus, the cord is used to 

‘sew’ the poodi and provide the tension required to produce the 

desired tonal frequency. 

Gattey: Gattey (singular = gatta) are solid cylindrical pieces of 

wood having a diameter of 3/4th of an inch to 1 inch and length of 

about 2 inches. Each Tabla has 8 of these, which are used to tune 

the Tabla to a particular note. 

Indree: At the base of the Tabla is a small ring made up of a short 

piece of baddhi, called the indree. It helps as an anchor for the 
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baddhi while it is woven around to fasten the poodi. It also helps in 

holding the tabla still when placed on the ring. 

The Language of Tabla and Mridanga (Patakshar) 

Pakhawaj and Tabla, the two popular percussion instruments 

of modem North Indian classical music, are the evolved and refined 

versions of the ancient percussion instrument, Pushkar. In order to 

identify the sounds (syllables) produced by these instmments and 

link them to definite strokes of hands, a system of naming them has 

been devised. 

You may liken these ‘names’ to the alphabets of a language. 

Alphabets can be joined together to form words; words can 

be strung together to form sentences and sentences can be grouped 

together to express an idea fully in the form of prose or poetry. 

Similarly, the ‘alphabets’ of Tabla or Pakhawaj can be strung together 

to form meaningful (accepted by convention) ‘words’ and ‘phrases’, 

which can be tied to each other with due regard to the rules of 

usage to create compositions. These ‘alphabets’ that constitute the 

language of Tabla and Pakhawaj are called patakshars or pat 

varn. 

Bharata’s Natyashastra offers precise description of the 

‘alphabets’ of Pushkar and the art of producing them. A study 

of these not only provides an interesting perspective to understand 

the presently used system, but also forces one to wonder in 

amazement the scientific spirit and the efforts that went into 

codification and standardisation of music 5,000 years ago. 

According to this ancient text, the Pushkar could produce 16 

syllables. The syllables produced by the right dmmhead of the 

horizontaldmm(Aankik), wereka, tta, ra,ta, ttha (2te), ia (do) 

and i'ha (Jcfe). Its left dmmhead was used to produce the syllables 

ga, ha (he) and gha. The Urdhvak was used to produce thakar 
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C6eka: r) and the Aalingya was used to play syllables like ra, 

ana (2U0), iha (2cfe), va (V0)and3 4 5 6 7/4a(l0). 

Each of these consonant syllables were combined with 12 vowel 

sounds of Sanskrit to produce a wide range of syllables. For example, 

when the consonant ka was combined with the 12 vowel sounds, it 

produced new syllables like kaa, ki, ku, etc. 

The Natyashastra also lays down the rules that allow combining 

of two consonant sounds and their further expansion with the help 

of vowel sounds. Examples of such combined syllables are: drang, 

dhrang, trang, klang, etc. 

The syllables ha and ma were said to be achal (immovable) 

and the Natyashastra forbade their conjunction with other vowels. 

The Natyashastra gives detailed instructions regarding the 

production of the syllables. For example: 

1. Striking the right drumhead of horizontal drum, Aankik, with a 

finger produces ka and its variations (ka, kaa, ki, ku, koo, etc.). 

2. Striking the Aankik’s right drumhead forcefully with a finger, 

pressing the drumhead, produces dha and its variations. 

3. Striking the Aankik’s right drumhead with partial force produces 

tha and its variations. 

4. Striking the Aankik’s right drumhead with the lower part of the 

palm produces kla and its variations. 

5. Striking the drumhead with folded fingers produces kha and its 

variations. 

6. Striking the Urdhvak and Vaamak together produces ha. 

7. Striking the Aalingya’s right drumhead produces da, dha and 

their variations. 
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8. The syllable ra could be played on any of the drumheads, 

depending upon suitability and convenience. 

9. The syllable ga could be played on any of the two 

vertical drums depending upon the requirement and 

convenience. 

10. The syllable gha was played on the Aalingya. 

Bharat has also described four margas, which relate to 

combinations of syllables produced by striking different drumheads 

simultaneously or in quick succession. These are: 

1. Ankit marga: This was related to the striking of Aalingya. The 

syllable combinations produced through this marga were 

ghattam, katthitta, ghattita, gatthim, ghatam, etc. 

2. Aalpita marga: This related to simultaneous striking 

of Vaamak and Urdhvak. The bols thus produced included 

dadro, madro, matadro, magududhe, dhem, dhendram, etc. 

3. Vitasta marga: This referred to syllable combinations produced 

by simultaneous strokes on the right drumheads of Urdhvak 

and Aankik. The bols produced were takitan, dhettanam, kitam, 

ketam, ghisam, hudu, etc. 

4. Gomukh marga: This related to striking of all the drumheads. 

Combination syllables produced included guddham, maghikatta, 

Chidukhu, khunno, tamttatthimattam, etc. 

These apart, references to some other bols are also found in 

the Natyashastra. 

In his discussion on the topic pat varnas, Sharangadeva wrote 

in Sangeet Ratnakar that the Mardal (a medieval percussion 

instrument) was synonymous with Mooraj and Mridanga. Hence, 

the syllables of Mardal and Mridanga were the same. 
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He has further discussed the pat varnas, pat bheda 

(differences), hasta pat (hand movements leading to the production 

of different pat varnas), etc. He has mentioned that it is nearly 

impossible for anyone to memorise all the pat varnas because they 

are limitless. Thereafter, he has gone on to describe the chief 

patakshars, which are: ka, kha (2R@), ga, gha, tta, ttha, da, ddha 

(zdo), ana, ta, tha (z9o), i'a, iha, n, ra and ma (me). 

Apart from these, the right drumhead could produce tat (0a0) 

(similar to kat), dhin, thorn (z9ouiri), ttem (Heim), hem (hoim), 

nam (nom) and i em (doim); while the left drumhead could 

produce ta, tta, lha (lho), i'a, Yha and la (la:). The other 

patakshars were ma, jha (2dja) and jham (2dja/fl). 

The Sangeet Saar; written by Radhagovinda, was a later era 

document compared to Sangeet Ratnakar. By then, the patakshars 

of Mridanga had undergone further changes. The right drumhead 

was used to play ta, dhin, thin (din), tthe (2tax), ne (on), hem 

and i em (7 syllables). The left one was used to play tta, ttha, tya 

(6jo), i'a, iha and la (1 a;). (6 syllables). With the addition of ka- 

kar etc. there were a total of 16 syllables. 

By the time Pakhawaj made its presence felt on the musical scenario, 

the chief syllables were reduced to the following: 

Resonant syllables played on the right drumhead: - ta, din, na 

Non-resonant syllables played on the right drumhead: - ti, tta 

Resonant syllables played on the left drumhead: - ga, gha 

Non-resonant syllable played on the left drumhead: - ka 

At present there are 10 syllables that are used in the compositions 

of the tabla. These are: - 

6 syllables on the right drumhead: - ta (or na), tin (or ti), din (or 

di or tu), tta (or ra), te and n. 
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2 syllables on the left drumhead: - ga (or gha) and ka (or ki or 

kat or ke). 

2 syllables produced by simultaneously striking on both the 

drumheads: - dha and dhin (or dhe or dhet) 

The edifice of magnificent compositions played on the Tabla 

and Pakhawaj today are practically built upon these syllable-bricks. 

These syllables are combined to form ‘words’ like titta, tirakitta, 

tuna, dinta, dhadhina, kittataka, ghidanaga, dhenagina, dhagina, 

nagina, takata, takitta, kdaan, ghedaan, etc. These words are 

arranged together to create beautiful compositions like the following 

gat in Teentaal: 

Triginna kitta,kittataka dhatirakittadher dherkittadhetS | 

x 

dhatti ghedanaktuna kittitakatattira kittitakatirakitta | 

2 

tatirakittata tirakittatuna kittitakatatira kittatakadhakida 

o 

dhatirakittataka dhatittadhatira kittitakatirakitta taktirakittitaka 

3 

In today’s era of heightened cultural exchanges, many bols of 

Pakhawaj are played on the Tabla and vice-versa. For example, 

phrases like dhelang, dhumakitta, thunthun, etc., which owe their 

origin to the Pakhawaj repertoire, find extensive used in Kathak 

and Tabla compositions also. 

An important point that must be noted here is that barring a 

few exceptions, the bols of Tabla are played exactly as they are 

recited (onomatopoeic). In case of Pakhawaj however, there may 

be differences. For example, if a Pakhawaj player recites tirakitta 

ta, he will play kittitaka ta. Similarly, takitta taka will be played 

katita kata and thunthun, contrary to popular belief, will be played 

on the left drumhead (by striking with the fingers twice on the edge 
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of the drumhead to produce resonant sounds). In the same way, 

while playing thunga, thun will be played on the left drumhead and 

ga will be played on the right drumhead. While playing 

takadhumakittitaka, kat will be played instead of taka and dhuma 

will be played on the left drumhead. Similarly, while playing 

dhatakathunga, kataka will be played instead of dhataka. The phrase 

takka will be played as katta. 

Thus, it is important to bear in mind this crucial difference while 

playing parans of the Pakhawaj repertoire on the Tabla. By doing 

so, Tabla players can fully explore the true potential of these 

compositions without compromising on the purity of their own 

instrument. 

A Brief Study of Western Percussion Instruments 

Drums and other percussion instruments have always played 

a pivotal role in Western music. Around the 13th century, an 

instrument named Tabor was quite popular in the West. According 

to the available records, the instrument was tied to the left hand 

and was beaten with a stick. Cymbals, too, were widely used for 

keeping time. 

The Kettle Drum was known as Nacaire in France. The 

Tambourine was (and still is) another popular instrument used to 

accompany many forms of Western music, especially folk music. 

The Tambourine has a membrane covering one of its faces, and 

has small bells or cymbals on its body. The same instrument sans 

the membrane is called the Jingle Ring. 

Till about the 13th century, the Kettle Drum had a relatively 

small drumhead. Later, this instrument became the inspiration for 

bigger drums that had bodies made of metal. Often, these huge 

drums were played on battlefields. These drums had calfskin 

fastened on to the drumhead with the help of screws. These drums 

probably became popular in Hungary and Poland first, and then 

reached Germany, and then to Western Europe. These drums, 
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however, lacked the tonal quality, and therefore were hardly used 

in music. That’s why the Kettle Drum occupied a prominent position 

till about the first half of the 17th century. 

Composers like Johann Sebastian Bach and George Frederic 

Handel used pairs of Kettle Drums in their symphonies, which were 

tuned to the 1 st and 5th notes of the octave (corresponding to Sa 

and Pa of the Indian melodic scale). In fact, Handel was the first 

composer to use three Kettle Drums in his composition, Firework 

Music. 

During the Baroque era, Kettle Drums were used 

to accompany Trumpets. In the later half of the 17th century, 

drummers also doubled as jesters during musical performances. 

However, till this time, these drums did not undergo any major 

modification. Nor did they find a place in Western classical music. 

The huge Bass Drum, which has a circumference of 2-3 ft, 

was probably bom in Turkey. Later this dmm travelled to the other 

Western nations. These drums are played with sticks that have a 

soft ball attached to the beating head. The celebrated composer, 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was the first to use these dmms in 

Seraglio (1782). Joseph Haydn, too, used the Bass Dmm in his 

Military Symphony in 1794. 

By this time, Side Dmms and Tambourines were being 

used extensively on the battlefields. Records suggest that it was 

around this time that the drummers had started playing cymbals, 

which were tied to their feet. Instruments like Triangle Broken Piel, 

Bells and Gongs were sparingly used in Western music till about 

the 18th century. 

In the later years, several kinds of dmms became popular in 

the West. These dmms were played with the help of sticks. Around 

the 16th century, the Swiss Dmms gained popularity. Over a period 

of time, however, the Tambourine, Triangle and Cymbals became 

less popular. The use of percussion instruments such as Xylophone 
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and Glockens Piel were rare as these instruments did not have the 

tonal quality required for serious music. 

The Kettle Drum, however, remained the mainstay of Western 

percussion music, especially after it underwent several important 

modifications around the first half of the 19th century. In 1837, 

Barolos used eight pairs of Kettle Drums in his Requiem. Beethoven 

was the first to use Kettle Drums tuned to the 6th note 

(corresponding to Dhaivat of the Indian melodic scale) instead of 

4th or 5th notes (Madhyam and Pancham). The composer of the 

Seventh Symphony is of the view using three Kettle Drums. The 

use of Tambourines and Triangles were given up during the Baroque 

era, as these instruments were played by the Gypsies and beggars, 

and were held in low esteem. Cymbals, too, were rarely used. 

This was a period of extensive experimentation, and assimilation 

of instruments of various cultures. The Castanets, which were bom 

in Spain, and then travelled to southern Italy, where this percussion 

instmment, which is made of two wooden sticks, was used to 

accompany the dances of the Iverian Peninsula. Eventually the 

instmment became popular all over Europe. The Karilone, which is 

made of metal, was probably bom in Java. Brossard has extensively 

studied this class of instruments. The iron covering of Dutch 

Glockens Piel was replaced with one of copper. In Holland, keys 

were added to the Xylophones. In Belgium, the Jingling Johny began 

gaining popularity as a percussion instrument. However, in 

conclusion, we can say that during the Baroque era, percussion 

instruments occupied a relatively unimportant position in Western 

music. 

Even in the later half of the 18th century, Kettle Dmms were 

used in pairs in orchestras. Beethoven made a remarkable use of 

these instmments in his Fourth Symphony. Mozart experimented 

by covering the drumhead with cloth. Dmms accompanying hearse 

vans continue this practice in several European countries. The Snare 

and Side drums have undergone continuous improvement throughout 
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the 19th century, and are regarded as the chief percussion 

instruments in orchestras today. Wagner was the first to use the 

large Tenor Drums in his music. The Bass Drum, too, was modified 

to produce sounds that created an aura of pathos or mystery. Around 

the same time, Gong Dmms were used in modem dances of England. 

Pedal-operated striking heads were used to play these dmms. 

Among the other developments of this period was the use of 

screws to fasten the drumhead on Tambourines. The Cymbals made 

their presence felt in orchestras, albeit in various forms. The practice 

of cymbals being tied to the feet of Bass dmmmers has been given 

up. Smaller Cymbals are more in vogue these days. Similarly, the 

use of Triangles as percussion instruments has gone up. Thus 

improvisations in using the percussion instruments in the western 

music have undergone a lot of change to the extent that in Jazz 

music, flexible metallic cylinders are bent to produce the desired 

tonal features. 

On the other hand, musical experimentation has acquired newer 

heights with even saws being used to create “musical sounds.” 

The Xylophone and its African counterpart, the Marimba, have now 

acquired guards to amplify their feeble sounds. As a result 

of scientific experimentation, metallic tubes were attached to these 

instruments in order to enrich their tones. Instead of bells long metallic 

pieces are now used in the Glockens Piel. Cylistas, Typophones, 

Tubal Russ Hover phones like Gongs and Rattles are now 

used in Western music. 

Laya and Taal in Western Classical Music: A Brief Study 

A study of the history of Western classical music reveals that 

this form of music — as we know it today — is not very old. 

Like music in most other parts of the world, Western music, too, 

has its roots in religion. Later, this form of music found use as 

an expression of human feelings like happiness or even as a means 

of motivating soldiers on the battlefield. 
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We can trace the rudiments of music in the Western world 

to the time of Pythagoras, who lived before Christ. Thereafter, 

musicologists like Aristidese (2nd century) and Boithius (6th century) 

made valuable contributions to this form of music and wrote treatises 

to give a firm foundation to what we know today as Western classical 

music. Sesiyodorous (7th century) was the first to introduce concepts 

like harmony, rhythm and meter. 

Forkel, an 18th century musicologist, is considered to be the 

father of the evolved form of Western classical music that we hear 

today. Guido Adler (19th century) further enriched this musical 

artform, taking it to greater heights. 

In Indian classical music, taals have been constructed on the 

basis of chhand or meter. In a similar manner, Western music uses 

prosody as the basis for time. The meters of Western music are 

based on accent and unaccent, and there are six types: 

Trochee/Choreus: - Guru-laghu SI 

Dactyl: - Plut-laghu-gum ‘SIS 

Spondee: - Plut-dmt ‘SO 

Iambus: - Laghu-gum IS 

Anapaest: - Laghu-guru-plut IS‘S 

Tribrach: - Laghu-laghu-laghu III 

On the basis of these time divisions, we can say that Trochee 

(2+1) is a taal of three matras while Dactyl (3+1 +2) has six matras; 

Spondee (3+1/2) has three-and-a-half matras; Iambus (1+2) has 

three matras; Anapaest (1 +2+3) has six matras and Tribrach (1+1+1) 

has three matras. Here, it may be pertinent to note that in the ancient 

form of Western music, tisra jaati was given prominence. Though 

taals of chatushra jaati were used, these were not considered 

important. In spite of the availability of taals having divisions with 

differing matra counts, much of Western music is based on taals 

that have equal number of matras in each division. 
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According to Pt. Bhalchandra Marathe, the word “rhythm” 

refers to the depiction of laya. The concept of lay a in Western music 

is rather broad when compared to Indianmusic. In Western music, 

rhythm encapsulates all aspects of time measurement whereas 

rhythm’s Indian counterpart, laya, represents only a certain aspect 

of musical time measurement. Thus, when one says that a certain 

Western composition has made good use of rhythm, one means that 

all aspects of time measurement have been taken care of. 

Since the taal aspect of Western music has been derived from 

the accent (force applied to produce sound) aspect 

of prosody, it is pertinent for us to know the various types of accents, 

which include: sfot, aapat, aagam, kshay, stambhan 

and viram. Since the concept of laya in Western music is based on 

accent, this aspect has been studied in great detail in 

the Western world. The branch of knowledge dedicated to the study 

of force and the consequent production of sound is called dynamics. 

On the basis of force, there can be six types of sounds (loudness). 

Extremely strong: Sforte Sardo Fortisemi 

Strong: Metsoforte 

Medium: Forte 

Ordinary: Metsopiyano 

Soft: Piyani 

Very soft: Piyanisesmi 

If the force of striking increases with each successive strike, it 

is called crescendo-crescendo; if it diminishes, it is called viminuendo. 

The term “tempo” denotes the speed aspect of Western music. 

Tempo, too, is tied to the force of striking, and either decreases from 

drut to vilambit, or increases from vilambit to drut. In Western music, 

speed can change in two ways: Auxilrando and Retardodo. Some of 

the key concepts involved in the study of taal and laya in the Western 
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system include dynamics, form, texture, sonority, tonality, melodic 

progression and harmonic progression, tempo, meter and rhythm. 

Like the Hindustani music system, the Western system 

has three classes of laya: duple, triple and quadruple. An “avartan” 

(known as a “bar” in the Western system) or complete cycle of a 

duple, triple and quadruple would have two, three and four matras 

(beats) respectively. Each of the three laya classes has two sub¬ 

classes, which are known as “kinds of time.” These are Simple 

Time and Compound Time. In simple time, all vibhags have equal 

number of matras, whereas in compound time, the number of matras 

is different. Definite symbols are used to indicate the “kind” at the 

beginning of the vibhag. This is called the time signature. The various 

layakaris presented in each vibhag include duplet, triplet, quadmplet, 

quintuplet, sexolet, septolet and so on. 

Let us now study these laya variations briefly: 

In a duplet, two beats are presented in a time span of three 

beats. This corresponds to 2/3 layakari. In a triplet, three beats are 

presented within a two-beat time span, which corresponds to 3/2 

layakari. Similarly, a quadruplet accommodates four beats within a 

time span of three beats, which represents 4/3 layakari. Similarly, a 

quintuplet presents five beats in a span of four (5/4). Some scholars 

also consider 5/3 as a quintuplet. A sexolet has six beats in a span 

of 4 (6/4) while a septolet has seven beats in four (7/4). Some 

scholars consider seven beats in a span of six as a septolet. 

Here’s how the laya variations are represented: 

2 3 4 

n iii j j j j 
Duplet Triplet Quadruplet 

5 ^ y 

JT7J] JJJJJJ JJJJJJJ 
Quintuplet Sexolet Septolet 
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Let us now understand the key concepts related to the taal and 

laya of Western music. 

Beat: In Western music, a “beat” corresponds to a “strike.” The 

exact Hindustani music equivalent of a beat would perhaps be a 

tali; most scholars, however, equate a beat with the matra. The 

“bar” of Western music, therefore represents an avartan. Two 

vertical lines (II) at the end of each bar represent its culmination. 

Accent: (force of striking or wazan): Accent defines the force 

applied to a beat within a vibhag. There are three types of accent: 

strong, medium and weak. Each of these three types has two 

variants. 

Measure: The middle of a vibhag is called a measure. A vertical 

line is used to denote the measure. 

Meter: In Western music, meter is used to measure speed. This is 

done on the basis of the strike duration, which can be long or short. 

These scales correspond to the trayasra, chatushrajaatis. 

Time signature: The symbols used to denote simple or compound 

time are called time signatures. 

Tempo: The speed of a composition based on the force of strike is 

called tempo. Following are the variants of tempo: presto, allegro, 

vivache, moderato, andante, adagio, lento and largo. Of these, presto 

represents ati drut while largo corresponds to ati vilambit. 

Following are the symbols used to denote time in Western music: 

1. Breave = 8 matras : - 

2. Semi-breave = 4 matras : - 

3. Minim = 2 matras : - 

4. Crochet, croche or Quarter note = 1 matra : - 
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5. Quaver = 1/2 matra : - 

6. Semi Quaver = 1/4 matra : - 

7. Demi-semi Quaver = 1/8 matra: - 

-h 

J 
8. Hemi Demi Semi Quaver =1/16 matra: - 

Notably, there is a difference between the American and British 

systems. The American “matra” duration is four times shorter as 

compared to the British system. The American concept of time is 

as follows: 

1. Breave = 2 matras 

2. Semi Breave = 1 matra 

3. Minim = 1/2 matra 

4. Crochet, croche or quarter note = 1/4 matra 

5. Quaver = 1/8 matra 

6. Semi Quaver = 1/16 matra 

7. Demi Semi Quaver = 1/32 matra 

8. Hemi Demi Semi Quaver = 1/64 matra 

A dot (.) placed after any symbol increases its duration by 

one-and-half times. For example, a dot placed after a one-matra 

equivalent British crochet (J.) increases its duration to 1 Vi matras. 

However, if a dot is placed on top or below a symbol, that particular 

note is played in an unclear manner. This form of playing is called 

the staccatso. 

A horizontal line is drawn to indicate the joining of two, three 

or four quavers. The duration, too, increases accordingly. 

D JT] J J J J 
2 Quavers 3 Quavers 4 Quavers 
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Similarly, semi-quavers will be represented as shown below: 

9? Jff 
Semi Quaver 

A curved line (arc) placed below the joined quavers with the 

numeral 3 (as shown below) denotes that a matra has been divided 

into three equal parts. This corresponds to the tisra jaati of the 

Hindustani system (dhagina). 

dhagina dha tira kitta 

A change in the numeral inside the arc (for example, 4,5,6 or 

7) will represent a change in the “jaati.” Notably, if the arc is placed 

above the quavers, the division within a matra need not necessarily 

be equal. An Indian example of this would be dha tira kita. If the 

arc is placed below, the subdivisions must be equal. 

The Western system uses taal and time signatures to indicate 

the speed of sound. A study of the taal systems of the United States, 

Canada, Russia and other European countries reveals the following: 

1. While some laya structures do exist in these countries, these 

are not as complex and defined as in India. Unlike the Hindustani 

system, there is no “theka” framework for taals. 

2. The laya structures are not longer than two, three or four matras, 

even though these short structures do provide the rhythmic 

support required. 

3. The Western laya structures are simple and not as complex as 

the Indian systems. 
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4. It is possible to have several laya structures to support a 

particular musical composition. 

5. Composers have the liberty to experiment with laya structures. 

6. Normally, all vibhags have the same number of matras—for 

example 2-2,3-3 or 4-4. Rhythmic structures with varying matras 

in each division (such as Jhaptaal, Roopak, Tivra or Deepchandi 

of the Hindustani system) are not very popular in the West. 

7. Harmonic and polyphonic sounds are used for providing rhythmic 

support. 

8. The art of solo drumming is yet to evolve in the Western world, 

though drummers do interject short pieces during a musical 

performance — especially of the popular variety. 

9. The use of subdivisions of a matra, such as 1/2,2/3,4/5 etc. 

are conspicuous by their absence. 

10. There are short vibhag-like structures to measure time, but the 

concept of taal is very rudimentary. 

11. The term “rhythm” is used to denote the force of striking, and 

is interwoven with laya concepts like beats, accent, bar, meter, 

measure, and the like. 

12. If a measure has two or three beats, the first is played more 

forcefully than the others. 

13. If a section of a composition has two or three measures, the 

first beat is always stronger than the rest. 

14. The use of drums are not necessary to provide rhythmic support. 

Idiophones and string instruments can often do the job. 

15. Melodic instruments, too, are used to provide laya support. 

16. Laya similarities and dissimilarities can be observed in the 

Western system. 
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17. The “staff notation” used to “write” Western music deploys 

the same symbol to indicate swara and matra. 

18. Like the Hindustani system, the Western system too indicates 

vibhags; however, khali does not form a separate vibhag. 

Therefore, Jhaptaal written in staff notation would appear like 

this: 

Jhaptaal: - jjijjjjji jjjii 
Teentaal would be represented thus: 

Teentaal: - JJJJIJJJJJJJJIJJJJII 
If a matra has more than one syllable, the symbols are joined 

together. This is shown in the following depiction of Ektaal: 

Ektaal: - 

jji asmijjjji j3jh9|jjii 
Tabla Accompaniment: An Overview 

What is Accompaniment? 

Accompaniment refers to the musical support extended by one 

or a group of artistes to the chief performer during a recital. If you 

have been to a Hindustani vocal music concert, you might have 

noticed that there are several performers on the stage. Usually one 

or two persons play the Tanpura continuously. There may be a 

Harmonium player or a Sarangi player (or both), who provide 

melodic support to the vocalist by replicating the vocal melodic 

patterns or taans. Then there is a Tabla player, who provides the 

rhythmic support by playing the theka. Occasionally, the Tabla player 

interjects with a brief composition and breaks the monotony or 

provides a much-needed breather to the chief performer. All these 
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musicians support the chief performer, and are therefore known as 

accompanists. 

All performances — be it vocal, instrumental or Kathak dance 

—require the support of able accompaniment. Imagine, how boring 

it would be to attend a two-hour a capella concert! In fact, the 

success of a concert depends, to a large extent, on the musical 

support offered by accompanists. It is they who can make or mar a 

concert — turn a lacklustre performance into a heartily enjoyable 

concert, or take the wind off the sails of even a great performer. 

Types of Accompaniment on the Tabla 

Most scholars agree that accompaniment on the Tabla should 

depend upon the kind of music being accompanied. Broadly, 

accompaniment on the Tabla can be of two types: 

a) Ann Sangati (Replicative accompaniment): In this form of 

accompaniment, the Tabla player provides a steady rhythmic support 

to the chief performer, by playing the theka. The Tabla player makes 

a mental note of the laya variations, tihais, and stresses of the 

chief performer and replicates them on the Tabla, while the chief 

performer sings or plays the gat, which indicates the rhythmic cycle 

or taal. This format is usually followed while accompanying 

Khayals, and stringed or wind instruments. 

The advantage of this format is that the laya remains steady, 

because one of the two performers hold on to it steadily. This form 

of accompaniment acquires a dramatic dimension when the 

replication is of brief pieces, and is then known as sawal-jawab 

(sawal=question, j awab=answer). 

b) Saha Sangati (Complementary accompaniment): This format 

is also called saath sangat. A variation of this form of sangat is 

ladant ki sangat (combative accompaniment). In this form, both 

the chief performer and the Tabla player try to outperform each 

other by playing their pieces simultaneously. There is a deliberate 
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effort on the part of both the performers to confuse the other, and 

thereby establish a sort of musical supremacy. 

Consequently, the combatants deploy intricate variations of 

tempo, graha (ateet-anagat) variations and several other tactics. 

This format is chiefly followed in Dhruvapad and Dhamar recitals; 

and Sitar, Sarod, Santoor, Flute or Kathak recitals performed in the 

upaj ang (impromptu style). To be successful in this form of 

accompaniment, Tabla players must have the power to anticipate 

the moves and patterns of the chief performer, and be capable of 

impromptu creations. On the flip side, the danger of missing of the 

sam is a drawback of this format. 

These apart, there’s a third type of accompaniment, which the 

author has learnt from Tabla Shiromani Pandit Gama Maharaj, called 

bharav ki sangati (lit bharav = to fill). 

c) Bharav ki Sangati (Inteij ective accompaniment): In this form 

of accompaniment, the Tabla player adds to the piece and takes it 

to its rhythmic conclusion. Let’s try to understand this with an 

example. Often, the compositions sung or played by vocalists or 

instrumentalists begin at a point other than the sam. For example, if 

the performer plays a gat beginning on the 8th matra of a 12-matra 

taal, it means that the performer will end the melodic patterns 

(taans) just before the 8th matra, and begin the mukhda from the 

8th matra. Now, if the Tabla player plays a short 4-matra piece 

ending in a tihai that culminates on the sam, it will fill the gap 

between the end of the taan and the sam. 

To sum up... 

It is difficult to define accompaniment and tie it down to a set 

of rules. At the end, every Tabla player must exercise his or her 

judgement and play accordingly. The Tabla player must take into 

consideration his or her capability, and decide upon a suitable format. 

Irrespective of the format you choose, it is critically important to 

remember that it should not be an obstruction to musical enjoyment 

(rasa). 
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ATabla player should always try to provide constructive and 

creative support to the chief performer. This requires the Tabla 

player to carefully choose the compositions or production technique 

(soft and sweet or resonant and powerful). Most importantly, a 

Tabla player has to strike a rapport and arrive at an understanding 

with the chief performer. The sooner you can do this, the faster 

you will be on the road to success. 

Tabla Accompaniment Is More Challenging Than 
Playing Solo 

Tabla is today used either to accompany melodic forms of music 

or dance, or to perform solos. Though Tabla solos have become 

popular these days, the instrument is primarily used for 

accompaniment — an art that is more difficult than playing solos. 

For, accompaniment demands that the Tabla player be not 

only dexterous, but also demonstrate a large measure of maturity, 

team spirit, ability to take decisions and execute them with finesse 

in split-seconds. Obviously, this requires great control, coordination 

and concentration. 

What Makes Tabla Accompaniment Difficult 

While playing solos, the Tabla player is at liberty to make 

choices. Thus, the Tabla player has the privilege to pick and choose 

the taal, bol, or laya in which he or she wishes to play. However, 

accompaniment is a different ball game altogether. The accompanist 

has to depend upon the artiste who is being accompanied as far as 

choice of taal or laya are concerned. At the same time, the Tabla 

player has to demonstrate his talent in spite of these constraints. 

The tradition of accompaniment is as ancient as music itself. It 

probably began when the ancient people felt a need for rhythmic 

accompaniment to the community music and dance during 

celebrations and social occasions. The purpose of the earliest form 

of percussion accompaniment was solely to indicate the laya. One 

of the earliest percussion instruments mentioned in the ancient texts 
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is Bhu Dundubhi. This rather simple instrument was prepared by 

digging a hollow on the ground (lit. Bhu = earth) and covering its 

circumference with a stretched piece of hide. The severed tail of a 

dead buffalo was used to strike the membrane to produce a sound 

at periodic intervals, thus indicating the lay a. With the gradual 

evolution of music and musical traditions, the art of percussion 

accompaniment too underwent a transformation. The accompanying 

percussionist was now required not just to indicate the taal and 

laya, but contribute substantially to the creative process of making 

music. 

Challenges for Tabla Accompanists 

Let us now briefly discuss the various problems that a Tabla 

accompanist faces. As mentioned elsewhere, the primary function 

of a Tabla player is to indicate the taal and laya. 

A Tabla accompanist may be likened to the navigator who guides 

the driver during a long distance rally. 

Since the Tabla player does not have the liberty to choose the 

laya, he or she has to acquire the ability to play in different tempos. 

This is because the Tabla player may be called upon 

to accompany an Ati-vilambit Khayal recital on one day and a fast- 

paced Sitar recital on another. It is often observed that the Tabla 

accompanist’s laya starts increasing progressively while playing in 

the ati-vilambit laya, and decreases progressively while playing in 

ati-drut laya. Students of Tabla should guard against such 

inconsistencies of laya. 

Similarly, Tabla accompanists are often unaware of the taal in 

which the main performer is going to perform, even minutes before 

the performance begins. Therefore, a successful Tabla accompanist 

must be capable of playing the thekas of all the popular taals and 

have a sound knowledge of even the not-so-popular taals. Not just 

thekas, he or she should also have an impressive repertoire of other 

compositions suitable for accompaniment. The accompanist should 
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be mindful of the nature of the taal and play accordingly. For 

instance, the types of bols played in Jhaptaal and Sooltaal, which 

are both of 10 matras, are different. A successful accompanist should 

also be capable of playing tihais originating from various matras, 

but ending at the sam. 

Every artiste has or should have his own style, just as every 

author has a distinguishable ‘way of writing’. However, a good 

accompanist is one who has the ability to adapt to any given situation 

and add value to any performance. An ideal accompanist is an all- 

rounder who can accompany vocal, instrumental and dance 

performances with equal dexterity. 

The ability to make sound judgements, presence of mind and 

sensitivity are prized characteristics for a Tabla accompanist. This 

is because of the uncertainty that a Tabla accompanist has to face 

at every moment. It is not easy to accurately recreate the rhythmic 

equivalents of vocal or instrumental taans, or the large compositions 

of Kathak... and certainly not when the chief performer, with whom 

you are out to collaborate, turns into an adversary! 

Tabla accompanists also need to understand the psyche 

of the chief artiste. What does he want you to do, and when? These 

are things that the Tabla accompanist has to instinctively sense. 

Obviously, these factors make Tabla accompaniment both difficult 

and challenging as compared to playing solo. 

The scope and Rules of Tabla Accompaniment 

The word sangeet (music) primarily denotes three elements: 

vocal music, instrumental music and dance. The Tabla is used to 

accompany all three, although there is a difference in style. 

It is, however, difficult to reduce the art of accompaniment to a set 

of written rules, and Tabla accompanists, more often than not, have 

to rely on their own power of judgement. However, the following 

discussion intends to shed some light on the fundamental rules that 

govern the art of Tabla accompaniment. 
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Accompanying Vocal Music 

As mentioned earlier, there is a difference in the style 

of accompanying various forms of music. Hence, the Tabla player 

must first ascertain the right style, based on the kind of music for 

which accompaniment is required. Thus, while accompanying 

vilambit Khayal, the Tabla player must play the theka, sans all 

frills, except perhaps a short mukhda to indicate the arrival of sam, 

and stick to the desired laya. Tabla players have no scope for 

interjecting solo compositions while accompanying vilambit Khayal 

The ability of the Tabla player accompanying a vilambit Khayal 

recital is judged by his or her ability to maintain the laya and fill the 

vast gap between one matra and another in a creative fashion 

(bharao). A common defect among Tabla players is their inability 

to maintain the laya while accompanying vilambit Khayals, and 

students should pay particular attention to this aspect, if they wish 

to become successful Tabla players. 

Vilambit Khayals are usually accompanied by drut Khayals, 

in the same raga. Tabla players get a much wider scope to interject 

short pieces on the Tabla while accompanying drut Khayals. 

Mukhdas, short tukras and tihais can be played after the vocalist 

finishes a taan. Some vocalists also present ladant, or a mock 

musical combat, with the Tabla players. 

Laggis and ladis are played after the end of an antara 

(subsequent stanza) while accompanying light classical forms of 

vocal music, such as Ghazals and Bhajans. The vocalist usually 

holds on to the sthayi (fixed stanza) while the Tabla player plays his 

pieces, and ends at the sam with a tihai. 

The art of accompanying Dhruvapada, another form of vocal 

music, is quite different. Dhruvapadas are usually accompanied 

on the Pakhawaj, and such accompaniment involves upaj 

(extempore compositions) and ladant. Various forms of layakari 

and tihais are usually employed to add to the vigorous Dhruvapada 

performances. 
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Accompanying Instrumental Music 

Instrumental music recitals usually begin with an aalap. 

Thereafter, a vilambit gat is played. The vilambit gat played on 

instruments is usually faster than the Ati-vilambit Khayals, and 

thus, the Tabla players have an opportunity to inteiject short pieces. 

This is followed by drutgats, which provides more scope to Tabla 

players. Since melodic instruments produce a soft sound, Tabla 

players have to play soft and soothing syllables. Thus, we find that 

compositions having phrases like tirakitta, dhena gina, etc. are 

played profusely while accompanying melodic instruments. Resonant 

and loud bols are usually considered unsuitable for accompanying 

melodic instruments. 

Accompanying Dance Forms (Kathak) 

Accompanying Kathak is a different ball game altogether. Tabla 

players have to accompany compositions of Kathak, such as aamad, 

toda, parmelu, paran, laya baant and gat. The dancer usually 

recites the composition, showing the various parameters such as 

talis and khalis through hand gestures. This is called padhant. 

Thereafter, the dancer performs the composition to the 

accompaniment of the Tabla. The virtuosity of a Tabla player lies in 

his or her ability to listen intently while a composition is recited, and 

replicate it as closely as possible on the Tabla, keeping in mind the 

size, structure, speed, meter, tihai, and other subtleties of 

the composition. Sometimes, Tabla players present suitable 

compositions of the Tabla. Often, this serves as an interlude, allowing 

the dancer to catch a breath without letting the interest of the 

audience wane. 

Dramatic elements, such as laya variations, ateet and anagat, 

are commonly used during the accompaniment of dance. Both soft 

and loud syllables are used during the accompaniment of Kathak, 

depending upon the requirement. For example, softer syllables are 

used to accompany laya baants, but louder ones are used to 

accompany parans. 
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As is evident, Tabla accompanists have to remain alert at all 

times. The successful Tabla accompanist is one who is capable of 

judging the temperament of the main artiste and performing 

accordingly. 

Aesthetic Elements of Tabla Playing (Solo and 

Accompaniment) 

Tabla and Pakhawaj playing is an art. The Sanskrit word for 

‘art’ is kala, which belongs to the Sanskrit root ‘kal’. Kal means 

‘to create’. However, all creation can’t be termed as kala. Only 

aesthetically pleasing art can be termed as kala. This is why even 

negative emotions like fear (bhaya) and strife (vibhatsa) are 

portrayed beautifully in art. Beauty has been defined as something 

that transforms into something new, fresh and aesthetically pleasing 

every moment. This, however, does not mean that the old cannot 

be beautiful. It only means that as humans, we are all attracted 

towards the new and even a beautiful thing loses its charm over a 

period of time due to over-exposure. For example, every new visitor 

to Agra wishes to visit the Taj Mahal and enjoy its beauty. But 

would a resident of Agra living close to the monument be as 

overawed by it as a tourist? The answer is no. 

Thus, it follows that any artform—including the art of playing 

Tabla or Pakhawaj—can be termed as an art only if it is aesthetically 

pleasing and fresh. It is important to understand the concept of 

freshness here. In the context of Tabla playing, ‘freshness’ does 

not mean that one has to play new compositions every time. On the 

contrary, it means that every composition is presented in such a 

manner that it appears fresh and new to the listener. Whenever a 

composition is played, it should reflect the personality, creativity, 

maturity and intensity of effort of the performer. 

For example, every Tabla player plays na dhin dhin na. But 

whenever we speak of na dhin dhin na, we are reminded of the 

‘wizard of na dhin dhin na’, Pandit Anokhe Lai Mishra. This is 
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because of the maestro’s ability to present such a simple phrase in 

an outstanding manner. 

In spite of being bounded by rules, Indian performing arts allow 

performers the freedom to express their creativity fully. This is 

why no two performances are the same even if the same performer 

presents the same composition in the same raga or taal. 

In the case of percussion music, the scope of presenting 

traditional compositions anew is difficult but not impossible. We 

shall now discuss the elements that can help us in aesthetic 

and impressive presentation of compositions on the Tabla or 

Pakhawaj. 

Understanding the Composition and Arrangement of 
Syllables/Phrases 

Before playing a composition (bandish), it is important to reflect 

on it and understand the spirit of the composer. What is the composer 

trying to say? Why has he arranged the syllables and phrases in a 

particular manner? How can the same spirit be preserved during 

its presentation? 

For example, here is a popular qaida of Delhi gharana which is 

often played incorrectly: 

Dhati dhage nadha tirakitta | dhati dhage tena kina 

x 2 

tati take nata tirakitta | dhati dhage tena kina 

o 3 

Although it is okay to write (notate) it this way, while playing, it 

should be played as dhati, dhagina, dhatirakitta, dhatidhage, tenakina 

... (where the emphasis is on the first syllable of every part 

mentioned above). 
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This will clarify each meaningful phrase of the commposition. 

While expanding this qaida, the same spirit should be preserved. 

Thus, it would be incorrect to play the following palta: 

Dhatidhage dhatidhage dhatidhage nadhatirakitta... 

Systematic Exposition of Bols While Playing Expandable 
Compositions 

The rules of Tabla playing demand that while playing paltas of 

a qaida, each meaningful phrase as described above is expanded in 

the same order as they occur in the main composition. Even if all 

the phrases are not played, an effort must be made to touch upon 

the chief ones. 

Expansion refers to repeated usage of the same phrase in 

various combinations within the taal-laya framework so as to explore 

all its musical manifestations. One can also split a phrase down to 

individual syllables, as long as they remain meaningful. 

For example, ‘dhati’ can be split and paltas of ‘dha’ can be 

played, but paltas of ‘ti’ cannot be played, as ‘ti’ cannot stand alone. 

Similarly, ‘tette’ cannot be split into te and tte. 

Sound Production (Nikaas) 

One of the key elements of aesthetics in Tabla playing 

is producing the sounds correctly and clearly, as demanded 

by the composition. For example, let us observe the following 

mukhda: 

DhaSStuna kittitakata,tirakittitakatirakitta takata,tirakitta | dha 

3 x 

Here, tuna is the only resonant phrase that illuminates the rest 

of the composition. Hence, it should be played with more force 

than the rest of the phrases. However, the position of tuna is such 

that it would be difficult to play it with a lot of force. Therefore, the 

weight should be shifted to dha. This is what is meant by nikaas. 
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Just as a composition is proof of a composer’s abilities, nikaas or 

correctness of sound production is proof of a performer’s training 

and abilities. If a composition is regarded as a human body, nikaas 

can be likened to its soul. Thus, it follows that even a common 

composition can be brought to life by proper nikaas while a 

good composition can fail to impress listeners if it is not played 

correctly. 

Many syllables in the Tabla repertoire are played differently 

depending upon the compositions in which they occur. Examples of 

such syllables/phrases include tette, taka, tirakitta, na, dha, etc. In 

compositions of Delhi and Ajrada gharanas, dha is played on the 

chaanti, while in compositions of Lucknow and Farrukkhabad 

gharanas, dha is played on the lav. In the compositions of Banaras 

gharana, the same syllable may be played on the syahi. 

Variation 

In this era of globalisation, musicians of the new generation 

will do well to learn compositions of various schools apart from 

their own. This will help them avoid monotony in their performances. 

Cultural exchanges were unheard of in the olden days, when media 

was literally undeveloped and adhering to a particular style was 

considered essential. But today, the scenario has changed 

completely. There is a lot of healthy exchange of traditional 

knowledge between various schools and this has helped in enriching 

Tabla. Percussionists should take advantage of this cultural 

transformation and enhance their knowledge and skills by mastering 

compositions of other gharanas as well. However, care should be 

taken to play the composition as it is played by the members 

of the original gharana. In other words, the purity of tradition 

must be maintained. This demands rigorous training and 

thorough understanding of the intricacies on the part of the Tabla 

player. 

It is also important to have a good mix of compositions, 

especially while planning a Tabla solo. Tabla, as an instrument, offers 
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enormous scope and Tabla players should explore all these facets. 

Thus, soft and gentle compositions as well as bold, loud and resonant 

compositions should be presented. Compositions that engross the 

learned and compositions that are pleasing for the lay listeners should 

be played with complete dexterity. 

Versatility 

Today’s Tabla players have to be all-rounders. One does not 

have the luxury of specialising as an accompanist for vocal music 

or for instrumental music and so on. It is pertinent for Tabla players 

to understand the nuances and subtle differences of performing 

solo and accompanying vocal music, instrumental music and dance. 

It is a difficult feat but not impossible, as many artistes have 

demonstrated such versatility. 

Team Spirit and Regard for the Main Artiste during 
Accompaniment 

While accompanying any other artiste, it is important to bear in 

mind the role and scope of accompaniment and stay well within the 

limits. A Tabla player can be termed as an able accompanist only if 

he or she is capable of anticipating the effect that the main artiste 

wishes to create and accompanies in a manner that enhances the 

intended effect. For example, if a Sitar or Sarod player has chosen 

to play a soft melodic pattern, the accompanist must refrain from 

playing loud, forceful and resonant compositions. It is for the Tabla 

player to decide on what to play and what not to, depending upon 

its suitability. 

How to Conclude a Composition 

“All is well that ends well,” goes an old saying. Tabla players 

should therefore strive to arrive at the sam by playing a different 

mukhda every time. Normally, compositions of the Tabla and 

Pakhawaj end at the sam. While accompanying, however, Tabla 

players should try to end their pieces at the mukhda of the gat or 
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bandish as this will add to the beauty. Also, it is commonly observed 

that Tabla players tend to begin their tihais from certain fixed points 

of the taal. For example, in case of Teentaal, most tihais begin 

either from the sam or khali or teesri taali (13th matra). This can 

become monotonous if repeated too many times. Instead, Tabla 

players should experiment with tihais beginning from different points 

such as the 4th matra, 5th matra, etc. 

We have seen that there are many elements that can help to 

enhance the aesthetic appeal of music. Many of these elements 

remain hidden and unexplored. It is important for the Tabla player 

to be on the lookout for such opportunities and take advantage. 

Aesthetics is after all a matter of personal choice. But it goes without 

saying that only a Tabla player who has trained rigorously and has 

built up a formidable repertoire will be able to fish out the right 

composition at the right time and present it in the right manner. 

How To Be A Successful Tabla Player 

Tabla is the undisputed leader among all percussion instruments 

of Indian classical music today. It is also a popular instrument, 

frequently used to accompany semi-classical forms of music, light 

music, folk music and is also part of film orchestras. Tabla is growing 

in popularity as a solo instrument. Today, Tabla is taught in schools, 

colleges and universities, and students of Tabla can look forward to 

earning their Bachelors, Masters and even Ph.Ds from these 

institutions. Tabla players are also being bestowed with Akademi 

awards and coveted civilian awards bestowed by the Government, 

such as Padmashri and Padma Bhushan. 

As a result of these developments, the attitude towards Tabla 

players has undergone a sea change. They are no longer considered 

as second-grade musicians. Today, they command the same respect 

(and a respectable price!) as compared to the chief performers. 

Tabla solo albums can be found in most good music shops, and are 

often displayed prominently. 
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A large section of music lovers — and especially the 

youth — are now being attracted to the Tabla. Another heartening 

trend of the modem times is the growing tribe of women Tabla 

players. 

The Need For Correct Training 

The expectation from Tabla players has grown as rapidly 

as their popularity. Therefore, it has become critically important 

for Tabla players to ensure that they deserve the limelight. 

And for this, it is important to ensure that no aspect of their 

music remains weak, as such weakness could turn out to be a 

major impediment to their success. We will now briefly discuss the 

various elements that are necessary to ensure success as a Tabla 

player: 

Correct Hand Positions And Sound Production 

The primary requisite for a successful Tabla player is that the 

hands and fingers are positioned properly on the instmment, and 

the production of syllables is clear. 

It goes without saying that there is a strong correlation 

between the two: if the hands and fingers are positioned incorrectly, 

clarity in sound production can never be achieved. Incorrect hand 

positions can also stop the Tabla player from attaining speed 

beyond a limit. 

Therefore, it is important to leam the correct hand positions 

from an able teacher right from the beginning. Learning the right 

techniques of producing the right sounds, too, is quite important. 

For example, the syllable ‘na’ occurring in ‘tuna’ and ‘na gi na’ 

are all different, and should be played differently. Similarly, the 

syllable ‘dhin ’ in ‘dha dhin dhin dha’ and ‘dha dhin na-da’ have 

to be produced differently. 
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Depth of Knowledge 

No one can deny the importance of knowledge for attaining 

success, be it any field. It is doubly important for Tabla players, 

because they have to accompany various forms of music, each one 

demanding a different approach. Hence, a successful Tabla player 

must have a huge repertoire of compositions and the ability to pick 

the right ones for any given situation. For example, a Tabla player 

has to play powerful and resonant compositions while accompanying 

Kathak. Accompanying a melodic instrument would require a firm 

grasp over softer compositions or phrases. 

It should also be noted that accompaniment does not mean 

playing the theka. A successful accompanist is one who enriches 

the performance and adds to its enjoyment by playing the right 

compositions at the right time. Thus, a Tabla player who does not 

have the wealth of knowledge can never be successful. Aspiring 

Tabla players should therefore make an effort, not only to increase 

their knowledge, but also their experience. 

Grasp Over Taal And Lay a 

In spite of gaining popularity as a solo instrument, Tabla is still 

primarily considered as an accompanying instrument. An aspiring 

Tabla player, who wishes to take up Tabla playing as a career, must 

be a capable accompanist in addition to being an accomplished solo 

player. A firm grasp over taal and laya is crucial for both. Since 

taal and laya are fundamental aspects of music, it goes without 

saying that they are absolutely necessary for attaining any success 

for a Tabla player — be it as an accompanist or as a solo player. 

However, a Tabla solo player usually has the advantage of 

being able to choose the taal and laya in which he or she wishes to 

perform — a liberty that she is denied in his or her role as an 

accompanist. Therefore, a successful Tabla player must acquire 

the ability to play various taals in various lay as with equal ease. 
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An unstable lay a is a major defect that all Tabla players should 

guard against. 

Speed And Dexterity 

A successful Tabla player is one who is capable of touching 

the hearts of those who understand music as well as those who 

don’t. In this day and age of ‘sponsored’ music concerts, it is 

becoming increasingly difficult to find truly knowledgeable listeners. 

Moreover, a large section of the audience in today’s concert halls 

equate music with entertainment. Their views may be debated, but 

can’t be ignored, if one aspires to be a success in the commercial 

sense of the term. In such a situation, it is important to acquire the 

ability to play fast (taiyaari). 

However, this should not be interpreted as a legitimate excuse 

to lower the standards of music. Instead, the student of Tabla should 

try to excel the standards set by his predecessors. Speed has a 

definite role to play in percussion music: without the ability to play 

fast, a Tabla player won’t be able to accompany the jhala portion 

of instrumental music or tatkar and ladi of Kathak. 

Quick Decision-Making Ability 

Like in other spheres of life, the ability to take quick decisions 

based on sound judgement is an asset for Tabla players. Music, 

after all, is experimental in nature. In spite of the presence of a 

huge body of rules and regulations — as in classical music — there 

is enough scope for creativity. A Tabla player does not have the 

liberty to get off the concert stage to consult a book and then get 

back to playing. Hence, decisions have to be taken on the spot. 

For example, during accompaniment, it is for the Tabla player 

to decide whether to play the bare bone theka or embellish it with 

other hols, or even decide the right tonal volume (lit. wazan = 

weight) for each syllable. 
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Control Over Physical Movements And Facial Contortions 

Music, today, is no longer just an auditory experience. It has 

also acquired a visual dimension. That’s why it is as important for 

a Tabla player to appear impressive, as it is to play impressively. 

Excessive physical movement and unpalatable contortions of the 

face should be avoided at all costs. This, however, is easier said 

than done. Students should be mindful of their appearance and be 

conscious of their facial expressions, which should always be calm 

god and pleasant. 
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Dadra 

Dadra is one of the popular taals played on the Tabla. Semi- 

classsical forms such as Thumris, Dadras, Kajris, Chaitis, Ghazals, 

Bhajans and folk songs are often set to this taal. Apart from the 

Tabla, Dadra is also played on the Dholak, Khol, Tasha, Nakkara, 

Dukkad andNaal. Dadra is a sprightly, romantic (shringarik) taal 

by nature. Hence, it is usually played in the madhya or drut lay as, 

though one may come across rare Dadras and Thumris set to Dadra 

taal in vilambit laya. The use of various types of laggis and ladis is 

quite common in this taal. 

Taal stats 

Matra - 6; Vibhag - 2; Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

3/3); Tali - 1 (1 st matra); Khali - 1 (4th matra) 

Theka 

Dha dhi na | dha ti na | dha 

x ox 

Tivra 

Tivra, or Teora, is also referred to as Geetangi. Though it is 

now commonly played on the Tabla, this taal belongs to the Pakhawaj 

repertoire. The taal is chiefly used for playing solos on the Pakhawaj 

and for accompanying Dhmpad recitals. This taal is played on the 

Tabla to accompany songs influenced by the Dhmpad style of singing. 

Compositions such as chhand, paran, tukras and tihais are played 

freely in this taal, mainly in madhya and drut lay as. 
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Taal stats 

Matra - 7; Vibhag - 3; Pad - Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

3/2/2); Tali - 3 (1 st, 4th, and 6th matras); Khali - Nil 

Theka 

As played on the Pakhawaj: 

Dha din ta | titta kata | gadi gana | dha 

x 2 3 x 

Alternative form (for Tab la): 

Tin ta tirakitta | dhin dhin | dhage tirakitta | tin 

x 2 3 x 

Roopak 

A popular taal played on the Tabla, Roopak finds use in 

accompanying both semi-classical and classical forms of music. In 

recent years, this taal has also been employed to accompany vilambit 

(but not ati-vilambit) Khayal. Many Khayal bandishes of madhya 

laya, Geet, Bhajan Ghazal and Gats of melodic instruments are set 

to Roopak. Roopak is also popular among solo Tabla players, who 

play compositions like peshkar, qaida, rela, tukra, paran and gat set 

to this taal. Playing Roopak in ati-drut laya is considered 

inappropriate. 

Roopak is often considered an odd man among taals. This is 

because the first matra (sam) of Roopak is a khali. No other taal 

begins with a khali. A small section, however, disputes this view 

and treats it as a tali. If we take the theka into account, then the 

first matra of Roopak should be considered a khali, since almost all 

Tabla players use a non-resonant syllable to indicate the sam - a 

typical technique of indicating a khali. 
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Taal stats 

Matra - 7; Vibhag - 3; Pad - Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

3/2/2); Tali - 2 (4th and 6th matras); Khali - 1 (1 st matra) 

Theka 

Ti ti na | dhi na | dhi na | ti 

o 2 3 o 

Pashto 

Pashto is chiefly used to accompany folk music, though the 

use of this taal for the accompaniment of Bhava sangeet, Bhajan, 

Ghazal, Geet and Tappas is not uncommon. Apart from the Tabla, 

this taal is also played on the Dholak, Tasha, Nakkara and other 

folk instruments. This taal evokes a youthful, romantic mood. Hence, 

it is played in the drut laya. 

Taal stats 

Matra - 7; Vibhag - 3; Pad - Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

3/2/2); Tali - 3 (1 st, 4th and 6th matras); Khali - Nil 

Theka 

Tin S taka | dhin S | dha ge | tin 

x 2 3 x 

Alternative form: 

Taka dhin S | dha ge | tin S | taka 

x 2 3 x 

Keherva 

This taal derives its name from a folk dance (called Keherva 

Naach) performed by the Kehar tribesmen of northern India. 

Keherva is used extensively to accompany light music, film and 

folk music, and is also played on the Dholak, Tasha and Nakkara. 

Keherva is never used to accompany classical music. 
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Percussionists often play variations of the theka (called kisme) and 

lilting rhythmic compositions like laggis and ladis. 

Taal stats 

Matra - 8; Vibhag - 2; Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

4/4); Tali - 1 (1st matra); Khali - 1 (5th matra) 

Theka 

Dha ge na ti | na ka dhe na | dha 

x o x 

Dhumali 

This taal is a variation of Keherva. However, Dhumali’s sombre 

nature is in contrast to Keherva’s youthful gait. That’s why Dhumali 

is played in vilambit or madhya layas only. Dhumali is used only for 

accompanying light musical forms such as Geet, Ghazals and 

Bhajans that correspond to its nature. The taal is embellished with 

sprightly compositions like laggis and ladis. This taal is also played 

on the Dholak, Naal, Nakkara and other folk instruments. 

Taal stats 

Matra - 8; Vibhag - 4; Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/2/212); Tali - 3 (1 st, 3rd and 7th matras); Khali - 1 (5th matra) 

Theka 

Dha dhin | dha tin | traka dhin | dhage tirakitta | dha 

x 2 o 3 x 

Basant 

Basant is a rare taal. According to some musicologists, Basant 

has 18 matras, while others consider it to have 9 matras. The latter 

view is more popular among practitioners today. However, the mles 

of taal construction hold that each vibhag should have a minimum 
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of 2 matras and a maximum of 5 matras. Since Basant has 9 

vibhags, 18 matras appear more appropriate. 

The theka of this taal is a bone of contention among two schools 

of thought, with one group claiming it to be a taal belonging to the 

Tabla repertoire, and the other ascribing it to the Pakhawaj. 

Considering the application of bols, this taal appears to be best suited 

for playing on the Pakhawaj at a medium or fast tempo. This taal is 

also gaining popularity with solo Tabla players. 

Taal stats 

Matra - 9; Vibhag - 9; Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l); Tali-6 (1st, 2nd, 3rd 4th, 6th and 8th matras); 

Khali - 3 (5th, 7th and 9th matras). 

Theka 

Dha | din | ta | dhet | ta | titta | kata | gadi | gana | dha 

x234o5 o 6 o x 

Alternative form 

Taal stats 

Matra - 18; Vibhag - 9; Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/2/2/2/2/2/2/2/2); Tali -6(1 st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 11th, and 15th matras); 

Khali - 3 (9th, 13th and 17th matras). 

Theka 

Dha S | ki tta | ta ki | tta ta | dha S | ti tta | ka ta | ga di | ga na | dha 

x 234 o5o6o x 

J hap taal 

Jhaptaal is a very popular taal played on the Tabla. It is 

considered an example of khand jati taal. It is usually used to 

accompany vocal and melodic instrumental compositions of vilambit 

or madhya laya. This taal is used to accompany Sadara, a rare 
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vocal art form. A few Bhajans and Ghazals are also set to Jhaptaal. 

The taal is also popular with solo performers. 

Taal stats 

Matra - 10; Vibhag - 4, Pad - Ardhasam-pad (Matra 

divisions of 2/3/2/3); Tali - 3 (1st, 3rd and 8th matras); Khali - 1 

(6th matra). 

Theka 

Dhi na | dhi dhi na | ti na | dhi dhi na | dhi 

x 2 o 3 x 

Sooltaal (Sule Faqta or Usool-e-Faqta) 

According to Mohammad Karam Imam, Sooltaal is one of the 

17 taals created by Amir Khusrau. Acharya Brihaspati christened 

the taal Usool-e-faqta on the basis of a medieval book, Adan-ul- 

musiqi. Later, the same was simplified to Sulefaqta and still later, 

Sooltaal. ‘Usool’ is Urdu for ‘principle’ and ‘faqta’ is a kind of 

bird. Thus, according to some scholars, the taal has been named 

after the rhythmic cries of this particular bird. 

Sooltaal is usually played on the Pakhawaj. The madhya and 

drat layas are considered suitable for this taal, and it is primarily 

used to accompany the Veena and Dhravapada (Dhrapad) style of 

vocal music. Solos are also played on the Pakhawaj in this taal. 

Several thekas of this taal are in vogue, though the one mentioned 

first is the most popular. 

Taal stats 

Matra - 10; Vibhag - 5, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/2/2/2/2); Tali - 3 (1 st, 5th and 7th matras); Khali - 2 (3rd and 9th 

matras). 
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Theka 

Dha dha | din ta | kitta dha | titta kata | gadi gana | dha 

x o 2 3 o x 

Alternative form (for Tabla): 

Dhin tirakitta | dhin dhin | dha ge | tu na | ka ta | dhin 

x o 2 3 o x 

Alternative form: 

Dha gheda | naga di | gheda naga | gi Sddi | gheda naga | dha 

x o o x 

Ashta Mangal 

This is an ancient taal, played predominantly on the Pakhawaj, 

It is used to accompany Dhruvapad and to play solos. The number 

of matras of this taal is disputed. 

Some scholars claim that the taal has 22 matras, while others 

hold that Ashtamangal has 11 matras. Since each vibhag of a taal 

should have at least two matras, the former school seems to be 

more correct, considering that Ashtamangal has 11 vibhags. 

However, modem Tabla players have reduced it to 11 matras. 

Ashtamangal is composed of resonant syllables and is usually played 

in the madhya and dmt lay as. 

Taal stats (as played on the Pakhawaj) 

Matra - 22; Vibhag -11, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/2/2/2/272/2/2/2/2/2); Tali - 8 (1 st, 5th, 7th, 11 th, 13th, 17th, 19th 

and 21 st matras); Khali - 3 (3rd, 9th and 15th matras). 

Theka (Pakhawaj) 

Dha S | ki tta | ta ka | dhu ma | ki tta | ta ka | dhet S | ta S | ka ta 

xo23 o45o6 
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ga di | ga na | dha 

7 8 x 

Taal stats (as played on the Tabla) 

Matra -11; Vibhag -11, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l); Tali - 8 (1 st, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 9th, 10th and 

11th matras); Khali - 3 (2nd, 5th and 8th matras). 

Theka (Tabla) 

Dhi | na | dhi | dhi 

x o 2 3 

na 

o 
dhi | dhi | na | dhage | na,dha | tirakitta 

4 5 o 6 7 8 

dhi 

x 

Mani 

Mani ranks among the rare taals. It can be played on the 

Pakhawaj as well as the Tabla. It is generally played in madhya 

and drut lay as. 

Taal stats 

Matra -11; Vibhag - 4, Pad - Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

3/2/3/3); Tali - 4 (1 st, 4th, 6th and 9th matras); Khali - Nil. 

Theka 

Dha din ta | dhet ta | dhage na,dha traka | dhage na,dha traka 

x 2 3 4 

dha 

x 

Alternative form: 

Dha ki tta | ki tta | dha ki tta | ta ki tta | dha 

x 2 3 4 x 
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Rudra 

Because of its unfamiliar gait, Rudra taal is rarely heard these 

days. There is a disagreement among scholars regarding its theka. 

Often, artists are known to create their own thekas to suit their 

needs. ‘Rudra’ is another name for the destructive aspects 

(incarnations) of Lord Shiva. 

Mythologically, the Rudras are considered to be gana devatas 

(demi gods) and are 11 in number. In light of this fact, the taal’s 

structure comprising 11 matras seems justified. 

Though there is considerable dispute over the theka, the one 

mentioned below is accepted by the majority. This taal should be 

played in the madhya and drut lay as. 

Taal stats 

Matra -11; Vibhag -11, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l); Tali - 8 (1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th, 9th and 

1 Oth matras); Khali - 3 (2nd, 6th and 11th matras) 

Theka 

Dha | tat | dha | tirakitta | dhi 

x o 2 3 4 

na 

o 

tirakitta tu na kat 

6 7 8 

ta 

o 

dha 

x 

Kumbha 

Kumbha is a rare and ancient taal. This taal is usually played in 

the madhya laya. The taal is visham matrik (that is, it has odd number 

of matras). This taal is suitable for solo performances, both on the 

Tabla and the Pakhawaj. 
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Taal stats 

Matra -11; Vibhag -11, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l); Tali- 8 (1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th, 9thand 

10th matras); Khali - 3 (2nd, 6th and 11th matras) 

Theka 

Dha | dhin | titta | kata | dha | dhin | naka | titta | kata | gadi | gana 

xo234o567 8o 

dha 

x 

Khemta 

This taal is similar to Dadra and is often used to accompany 

semi-classical, folk and film music. This taal is also played on the 

Dholak, Naal, Tasha and other folk instruments. Like Dadra, Khemta 

is youthful and romantic in nature. Hence, it is usually played at a 

fast tempo (drut lay a). 

Taal stats 

Matra - 12; Vibhag - 4; Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

3/3/3Z3); Tali - 3 (1 st, 4th and 10th matras); Khali - 1 (7th matra) 

Theka 

Dhe tte dhi | na ti na | te tte dhi | na dhi na | dhe 

x 2 o 3 x 

Ektaal 

Ektaal is among the most popular and important taals of Tabla. 

This taal can be played over a vast range of lay as, spanning from 

ati-vilambit to ati-drut. 

Ektaal is used to accompany Khayals set to vilambit, madhya 

and drut layas, Taranas and vilambit and drut gats. Ektaal is also 
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popular as a taal for playing solo. There is, however, no logical 

explanation for its name. 

Taal stats 

Matra - 12; Vibhag - 6, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/2/2/212/2); Tali - 4 (1 st, 5th, 9th and 11 th matras); Khali - 2 (3rd 

and 7th matras) 

Theka 

Dhin dhin | dhage tirakitta | tu na | kat ta | dhage tirakitta | dhi na 

x o 2 o 3 4 

dhin 

x 

Chautaal 

Chautaal is a popular taal that is mainly played on the Pakhawaj. 

It is known by several other names, such as Chandnag, Manjhi 

Bahat taal and Bada Chautaal. It is called Chahar Zarb in Persian. 

In his book Bharotiyo Shongite Taal O Chhondo, Subodh Kanta 

Nandi refers to Sangeet Bashya to establish that this taal was in 

vogue in the Dwapar Yuga and was then known as Ras Taal or 

Mohan Taal. 

According to Dr. Arun Kumar Sen, this taal was around at the 

time of Taansen, Baiju Bawra and Gopal Nayak. This theory 

appears tenable because Chautaal is used to accompany 

Dhruvapada (Dhrupad). Sharangadeva’s celebrated treatise, 

Sangeet Ratnakar, mentions a taal named Vamayati under the 

serial number 100, which has two laghus and two druts - a structure 

similar to Chautaal as we know today. 

Taal stats 

Matra - 12; Vibhag - 6, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/2/2/2/2/2); Tali - 4 (1 st, 5th, 9th and 11th matras); Khali - 2 (3rd 

and 7 th matras) 
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Theka 

Dha dha | din ta | kitta dha | din ta | titta kata | gadi gana | dha 

x o 2 o 3 4 x 

Jay \Tjay 

Taal Stats 

Matra-13; Vibhag-8; Pad-Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

1/1/2/1/3/1/3/1); Tali-4 (1st, 3rd, 6th and 10th matras); Khali-4 

(2nd, 5th, 9th and 13th matras) 

Theka 

Dhi 

x 

na 

o 

dhi dhi | na | dhage tirakitta dhi | na | tirakitta dhi dhi 

2 o 3 o 4 

na 

o 

dhi 

x 

(Courtesty:- Pt. Guru Maharaj) 

Jay 

Taal Stats (1) 

Matra-13; Vibhag-6; Pad-Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/2/2/2/1/4); Tali-4 (1 st, 3rd, 7th and 10th matras); Khali-2 (5th and 

9th matras) 

Theka (1) 

Dhi na | dhi na | kata tirakitta | dhage nadha | gena 

x 2 o 3 o 

tin tin na tirakitta | dhi 

4 x 

(Courtesy: - Pandit Arvind Mulgaonkar) 
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Taal Stats (2) 

Matra-13; Vibhag-4; Pad-Vi sham-pad (Matra divisions of 

4/3/3/3); Tali- 3 (1st, 8th and 11th matras); Khali-1 (5th matra) 

Theka (2) 

Dhin tirakitta dhi na | tirakitta ti na | dhi dhi na | dhi dhi na | dhin 

x o 2 3 x 

This theka was accepted at a seminar organized by Kathak Kendra, 

New Delhi and presided over by the late Pandit Kishan Maharaj. 

Jay Mangal 

Taal Stats 

Matra-13; Vibhag-13; Pad-Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l); Tali-9 (1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 11th, 

12th and 13th matras); Khali-4 (2nd, 4th, 6th and 1 Oth matras) 

Theka 

Dha | dha | kitta | dha | tette | kat | gen | gata | gen | kid | dha | din 

xo2 o3 o4 5 6o78 

ta | dha 

9 x 

(Taal Deepika) 

Vijay 

Taal Stats 

Matra: -13; Vibhag: - 5; Pad: - Visham-pad (Matra divi¬ 

sions of 3/3/2/372); Tali: -4 (1st, 4th, 7th and 9th matras); Khali-1 
(12th matra) 
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Theka 

Dha din ta | dhet dhin nak | dhet ta | dhitta titta dhet | gadi gan | dha 

x 2 3 4 ox 

(Mridangacharya Govind Devraj Guruji) 

Jhoomra 

This taal is played on the Tabla, chiefly to accompany vilambit 

Khayal, though a few Tabla players do perform solos in this taal. It 

is a taal of the misra jati. 

Taal stats 

Matra-14; Vibhag-4, Pad-Ardhasam-pad (Matra divisions 

of 3/4/3/4); Tali-3 (1st, 4th and 11th matras); Khali-1 (8th matra) 

Theka 

Dhin Sdha tirakitta | dhin dhin dhage tirakitta | 

x 2 

tin Sta tirakitta | dhin dhin dhage tirakitta | dhin 

o 3 x 

Alternative theka with slight variation 

Dhin dha tirakitta | dhin dhin dhage tirakitta | 

x 2 

tin ta tirakitta | dhin dhin dhage tirakitta | dhin 

o 3 x 

Aada Chautaal 

This taal is used to accompany Khayal in vilambit and madhya 

lay as. A few Taranas and Gats of melodic string instruments set to 

this taal can be heard. 
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Aada Chautaal is also suitable for playing solos, especially in 

the madhya and drut layas, where the characteristic off-beat (aada) 

feature of the taal is revealed. 

Taal stats 

Matra - 14; Vibhag - 7, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/2/2/2/2/2Z2); Tali - 4 (1 st, 3rd, 7th and 11th matras); Khali - 3 

(5th, 9th and 13th matras) 

Theka 

Dhin tirakitta | dhi na | tu na | kat ta | tirakitta dhi | na dhi | dhi na 

x 2 o 3 o 4 o 

dhin 

x 

Deepchandi or Chanchar 

This taal belongs to the realm of semi-classical music, and is 

also played on instruments like Dholak and Nakkara. Deepchandi 

is chiefly used to accompany Thumri and Holi styles of vocal music. 

Deepchandi, however, is not suitable for playing solo. 

This taal can be played in all three layas - vilambit, madhya 

and drut. Laggis and ladis are played in the taal. It is a taal of the 

misrajati. 

Taal stats 

Matra -14; Vibhag - 4, Pad - Ardhasam-pad (Matra divisions 

of 3/473/4); Tali - 3 (1st, 4th, and 11th matras); Khali - 1 (8th 

matra) 

Theka 

Dha dhin S | dha dha tin S | ta tin S | dha dha dhin S | dha 

x 2 o 3 x 
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Dhamar 

Dhamar is an important taal of the Hindustani tradition that 

has been in vogue since ancient times. According to some scholars, 

this taal was used to accompany a dance form called Holi, which 

was practised in Dwapar yuga. 

However, there is no reference to this taal in the texts of 

medieval ages. The taal became popular again during Rangeelay’s 

reign (18th century). No composition among those created by earlier 

musicians like Baiju Bawra, Taansen or Gopal Nayak is set to this 

taal. 

Dhamar is used to accompany Hori, a form of vocal music, 

which is now also known as Dhamar (Dhrupad-Dhamar). From 

the arrangement of syllables, Dhamar appears to be a taal of the 

misra jati. However, from the vibhag point of view, it belongs to the 

sankeemajati. 

While most musicians are of the view that this taal has four 

divisions, each having 5/2/3/4 matras respectively, the percussionists 

of Punjab hold that the taal’s divisions have 3/4/3/4 matras. 

This taal is suitable for playing solos on the Pakhawaj. Some 

madhya laya compositions played on the Veena, Sitar or Sarod are 

set to Dhamar taal. This taal is also popular amongst Kathak dancers. 

Dhamar is the only taal in which the sam is produced on the bayan. 

It is also the only taal to have a vibhag of 5 matras. 

Taal stats 

Matra -14; Vibhag - 4, Pad - Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

5/2/3/4); Tali - 3 (1 st, 6th and 11th matras); Khali - 1 (8th matra) 

Theka 

Ka dhe tte dhe tte ga te tte ka 

x 

dhaS 

2 o 

te tte ta S 

3 x 
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Alternative form: 

Ka dhi tte dhi tta | dha S | ga di na | di n ta S | ka 

x 2 o 3 x 

According to Prof. Lakshman Singh Seen of Punjab gharana, 

Dhamar has been derived from ‘Tomar’ a chhand (meter) mentioned 

by Narad. Chaturdasha kala Tomar is how this chhand has been 

described in Naradiya Shiksha. According to Prof Seen, Dhamar 

is a corrupt form of Tomar. The following theka is played with 

vilambit Khayal in Punjab: 

Ta dhin tittakata dhin dhin | dhage tittakata | dhage nati Ska 

x 2 o 

ta tittakata ta tittakata | ta 

3 x 

Farodast 

The name Farodast is of Persian origin. Some scholars are 

therefore of the view that this taal originated in the medieval ages. 

Some musicologists believe Amir Khusrau is the creator of this 

taal. However, Khusrau’s Farodast had 9 matras and divisions of 

3/1/1/1/2/1; whereas Farodast, as we know today, has 14 matras, 

and a division of 2/2/2/2/2/2/2. 

Structurally, this taal shows a remarkable influence of Aada 

Chautaal. Farodast is a sampadi taal of the chatushra jati. The taal 

is used to accompany vilambit and madhya laya Khyal and gats of 

melodic instruments. Solos are also played in this taal, though this is 

very rare. 

Taal stats 

Matra - 14; Vibhag - 7, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/2/2/2/2/272); Tali - 5 (1 st, 5th, 9th, 11th and 13th matras); Khali - 

2 (3rd and 7 th matras) 
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Theka 

Dhin dhin | dhage tirakitta 

x o 
tu na | ka ta | dhina kadha 

2 o 3 

tirakitta dhina | kadha tirakitta | dhin 

4 5 x 

Theka (alternative form) 

Dhin dhin | dhage tirakitta | tu na | ka ta | dhatra kadhi 

x o 2 o 3 

naka dhatraka | kadhi naka | dhin 

4 5 x 

Chitra 

Chitra taal is rarely heard on the Tabla. This taal appears to 

bear an influence of Jhaptaal. It is played in the madhya and drut 

layas. The taal is suitable for accompanying Khayal or instrumental 

music set to madhya laya as well as for playing solos. 

Taal stats 

Matra -15; Vibhag - 5, Pad - Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/3/4/4/2); Tali - 3 (1 st, 3rd, and 1 Oth matras); Khali - 2 (6th and 

14thmatras) 

Theka 

Dhi na | dhi dhi na | tu na ka ta | traka dhi na dhi | dhi na | dhi 

x 2 o 3 ox 

Gajajhampa 

This taal is mainly played on the Pakhawaj. It has 15 matras 

and is used for accompaniment as well as playing solos. There 

exists a huge repertoire of bandishes like parans and chhands in 
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this taal. Gajajhampa can also be played on the Tabla. It is usually 

played in the madhya and drut layas only. 

Taal stats 

Matra -15; Vibhag - 4, Pad - Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

4/4/3/4); Tali - 3 (1 st, 5th, and 12th matras); Khali -1 (9th matra) 

Theka 

Dha dhin naka taka | dha dhin naka taka | din naka taka 

x 2 o 

titta kata gadi gana | dha 

3 x 

Yati Shekhar 

This is one of the rare taals of Tabla. The available texts do not 

throw much light on this taal. A remarkable feature of this taal is 

that it has no khali. 

Taal Stats 

Matra-15; Vibhag-10, Pad-Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

1/2/2/1/1/2/1/1/2/2); Tali-10 (1st, 2nd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 10th, 11th, 12th 

and 14th matras); Khali-Nil 

Theka 

Dha | tat dhin | na trak | dhin | dhin | na tat | dhage | nadha 

x 2 3 45678 

trak dhin | gadi gana | dha 

9 10 x 

Pancham Sawari 

Pancham Sawari is chief among several important variations 

of Sawari taal. In fact, several texts describe Pancham Sawari as 
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Sawari taal. The taal is not very popular, since it has an odd number 

of matras, which makes it difficult to execute spontaneous 

improvisations. The taal can be used for accompaniment as well as 

for playing solos. Pancham Sawari is fit for playing in the drut and 

ati-drut layas, and is therefore used to accompany drut Khayals 

and gats. All compositions that are part of a solo performance, 

such as peshkar, qaidas, baants, gats, tukras, relas, etc. are played 

in this taal. 

There is no consensus among musicologists over the theka of 

this taal. Several variations are available in different books. Dr. 

Arun Kumar Sen has mentioned 18 types of Sawari in his research 

paper, Bharatiya Talon Ka Shastriya Vivechan. These are: Qaid 

Sawari, Kurk Sawari, Tritiya Sawari, Chaturtha Sawari, Pancham 

Sawari, Shashth Sawari, Saptam Sawari, Champak Sawari, Sherki 

Sawari, Badi Sawari, Mardani Sawari, Janani Sawari, Sita Sawari, 

Choti Sawari, Basari Sawari and Manjhari Sawari. However, with 

the exception of Pancham Sawari, not much is know about the 

other variations. 

Taal stats 

Matra -15; Vibhag - 4, Pad - Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

3/4/4/4); Tali - 3 (1 st, 4th and 12th matras); Khali - 1 (8th matra) 

Alternative theka (1) 

Dhi na dhidhi | kat dhidhi nadhi dhina | tinkr tina tirakitta tina 

x 2 o 

katta dhidhi nadhi dhina | dhi 

3 x 

Alternative theka (2) 

Dha dhin dhin | dha dhin dhin dha | din Sga dhi ta 

x 2 o 

kat dhina kadha tirakitta | dha 

3 x 
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Alternative theka (3) 

DhinStira kittadhiS naS | ta dhidhi nadhi dhina 

x 2 

tinkr tina trakatina kidanaga | katta dhidhi nadhi dhina | dhin 

o 3 x 

Theka composed by Tabla Shiromani Pandit Gama Maharaj 

Dha dhin dhage | nage tiSkra tina tirakitta 

x 2 

tina katta dhidhi nadhi | dhina dhintirakitta dhindhin dhati | dha 

o 3 x 

Badi Sawari 

Badi Sawari is one of the several lesser-known forms of Sawari. 

One rarely gets to hear this taal any more. Badi Sawari belongs to 

the order of Chatushra jati. Perhaps, one of the reasons for its 

obscurity is the complex structure. The taal is fit to be played in the 

madhya laya only. Though the taal is beautiful, it is a difficult one to 

play. 

Taal stats 

Matra - 16; Vibhag - 8, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/2/2/2/2/212/2); Tali - 5 (1st, 5th, 9th, 11th and 13th); Khali - 3 

(3rd, 7th and 15th matras) 

Theka 

Dhi na | dhi na | dhidhi dhina | dhidhi dhina | taStraka tuna 

x o 2 o 3 

taStraka tuna | kattaS trakadhina | ginadhage nadhatirakitta | dhi 

4 5 o X 
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Teentaal 

Teentaal is the most important and popular taal played on the 

Tabla. Several other taals having a structure similar to Teentaal 

(and each having a different name, such as Tilwada, Punjabi, Addha, 

Jat, etc.) have evolved to accompany various styles of music. 

Teentaal is considered to have its origins in the Adi taal of the 

Carnatic tradition. Teentaal is primarily meant for playing on the 

Tabla in the madhya, drut and ati-drut layas. It is popular with Tabla 

solo players and for accompanying Kathak. Chota (drut) Khayals, 

Taranas and drut laya gats played on melodic instruments are often 

composed in this taal. The most important reason behind its popularity 

is the convenient arrangement of matras within vibhags, which 

allows a Tabla player to execute spontaneous improvisations (upaj) 

with relative ease. 

Taal slats 

Matra - 16; Vibhag - 4, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

4/4/4/4); Tali - 3 (1 st, 5th and 13th); Khali - 1 (9th matra) 

Theka 

Dha dhin dhin dha | dha dhin dhin dha | 

x 2 

dha tin tin ta | ta dhin dhin dha | dha 

o 3 x 

Tilwada 

Tilwada is primarily the vilambit form of Teentaal. This 16- 

matra taal is used to accompany vilambit Khayals and can therefore 

be stretched to 32 or 64 matras. Though rare, some Tabla players 

are known to have performed Tabla solos in this taal. The taal has 

a sombre quality. It is structurally identical with Teentaal. 
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Taal stats 

Matra - 16; Vibhag - 4, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

4/4/4/4); Tali - 3 (1 st, 5th and 13th); Khali - 1 (9th matra) 

Theka 

Dha tirakitta dhin dhin | dha dha tin tin 

x 2 

ta tirakitta tin tin | dha dha dhin dhin | dha 

o 3 x 

Jat 

Jat is primarily a variation of Deepchandi in character. 

Structurally, it is similar to Teentaal. While Deepchandi is misrajati, 

ardhasam-pad taal, Jat belongs to the order of chatushra jati, sam- 

pad taals. It is chiefly used to accompany Thumris. Intricate and 

pleasing laggi-ladis are often interjected during accompaniment, 

adding to the enjoyment. Though the theka is structurally similar to 

Teentaal, this taal appears different because of the use of ‘dam’ 

(lit. dam = breath) or time lags. 

Taal stats 

Matra - 16; Vibhag - 4, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

4Z4/4/4); Tali - 3 (1 st, 5th and 13th); Khali - 1 (9th matra) 

Theka 

Dha S dhin S | dha dha tin S | ta S tin S | dha dha dhin S | dha 

x 2 o 3 x 

Punjabi, Addha or Sitar Khani 

Punjabi, Addha and Sitar Khani are synonyms of the same 

taal. It is essentially a variation of Teentaal, and has the same 

structure. However, the use of dam imparts Punjabi its characteristic 
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gait. The taal is often used to accompany Thumris, Tappas, Bhajans 

and gats. Sitar players play Sitar Khani gat, which is neither as 

slow as Masit Khani gats, nor as fast as Raza Khani gats. 

The name Sitar Khani has probably been derived from the fact 

that it is used to accompany Sitar Khani gats. Loud bols such as 

tukras and parans are not played in this taal. 

Taal stats 

Matra - 16; Vibhag - 4, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

4/4/4Z4); Tali - 3 (1 st, 5th and 13th); Khali - 1 (9th matra) 

Theka 

DhaS Sdhin Ska dha | dhaS Sdhin Ska dha 

x 2 

dhaS Stin Ska ta | taS Sdhin Ska dha | dha 

o 3 x 

Shikhar 

This is an ancient taal played on the Pakhawaj. It rarely heard 

today. Shikhar taal is used for the accompaniment of Dhrupad. 

Solos are also played on this taal. It is generally played in the madhya 

and drut lay as. 

Taal stats 

Matra - 17; Vibhag - 5, Pad - Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

4/4/3/2/4); Tali - 5 (1 st, 5th, 9th, 12th and 14th matras); Khali - Nil 

Theka 

Dha traka dhin naka | thun ga dhin naka | 

x 2 

dhuma kitta taka | dhet ta | titta kata gadi gana | dha 

3 4 5 x 
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Vishnu 

This taal can be played on both Tabla and Pakhawaj. 

Unfortunately, the taal is rarely heard. Vishnu taal is fit to accompany 

Khayals and madhya laya gats on melodic instruments as well as 

for playing solos. Though all scholars agree that Vishnu taal has 17 

matras, they are divided on its structure. Some of the prominent 

opinions are described below: 

Taal stats (1) 
I 

Matra -17; Vibhag - 5, Pad - Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/3Z4/4/4); Tali -4 (1st, 3rd, 6th, and 10th matras); Khali -1 (14th 

matra) 

Theka 

Dhi na | dhi dhi na | dha traka dhi na | dhi dhi na dhi 

x 2 3 4 

dhi na dhi na | dhi 

o x 

Taal stats (2) 

Matra -17; Vibhag - 8, Pad - Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/2/2/2/272/2/3); Tali - 6 (1 st, 5th, 9th, 11 th, 13th and 15th matras); 

Khali - 2 (3rd and 7th matras) 

Theka 

Dhin tirakitta | dhi na | tu na | kat ta | tirakitta dhi | na dhage | 

x o 2 o 3 4 

nadha traka | dhage nadha traka | dhi 

5 6 x 

Taal stats (3) 

Matra - 17; Vibhag - 6, Pad - Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/4/4/2/2/3); Tali — 6 (1st, 3rd, 7th, 11th, 13th and 15th matras); 
Khali-Nil 
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Theka (for Pakhawaj) 

Dha S | ki tta ta ka 

x 2 

dhu ma ki tta | ta ka | dha S | dhin n ta 

3 4 5 6 

dha 

x 

Lakshmi 

Lakshmi is an ancient, not-so-popular taal, which is played 

chiefly on the Pakhawaj. There is a considerable amount of 

disagreement on its structure. There was a time when this taal was 

used for accompaniment of Dhrupad vocals. However, it is today 

limited to rare solos on the Pakhawaj or even rarer solos on the 

Tabla. Mentioned below are some of the prominent schools thought 

on the structure and theka of this taal. 

Taal stats (1) 

Matra - 18; Vibhag - 18, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l); Tali —15 (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th, 

7th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th and 17thmatras); 

Khali - 3 (4th, 8th and 18th matras) 

Theka 

Dhi | tet | dhet | dhet | din | ta | titta | kata | dha | din | ta | dhuma 

x 2 3 o 456 o 7 8 9 10 

kitta | dhuma | titta | kata | gadi | gana | dhi 

11 12 13 14 15 o x 

Girish Chandra Shrivastav, in his acclaimed work, Taal Kosh, 

has mentioned another form of Lakshmi taal. Shrivastav attributes 

this theka to Pandit Balwantrao Gulabrao Bhatt’s Bhavrang, and 

adds that this form of Lakshmi taal is popular in the Maharashtra 

and Goa regions. Layabhaskar Lakshmanrao Parvatkar (also known 

as Khapru Mama), and his son, Ramakrishna Parvatkar, played 

this theka: 
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Taal stats (2) 

Matra -21; Vibhag - 12, Pad - Visham-pad (Matra divisions 

of 2/2/2/2/2/2/2/2/2/1/1/1); Tali- 8 (1st, 5th, 9th, 11th, 15th, 19th, 

20th and 21 st matras); Khali - 4 (3rd, 7th, 13th and 17th matras) 

Theka 

Dha gida | naga dhet | ghida naga | tat ghida | naga dhet 

x o 2 o 3 

dhet ghida | naga gad | di ghida | naga titta | kata | gadi | gana | dha 

4 o 5 o 678x 

Tabla Shiromani Gama Maharaj of Banaras gharana played 

yet another variation of this taal, which he claimed to have learnt 

from his elders. 

He used two talis on 5th, 13th and 15th matras of this 18 matra taal, 

thus taking the total number of vibhags to 21. The world of music 

may not easily accept a taal of 18 matras having 21 vibhags. 

However, the same theka of 18 matras having 18 vibhags, 15 talis 

and 3 khalis should be acceptable to all. 

Taal stats (3) 

Matra - 18; Vibhag - 18, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l); Tali-15 (1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 

8th, 9th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th and 18th matras); 

Khali - 3 (2nd, 6th and 10th matras) 

Theka 

Dha | S | dhet | dhet | dha | S | tirakitta | dhet | dha | S | dhet 

xo2 34o5 67o8 

ta 

9 

tirakitta | dha | dhedhe | Sta | Sn | dhet | dha 

10 11 12 13 14 15 x 

Below is another form of Lakshmi taal, the theka of which is 

constructed using the syllables played on Tabla. 
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Taal stats (4) 

Matra - 18; Vibhag - 18, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l/l); Tali-15 (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th, 

7th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th and 17thmatras); 

Khali - 3 (4th, 8th and 18th matras) 

Theka 

Dhina | dhin,dha | tirakitta | dhina | dhin,dha | tirakitta | dha,dha 

x 2 3 o 4 5 6 

tirakitta | dha,dha | tirakitta | dhina | dhin,dha | tirakitta | tuna 

o 7 8 9 10 11 12 

kidanaga | tage | ta | tirakitta | dhina 

13 14 15 o x 

Matta 

Matta taal is an ancient taal played on the Pakhawaj. However, 

this taal is now included among the growing list of obscure taals. 

Earlier, this taal was used for accompanying Dhrupad recitals and 

solos on the Pakhawaj. 

But Dhrupad compositions in this taal are rarely heard these 

days. Matta taal belongs to the order of chatushra jati taals and its 

theka has a remarkable resonant characteristic. This taal is usually 

played in the madhya and drut layas. Though there are several 

versions of the theka, most scholars agree that the taal has 18 matras 

and 9 vibhags. A handful, however, claim that the taal has 9 matras. 

The three popular thekas are given below: 

Taal stats 

Matra - 18; Vibhag - 9, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/2/2/2/2/2/2/2/2); Tali - 6 (1 st, 5th, 7th, 11 th, 13th and 15th matras); 

Khali - 3 (3rd, 9th and 17th matras) 
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Theka (1) 

Dha S | ghi da | na ga | ghi da | na ga | ti tta | ka ta | ga di | ga na 

x o 2 3 o 4 5 6 o 

dha 

x 

Theka (2) 

Dhin S I dha S dhin tirakitta dhi na tu na ka ta tirakitta dhi 

x o o 

na dhi | dhi na | dhin 

6 o x 

Theka (3) 

Dha S | ki tta | ta ka | dhin S | ta S | ta ka | dhin S | ga di | ga na 

xo2 3 o45 6o 

dha 

x 

Qaid Farodast 

An ancient taal, Qaid Farodast now ranks amongst the obscure 

taals. The theka of this taal is composed of bols played on the 

Tabla, and is played in the madhya laya. Not much else is known 

about this taal. 

Taal stats 

Matra -19; Vibhag - 7, Pad - Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

3/3/2/2/2/3/4); Tali - 6 (1 st, 7th, 9th, 11th, 13th and 16th matras); 

Khali - 1 (4th matra) 

Theka 

Dhin ta kat 

x 

tin ta tirakitta 

o 
dhin ta 

2 
katta 

3 

tirakitta tuna 

4 
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dhidhi naga dhidhi | naga dhin dhinta katta | dhin 

5 6 x 

Ganesh 

This is an ancient taal played on the Pakhawaj. It is rarely 

heard these days. Ganesh taal is played with powerful strokes, 

eliciting a resonant soundscape, and is generally played in vilambit 

and madhya lay as. 

There is a lot of disagreement over the theka and structural 

format of this taal. Mentioned below are some of the popular views, 

the last one having the largest number of adherents. 

Taal stats (1) 

Matra -18; Vibhag - 5, Pad - Visham-pad (Matra divisions of 

4/4/4/2/4); Tali - 4 (1 st, 5th, 9th, and 13th matras); Khali - 1 (15th 

matra) 

Theka 

Dha S dhi tta | dhi tta dha S | dha S ki tta | ta ka | ga di ga na | dha 

x 2 3 4 o x 

Taal stats (2) 

Matra - 20; Vibhag - 10, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/2/2/2/212/2/2/2/2); Tali-7 (1st, 5th, 7th, 9th, 13th, 17th, and 19th 

matras); Khali - 3 (3rd, 11th and 15th matras) 

Theka 

Dha din | ta ta | dhet dhet | ghe,ghe naga | dhina dha 

x o 2 3 4 

kitta taka | kida dha | kitta taka | titta kata | gadi gana | dha 

5 o 6 7 o x 
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Taal stats (3) 

Matra -21; Vibhag - 10, Pad - Visham-pad (Matra divisions 

of 4/1/4/1/1/4/1/1/1/3); Tali-10 (1st, 5th, 6th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 16th, 

17th, 18th, and 19th matras); Khali - Nil 

Theka 

Dha S ki tta | ta | dha S ki tta | ta | ka | ga di ga na | dhin | dha 

x 23 456 78 

ta | kata dha ta | dha 

9 10 x 

Theka variation 

Dha dha din ta | kat | titta dha din ta | kata | titta | ta dhage din ta 

x 2 3 4 5 6 

dhage | ta | titta | kata gadi gana | dha 

7 8 9 10 x 

Brahm 

Brahm was a prominent taal of the Pakhawaj repertoire. 

Unfortunately, it has now fallen into disuse. It is a taal of the 

chatushra jati. The taal is fit for playing solos as well as for 

accompanying Dhrupad recitals. There are two popular variations 

of the theka. 

Taal stats 

Matra - 28; Vibhag - 14, Pad - Sam-pad (Matra divisions of 

2/2/2/2/2/2/2/2/2/2/2/2/2/2); Tali -10 (1 st, 5th, 7th, 11 th, 13th, 15th, 

19th, 21 st, 23rd and 25th matras); Khali - 4 (3rd, 9th, 17th and 27th 

matras) 

Theka (1) 

Dha S | ta S | dha S | din S | ta S | ki tta | dha S | din S | ta S 

x o23o4 5 6o 
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dha S | ti tta | ka ta | ga di | ga na | dha 

7 8 9 10 o x 

Theka (2) 

Dha S | ki tta | ta ka | dhu ma | ki tta | ta ka | ga di | ga na 

xo23 o456 

dhet S | ta S | ti tta | ka ta | ga di | ga na | dha 

o 7 8 9 10 o x 



The Science of Sound 

Overview 

Sounds are sensations perceived by the ear. Sounds that are pleasing 

to the ear are called musical sounds, and those that are jarring or 

annoying are called noise. Ancient and medieval musicologists have 

described musical sounds as naad. 

Sangeet Ratnakar defines naad as: 

Nakaram pranah manam, dakaram analam viduh / 

Jat pranagnisanyogatena naadobhidhiyate/j 

The word naad is composed of two syllables — naa and da. 

Naa represents prana or air element while 4 da’ represents the fire 

element. This thought is remarkably close to the modem scientific 

understanding of the production and propagation of sound. Fire is a 

result of friction or vibration while air represents the medium that 

carries sound waves. In the absence of either of these elements, 

sound cannot be produced or propagated. 

Scriptural View of Human Voice 

When the soul wants to express itself, it inspires the mind. The 

mind activates the fire element (one of the five elements of which 

the body is composed; the other four being earth, air, water and 

ether) within the body. The fire element activates the air element 

which leaves its abode in the brahma granthi and travels upward 

through the navel, heart and throat, naso-pharynx and mouth, thus 

producing five kinds of sound. 
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These sounds produce swaras and the intermingling of swaras 

result in the expression of various bhavas and rasas. Naad is of 

two kinds, aahata and anaahata. 

Aahata-anaahatascheti dwidha naado nigadhyatey / 

Soyam prakashatey pindey tasmat pindobhidhiyatey // 

Aahata Naad 

If the striking of two objects produces a musical sound it is 

called aahata naad. All music that we hear is a result of aahata 

naad. Notes produced by the human voice, the Sitar or the Tabla 

are all created when a vibrating part is struck (lit. aahata = hit or to 

strike). According to Damodar Pandit, author of Sangeet Darpan, 

aahata naad transports the soul across the bhavasagara 

(transcendental world). 

Sa naadastwahato lokey ranjako bhava bhanjakaha / 

Shrutyadi dwaratastasmatadutpattir nirupayatey // 

Anaahata or Anhad Naad 

Anaahata naad refers to sounds that are not a result of vibration 

or striking. Evidently, such sounds can’t be heard; they can only be 

perceived. The scriptures declare that these sounds are perceivable 

only during deep meditation. According to some authors, anaahata 

sounds have no musical significance because they are not audible. 

Superficially, this statement appears true. However, only one who 

can perceive the anaahata sounds can become a truly great 

musician. Rishis, munis and yogis have perceived these liberating 

sounds during deep meditation and have sung its praises. In the 

state of samadhi, the seven anaahata sounds can be perceived in 

the seven cerebro-spinal chakras. 

These sounds have been the inspiration behind the magnificent 

colossal structure of Indian music. Saint-poetess Mira has described 

anhad sounds in her own inimitable way: 
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Holi khel mana re... phagun he din chaar 

Bin hartal Pahhawaj baje, anhad hi jhanhaar. 

Bin sur raag chaattiso gavey, rom-rom rangsaar... phagun 

he din chaar 

Scientific Explanation of Phenomena Associated 

With Sound 

The study of sound and phenomena associated with it has been 

of interest not only to musicians but also scientists. The branch of 

physics that deals with sounds is called acoustics. Because of the 

overwhelming use of technology in the concert auditorium these 

days, musicians would do well to understand the basics of acoustics 

from a scientific standpoint. 

Progression of Sound 

How does the audience hear the sound of, say a Tabla, being 

played on the stage? We know that sound is nothing but a form of 

energy caused by a vibration. 

When a Tabla player strikes on the drumhead, the physical 

energy causes the drumhead to vibrate, which in turn transforms 

the mechanical energy into sound energy. This energy travels 

through the medium of air and strikes the eardrums of the listener, 

causing them to vibrate. The nerves associated with the auditory 

system then picks up the signals and conveys it to the brain, causing 

a perception of the sound. 

How does sound energy travel through air? It travels in the 

form of waves. When an object such as drumhead or a string 

vibrates, it rapidly moves inwards and outwards. Inward movement 

of the vibratory surface creates a vacuum, which pulls in air. In 

scientific terms, this is called rarefaction. Subsequent outward 

vibration puts pressure on the air. This is called compression. The 
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compressed air further passes on its energy to the adjoining layer 

of air. Thus, sound waves progress through air by causing a series 

of compressions and rarefactions. 

Reflection of Sound 

Sound waves get reflected on striking a surface like walls of 

an auditorium. Because of this, musical sounds can be heard better 

in a closed auditorium than in the open. 

Refraction of Sound 

Sound waves bend when they pass from a rarer medium to a 

denser medium and vice-versa. This is called refraction. Because 

of refraction, one can hear distant sounds clearly at night. 

Diffraction of Sound 

Sound waves bend around obstacles and comers. Because of 

this ability of sound waves, one can hear another person speaking 

in another room, even though the speaker is not visible. 

Resonance 

When sound energy from one vibrating object exactly matches 

the frequency of another object, the second object starts vibrating 

automatically. This happens due to the phenomenon of resonance. 

Echo 

When one yells at a wall or at the mountains, one can hear the 

sounds reflected back. These reflected sounds are called echoes. 

The human ear can distinguish between two sounds separately if 

they reach the ear at a gap of at least 0.1 seconds. The phenomenon 

of echo can occur only if the reflecting surface is at a minimum 

distance of 17.2 meters (keeping air as the medium at room 

temperature). 
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Production of Sound and Audibility 

We have already learnt that sound is produced when a sound- 

producing object vibrates due to some kind of friction or impact. 

Striking the Tabla, for example, makes the membrane vibrate. Most 

of the energy delivered through the physical strike on the vibratory 

surface is converted into sound energy, which progresses through 

the surrounding medium in the form of a series of compressions 

and rarefactions, commonly known as sound waves. 

All sounds, however, are not audible. Human beings can 

perceive sounds within the frequency range of 20 to 20,000 cycles 

per second or hertz (Hertz is the unit of measuring frequency). 

Let us understand the concept of frequency in a little more detail. 

Sound waves are similar to ripples set up on the surface of still 

water when a pebble is dropped. As soon as the pebble touches the 

surface of the water, it displaces some of the water at the point 

of impact, which in turn pushes the layer of water surrounding it a 

little above the level of still water. As soon as this layer loses energy, 

it starts falling back, and eventually falls below the level of still 

water. This continues till the layer loses all its energy. 

A rise, followed by a fall, constitutes a single cycle. If the wave 

completes 1 cycle in one second, we say that the frequency of 

vibration is 1 hertz (Hz). 

In case of sound waves, a compression followed by a 

rarefaction constitutes a single cycle. If the number of such cycles 

is between 20 and 20,000 per second, the human ear can detect 

it. Sound waves comprising less than 20 cycles per second are 

called infrasonic sound waves, while those comprising more than 

20,000 cycles per second are called ultrasonic waves. Audible sound 

waves travel at a speed of 344 meters per second through air. 

Light waves, on the other hand, travel at a speed of 3x108 meters 

per second. This explains why we can see a lightning flash before 

we can hear it. 
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Characteristics of Sound 

From a scientific point of view, audible sound has three 

important characteristics. These are pitch, loudness and quality. 

Pitch 

When one sound appears shriller than another, we say that the 

shriller sound is of a higher pitch. If we consider the successive 

notes of an octave, the characteristic that helps us differentiate 

between one note and another is called pitch. 

Pitch depends upon frequency of vibration of the sound- 

producing source. Higher the frequency, higher will be the pitch. 

The pitch of an object remains constant, irrespective of the number 

of times it is struck or the intensity of strike. 

Pandit Vishnu Narayan Bhatkhande did pioneering work when 

he standardized the frequencies of various notes of the Hindustani 

music system. Following are the frequencies (in Hertz) assigned to 

the notes of the middle octave (madhya saptak) of the Indian melodic 

scale: 

Sa = 240 

Re = 270 

Ga = 302 17/43 

Ma = 320 

Pa = 360 

Dha = 405 

Ni = 452 

Pitch in Membrane (percussion) Instruments 

The pitch of membranous percussion instruments depends upon 

three factors: 

a) Shape of the drum 
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b) Size and thickness of the sound-producing membrane 

(drumhead) 

c) The tension applied on the membrane 

Larger the instrument and deeper its hollow, lower is the pitch. 

Thus, it follows that if the instrument’s size is smaller and the hollow 

is shallower, its pitch will be higher. Similarly, larger the area of the 

membrane and more its thickness, lower will be the pitch. Pitch 

also depends upon how tightly the drumhead has been stretched. 

Higher the tension, higher will be the pitch. 

In case of instruments like the Tabla or the Pakhawaj, the syahi 

too plays a role in determining the pitch. If the syahi is thick, the 

pitch will be low and if it is thin, the pitch will be higher. 

The pitch of Tabla can be raised or reduced by increasing or 

decreasing the tightness of the baddhi and by adjusting the gattey. 

Loudness 

We already know that sound travels through the air in the form 

of waves. How far it travels depends upon its loudness. The unit 

for measuring loudness is decibel. During a normal conversation, 

the loudness is between 40-60 decibels. The human ear can tolerate 

up to 220 decibel, beyond which it becomes painful. 

Loudness of sound depends upon the following factors: 

a) Impact: The force with which a sound-producing object or 

surface is struck is one of the key determinants of loudness. The 

more the force, the louder will be the sound. This is because a 

stronger impact sets up vibrations of higher amplitude. 

Mathematically, intensity or loudness of sound is directly proportional 

to the square of its amplitude. 

b) Size or surface area of the vibrating object: Loudness 

depends on the surface area of the vibrating object. Thus, more the 

surface area, more will be the loudness. For example, a longer and/ 
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or thicker string will produce a louder sound when plucked, 

compared to a shorter and/or thinner string. 

c) Density of the medium: Scientific studies have proved that 

sound waves passing through a denser medium is louder than a 

rarer medium. 

d) Presence of resonating bodies: We have already leamt about 

the phenomenon of resonance. If a resonating body is close to the 

source of sound, it will start vibrating automatically, emitting sound 

waves, resulting in a louder sound. A good example of such a 

phenomenon is the use of tarab strings in Sitar and Sarod. 

e) Distance from the source: Closer the listener is to the source, 

louder will the sound appear. 

Loudness of Membranous Percussion Instruments 

From the above discussion, it is clear that sounds from a membranous 

percussion instrument or drum will be louder if: 

a) A large force is used to strike the drumhead. 

b) The size of the instrument is large and the surface area of 

the membrane (drumhead) is big. 

c) The density of the surrounding medium is high. 

d) The membrane is thick. 

e) The listener is close to the instrument. 

Quality or Timbre 

Quality is the property of sound that helps us distinguish between 

two sounds of the same pitch and loudness. For example, if a Tabla 

and a Pakhawaj are tuned to the same pitch and are struck together 

with the same force, we can still distinguish between the two sounds 

and identify the instruments. The quality of sound also depends 

upon the way an instrument is played. 
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When a musical instrument is played, it sets up several 

frequencies simultaneously. The lowest frequency is called 

‘fundamental’ and accompanying higher frequencies are called 

‘overtones’. Overtones that are integral multiples of the fundamental 

are called ‘harmonics’. The quality of sound, which is a result of 

the fundamental frequency and overtones (harmonics), is what helps 

us distinguish between two sounds of the same pitch and loudness. 

It is worth remembering here that when an instrument like the 

Tabla is played, it is not only the drumhead that vibrates. Other 

parts, like the wooden body and the air column inside the hollow 

also begin vibrating and producing sound waves, which add to the 

fundamental sound of the instrument. Since two instruments differ 

in size, shape, thickness, density and type of material used, the 

frequencies these emit are different. That’s why the two can be 

distinguished. 

Types of Musical Instruments 

India’s musical history is over 5,000 years old. Over this span, 

numerous musical instruments were created to accompany music. 

Many of these instruments have undergone countless improvisations 

with the passage of time, while others have receded into oblivion. 

Depending upon their usage, instruments can be classified into 

two types: 

Melodic: Instruments that mimic the human voice and can be 

used to play notes (swarasj and melodic compositions, such as ragas. 

Percussion: Instruments used to keep time and maintain 

rhythm. During accompaniment, these instruments are often tuned 

to a single, dominant note. Drums fall under this category. 

Ancient Indian musicologists categorised musical instruments 

into four types: 
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• Tat or tantra vadya (Chordophones) 

• Sushir (Aerophones) 

• Ghan (Idiophones) 

• Avanadhya (Membranophones) 

Tat vadya: All stringed instruments fall in this category. For 

example, Sitar, Sarod, Piano, etc. Musicologists have created another 

category called Vitat vadya. Stringed instruments that are played 

with the help of a bow are categorized as vitat. Sarangi, Esraj, 

Violin, etc. are examples of vitat instruments. 

Sushir vadya: Wind instruments like Flute, Shehnai, 

Harmonium, Clarinet, etc. are examples of sushir vadya. 

Ghan vadya: These instruments are played by striking with 

another part or a stick or other such means. Bells, Gongs, Cymbals, 

etc. are good examples. 

Avanadhya vadya: These are drums of various kinds — the 

commonest feature being the presence of a membranous drumhead, 

which is beaten either with bare hands or with sticks. Tabla, 

Pakhawaj, Dholak, Kettle Drums, etc. fall in this category. 

If we consider the modem musical scenario, we will have to 

add another category of instmments, which can be termed as 

electrophones. These instmments are powered by electricity. 

Examples include the Electric Guitar, Synthesizer, Octopad, etc. 
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Pandit Ram Sahay 

A study of the history of Tabla will 

remain incomplete without the mention 

of Pandit Ram Sahay, who can be 

credited with creating history. 

There is general disagreement 

among scholars about the exact period 

of his birth. However, available 

historical evidence points at the year 

1797, when the great exponent of Tabla 

was bom in Banaras (now Varanasi). 

His father’s name was Pandit Prakash 

Maharaj, and his ancestors belonged to Pt Ram Sahay 

village Gopalapura in Jaunpur district of present Uttar Pradesh. 

Ram Sahay belonged to a family of chaste upper caste Brahmins, 

who used music as a means of teaching the scriptures to the masses. 

Thus, music was in his blood. Right from his childhood, Ram Sahay 

was interested in playing the Tabla, and would play his father’s and 

uncles’ dmms for hours. By dint of his hard work, Ram Sahay 

became an accomplished Tabla player by the tender age of nine or 

ten. 

Ustad Modu Khan of the Lucknow gharana happened to listen 

to this young talent one day, and offered to teach him. Young Ram 

Sahay’s father, who was well aware of the prodigious talent of his 

son, readily agreed. However, the society did not take this lightly 

and there were protests in both the Hindu and Muslim communities. 
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The criticism, however, had little effect on the teacher and his 

young pupil. The training continued for 12 long years. In between, 

Ustad Modu Khan had to leave Lucknow for six months. During 

this period, the Ustad’s wife, who belonged to a family of 

percussionists from Punjab, taught 500 Punjabi gats to the eager 

Ram Sahay. 

Meanwhile, Nawab Gaziuddin Haider acceded the throne of 

Awadh after the demise of Sadat Ali Khan in 1814. Five years 

later, in 1819, a seven-day-long music festival was organised 

to mark the occasion. All the well-known artistes of that 

era gathered at Lucknow to participate in the event. 

It is said that Ram Sahay mesmerised the audience with 

his Tabla solos, and performed on all seven days. This 

event catapulted Ram Sahay to dizzy heights of glory, and his musical 

prowess was unanimously acknowledged. The ustads gifted him 

rare compositions of their respective gharanas, and the Nawab too 

heaped priceless gifts on him. 

However, Ustad Modu Khan had to face the wrath of Muslim 

musicians and other members of the community. Stung by the 

criticism, Ustad Modu Khan made Ram Sahay ‘return’ the entire 

knowledge that he had blessed him with, and made him promise 

that he would never play the bandishes that he had taught, nor 

teach those to anyone else. 

The brave and obedient Ram Sahay agreed and returned to 

Banaras. For a few days, Ram Sahay remained in a state of shock. 

Mercifully, he soon regained his composure and his creative mind 

began tossing and turning again. He concluded that he would have 

a large repertoire even if he omitted the lessons that he had leamt 

from his guru, Ustad Modu Khan. For, he had leamt the Tabla long 

before the venerable Ustad took him under his wings. It was then 

that he began contemplating a new style of Tabla playing. As a 

result was bom the Banaras baaj. 
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The use of all five fingers on the Tabla, the mixed use of lav 

and chanti in the production of syllables like dha, ta, and na, the 

unmistakable influence of the Pakhawaj, an enhanced role of the 

syahi in the production of sounds, compositions based 

on poetic meters (chhand) and hymns to Gods and Goddesses of 

the Hindu pantheon (stuti and kavitt parans) and the art of reciting 

bols before presenting them on the Tabla are among the 

chief distinguishing features of this gharana. 

Pandit Ram Sahay had a treasure house of the rarest 

of compositions like the Siddha paran, Gaj paran, Krishna paran, 

Pawan paran, Rasleela paran, Hanuman paran, Kali paran, Durga 

paran, and many more. It is said that whenever the maestro ended 

the Sama paran at the sam, the coconut kept in front of him would 

miraculously crack into two halves. The Gaj paran was capable of 

taming a mad elephant. And the Sulabh ka tukra 

had a unique laya that did not match any other laya. The Tabla 

players of the Banaras gharana begin their recital with an 

uthan instead of peshkar, unlike the other gharanas. 

While establishing the Banaras gharana, Pandit Ram 

Sahay had prophesied that this would be a versatile style of playing 

the Tabla. Acolytes of this style would not only be capable of 

accompanying any form of music, but they would also make their 

mark as capable soloists. His words were proved true within his 

lifetime. Pandit Sahay successfully trained seven students who later 

added glorious chapters to this gharana. They were: Pandit 

Ramsharan Mishra, Pandit Pratap Maharaj, Pandit Bhagat ji, Pandit 

Baiju ji, Pandit Yadunandanji, Pandit Ram Sahay’s younger brother 

Pandit Janki Sahay, and the maestro’s nephew, Pandit Bhairo Sahay. 

Pandit Ram Sahay had authored a treatise named ‘Banaras Baaj ’, 

which was unfortunately burnt in a fire that gutted his house. He 

remained a bachelor throughout his life and his disciples carried the 

torch forward. 
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The recorded history of Tabla stands testimony to the fact that 

a new gharana would emerge within 40-60 years of its predecessor. 

However, ever since the Banaras gharana was established, 

the need for a new gharana has not been felt, indicating its 

completeness. 

Pandit Ram Sahay blazed forth like a meteor in the galaxy of 

India’s musical history. The progenitor of the unique Banaras baaj 

departed for his heavenly abode at the age of just 46 years. 

Pandit Bhairo Sahay 

Pandit Bhairo Sahay, was the last 

disciple of his illustrious uncle, Pandit 

Ram Sahay. Pandit Bhairo Sahay was 

bom in Banaras (now Varanasi) in the 

year 1815. Pandit Ram Sahay spotted 

the musical talent in Bhairo Sahay, the 

son of his younger brother Gauri Sahay, 

and began teaching him the nuances 

of the Tabla right from his childhood. 

Pt. Bhairo Sahay 
For several years, putting in hours 

of rigorous practice and worshipping 

Aas Bhairav at a temple situated in Neechi Baagh area of Banaras 

were part of Bhairo Sahay’s daily routine. As a result, he was 

acknowledged as a Tabla wizard by the age of 18. By the age of 

21, he was acclaimed as a maestro. 

He was once invited to play at a large musical gathering 

organised by Rana Jung Bahadur, the monarch of Nepal. However, 

the news of Bhairo Sahay’s wizardry reached there before him. 

He was, therefore pitted against Ustad Niyamatullah Khan, an 

equally dexterous Sarod player. The venerated Ustad’s claim to 

fame was his use of intricate layakari. As expected, the fireworks 

began as soon as the gat commenced. Impressed by Pandit Sahay’s 

incomparable Tabla accompaniment, the Ustad remarked: “Bhairo 
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Sahay Tabaliya nahin, farishtey hain. Khuda ne inke haathon 

ho bhi aankhen di hai, isliye saathi kalakaron ki upajen inhe 

pehele sey hi dhikh jaati hai (Bhairo Sahay is not a Tabla player 

but an angel. God has given eyes to his fingers; that’s why he can 

4 see’ what the chief performer is going to play beforehand.) ” 

The monarch, too, was thoroughly impressed with Pandit 

Bhairo Sahay, and gifted him a sword and a rifle, among other 

things. The foremost among his disciples was Pandit Baldev Sahay, 

whose musical prowess was widely acclaimed. Pandit Bhairo Sahay 

departed for his heavenly abode in the year 1894. 

Pandit Vishnu Narayan Bhatkhande 

Pandit Vishnu Narayan 

Bhatkhande was bom on August 10, 

1860, which coincided with the festival 

of Janmashtami, at Balkeshwar near 

Mumbai. His father’s name was 

Narayanrao Pandit. He developed a 

liking for Hindustani classical music at 

an early age. This liking was kindled 

further after he won a prize for singing 

well in school. He was also blessed to 

grow up in a neighbourhood where 

music was practised as a form of 

devotion. 

Vishnu had picked up the nuances of playing the flute, and his 

music formed an integral part of the regular devotional gatherings 

and the special festive occasions. This, however, disturbed his 

parents, because music was not seen in good light in those days. 

In 1880, he cleared his Matriculation examination, and took 

admission in a college. During his college days, Vishnu met Gopal 

Giri, a student of Ustad Ali Hussain Khan Beenkar. Later, Giri 

introduced him to a visually impaired Sitar player, Ballabh Das 

Pt. Vishnu Narayan 

Bhatkhande 
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Damul. Soon, Vishnu began taking lessons in the sitar from him. A 

long period of rigorous training under the mentoring tutelage of his 

guru turned Vishnu into an accomplished Sitar player. He was 

thereafter known as Pandit Vishnu Narayan Bhatkhande. But what 

was truly astounding was his equal prowess over academics. Vishnu 

cleared the B. A. examination in 1885 and law examination in 1887. 

It was around this time that the reformer-thinker in Pandit 

Bhatkhande awakened. He resolved to free the music from the 

clutches of a few and make it freely available to all those who 

sincerely sought it. He learnt about 300 Dhrupad bandishes from 

the maestro, Raoji Bua Belgaumkar and collected a fairly large 

number of Khayal pieces from Ustad Ali Hussain Khan and his 

uncle, Ustad Vilayat Hussain Khan. He also pored over a large 

number of ancient texts and scriptures on music. Pandit Bhatkhande 

realised that the theoretical aspects of Hindustani classical music 

were languishing because most of the practitioners of the art were 

unlettered. He took upon himself the mammoth task of studying, 

analysing and codifying the theoretical aspects of music. His work 

was greatly appreciated and soon, he carved a niche for himself as 

a reformer and intellectual. 

Pandit Bhatkhande practised as a Criminal Lawyer for some 

time in Karachi. Alongside, he continued his study of musical texts. 

He discovered that many of these books contained errors and 

misinterpretations. This led him to begin work on rectifying those 

mistakes. He also codified a large number of musical pieces, and is 

given the credit for creating a system of musical notation. In 1904, 

he had an opportunity to tour South India, where he met many 

stalwarts of Carnatic music. He also studied several important texts 

of the Carnatic tradition. In 1909, he published two important books 

— Lakshya Geet and Hindustani Sangeet Padhyati (Vol I). In 

1911, he published another important book, titled Lakshan Geet, 

which describes the various characteristics of important ragas. In 

1914, he published the second and third volumes of Hindustani 

Sangeet Padhyati. He also edited and published several important 
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works such as Sangeet Ratnakar, Sangeet Darpan, Raag 

Vibhodh and Sangeet Paarijat. 

His efforts won him accolades from the likes of Maharaja 

Sayajirao Gaekwad of Baroda, Maharaja Madhorao Scindia of 

Gwalior and Nawab Hamid Ali Khan of Rampur. In keeping with 

the wishes of the Maharaja of Baroda, a school of music was 

instituted in Baroda. Ustad Maula Baksh was appointed as the 

teacher in this institution. Pandit Bhatkhande was also instrumental 

in organising the first all India music conference in 1916. On this 

occasion, he read out a historic speech in English, which was later 

published as A Short Historical Survey of the Music of Upper 

India. 

It was as a result of his unflinching efforts, and the support of 

many of his well wishers, that an institution for imparting training in 

music was established in Lucknow in the year 1926. It was 

christened Maurice College of Hindustani Music, after the then 

governor of the United Provinces (now Uttar Pradesh). It was 

later renamed Bhatkhande Sangeet Mahavidyalaya to honour this 

great soul, who departed for his heavenly abode in 1933. 

Pandit Bhatkhande’s contribution to the cause of Indian music 

can never be overstated. The present glorious state of our music 

owes a lot to him. 

Pandit Vishnu Digambar 

Paluskar 

Pandit Vishnu Digambar Paluskar 

was born in 1872 in Kurundwad 

(Belgaum, Karnataka). Young Vishnu’s 

prodigious musical talent was nurtured 

in an environment that was full of 

devotional music. As he grew up, his 

inclination to learn the subtle nuances 

of classical music turned irresistible. 
Pt. Vishnu Digambar 

Paluskar 
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In that day and age, this was a rather bold decision, because music 

— and musicians — were not highly regarded then. Fortunately 

for him, the resistance to his decision to pursue music was less as 

he had lost his eyesight early. 

Young Vishnu accepted the discipleship of Balkrishna Bua 

Inchalkaranjikar, a noted musical personality of that era. Pandit 

Balkrishna Bua had himself learnt from several masters, and was 

looking for an able disciple to pass on his legacy. His search ended 

after he met Vishnu, and he groomed him the way he wanted to. 

As a result, Vishnu had become an established artiste by the time 

he was 22 or 23. 

However, the despicable condition of music and musicians 

bothered Vishnu. He resolved to embark on a reform movement, 

and started travelling to spread his message. He was 24 then. He 

exchanged musical thoughts, gratefully accepted rare musical pieces 

and gave away precious musical knowledge to whoever sought it 

sincerely during these journeys. He held lively discussions with 

Sangeet Nayak Pandit Dargahi Mishra and Sangeetacharya Pandit 

Lakshmi Das during one such journey to Kashi (Varanasi). 

Pandit Vishnu Digambar was not only a musical stalwart, he 

was also equally aware of his social responsibilities, and was a true 

patriot. He used his magical voice to awaken patriotic fervour among 

fellow Indians, who were then struggling for India’s independence. 

His powerful rendition of Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay’s Vande 

Mataram was instrumental in inspiring many a freedom fighter. 

The Congress sessions were never complete without Pandit Vishnu 

Digambar singing Vande Mataram and Raghupati Raghava. 

However, an incident that took place in 1922 changed his life. 

Pandit Digambar was on his way back after participating in the 

Congress Session in Gaya, when he discovered that his wallet 

containing his train ticket and some money was missing. Pandit 

Digambar stayed on in Gaya for about a week and gave sermons 
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from the scriptures on the life of Lord Rama. He returned to Nasik 

with the money that he had earned this way. This incident had a 

profound impact on Panditji. He gave up fashionable clothes and 

resolved not to keep a penny with him. In the same year, he 

established a hermitage in Nasik, named Rama Nama Aadhar. 

Prior to this, he had set up several schools to propagate music. 

He had established the Gandharva Mahavidyalaya in Lahore on 

May 5,1901, but this institution had to be closed due to financial 

problems. Thereafter, he established the Gandharva Mahavidyalaya 

in Mumbai. Later, Pandit Paluskar and his disciples together laid 

the foundation of the Gandharva Mahavidyalaya Mandal, a 

renowned institution that runs courses in music through hundreds 

of thousands of affiliated schools throughout the length and breadth 

of the country. 

Pandit Paluskar used to end his Khayal recitals with a bhajan 

instead of Thumri or other such romantic forms. He would immerse 

himself in devotion as he sang, often moving himself and his 

audience to tears. His popularity, however, caused a lot of discomfort 

to certain vested interests, who sought to discredit him by branding 

him as a mere Bhajan singer. To add to the ire of these vested 

interests, the Raja of Raigadh, Chakradhar Singh, used to pay Pandit 

Paluskar a princely sum of Rs 1,000 every day for singing him a 

Bhajan. However, Pandit Paluskar silenced his critics one day by 

singing a Bhajan in Saurashtra Trank, a rare raga. Many musicians 

present were unable to recognise the raga. Such was the musical 

stature of Pandit Paluskar. He had the rare ability to sing any Bhajan 

in a number of ragas or taals, without harming the lyrics in any 

manner. 

Pandit Paluskar’s biggest contribution to Indian classical music 

is his system of musical notation. He had also authored numerous 

books like Sangeet Balbodh, Rag Pravesh, Swalpalap Gay an, 

etc. Pandit Digambar also groomed a generation of legendary 

musicians. Pandit Omkarnath Thakur, Pandit Vinayak Rao 
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Patvardhan, Pandit Narayanrao Vyas and Prof B.R. Deodhar were 

some of his disciples. 

Pandit Paluskar spent his last days as a recluse in his hermitage. 

He breathed his last on August 21, 1931, at the age of 59. His 

illustrious son, Pandit D. V. Paluskar, was a stalwart like his father 

and mesmerised all his listeners with his brilliant music. He travelled 

to several countries, spreading the unique fragrance of India’s 

cultural heritage. Unfortunately, Pandit D. V. Paluskar left the mortal 

world very early. Pandit D. V. Paluskar’s disciple, Sharad Sathe, is 

an accomplished vocalist. Among the other noteworthy names of 

the Vishnu Digambar tradition are Dr. Premlata Sharma, Dr. N. 

Rajam, Madhup Mudgal, Shubha Mudgal, Narayanrao Patvardhan, 

Prof. Vidyadhar Vyas and Balvantrao Bhatt. 

Pandit Vishnu Digambar Paluskar may not be with us today, 

but his life will always be an inspiration to every sincere seeker of 

music. 

Sangeet Nayak Pandit Dargahi Mishra 

Sangeet Nayak Pandit Dargahi 

Mishra was bom in the year 1840, in 

the holy city of Kashi (Varanasi). His 

father, Tabla Samrat 4Mastram’ 

Pandit Ramsharan Mishra, was a 

stalwart of the Banaras gharana. 

Pandit Ramsharan was one of the 

chief disciples of Pandit Ram Sahay, 

the progenitor of the Banaras baaj. 

Legend has it that Pandit Ramsharan 

had travelled on foot thrice to the shrine 

(Dargah) of Khwaja Sahib in Ajmer, 

in order to pray for a son. When a son 

was bom to him, Pandit Ramsharan decided to name him Dargahi 

Mishra. 

Pt. Dargahi Mishra 

(Sangeet Nayak) 
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The name, unfortunately, has been a cause for much confusion 

as several scholars who are unaware of the facts have erroneously 

referred to him as Durga Mishra in their works. 

Pandit Dargahi Mishra was a versatile genius. He received 

advanced training in the art of Tabla playing from his illustrious 

father. He also perfected the nuances of vocal music and mastered 

the intricacies of playing the Sitar under the tutelage of Pandit Shiv 

Sahay, a renowned musical personality of that era. 

Pandit Mishra played a vital role in popularising theatre and 

institutional training of music, which was a concept of in those days. 

He was the first to run a music school by the name of Kashi Sangeet 

Samaj, and was the founder-principal of this institution. It was here 

that he met Pandit Vishnu Narayan Bhatkhande, and demonstrated 

the art of playing shrutis on the Sitar. The two masters exchanged 

notes on imparting musical training through institutions. 

The story of Pandit Dargahi Mishra’s musical training is a 

popular legend among the musicians of Banaras even today. Young 

Dargahi used to travel to his guru, Pandit Shiv Sahay’s home and 

spend the entire day at his service, doing odd jobs and running 

errands. The master would teach all the other disciples, but not 

Dargahi. This continued for 12 long years. One fine day, Pandit 

Shiv Sahay asked Dargahi to tell his father that he wanted to see 

him. On the appointed day, Pandit Ramsharan arrived at Pandit 

Shiv Sahay’s place. The two maestros greeted each other. 

“Have you ever heard your son sing?” Pandit Shiv Sahay asked 

Pandit Ramsharan. 

“No.”, said Pandit Ramsharan. 

“But why? Being a father, did you never feel like listening to 

your son and see how he is learning?” 

“I know nothing of singing. Besides, you are his real father, 

because it is you who is giving him the gift of knowledge. I have 
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entrusted my son to you, and I am sure he will do good under 

your care.” 

At this, Pandit Shiv Sahay was extremely happy, and said: 

“Pandit ji, I want you to listen to Dargahi’s music today!” 

“Well, if you insist,” said Pandit Ramsharan. 

Then, Pandit Sahay turned to young Dargahi, who was almost 

trembling by now, to tune the tanpura. As the maestro sang the 

notes, young Dargahi was able to tune the instrument with little 

effort. Then, the guru said. “Now, I will sing, and you follow me.” 

What followed was nothing short of a miracle. Young Dargahi 

replicated all the intricate patterns of his guru and it was difficult to 

imagine that this child had never practised uttering a note. After 

about an hour and a half, when the music ended, Dargahi fell at his 

guru’s feet. 

“Master, how did this miracle happen?” 

“You had an immense yearning to learn music. I have tested 

you for 12 years. Even when you were engaged in household 

chores, your mind was engrossed in music. That’s why you could 

grasp the lessons even as others practised. Son, I have transferred 

all my knowledge to you through my will power. Now, you have to 

stay with me for some more time to learn some of the finer 

techniques, and then spread this knowledge far and wide,” said 

Pandit Sahay. 

After completing his training, Pandit Dargahi Mishra began his 

musical tour. By the time he returned to Kashi, he had earned the 

patronage of several rulers, and the rare honorary title of Sangeet 

Nayak. 

Pandit Mishra taught hundreds of disciples, many of whom 

became stalwarts later. All his three sons, Pandit Vikramaditya 

Mishra (also known as Khalifa Bikku Maharaj), Pandit Govardhan 

Mishra (also known as Pandit Gohari Maharaj) and Pandit Saryu 
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Prasad Mishra were accomplished masters of Tabla, vocal music 

and Sarangi, respectively. 

His grandsons, Tabla Shiromani Pandit Gama Maharaj and 

Swar Samrat Pandit Shrichandra Mishra, along with Pandit Siyaji 

Maharaj, Pandit Bade Ramdas, Vidyadhari Devi, Jaddan Bai, 

Munshiram ji, Vansh ji, Koka ji, Kesaroo ji, Amio Bhattacharya, 

Santu Babu and Nand Kishore (also known as Nappu Maharaj) 

were Dargahi ji’s chief disciples. 

Siddheshwari Devi, Kamleshwari Devi, Kashi Devi, Pandit 

Samta Prasad (Gudai Maharaj), Mannu ji Mridangacharya, Pandit 

Bholanath Pathak and Girija Devi are among the well-know musical 

personalities who trace their lineage to Pandit Dargahi Mishra. The 

great master departed for his heavenly abode in 1926. 

Khalifa Pandit Bikku Maharaj 

Pandit Vikramaditya Mishra, 

popularly known as Bikku Maharaj, was 

bom in 1863 in a family of renowned 

musicians of Banaras. He was the 

grandson of Tabla Samrat Pandit 

Ramsharan Mishra, who was 

bestowed the honorary title of 

‘MastranT. His father was Sangeet 

Nayak Pandit Dargahi Mishra. 

It was under the watchful eyes of 

such illustrious personalities that young 

Vikramaditya began his musical 

training. However, in spite of the 

presence two accomplished musicians at home, five year old 

Vikramaditya became a disciple of Pandit Baldev Sahay, a scion of 

the Gum gharana to which the family owed allegiance. After the 

‘Ganda Bandhan’ ritual however, he began learning from his father, 

carrying out the wishes of his gum. 

Pt. Vikramaditya Mishra 

(Bikku Maharaj) 
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Apart from Tabla, Vikramaditya acquired mastery over the 

arts of vocal music and Sitar. Maharaj ji’s style of Tabla playing 

was extremely versatile. His relas used to sound like the buzzing of 

bees. He knew innumerable rare compositions like gats and fards 

by heart. He was also a master of Chhanda Shastra and was well- 

versed in the various styles of Tabla playing. 

Clarity, purity, sweetness, attractiveness and the ability to 

demonstrate various rasas were the hallmark of Maharaj ji’s Tabla 

playing. Not surprising then, he was anointed as the Khalifa (chief) 

at the age of 23. Remarkably, Maharaj ji was the only Hindu Tabla 

player ever to be honoured with this title. 

Bikku Maharaj was extremely large hearted when it came to 

teaching. He had imparted advanced training to over 300 disciples 

in his lifetime. The mler of Jamira (now in Bhojpur, Bihar) Shatmnjay 

Prasad Singh (also known as Lallan Babu) Vasudev ji and Punnilal 

ji of Muzaffarpur, Raghunath ji, Ganesh ji and Maqbul Khan of 

Banaras, Mannu ji Mridangacharya and Bholanath Pathak were 

among his chief disciples. 

Upon the death of Bacha Mishra, a famous Tabla player of 

Banaras, Maharaj ji brought his home his six year old son, Gudai, 

and taught him the art of Tabla playing. Gudai was later known in 

the world of music as Pandit Samta Prasad (Gudai Maharaj). 

Maharaj ji’s son, Tabla Shiromani Pandit Gama Maharaj, too became 

a colossal personality in the world of percussion music. 

In the later half of his life, Pandit Bikku Maharaj was stricken 

by paralysis. He left the mortal world in the year 1945. 

Pandit Kanthe Maharaj 

Taal Vadya Shiromani Pandit Kanthe Maharaj is one of the 

most venerated figures in the world of Tabla. He was bom around 

1880 in Kabir Chaura, Banaras. His father’s name was Pandit Dilip 

Maharaj. Kanthe Maharaj leamt the art of Tabla playing from his 

cousin, Pandit Baldev Sahay. 
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Pandit Kanthe Maharaj was an 

undisputed scholar of laya and taal. His 

equal command on and use of both the 

drums, dayan and bayan, was a 

distinctive feature of his music. His 

style was distinctively that of Banaras 

baaj, and he was a legendary performer, 

mesmerising the audience with his solos 

as well as his accompaniment. His won 

many admirers with his chhands and 

parans. He was honoured by the then 

President of India for his exceptional 

talent. 

Pandit ji was also an equally admirable teacher. After the 

untimely death of his Guru’s son, Pandit Bhagavati Sahay, Kanthe 

Maharaj ji taught his son, Sharda Sahay, and made a virtuous Tabla 

player out of him. After the death of his own younger brother, Pandit 

Hari Maharaj, he adopted his son, Kishan Maharaj, and taught him 

all the intricacies of the art of Tabla playing. Later, he also taught 

Kishan Maharaj’s son, Puran Maharaj. Chief among his other 

disciples are Ashutosh Bhattacharya, Vishwanath Bose, Arjun 

Pandey, Krishna Kumar Ganguli (Natu Babu) Badri Maharaj, 

Kapildev Singh, and Pandit Sheetal 

Prasad Mishra. 

This amazing Tabla virtuoso 

remained active throughout his lifetime, 

and breathed his last on August 1,1969. 

Ustad Nathu Khan 

UstadNathu Khan is remembered 

for his brilliant Tabla performances 

even today. This illustrious exponent of 

the Delhi gharana was capable of 

captivating not only lay listeners, Ustad Nathu Khan 

Pt. Kanthe Maharaj 
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but also his contemporaries. It is not surprising therefore, that several 

well known musicians happily accepted his tutelage. 

Ustad Nathu Khan was bom in a family of musicians in the 

year 1875. His father, Ustad Boli Baksh and grandfather, Ustad 

Kale Khan were both stalwarts. Ustad Nathu Khan trained under 

them and acquired their treasure trove of knowledge. But his own 

superhuman efforts resulted in the creation of a unique attractiveness 

in his music, which was never replicated. It was because of his 

enormous capabilities that he was crowned as the Khalifa — the 

undisputed leader and representative. 

The later half of this virtuoso was spent in Calcutta (now 

Kolkata), where he amassed huge wealth and recognition. The 

Gramophone Company of India (His Masters Voice) had made a 

recording of his amazing Tabla. Unfortunately, it is no longer 

available. 

Ustad Nathu Khan was generous in giving away his knowledge 

to discerning disciples. Of the many he taught, some of the well- 

known names are those of Ustad Habibuddin Khan, Hirendra Kishor 

Roy Choudhury and Keshav Chandra Banerjee. 

This exceptional Tabla exponent left for his heavenly abode in 

the year 1940, at the age of 65. 

Ustad Jahangir Khan 

Ustad Jahangir Khan was bom in 

Varanasi in the year 1869 in a family 

of musicians. He received the initial 

training in Tabla from his father, Ahmed 

Khan. Later, he learnt from several 

masters, including Mubarak Ali Khan 

(Patna), Channu Khan (Bareily) 

Firozshah (Delhi) and Khalifa Abid 

Hussain Khan (Lucknow). That’s why, Ustad Jahangir Khan 
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his music was beyond the boundaries of gharanas, and had a texture 

of its own. 

He was extremely simple and good natured, and stayed away 

from self glorification. Unfortunately, in spite of demonstrating his 

unique abilities time and again, he had to lead a life of deprivation 

and poverty. It was as though he was so engrossed in the worship 

of the goddess of learning, Saraswati, that he had no time for the 

goddess of wealth, Lakshmi. 

However, his exceptional talent did not go unrecognised. He 

was honoured by the then President of India in the year 1959. The 

Central Sangeet Natak Akademi (Delhi) granted him the status of 

‘Ratna Sadasya’, and the Indira Kala Sangeet Vishwavidyalaya, 

Khairagarh (now in Chhattisgarh) bestowed on him an honorary 

Ph.D. in music. In 1955, he was decorated with the title of Tabla 

Nawaz by Abhinav Kala Samaj (Indore). He was also honoured by 

the Sangeet Samaj (Mumbai). 

Ustad Jahangir Khan was a keen learner and an equally 

generous teacher. Since there was no one in his family to succeed 

him, the venerated Ustad gave away his pristine knowledge to all 

those who sought it. He was the inspiration behind scores of well- 

known artistes like Narayan Rao Indorkar, Mahadev Rao Indorkar, 

Chaturalal, Niyazu Khan, Dhulji Khan, Mehaboob Khan, Abdul 

Hafiz, Gajanan Tade, Sharad N. Madhav Khargaonkar, Ravi Datey, 

Dinkar Mazumdar and Deepak Garud. 

In 1911, Ustad Jahangir Khan received the patronage of Tukaji 

Rao Holkar, the ruler of Indore, where he spent his life. It was here 

that he celebrated his 100th birthday, in the year 1969. He left the 

mortal world on May 11,1976. 

Ustad Amir Hussain Khan 

Ustad Amir Hussain Khan was bom in 1899. His father, Ahmed 

Baksh, was a renowned Sarangi exponent. He received his initial 
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training in music from his father, who 

lived in Hyderabad, as his father had 

received the patronage of the 

Hyderabad royalty. Later, Ustad Munir 

Khan, who was the maternal uncle of 

Amir Hussain, took him under his 

wings. Since Munir Khan lived in 

Mumbai, young Amir Hussain decided 

to shift to Mumbai so that his musical 

training could continue smoothly. In 

1914, he arrived in Mumbai. In 1924, 

Amir Hussain demonstrated his unique 

abilities in the court of Maharaja Chakradhar Singh, the ruler of 

Raigadh, who was himself a distinguished Pakhawaj player and a 

connoisseur of the arts. 

The Ustad lived and worked, for the most part of his life, in 

Mumbai. The unique flavour of Tabla that is in vogue in Maharashtra 

today is largely due to the influence of Ustad Amir Hussain Khan. 

He was an exceptional soloist and an equally capable accompanist. 

However, he concentrated only on solo performances towards the 

later half of his life. 

Ustad Amir Hussain Khan had equal command over the baaj 

of Delhi and Farrukkhabad gharanas. He was honoured by the 

Akhil Bharatiya Gandharva Mahavidyalaya Mandal. He has a long 

play record of a solo recital to his credit. 

Ustad Amir Hussain Khan also groomed several disciples, many 

of whom went on to become well-known artistes in their own rights. 

Some of them are — Padmabhushan Nikhil Jyoti Ghosh, Arvind 

Mulgaonkar, PandarinathNageshkar, GulamRasool, Sharif Ahmed, 

Dhina Mumtaj, Baba Saheb Mirajkar, Iqbal Hussain, Shripad 

Nageshkar, Pandurang Solanki, Anand Bodse, and Dr Aban E. 

Mistry. His son, Faqir Hussain, too is a capable musician. The 

venerated ustad breathed his last on August 5,1969. 

Ustad Amir Hussain Khan 
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Ustad Ahmedjan Thirakwa Khan 

Ustad Ahmedjan Thirakwa 

belonged to a rare breed of musical 

geniuses whose names are recorded 

in golden letters in the history of India’s 

musical heritage. 

Ustad Ahmadjaan Thirakwa 

He was bom in the year 1891 in a 

family seeped in musical traditions that 

lived in Moradabad area of present 

Uttar Pradesh. He inherited the 

musical legacy of his illustrious kin. His 

father, Hussain Baksh, was a famous 

Sarangi player of his time. Young 

Ahmedjan thus received musical initiation at home, learning the 

Sarangi from his father. Hussain Baksh knew that to be an able 

Sarangi player, one needs a good knowledge of other forms of 

music. Therefore, Ahmedjan received training in vocal music from 

Ustad Mithoo Khan. However, as soon as the Sarangi and vocal 

music lessons were over, young Ahmedjan would rush to play his 

uncle Sher Khan’s Tabla. It soon became evident that Ahmedjan 

enjoyed playing the Tabla more than playing the Sarangi or singing, 

as he would spend hours playing the instrument without showing 

any signs of fatigue. 

Once, Ahmedjan had the opportunity to visit his maternal uncles. 

His maternal uncle Faiyaz Khan and Baswa Khan were good Tabla 

players. They spotted Ahmedjan’s talent and began training 

Ahmedjan in the art of Tabla playing. Whatever the uncles taught, 

Ahmedjan not only grasped quickly, but also mastered the lessons 

by practising relentlessly. It was obvious that Ahmedjan was a bom 

Tabla player. Ahmedjan’s fingers used to dmm at all times ... 

sometimes on the Tabla, sometimes on objects, sometimes on 

his belly, sometimes on his head and sometimes even in his sleep! 

While playing the Sarangi, he had to labour to bend his fingers in 
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the right way. However, playing the Tabla came naturally to 

Ahmedjan. 

Though his father wanted Ahmedjan to carry on the family 

tradition of Sarangi playing, he relented after Ahmedjan’s maternal 

grandfather, Ustad Kalandar Baksh, uncle Sher Khan and maternal 

uncles Faiyaz Khan and Baswa Khan made him realise his son’s 

inborn talent. 

When Ahmedjan began mesmerising audiences with his amazing 

dexterity at the tender age of 12, his mentors realised that this 

extraordinary talent required an extraordinary teacher. This was 

around 1903. During this period, Ustad Munir Khan was the most 

respected name in the world of Tabla. The 40-year-old Ustad’s 

Tabla was considered exceptional, as he had successfully assimilated 

the subtle nuances of several gharanas. In those days of severe 

restrictions and puritanism, Munir Khan had learnt Tabla from 24 

gurus. This was considered heretical, as musicians of that time 

avoided listening to the music of others, fearing that doing so would 

influence their own music. Ustad Hussain Ali, Ustad Nissar Ali, 

Ustad Boli Baksh, Ustad Nazar Ali and Ustad Nasir Khan 

Pakhawaji were some of the masters of Farrukkhabad, Delhi and 

Ajrada traditions who had taught Munir Khan. Thus, Ustad Munir 

Khan’s Tabla was different from that of any other Tabla player of 

his time. 

Ustad Munir Khan was not only a genius, he was also a 

generous teacher. Thus, the first name that Ahmedjan’s mentors 

thought of was that of Munir Khan. But the problem was that Munir 

Khan lived in Mumbai. Finally, it was decided that Ahmedjan would 

move to Mumbai in order to leam from Munir Khan. On one hand, 

Ahmedjan felt grateful to have Munir Khan as his guru. On the 

other, Munir Khan was elated to receive gifted Ahmedjan as a 

disciple. Then began a period of rigorous training and practice. As 

the generous teacher opened his vast vaults of knowledge, a 

knowledge-hungry Ahmedjan imbibed it all with unparalleled 
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concentration, dedication and superhuman effort. In the course of 

time, Ahmedjan transformed into a Tabla wizard. 

During his training, Ahmedjan used to spend 16-20 hours a day 

in practice and keep 40-day chillas (periods of intense practice 

and austerities). At the end of the chilla, he would travel to the 

Ajmersharif dargah to pray. These efforts had the intended result: 

Soon Ahmedjan became a name to reckon with, in the world of 

Tabla. 

Sometime during this period, Ahmedjan met natsamrat Bal 

Gandharv. The two became fans of each other’s art. Bal Gandharv’s 

acting, music and theatrical performances were the most talked 

about thing in Maharashtra in those days. Bal Gandharv invited 

Ahmedjan to join his theatrical troupe. When Ahmedjan sought his 

guru’s permission, the Ustad happily let him join the troupe as he 

felt that this was a golden opportunity for Ahmedjan to learn the 

nuances of accompaniment. Thus, Ahmedjan joined Bal Gandharv’s 

Maharashtra Natak Company. 

This was a turning point in the life of Ahmedjan. So far, his 

music demonstrated his wisdom and effort. Now, he also began to 

understand the importance of collaboration and learnt to how add 

rasa or aesthetic beauty to a performance. Ahmedjan toured the 

length and breadth of the country with Bal Gandharv’s troupe and 

earned accolades. 

By this time, he became a familiar face on concert stages across 

India. Soon, the Nawab of Rampur heard of him. The Nawab was 

a connoisseur of good music and his court boasted of several musical 

luminaries of that time. He invited Ahmedjan to Rampur. Around 

1936, Ahmedjan reached Rampur. Ahmedjan soon cast a magical 

spell on everyone. His music was so popular that even Ustad Kale 

Khan, the father of Ustad Munir Khan, used to love and praise 

him. The venerated Ustad often referred to Ahmedjan as ‘Thirku’. 

But it was the Nawab of Rampur who gave him the honorific title 

of ‘Thirakwa’, which eventually became a part of his identity. 
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Ustad Ahmedjan Thirakwa belonged to the rare breed of all- 

rounder Tabla players. He was not only an able soloist, but also 

equally adept in accompanying vocal and instrumental (melodic) 

music as well as dance. He had accompanied respected vocalists 

of his time like Pandit Vishnu Digambar Paluskar, Ustad Rajab Ali 

Khan, Ustad Allahdiya Khan, Pandit Bhaskar Bua Bakhle and Ustad 

Faiyaz Khan, renowned instrumentalists like Ustad Allauddin Khan, 

Ustad Hafiz Ali Khan, Ustad Bismillah Khan, Ustad Ali Akbar Khan 

and Ustad Vilayat Khan as well as celebrated Kathak exponents 

like Pandit Achhan Maharaj, Pandit Shambhu Maharaj and Pandit 

BiijuMaharaj. 

Ustad Ahmedjan Thirakwa’s solos attracted huge fan 

followings. This was largely because of his mastery over the 

intricacies of several gharanas including Delhi, Ajrada, Farrukkhabad 

and Lucknow. The assimilation of various styles helped him to avoid 

monotony. His unique ability lay in keeping the interest of the 

audience alive throughout a performance, without compromising 

on the grammatical purity of his music. 

Thirakwa’s initial training in vocal music and Sarangi, and his 

later experience with Bal Gandharv’s theatrical troupe had groomed 

him into a perfect accompanist. He would instinctively know what 

his partner wanted from him. Thus, he became the preferred 

accompanist of many stalwarts of his time. Ustad Faiyaz Khan, a 

renowned vocalist of the Agra gharana, was a great admirer of 

Thirakwa Khan’s music. He would insist on having Thirakwa as an 

accompanist whenever possible. 

On one occasion, Thirakwa saheb could not accompany Faiyaz 

Khan as he was preoccupied. Faiyaz Khan’s recital failed to impress 

the audience that evening. While climbing down from the stage, he 

remarked “na hua Thirakwa (couldn’t do it without you, 

Thirakwa)”. Thirakwa saheb, too, enjoyed playing with Ustad Faiyaz 

Khan. After Faiyaz Khan’s demise, Thirakwa saheb remarked: 

“Gawaiya toh uth gay a. Ab kiske saath bajaoonga? Bhai 
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Faiyaz Khan jaise laya dekhte thay, har tabliya unse nahin 

nipat sakta tha. Mera toh bajane ha maza hi jata raha. (The 

singer has gone... now with whom shall I play with? It was not 

every Tabla player’s cup of tea to play with Bhai Faiyaz Khan, 

who had complete mastery over laya.)” 

In spite of his overwhelming musical stature, Thirakwa saheb 

was an epitome of humility. Once, an aged Thirakwa Khan had to 

perform with a much younger Ali Akbar Khan. That evening, the 

youthful Ali Akbar played extremely intricate taans and tihais. 

Thirakwa retorted with musical repartees with amazing precision. 

However, he miscalculated a particular tihai. Instead of feeling hurt, 

the generous Thirakwa saheb appreciated Ali Akbar and said, “Ali 

Akbar, yeh tihai teri (Ali Akbar, this tihai is yours).” 

Later, he taught at the Maurice College of Music (now known 

as Bhatkhande Hindustani Music College, a deemed university) at 

Lucknow for many years. 

Thirakwa Khan Saheb was fond of the Delhi and Farrukkhabad 

styles, and had acquired mastery over both. He was bestowed with 

many honours in recognition of his unique talent. The President of 

India honoured him in 1953-54. He was the first Tabla virtuoso to 

be decorated with the Padma Bhushan. A documentary film has 

also been made on his life. The All India Radio has several 

recordings of this maestro. 

The Ustad was a much-sought after teacher, and had a long 

list of disciples. Some of them were — Padma Bhushan Nikhil 

Jyoti Ghosh, Lalji Gokhale, Prem Vallabh, Suryakant Gokhale, 

Ramkumar Sharma, M. V. Bhinde, Narayanrao Joshi, Mohanlal Joshi, 

Prof. Sudhir Kumar Verma, Ahmed Mia and Sarwat Hussain. 

Rashid Mustafa, who is a relative of Ustad Thirakwa, has made 

quite a name for himself. 

After retiring from the Bhatkhande Music College, Ustad 

Ahmedjan made Mumbai his temporary home. However, he 

breathed his last during a visit to Lucknow on January 13,1976. 
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Pandit Gama Maharaj 

Tabla Shiromani Gama Maharaj 

was bom in a family of Banaras in which 

the holy strains of music had been 

flowing steadily for over a hundred 

years. The family had several 

distinguished musicians as members. 

Every youngster in this family grew up 

in a musically charged atmosphere 

where the notes of the Sarangi mingled 

with those of the Sitar; and mellifluous 

voices were guided by steady rhythms 

of the Tabla. 
Pt. Ramayan Prasad 

Mishra (Gama Maharaj) 

Gama Maharaj, whose real name was Pandit Ramayan Prasad 

Mishra, was bom in the year 1905. He was the son of Pandit Bikku 

Maharaj ‘Khalifa’, a renowned Tabla maestro of the Banaras 

gharana; the grandson of the illustrious ‘Sangeet Nayak’ Pandit 

Dargahi Mishra, and the great grandson of Pandit Ramsharan Mishra 

‘Mastram’. 

In accordance with the family ’s tradition, Ramayan began 

training under his father Pandit Bikku Maharaj at the tender age of 

five. By the time he was 13, he was being applauded by even senior 

musicians because of his dexterity and wizardry. 

At about the same time, Gama Pehalwan, a wrestler, was at 

his zenith. Many other well-known wrestlers of his time had either 

conceded defeat, or meekly surrendered in front of him. In the field 

of music, young Ramayan commanded a similar stature. People 

began saying, “Ramayan is the Gama Pehelwan of Tabla.” Thus, 

Ramayan Prasad Mishra metamorphosed into Gama Maharaj, an 

appellation that aptly described his formidable stature. 

His father was stricken with paralysis when he was about 13 

years of age. However, by that time, the world of music had already 
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accepted him as an artiste of repute. No major concert series was 

considered complete without his attendance. He also enjoyed the 

patronage of the royalties of Banaras, Darbhanga, Rampur, Raigadh, 

Raipur, Maimansingha (now in Bangladesh), Muktagachi and Nepal 

among others. 

He had accompanied almost all the senior musical personalities 

of his era and earned their admiration. Faiyaz Khan, Abdul Karim 

Khan, Inayat Khan, Hafiz Ali Khan, Alauddin Khan, Vidyadhari 

Devi, Siddheshwari Devi, Jaddan Bai, Acchan Maharaj, Shambu 

Maharaj, D.V. Paluskar, Vinayak Bua Patvardhan, Bade Ghulam 

Ali Khan and Amir Khan were among the stalwarts whom he had 

accompanied on many occasions. Gama Maharaj was a versatile 

Tabla maestro who was equally at ease — be it playing solo or 

accompanying a Kathak recital, a vocal recital, a wind instrument 

or a string instrument. 

He also had amiable relations with established Tabla masters 

like Ahmedjan Thirakwa and Wajid Hussain Khan, and 

contemporaries like Habibuddin Khan, Anokhelal, Karamat Hussain, 

Kishan Maharaj and Samta Prasad. 

Tragically, he was stricken with paralysis at about the age of 

30-32. He thus had to stay away from the stage for a long while. 

Many people mistook him to be dead, and many publications referred 

to him in the past tense even during his lifetime. By the time he 

recovered after many years, his fingers had lost much of their magic. 

He, therefore, chose to stay away from the limelight. However, he 

continued to groom disciples. 

Purity, sweetness, an innate respect and understanding of the 

nature of the composition, effortless application of extremely 

complicated layakaris and a huge repertoire of compositions of the 

various schools of Tabla were among the hallmarks of the venerated 

maestro’s music. Even his contemporaries were his connoisseurs, 

who would often remark, “Pandit ji’s Tabla sings!” His relas would 
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remind one of a youthful and vibrant mountain stream, dancing down 

merrily off a high cliff. Similarly, his raus, to which he would add a 

remarkable personal touch with the base drum (bayan), reminded 

the listener of a massive river, flowing rapidly. And so powerful 

were his exposition of tukras and parans that the concluding part of 

the tihai sounded like the thundering crash of a huge rock after an 

avalanche. The brilliant musical mind of Maharaj ji created a new 

way of accompaniment called bharav ki sangati, which was in 

addition to the established concepts of saha-sangati and anu-sangati. 

Pandit ji was a complete musician with deep knowledge of 

several other fields of music. He knew several rare compositions 

of instrumental and vocal music by heart. He was also a prolific 

composer. He would often spend his leisure composing Thumris, 

Ghazals, Bhajans, and other forms of poetry. 

For his astounding achievements, Sangeet Samaj, Ara, had 

conferred on him the title of ‘Tabla Shiromani’. All his sons, Late 

Prof Rangnath Mishra, Pandit Surendra Mohan Mishra, Vijay 

Shanker Mishra, Ajay Shanker Mishra, Uday Shanker Mishra and 

Abhay Shanker Mishra have made a mark for themselves in various 

fields of music. This nada yogi left this mortal world after a brief 

period of illness on January 16,1974. 

Pandit Anokhelal Mishra 

Pandit Anokhelal Mishra was also 

known as ‘Na-dhin-dhin-na kay 

jadoogar ’ (the Wizard of Na-dhin-dhin- 

na) in the world of music. He was bom 

in the year 1914 in Tajpur, Varanasi. 

His father, Pandit Buddhu Prasad 

Mishra, was a respected Sarangi player. 

Anokehlal ji’s life is a saga of struggle 

and the triumph of determination over 

adversities. Pt. Anokhelal Mishra 
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Young Anokhelal had lost his mother when he was barely six 

months old, and his father when he was just two-and-a-half. 

Anokhelal ji’s aged grandmother, Janaki Devi, took him under her 

care after his father’s demise. It was she who sent young Anokhelal 

to Pandit Bhairav Prasad Mishra, a well-known master of the 

Banaras gharana, to learn the art of Tabla playing. Pandit Bhariav 

Prasad Mishra, who was childless, saw in Anokhelal his own child. 

Soon, the teacher and the taught shared a bond that was as strong 

as that of a father and son. 

Anokhelal used to spend about 18 hours a day practising his 

lessons. To avoid inconvenience to neighbours, he used to practise 

on a wooden plank through the night. Later, he got a special Tabla 

prepared for him, which had a wooden top instead of a membrane. 

In his view, no composition was ordinary or extraordinary by itself. 

It all depends on the performer; a capable one can transform even 

a seemingly ordinary composition into an extraordinary one. He 

demonstrated the truth of this view with his exceptional Tabla playing 

throughout his life. Bols like na dhin dhin na and dhira dhira kitti 

taka, which are played even by beginners, were transformed into 

marvellously crafted pieces in his hands. 

In 1953, the Prayag Sangeet Samity organised an eight-day¬ 

long music conference in Allahabad. Almost all the top ranked 

musicians of the day attended the event. One of the events was a 

Sitar recital by Ustad Vilayat Khan, who was accompanied by Pandit 

Anokhelal and Ustad Habibuddin Khan. After about one-and-a- 

half hours, when the tempo changed to dmt laya, Ustad Habibuddin 

Khan stopped playing. When he was implored, the venerated Ustad 

pointed at Pandit Anokhelal and said, “Ab mere bajane ki jagah 

khatm ho gai hai. Yeh inki jagah hai, yeh hi bajayengey (I am 

done. This is his area of expertise; he’ll play now)”. 

Both Pandit Anokhelal and Ustad Vilayat Khan were at the 

peak of their abilities. The two stalwarts continued playing at the 

mesmerising speed for a very long time, forgetting everything else. 
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Meanwhile, a boil on Pandit Anokhelal’s back got ruptured and 

began bleeding. Ustad Vilayat Khan’s finger too was badly bruised. 

At last, Pandit Omkarnath Thakur and Pandit Vinayak Rao 

Patwardhan rushed onto the stage and stopped the duo. Despite 

the mock animosity on the stage, the two musicians were great 

friends and admirers of each other. 

Many well-known Tabla players like Ustad Habibuddin Khan, 

Ustad Ahmedj an Thirakwa, Ustad Karamatullah Khan and Ustad 

Allahrakha were among Pandit ji’s his admirers. He also won many 

awards and accolades. In 1939, he was adjudged the best Tabla 

player at the All Bengal Music Conference. In 1950, the title of 

Sangeet Ratna was conferred on him at the All India Music 

Conference held in Calcutta. In 1952, the then monarch of the 

Himalayan kingdom of Nepal honoured him with the title of Tabla 

Samrat. In the same year, the monarch of Afghanistan, Zaheer 

Shah, conferred on him the title of Mausiki Tabla Nawaz. He was 

also honoured by the Sur Sringar Sansad (Mumbai) and the Madras 

Music Academy. 

Though Pandit Anokhelal was known as the wizard of na dhin 

dhin na, he was actually a versatile musician. He had once astounded 

the world of music by playing the Tabla like the Pakhawaj with 

renowned Dhrupad singers Ustads Nisar Moinuddin Dagar and 

Aminuddin Dagar, and rescuing the concert (which would have 

been doomed as the Pakhawaj player had failed to turn up on time) 

in the process. He was the favourite Tabla accompanist of many 

stalwarts, including Pandit Omkarnath Thakur. 

Unfortunately, he became a victim of gangrene at the age of 

44. The wizard of ‘na dhin dhin na’ left the mortal world on March 

10,1958. The legacy of this meteoric musical genius is being carried 

forward by his sons, Pandit Ramji Mishra and Kashinath Mishra, 

and his disciples, the chief among whom are Mahapurush Mishra, 

Nageshwar Mishra (also known as Panchu Maharaj) Ishwar Lai 

Mishra, Prof Chotey Lai Mishra, Ramsumer Mishra, Kashinat 
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Mishra, Ramesh Ji, Chakkanlal Mishra, Satyanarayan Singh, 

Kashinath Khandekar, Karveer, Ganesh Ray, Chandranath Shastri, 

Vishwanath Mishra, Radhakanta Nandi, and others. 

Ustad Allahrakha Khan 

One of the greatest Tabla 

exponents of the present age and a 

representative of the Punjab gharana, 

Ustad Allahrakha was bom in the year 

1915 in a family of farmers that lived 

in Gurdaspur, Punjab. His father, 

Hashim Ali, had no relations with music. 

His maternal uncle, however, was fond 

of music and inspired young Allahrakha 

to leam music. 

At the age of about 15, Allahrakha 

got associated with a theatre group in Pathankot, and was introduced 

to Lai Mohammad, a Tabla player, and began learning from him. 

This, however, fanned the flames of yearning for musical learning 

in the young lad. After a few years, he went to Lahore and became 

a disciple of Ustad Kadir Baksh. Under the Ustad’s watchful eyes, 

Allahrakha mastered the intricacies of the Punjab style of Tabla 

playing. 

From 1936 to 1942, Ustad Allahrakha worked with the All India 

Radio in Delhi and Mumbai as a Tabla player. Later, he was 

associated with the celluloid world also, and scored music for several 

Hindi films like Ma-Baap, Madari, Jagga, Sabak, Alam Aar a 

and others under the name of A.R. Qureshi. However, the arc 

lights of Bollywood could not enrapture him for long, and he restricted 

himself to the concert stage after a brief stint. There are several 

albums of his dazzling solo and enchanting accompaniments. In 

1977, he was decorated with the Padma Shri. He was also honoured 

with several other titles and awards throughout his career. 

Ustad Allarakha Khan 
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Breathtaking speed, a treasure trove of rare compositions, 

mastery over difficult layakaris, and command over visham taals 

were among the chief characteristics of his music. This versatile 

genius was equally at ease with playing solo, accompanying 

instruments and dance. 

His son and chief disciple, Zakir Hussain, has brought enormous 

fame and glory to the Tabla as well as himself. His other son, Fazal 

Qureshi, too, is a good Tabla player. Many other disciples of Ustad 

Allahrakha, including Anuradha Pal, who is one of the few women 

Tabla players, have distinguished themselves. 

Ustad Allahrakha’s chief contribution lay in making changes 

to the Punjab style of Tabla playing to fulfill the existing needs of 

that time, and thereby opening the floodgates of popularity of this 

style. The changes that he initiated continue till the present time. 

He softened the resonant Tabla of Punjab by suitably adding syl¬ 

lables played on the chaanti. This allowed the Tabla players of the 

Punjab style to successfully accompany stringed and wind instru¬ 

ments. The venerated Ustad left the mortal world on February 3, 

2000, after suffering a heart attack. 

Ustad Inam Ali Khan 

Ustad Inam Ali Khan, who went 

on to become the Khalifa of the Delhi 

gharana, was born in a family of 

distinguished musicians on November 

12,1928. He learnt the Tabla from his 

father, Ustad Garni Khan and uncle, 

Ustad Munnu Khan. The prodigal Inam 

Ali began playing for the All India Radio 

at the age of 10. He was a true 

exponent of the Delhi baaj, and all the 

fine characteristics of the Delhi style 

were in evidence in his music. 
Ustad Inam Ali Khan 
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He had travelled abroad extensively, enchanting America and 

Europe with his music. He was associated with the Bharatiya Kala 

Kendra in Delhi and the Delhi University’s Faculty of Music for a 

long time. Among his chief disciples were Ustad Faiyaz Khan and 

Ustad Latif Ahmed, who went on to acquire international fame. 

His son, Ghulam Haider, is presently associated with the Delhi 

University’s Faculty of Music. 

The Ustad left this mortal world on January 28, 1988, in 

Mumbai. 

Pandit Gy an Prakash Ghosh 

True to his name, Pandit Gyan 

Prakash Ghosh was like a glorious 

torch of blazing knowledge that 

enlightened the path all those who 

sought it from him. Perhaps, such 

a musical genius is born only 

rarely. The world of music is 

aglow with the musical light 

emitted by the galaxy of his 

distinguished disciples and 

his innumerable matchless 

compositions. 
Pt. Gyan Prakash Ghosh 

A versatile musical personality, Pandit Ghosh was an amazing 

Tabla player, an equally dexterous Harmonium player, a gifted 

vocalist and a brilliant composer. He was also a generous guru. 

Though Pandit Ghosh leamt the Tabla from the renowned Ustad 

Masit Khan of the Farrukkhabad gharana, he was also influenced 

by the music of many other great maestros and gladly leamt from 

anyone who had anything good to share. As a result, he was able to 

collect a huge repertoire of rare compositions of all the chief styles 

of Tabla. 
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Pandit Ghosh had scored music for several films. He had also 

translated numerous Thumris from Hindi to Bangla. He had 

experimented successfully with an orchestra of drums, which brought 

together the drums of Northern and Southern India, including Tabla, 

Pakhawaj, Naal, Nakkara, Khol, Mridangam and Kanjira among 

others. The music of this unique band is available in the form of an 

album, titled The Drums of India. 

Among his chief disciples are Pandit Ajoy Chakraborty (vocal), 

Pandit Nikhil Ghosh, Pandit Shankar Ghosh, Pandit Shyamal Bose 

and Pandit Anindo Chatteijee. Apart from many other awards and 

honours, Pandit Jnan Prakash Ghosh was honoured with the Padma 

Bhushan by the Government of India. He breathed his last on 

November 19,1998. 

Ustad Choodiyanwale Imaam Baksh 

Ustad Choodiyanwale Imaam Baksh was a very renowned 

Tabla and Pakhawaj player of the 19th century. Even though there 

is no concrete proof on the basis of which we can talk about his 

birth or death, it is appropriate to conclude from the available infor¬ 

mation that his professional life must have been from 1850 to 1875. 

This is based on the fact that Ustad Imaam Baksh frequently used 

to accompany the great vocalist duo of Ustad Haddu Khan and 

Ustad Hassu Khan belonging to the Gwalior Gharana (singing style 

or tradition of Gwalior). 

Ustad Imaam Baksh was primarily a Pakhawaj player, but once 

he heard the spellbound performance of Ustad Haji Vilayat Ali Khan 

(founder of the Farukkhabad gharana of Tabla) and from that day 

he had decided to leam and play the Tabla. In those days the teach¬ 

ers didn’t readily accept anyone as their disciple, Ustad Imaam 

Baksh was no exception and hence he first became the servant of 

Ustad Haji Vilayat Ali Khan. 
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For 12 years being Ustad Vilayat Ali Khan’s servant, Imaam 

Baksh was drawn more towards the Tabla and had gained sub¬ 

stantial knowledge about the instrument and about its playing. 

Then suddenly one day at a gathering where Imaam Baksh 

was playing the Tabla, Ustad Vilayat Ali Khan after seeing him 

play, was awestruck by his performance. On that day Imaam Baksh 

apologized to him and said that he had learnt all the nuances from 

him (Ustad Vilayat Ali Khan). Ustad Haji Vilayat Ali Khan felt 

very proud and decided to make him his disciple. 

In those days, the acceptance of the shishya (disciple) by the 

Guru was marked by a ceremony in which the guru tied the sacred 

thread on the wrist of the disciple as a ritual signifying that the 

disciple is under the tutelage of that guru. But due to the unavail¬ 

ability of such a string or thread at that time, Vilayat Ali Khan’s 

wife gave one of her gold bangle (Choodi) to Imaam Baksh. 

Accepting the bangle as a blessing gurus mata, Imaam Baksh 

wore the bangle throughout his entire life. Because of this gesture, 

from that day he became to be known as “Choodiyanwale Imaam 

Baksh”. Choodiyanwale Imaam Baksh not only was a great per¬ 

former but was also a great composer. 

In those days, musicians were often tested by other musicians. 

Once, a classical vocal singer decided to visit Imaam Baksh in 

order to test his skills and knowledge. He knocked the door and 

Imaam Baksh opened. The singer being unable to recognize Imaam 

Baksh, mistook him as one of his disciples and hence asked him 

where his guru was. To this Imaam Baksh replied that his guru had 

gone out for some work and would return only in the evening. Mean¬ 

while, Imaam Baksh comforted the singer at his house. 

Slowly the sun began to set and the disciples of Ustad Imaam 

Baksh started to arrive at his house but Imaam Baksh told them not 

to disclose his identity in front of the singer. After some time the 

singer said, “Your guru has not yet arrived and now it is time for my 
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riyaaz (singing practice), will you accompany me on the Tabla?” 

Imaam Baksh politely replied, “My gum has taught me only Dhamar 

Taal (14-beat cyclic pattern) and I can play only that beat cycle”. 

Hearing this, the singer started singing the Dhamar style of singing 

that was appropriate for the rhythm. 

After some time the singer said “I now feel like singing some¬ 

thing in Teen-Taal (16 beat cyclic pattern)”. Imaam Baksh said 

“Even though my gum has not taught me Teen-Taal, still I will try 

my best to accompany you”. The singer started singing in Teen- 

Taal. The great Imaam Baksh converted the 14 beat cyclic pattern 

into the 16 beat cyclic pattern on the spot by introducing a 7/8 

Layakari (rhythmic speed pattern) without altering the theka of 

Dhamar Taal in order to comply with the singing of the singer. The 

singer was astounded by this innovative act of his and therefore 

asked him to reveal his real identity. Finally when Ustad Imaam 

Baksh revealed his real identity, the singer apologized for the 

misunderstanding and honored the Ustad. 

Ustad Haider Baksh was the son of Ustad Imaam Baksh who 

was also a very talented Tabla player and followed the footsteps of 

his father. According to the popular writer Pandit Arvind Mulgaonkar, 

Ustad Haider Baksh at the age of 95, had taught Tabla to his stu¬ 

dent Ustad Amir Husain Khan for a few years who later became a 

versatile player of the Delhi and Farmkhabad Gharanas. 

Ustad Bandey Hassan Khan was the son of Ustad Haider 

Baksh, who also became a well known and versatile Tabla and 

Pakhawaj player, but due to physical ill-health he couldn’t play Tabla 

for many years and hence he spent his last days at Aligarh. Among 

his disciples, writer and performer Pandit Satya Narayan is a promi¬ 

nent name. 

Ustad Imaam Baksh apart from being a renowned artist was 

also a great person. He believed in the principle of equality, that no 

artist is small and every artist is good in his or her field. In today’s 

date also, he is revered as a great artist by many musicians. 
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Ustad Karamatullah Khan 

The world of music bows 

reverentially at the very mention of 

Ustad Karamatullah Khan’s name 

because of his remarkable ability to 

restrain his dexterous fingers. Ustad 

Karamatullah Khan, who went on to 

become a renowned representative of 

the Farrukkhabad gharana, was bom 

in the year 1918 in Rampur (presently 

in Uttar Pradesh), in a family of 

musicians. Young Karamatullah leamt 

the Tabla from his father Ustad Masit 

Khan, who was a disciple of Ustad Nanhe Khan, one of the chief 

disciples of Ustad Haji Vilayat Ali, the founder of the Farrukkhabad 

gharana. 

In his youth, Ustad Karamatullah moved to Calcutta (now 

Kolkata) and stayed there till the end of his life. He was regarded 

as one of those rare Tabla players whose presence added to the 

attraction of a musical concert. He was known for his remarkable 

ability to play just the way the chief performer wanted, no more 

and no less. As a result, the chief performers never had any difficulty 

while playing with him. 

Unfortunately, he died after a long period of illness on December 

3, 1977. His son, Sabir Hussain Khan ranks among one of the 

foremost Tabla players today. Among his chief disciples are 

Narendra Ghosh, Shankha Chatterjee, Amar De, Kamlesh 

Chakraborty, and the late Kanai Dutta. 

Pandit Samta Prasad (Gudai Maharaj) 

The legendary Pandit Samta Prasad was bom on July 19,1920 

in a family of distinguished musicians that lived in the Kabir Chaura 

area of the holy city of Varanasi. His father, Pandit Bacha Mishra, 
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was a famous Tabla exponent of his 

time. Young Gudai learnt his first 

lessons at the feet of his father. 

Unfortunately, Pandit Mishra died when 

Gudai was barely six. After his father’s 

demise, the stalwart of Banaras 

gharana, Pandit Vikramaditya Mishra 

(Khalifa Bikku Maharaj), who was 

Gudai’s cousin, took him under his 

wings and trained him. 

Gudai underwent rigorous practice 

under the watchful eyes of his Guru. 

He would practice 12-14 hours every 

day for 15 -16 years. Soon, his wizardry was acknowledged by one 

and all. He was capable of enchanting knowledgeable scholars as 

well as the common man, thus acquiring unprecedented popularity, 

though he was not always mindful of the purity. He was, however, 

extremely versatile, and was equally adept at playing solos and 

accompanying all forms of music and dance. 

Gudai Maharaj came into the limelight at the All India Music 

Conference held in 1942 in Allahabad under the aegis of the 

Allahabad University, where he had accompanied Ustad Allauddin 

Khan. Once, he had the opportunity to play in front of the President 

of erstwhile Soviet Union at Delhi’s Vigyan Bhavan. The visiting 

dignitary was so impressed that he extended an invitation to Pandit 

Samta Prasad to play on the occasion of May Day in Moscow. 

Pandit Samta Prasad obliged, and stunned senior world leaders by 

mesmerising them. The event catapulted him to international 

stardom. 

Pandit Samta Prasad, who was a relative of Partappu ji (Pandit 

Pratap Maharaj), played for several blockbuster Hindi films like 

Jhanak Jhanak Payal Baje, Meri Surat Teri Aankhen, Basant 

Pt. Samta Prasad 

(Gudai Maharaj) 
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Bahar, Kinara, Mehbooba, Sholay and Bangla films like Surer 

Pyasi, Asamapta, Jalsaghar and Nawab Wajid Ali Shah. 

Pandit Samta Prasad received many accolades in his lifetime. 

Tabley ka Jadugar, Taal Martanda, Taal Shiromani, Tabla Wizard, 

Taal Vilas, Tabla Samrat, SangeetNatak Akademi Award, Hafiz 

Ali Khan Award, Padma Shri and Padma Bhushan were some of 

them. Among his chief disciples are his sons, Kumar Lai Mishra 

and Kailash Nath Mishra; Dr A.K. Bhattacharya, J. Massey, 

Parthasarathi Mukherjee, Sukhamaya Banerjee and Late 

Satyanarayan Vashishtha 

Pandit Prasad remained active till the end of his life. In May 

1994, he had gone to participate in a workshop on Tabla in Pune, 

where he suffered a massive heart attack and succumbed to it on 

May 21,1994. 

Pandit Nikhil Jyoti Ghosh 

A formidable Tabla player, a well- 

known Sitar player, a knowledgeable 

vocalist, a powerful writer, a profound 

thinker, a generous teacher and a 

brilliant music director and composer 

... these were only few facets of the 

versatile genius, Padma Bhushan 

Pandit Nikhil Jyoti Ghosh. 

He was bom on December 28, 

1918, in Barisal, erstwhile East Bengal, 

in a family of musicians. His father, Pt mkhil Jyoti Ghosh 

Akshay Kumar Ghosh, was a good 

Sitar player and his grandfather, Har Kumar Ghosh, was a well 

known Dhmvapad singer. His elder brother, Pandit Panna Lai Ghosh, 

was the first to play classical music on the Flute. It is but obvious 

that this musically rich environment had a great influence on young 

Nikhil. 
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He mastered the art of Tabla playing under the tutelage of 

Ustad Ahmedjan Thirakwa and Ustad Amir Hussain Khan, and 

later trained under Guru Jnan Prakash Ghosh. He was also fortunate 

to learn the Sitar from his father, and vocal music from his 

grandfather as well as from Shri Bipin Chatteijee and Ustad Firoz 

Nizami of the Kirana gharana. 

As a Tabla player, he was acclaimed for his energetic solos as 

well as soulful accompaniment. He had accompanied almost all the 

senior artistes of his time as well as his contemporaries, including 

Ustad Faiyaz Khan, Ustad Hafiz Ali Khan, Ustad Allauddin Khan, 

Ali Akbar Khan, Ustad Vilayat Khan, Ustad Amjad Ali Khan, Pandit 

Nikhil Banerjee, Ustad Salamat Ali, Ustad Nazamat Ali, Pandit 

Jasraj, Ustad Rais Khan and many others. 

He had carved a niche for himself as a soloist also. One could 

discern the individual characteristics of Delhi, Ajrada, Farrukkhabad, 

Lucknow and Punjab gharanas in his music. Amusical album created 

by HMV and UNESCO stands testimony to this fact. 

Pandit Ghosh had scored music for a number of Hindi films 

like Parinita, Gopinath, Shamsher, and Samaj. He had also 

composed the music for several private albums, for which well- 

known playback singers and vocalists like Lata Mangeshkar, Asha 

Bhosle, Geeta Dutt, Hemant Kumar, Manna De, Sandhya 

Mukheijee, Lakshmi Shankar and Nirmala Arun had lent their voices. 

He had made enormous contributions towards popularising 

Indian music abroad. He toured and performed extensively in many 

countries. In fact, he was the first Tabla player to give a solo 

performance abroad. In 1958, he gave solo performances in 

Elidburgh and Edinburgh. Later, he performed in Brateslava, 

Helsinki, Rome, Athens and at the UNESCO Headquarters. In 1974, 

he created a band named 4Trayas’ with his sons, Nayan and 

Dhruva. Nayan is today an accomplished Sitar and Tabla player. 

Dhruva has made quite a name as a Sarangi player. Pandit Nikhil 

Ghosh’s daughter, Tulika, is a good vocalist. 
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Nikhil Babu, or Dada, as he was fondly known, had introduced 

some revolutionary changes in the teaching methodologies also. 

He had started a Teachers’ Training Programme. In 1956, he 

established the Sangeet Mahabharati, an institution that trains young 

talents. He had also created a rather subtle and scientific system of 

musical notation, which was dwelt upon in his book published in 

1968, titled Fundamentals ofRaga and Taal with a New System 

of Notation. He had also started work on another ambitious project, 

entitled Encyclopaedia of Music, Dance and Drama in India. 

Unfortunately, he did not live long enough to complete it. His sons, 

students and admirers have continued with the project and the 

compilation is expected to be published soon. 

Chief among Pandit Ghosh’s disciples are the late Govindrao 

Parstwar, Kartikchandra Ghosh, Eknath Pingle, Purushottam 

Paradkar, Datta Yande, Karodimal Bhatt, Gurudas Kamath, Jet 

Wagner (Germany), Keith Manning (Australia), Bhadrakshi Munshi, 

Anis Pradhan, Aslam Hussain Khan, Rashid Mustafa, Shiv and 

Ravi Naimpalli and Ashish Ghosh. 

Pandit Ghosh had also many awards, including the Ustad Hafiz 

Ali Khan Memorial Award, Swar Sadhana Ratna and the Padma 

Bhushan, bestowed by the Government of India. He died on March 

3,1995. 

Ustad Latif Ahmed Khan 

Latif Ahmed Khan, an icon of the 

Delhi gharana was bom in a musical 

family in the year 1942. His father, 

Mohammad Baksh Khan, was a fa¬ 

mous Sarangi player, who died in 1952. 

Known as ‘Allah havala’ among 

his kin, Latif Ahmed began his training 

in Tabla in the year 1953, under the tu- 

telage of the then Khalifa of the Delhi Ustad LatifAhmed Khan 
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gharana, Ustad Garni Khan. After the Ustad’s demise in 1958, Latif 

Ahmed trained under the Khalifa’s younger brother, Ustad Munnu 

Khan, and son, Ustad Inam Ali Khan. 

Latif Ahmed had started performing at a young age. He came 

into limelight after a solo performance held in Mumbai in the year 

1958, in the presence of stalwarts like Ustad Inam Ali Khan, Ustad 

Allahrakha, Pandit Samta Prasad, Ustad Amir Khan and Ustad 

Abdul Halim Jafar Khan. 

In 1959, Latif ably accompanied Pt. Ravi Shankar, thus dem¬ 

onstrating his versatility. Later he accompanied many doyens of 

Hindustani classical music of that era, including Ustad Altaf Hussain 

Khan, Ustad Vilayat Hussain Khan, Ustad Chand Khan and Ustad 

Umrao Bundu Khan. Ustad Latif Ahmed was one of those few 

Tabla players who could ably accompany all forms of music such 

as vocal music, instrumental music and Kathak. In recognition 

of his enormous talent, the All India Radio had accorded him the 

status of a top grade artiste without even conducting an audition. 

In 1974, Latif Ahmed had presented a solo recital for the an¬ 

nual Akashvani Sangeet Sammelan organized by the All India 

Radio. Many programmes featuring him were often broadcast by 

Doordarshan and All India Radio (then state-owned television and 

radio channels respectively). His final performance, too, was a solo 

recital at the Akashvani Sangeet Sammelan held in Patna. 

Latif Ahmed visited London in 1967 on his first overseas tour. 

Thereafter, he toured many parts of the world, including the United 

States, Europe, Africa and the Middle East. Latif Ahmed had also 

accompanied the celebrated Jazz musician Don Cherry and cre¬ 

ated a band by the name of “Drums of India”. The band had per¬ 

formed in Sri Lanka on the occasion of the Indian Republic Day 

celebrations and in many other countries. Latif Ahmed had also 

created a taal of 5% (five and a quarter) matras, and named it 

Latif taal. 
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His Tabla tracks were used for Bollywood films like Bawarchi, 

Prem Rog and Bhai ho toh aisa. Many recordings of his solos as 

well as accompaniments are available. One of the recordings made 

in Switzerland has a presentation of Latif Taal. He also taught briefly 

at the Bharatiya Kala Kendra based in Delhi. However, in 1964, he 

gave up his teaching position and concentrated solely on stage shows. 

He was a guest lecturer at the Dartington College of Arts in Lon¬ 

don. Unfortunately, this virtuoso of Delhi gharana left this mortal 

world at the untimely age of 48 on August 29,1989. His two sons, 

Akbar Latif and Babar Latif, are carrying the torch of their illustri¬ 

ous father. 

Pandit Kishan Maharaj 

Pandit Kishan Maharaj’s name 

has become a synonym for the 

Banaras baaj. This illustrious Tabla 

maestro was bom on September 3, 

1923, which happened to be the 

religious occasion of Krishna 

Janmashtami, celebrated by the 

Hindus to mark the birth of Lord 

Krishna. He was therefore named 

“Kishan.” His father, Pandit Hari 

Maharaj, was a well-known Tabla 

player. Unfortunately, Pandit Hari 

Maharaj died prematurely. Pandit Hari Maharaj’s elder brother, the 

legendary Kanthe Maharaj, not only brought young Kishan up like 

his own child, but also groomed his musical talent to perfection. 

Pandit Kishan Maharaj accompanied the renowned Kathak 

dancer, Pandit Chaturbhuj Mishra (Chaubey Maharaj) for his first 

public performance at the famous Sankat Mochan temple in 

Varanasi. Later, he also performed for several films. 
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Right from his childhood, Pandit Kishan Maharaj had a 

fascination for difficult layakaris and taals. Clear and precise sound 

production was his hallmark. He had successfully accompanied 

senior artists of all forms of music. His solos, in particular, 

demonstrated his brilliance and depth of knowledge. 

For his contribution to music, he was bestowed with several 

honours. The Prayag Sangeet Samiti of Allahabad honoured him 

with the title of Sangeet Samrat. Sur Singar Parishad of Mumbai 

decorated him with the title of Taal Vilas. He was an awardee of 

the Uttar Pradesh Sangeet Natak Akademi as well as the central 

Sangeet Natak Akademi. The Government of India conferred on 

him the coveted civilian awards Padmashri and Padma Vibhushan. 

Apart from being a great artist, he was also a good social worker, 

writer, painter, speaker and organiser. And of course, he was also a 

great guru. In spite of his hectic schedule, Pandit Kishan Maharaj 

generously shared his knowledge with his disciples. His son, Pandit 

Puran Maharaj is a well-known Tabla player. 

Chief among his other disciples are Nandan Mehta, Kumar 

Bose, Anil Palit, Swapan Sinha, Jagdish Mishra, Mahendra Singh, 

ShashikantBellare,Tej Bahadur Nigam, Sukhwinder Singh Namdhari 

and Sandeep Das. 

The maestro breathed his last on 

May 4, 2008, at the age of 84. 

Pandit Nandan Yashodhar 
Mehta 

Pandit Nandan Yashodhar Mehta 

(1942-2010) was bom on February 26, 

1942 in Shantikunj, Ahmadabad. He 

was the second son of Yashodhar and 

Vasumatiben Mehta. Nandan’s serious 

orientation towards learning the tabla 
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started at a very early; even during his childhood, he was confident 

about pursuing what he relished, irrespective of what others thought 

or said. 

Nandan’s first guru was his music teacher in school, Shri 

Sadashiv Rao. Young Nandan learnt his formal lessons with all 

sincerity and dedication and became quite proficient by the time he 

left school. His maiden performance was with the well known singer 

Hemant Kumar in which he accompanied him for the solo singing 

concert at Pritam Nagar sometime in the early 1960’s. He 

completed his undergraduate degree in Arts in 1963 from the Gujarat 

College. 

Nandan’s intense passion and ardent desire to scale the higher 

peaks of learning Indian Classical music in the domain of percus¬ 

sion music led him to his ultimate guru, Pandit Kishan Maharaj of 

the Banaras gharana. One has to give Nandan the credit for learn¬ 

ing the Banaras style of tabla without physically residing in Banaras 

and in the absence of learning from the Guru in person, over a 

continuous period of time. This was because Pt. Kishan Maharaj 

used to visit Ahmadabad occasionally and on those occasions 

Nandan used to leam a lesson or two from him. He learnt more by 

observing his guru’s performances—a clear evidence of the de¬ 

gree of dedication and focused intellect that he possessed. This 

dedication in due course resulted in his acquiring perfection in play¬ 

ing the tabla. 

On December 6,1968, Nandan married Manju Bhatt, who is 

an outstanding Sitar player and the elder sister of Pandit 

Vishwamohan Bhatt. With the blessings of his guru Pt. Kishan 

Maharaj, Nandan Mehta established the organization SAPTAK in 

the year 1980 and started the Saptak School of Music. This school 

offers training in instrumental (melodic), vocal music and percus¬ 

sion music according to the guru-shishya tradition. No doubt that it 

was the arduous efforts of Nandan that made him stand out as a 
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propagator for the revival of classical music in the state of Gujarat. 

However the last years of Nandan’s life made him very weak and 

discomforted as he became a victim of cancer. 

Nandan Mehta had accompanied many top-notch artists of the 

country such as Pt. Jasraj, Ustad Sultan Khan, Vidushi Kishori 

Amonkar, Shri Shaukat Hussein and Shri Bireshwar Gautam. 

Nandan’s two daughters Poorvi and Hetal are highly qualified 

and proficient artists. Poorvi is an exceptional Sitar player and is 

currently an active part of the teaching faculty at the Saptak School 

of Music. The younger daughter Hetal is a highly skillful tabla player 

and an All India Radio4 A’ grade artist. The other disciples of Nandan 

Mehta include Prithviraj Mishra and Jai Dabgar. Pt. Nandan Mehta 

breathed his last on March 26,2010 at the age of 68. 

Pandit Rangnath Mishra 

Pandit Rangnath Mishra was bom 

in Varanasi on January 3, 1932. He 

belonged to a family that boasted of 

an illustrious musical heritage. He 

received his initial training from his 

grandfather, Pandit Vikramaditya 

Mishra, who was known in the music 

world as Khalifa Bikku Maharaj. He 

also learnt from his father, Tabla 

Shiromani Pandit Gama Maharaj. 

Rangnath graduated from the Banaras 

Hindu University. He also earned the 

Sahitya Ratna title from Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, Prayag. He stood 

first and won the gold medal in the Praveen (master’s degree in 

music) examination conducted by the Prayag Sangeet Samiti 

(Allahabad). 

Pt. Rangnath Mishra 

He won many honours and accolades during his lifetime. When 

he was 11 years old, he astonished the Raja of Amava with his 
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amazing skill. The Raja honoured him with a medallion. In 1954, he 

won the gold medal after securing the first place at the national 

inter-university youth festival. In 1959, he was honoured at the 

Etawa music conference. In 1964, he was honoured with a gold 

medal at the All India music conference held in Patna. In 1979, the 

Manipuri Nartan Kendra bestowed on him the title of Tabla Samrat. 

The Government of Uttar Pradesh honoured him with the Dr. Rai 

Rajeshwar Bali Lalit Kala Samman in 1990. The Swami Haridas 

Shastriya Sangeet Evam Kala Pravardhan Samiti (Lucknow) 

honoured him with the title of Tabla Shiromani in 1994. In 1998, he 

was among the 10 awardees selected by the All India Radio, 

Lucknow. 

Professor Rangnath Mishra was an astute teacher. 

He dedicated a large part of his life training students at the 

Bhatkhande Hindustani Sangeet Mahavidyalaya, Lucknow. He 

served as the head of the Department of Tabla and Pakhawaj from 

1966 to 1990. His forte was the equal prowess on the theoretical as 

well as practical aspects of Tabla. He was a top grade artiste of 

the All India Radio and Doordarshan. He was also a prolife writer, 

thinker and poet. His two sons, Rajendra Nath Mishra and Shivendra 

Nath Mishra, and many other disciples are currently engaged in 

serving the world of music. Prof. 

Mishra died on March 24,2006. 

Ustad Zakir Hussain 

Ustad Zakir Hussain needs no 

introduction. He is a musical wizard 

who has acquired unprecedented 

popularity all over the world and 

rules over the hearts of millions of 

fans today. He was bom in March 9, 

1951, in Mumbai. Zakir Hussain, a 

scion of the Punjab gharana, Ustad Zakir hussain 
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learnt the art of Tabla playing from his father, the illustrious Ustad 

Allah Rakha. 

Right from his childhood, Zakir was exposed to the finest in 

Indian music. Stalwarts like Pandit Ravi Shankar, Ustad Vilayat Ali 

Khan and Ustad Vilay at Khan were among the great luminaries of 

Indian music who frequented their house. The musical soirees and 

discussions fired young Zakir’s imagination. Thus, it is no surprise 

that by the age of 12, this child prodigy was already touring and 

making a name for himself on the concert stage. His journey to the 

United States in 1970 marked his arrival on the world stage. 

Zakir Hussain has performed with all the top-notch artists, 

including Pandit Hari Prasad Chaurasia and Pandit Shiv Kumar 

Sharma to name a few. In addition, his scintilating solos, too, are a 

treat for music lovers. His amazing dexterity, speed and perfection 

have too be experienced to be believed. He also has the amazing 

control over both the left and right drums, and has a phenomenal 

sense of sound production. This musical genius has been instrumental 

in bringing the Tabla under the limelight on the international stage 

through his collaborations with various Western artists. His 

partnership with The Beatles is especially noteworthy. Later, he 

formed a band, Shakti, with noted musicians John McLaughlin, L. 

Shankar, T.H. Vikku Vinayakram and R. Raghavan. 

Zakir Hussain’s creativity is not restricted to the concert stage. 

He has composed music for many English movies like Apocalypse 

Now, In Custody, Little Buddha, The Mystic Masseur, and Heat 

and Dust. Zakir Hussain has also acted in Saaz, a Hindi feature 

film, besides co-composing the music for this film. 

Zakir Hussain has be bestowed with many honours and awards, 

including the Padmashri and Padma Bhushan, which are among 

the top civilian awards given by the Government of India. Ustad 

Zakir Hussain continues to enthrall music lovers with his mesmerising 

music. 
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